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Preface
RECPAD is the annual Portuguese Conference on Pattern Recognition, promoted
by APRP (Portuguese Association for Pattern Recognition). It is a one-day conference to promote
the collaboration between the Portuguese scientific community in the fields of Pattern
Recognition, Image Analysis and Processing, Soft Computing, and related areas. This year,
RECPAD2019 is held at FCUP (Faculdade Ciências da Universidade do Porto), on October 31st,
2019.
Conference topics of RECPAD 2019 include:
• Biometrics; • Character recognition; • Classification clustering ensembles and multi-classifiers;
• Data mining and big data; • Feature extraction, discretization and selection; • Fuzzy logic and
fuzzy image processing; • Gesture recognition; • Hybrid methods; • Image description and
registration; • Image enhancement and restoration; • Image segmentation; • Deep Learning; • Image
understanding; • Information theory; • Intelligent systems; • Machine vision; • Neural network
architectures; • Object recognition; • Pattern recognition applications; • Sensors and sensor fusion;
• Soft computing techniques; • Statistical methods; • Syntactical methods; • Transfer Learning.
In addition to the invited keynote speaker lecture and poster sessions along the day, the edition of
RECPAD 2019 will also feature:
• Demo sessions;
• Oral sessions of the best submissions;
• Prizes for the best oral presentation and best demo sponsored by Bitalino.
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Message from the Conference Chair
Welcome to the 25th Portuguese Conference on Pattern Recognition (RECPAD 2019). This year is
organized on 31st October and by the first time at FCUP, namely at Computer Science Department.
This is the 5th time that Porto hosts RECPAD. Porto is the largest city in the North of Portugal and
has won several awards for best European destination in recent years. Porto is known to be a city
with dozens of centuries of History and most emblematic monuments (D. Luís I Bridge, Clérigos
Tower, Porto Cathedral, Music House, São Bento Station, etc.).
This one-day conference includes an invited talk, oral sessions of the 5 best-reviewed papers, poster
sessions and a demo session. In the year of 2019, APRP celebrates the 30th anniversary and to
commemorate this occasion, we organized a special session with all the former APRP chair.
We are honoured with the presence of Professor Carmen Poon, Assistant Professor at the
Department of Surgery of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, as a guest speaker who will present
a talk entitled “AI-doscopist: A Deep Learning-based Model for Real-time Cancer Diagnosis during
Therapeutic Endoscopy”. Carmen is a Distinguished Lecturer of IEEE EMBS.
The conference has 54 approved papers overall distributed by sessions along the day. According to
the thematic topics, the papers were organised in three poster sessions:
Session1: Image Segmentation and Classification of Tissues and Diseases;
Session2: Computer Vision and Statistical Methods;
Session3: Biometrics and Signal Processing.
As APRP aims the promotion of progress and knowledge in the pattern recognition area, stimulating
interdisciplinary interactions in various fields of science, technology, research and teaching,
RECPAD is undoubtedly a promoted initiative that contributes to the development and
enhancement of the area and its strengthening and densification at national level. We believe that
the papers to be presented at the conference fulfil in part the goals of our association contributing
to widen the national capabilities and to also to foster informal networking among academics and
researchers.
Finally, I would like to thank everyone who collaborated with the organization: 1) a special word
of gratitude to the members of the Scientific Committee for the thorough and timely review of
submitted manuscripts, 2) to sponsors for the invaluable support, 3) and recognition and a deep
thank must also go to the members of the Organizing Committee who worked hard for the success
of this conference.
I welcome again all participants and I hope you enjoy RECPAD2019 and your stay in Porto.
Hélder P. Oliveira,
Conference Chair
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Invited Speaker
Carmen Poon
Bio:
Dr. Carmen Poon received the B.A.Sc. in Engineering Science, M.A.Sc. in
Biomaterials and Biomedical Engineering & Electrical and Computer
Engineering at University of Toronto. She completed her Ph.D. in
Electronic Engineering at The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CU), and
later joined the Department of Surgery of CU Medicine as a faculty member
in 2012. Her main research interests include wearable sensing and
endoscopic informatics that have potential to change surgical practices.
Several pieces of her works in these areas have been rated Highly Cited
Papers by ISI Web of Science (2015-2019) and collectively, her works have
been cited >2500 times in Scopus (as of Mar. 2019).
Carmen served as Conference Chair of the 16th International Conference on Wearable and
Implantable Body Sensor Networks, which was held in Chicago, USA, 2019. She also served as
Chair of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBS) Technical Committee on
Wearable Biomedical Sensors and Systems (2016-2017), EMBS Administrative Committee
member (2014-2016), and Managing Editor for IEEE Journal of Biomedical and Health Informatics
(2009-2016). She now serves on the Editorial Boards for several international peer-reviewed
journals published by IEEE, IOP, Elsevier and ACM.
Carmen is a Senior Member of IEEE and a Distinguished Lecturer of EMBS. She received the
IFMBE/IAMBE Early Career Award awarded by International Federation of Medical and
Biological Engineering / The International Academy of Medical and Biological Engineering in
2015, and the IEEE-EMBS Academic Early Career Achievement Award “for contributions to
wearable sensing and endoscopic surgery” in 2018.
Talk: “AI-doscopist: A Deep Learning-based Model for Real-time Cancer Diagnosis during
Therapeutic Endoscopy.”
Therapeutic endoscopy is a cornerstone to screen and prevent colorectal cancers. Nevertheless,
polyps can be missed or misdiagnosed during colonoscopy. By using large non-medical and
endoscopic databases, Carmen have designed a deep-learning-based model, named “Artificial
Endoscopist (a.k.a. AI-doscopist)”, to recognise colonic neoplasia during colonoscopy. AIdoscopist was trained and tested with over millions of images, labelled frame-by-frame with the
presence, location, and type of colorectal polyps. Her initial study suggested that AI-doscpist can
achieve similar detection rates as the endoscopists. Moreover, if AI-doscopist were to be used in
real-time, it can potentially assist endoscopists in detecting one more patient with polyp in every
20-33 colonoscopies.
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Biceps Brachii Tissue Atrophy Detection Using AlexNet
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Jaime B. Santos
jaime@deec.uc.pt

Abstract
Nowadays, the advances in medicine provides several non-invasive examination
methods that provide a simple and fast diagnoses, then avoiding painful
interventions. Regarding muscle tissue, the ultrasonography appears as the most
useful non-invasive method for injuries diagnosis, because it is cheap, nonionizing, and provides images in real-time. The present work aims to develop a tool
that automatically diagnoses muscle atrophies in the biceps brachii muscle by using
AlexNet. This system aims to help on the training of novice examiners.

1 Introduction
The biceps brachii is a large muscle that connects the elbow to the
shoulder and is located on the front of the upper arm. Its main function
is to supinate the forearm and perform the flexing of the elbow, being
more effective in performing the forearm supination. Though assisting the
elbow flexion, the strongest muscle making that function is the brachialis
muscle, located deeper in the upper arm.
The most common pathologies include insertional tendonitis and
partial or complete tearing of the tendons [1]. A partial tear means that
there is a rupture on the tendon, but it doesn’t span the entire cross section
of the tendon/muscle. A complete rupture means that tear completely
spans the whole cross section of the tendon/muscle. Another common
pathology is atrophy [2]. It is characterized by the size decrease of the
muscle due to a performance reduction of the sarcomere (it produces the
muscle contraction and relaxation) and can have various causes, like
restricted movement (for example, limb immobilization from a cast),
cancer, AIDS, congestive heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, or renal failure. Muscle atrophy produces a change in the tissue’s
echogenicity, which is the ability it has to reflect soundwaves in the
context of ultrasound imaging [3].
Ultrasound tendon examination is most common in Europe, and is
inexpensive and non-invasive. Since tendons have a high collagen
density, they can be easily identified among neighbouring tissues.
Another major advantage of using ultrasonography arises when
measuring the muscle tissue’s echogenicity [4].
Usually, ultrasound muscle tissue examination is performed by a
trained physician, analysing the image by eye. It requires several years of
training to achieve reliable results with consistency. Hence, it is useful to
have some form of automatic analysis that produces consistent and
reliable results. Many works have been made using Neural Networks
(NN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Autoencoders (AE), hybrid
systems, and other similar machine learning techniques [5], with
successful results [6] (95.86% accuracy on breast, 98% on liver and
98.6% on thyroid).
Image recognition and classification is a research subject that has
been extensively tackled recently [7], and has seen several successful
medical applications [8-10]. The most common strategy for recognizing
images is through the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), namely
Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) [11]. The major advantage of
ANNs is their ability to do pattern recognition or regression on complex,
multi-variable problems by learning from examples. The two major
disadvantages are the high amount of data that sometimes is necessary for
their training, and the large computational time they take for this task.
Despite so, the results they produce are worth the effort. Current error
rates in image recognition in the ImageNet dataset are as low as 3.6% [11]
making this technique a good candidate for tendon/muscle pathology
recognition.
Transfer learning is a method often used when the available dataset is
too small for the desired task, or a trained network already exists that
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Computer Engineering, University of Coimbra, Portugal
Portuguese Military Academy and Military Academy Research
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Laboratory for Instrumentation, Biomedical Engineering and
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CEMMPRE, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
University of Coimbra, Portugal
performs a similar task [12]. It consists of taking a pre-trained neural
network, and adapt it to perform a new type of task. A typical example is
a neural network that is trained to recognize cars can be adapted to
recognize trucks. Typically, the last layer of the pre-trained network is
replaced with a new one to recognize a new number of classes. Of course,
if the number of classes is the same, this step is not necessary. Then, only
the last layer is trained. All the other trainable layers are frozen (their
weights do not change during training). Usually, if the new dataset is
small, it is better just training the new layer as to avoid overfitting. If not,
the network performance can be increased by training the original layers
one by one until the performance improves no more.

2 Methodology
The dataset contains 1458 DICOM images acquired at different time
points. The elapsed time between the points was three months). The
dataset scans were obtained in three distinct regions of the upper arm: next
to the shoulder, at the middle of the upper arm, and next to the elbow joint.
The train/test data were divided using 80% for training and 20% for
testing (10% for validation and 10% for testing). Preliminary training
sessions had a high variance between different training sessions. This high
variance was corrected tuning the initial 80% / 10% / 10% training /
validation / test ratio to 70% / 15% / 15%, which was obtained by trial
and error.
The original dataset was expanded making several transformations in
the images: addition of Gaussian noise in three different intervals, rotation
in six different angles, and horizontal flipping. The resulting dataset
consisted of 6406 images for training, 1373 images for testing and 1373
images for validation (the original dataset contained 115 images for
training, 19 for testing and 19 for validation).
In preliminary tests, a fixed rectangular ROI was used. After
analysing the results, it was concluded that a variable ROI was needed, as
the muscle’s position was not the same across the ultrasound images. As
the obtained results were unsatisfying, a circular ROI was implemented.
This was done in order to prevent major image deformation when
applying rotation. Figure 1 illustrates two ROIs of a same image with
different rotations.

Figure 1: Circular ROIs of the same circular crop with different rotation values.
Note that there is no difference in the circular ‘frame’.

The final improvement consisted of training the last layers because
the training accuracy was not converging to 100%, which meant that the
network was not able to learn all the necessary features/parameters.
Training the last layers, the training performance was improved. The first
layers were not trained because that would cause the network to over fit,
and would take even more time to train with the available computational
resources.
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The results are in the same range as the results referenced in [5],
though the examined organs are not the same. This is due to the fact that
Three implemented setups are presented. In the first case (figure 2), muscle tissue atrophy is not a common subject in the machine learning
fixed ROIs are used with the augmentation described in previous section. field, and studies are scarce. With future improvements, it is possible to
The network could not reach (close to) a training performance of 100%, reach better performance.
since only the last layer was trained. In this case, the best result was 71.2%
for the Test performance (accuracy) and 71.4% for the Validation
4 Final Remarks
performance (accuracy) for the same epoch.

3 Results and Discussion

Future suggested improvements include the creation of a dataset with
the aid of ultrasound imaging experts in order to choose the best ROI.
Another suggesting is the inclusion of the type of scan (rectangular or
conical), ultrasound image parameters (like the gain and frequency used),
an input vector containing the average value of the muscle’s pixel values,
the standard deviation and histogram, as well as the region where the scan
was made (next to the elbow, mid-arm or next to the shoulder). The
histogram, average and deviation would be useful because it would
eliminate the muscle size’s factor, i.e., these parameters would not depend
on the muscle’s size and would provide useful information to the network.
The variation of ultrasound image parameters would allow the use of
optimal parameters to obtain better resolution and dynamic range of the
images, instead of using fixed values.
In addition we can conclude that muscle atrophy is degenerative
processes of the muscle were the previous diagnostic can prevent the
Figure 2: Network performance plot of the first setup.
alterations and evaluations of the disease by using AlexNet. This system
aims to help on the training of novice examiners and help to be better the
On the second setup (figure 3), in order to evaluate the impact of the diagnosis.
dataset augmentation, the network was trained in the same conditions as
the first setup, but without using dataset augmentation. Here, even though
the training performance reaches similar values to the first setup, both the Acknowledgments
Validation and Test performances are much worse. The best results
This research is sponsored by the project UID/EMS/00285/2013.
achieved are 57.8% for Test performance and 52.1% for Validation
The authors would like to thanks to the 3R Project, to the University
performance on the same epoch.
of Aveiro (Portugal), for their images courtesy.
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Figure 3: Network performance plot of the second setup.

The third and final setup (figure 4) consisted of using circular ROIs,
dataset augmentation, and training the second to last layer as well. Here,
all three performance values increased, and the network reached a training
performance close to 100%, while achieving 90.6% Test performance and
85.5% Validation performance for the same epoch. The performance
values fluctuate a little bit, but less than the observed in the previous
setups.

Figure 4: Network performance plot of the final setup. The dotted vertical line
denotes where the second to last layer was trained. In this case, 50 epochs were
used for the first part, and 25 for the second.
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Abstract

the whole fetus. The main aim is to obtain precise contour line of fetus,
sac amniotic, uterus and others organs that allow obtaining accuracy geFetal ultrasound image segmentation is a topic with new advancements ometrics measures. New ways to solve the segmentation problems with
that allow doctors to diagnose fetal structural abnormalities such as those US images are proposed.
involved gestational diabetes mellitus, pulmonary sequestration, congenital heart disease, etc. The new technologies provide more insight about
2 Method
the development of the fetus. The image segmentation of the whole fetus,
in particular, brain, lungs, heart, liver etc is vital for clinicians to get more Due of the above-mentioned characteristic about ultrasonic images, stanknowledge of the anatomy of the fetus without miss diagnose as the US dard techniques for segmentation task have badly results, far of expected.
images are very "noisy". In this work we propose a new method to do This problem results from the high level of noise, low contrast and weak
the image segmentation of the whole fetus. The algorithm is inspired in sharpness of contours of parts to identify. Furthermore, the application
the well known Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest path between two of the active contours algorithm to determine the contour of fetus, sac
nodes on a graph. In this context the weights between the "nodes"/pixels amniotic and the border od uterus does not give good results. So, new apdepend on the intensity of the pixels in the neighborhood and to distin- proaches are necessary for that known methods can be run normally. The
guish the pixels that "belong" to the fetus image an efficient approach was method proposed in this work tackles the problem in an efficient way with
developed.
an Dijkstra’s inspired algorithm among other features. The description of
the method follows:

1

Introduction

Medical ultrasonography is the use of medical ultrasonic equipment’s
and imaging techniques to visualize internal organs to capture their size,
structure and any pathological lesions with real time tomographic images.
Obstetric ultrasonography is the use of medical ultrasonography in pregnancy to create real-time visual images of the developing embryo in its
mother’s uterus (womb). The main goal of these exams are to measure
the fetus growth abnormalities or to assess for congenital malformations
of fetus. Also, it allow to detect multiple pregnancies (i.e. twins). Usually these measurements are obtained manually by the doctor from ultrasound (US) images which they have poor quality, low contrast and with
high level of noise. Incomplete or erroneous measures frequently are the
cause of a bad diagnostic. An automatic system to support processing,
analysis and extraction of accuracy measurements and features from the
images can be useful to obstetrician task support. It can also improve the
workflow and shorten the time of each examination. Ultrasound image
(US) segmentation is strongly influenced by the quality of data. A set of
characteristic of the ultrasonic images make the segmentation task hard
to do such as speckle, attenuation, shadows and signal dropout. Also,
the orientation dependence of acquisition or not desired artefacts that can
result in missing boundaries. Further complications arise as the contrast
between areas of interest is often low. Considering the continued breakthroughs in utero image analysis it is now possible to gain more insight
into the ongoing development of the fetus. Segmentation has been extensively applied to ultrasound imaging. However, in this context standard
methods that usually have good performance in many kinds of problems
they shown some weakness and little robustness behaviour when applied
in ultrasound images.
The reader is invited to read the approaches on US image segmentation proposed by Zong et al. [1] and Zhao et al. [3]. For an extensive and
well done review about segmentation and classification in MRI and US fetal imaging check the work developed by Torrents-Barena et al. [2]. The
review covers state-of-the-art segmentation and classification methodologies for the whole fetus and several organs.
Best prenatal diagnosis performances rely on the conscious preparation of the clinicians in terms of fetal anatomy knowledge. This paper
covers new segmentation techniques and classification methodologies for

2.1

Dijkstra’s Algorithm

Dijkstra’s algorithm is well known and can be explained in four steps:
Step 1 Initially assign Node(A) = 0 as the weight of the initial node and
w(x) = ∞ to all other nodes, where x represents the other nodes.
Step 2 Search x node for which it has the smallest temporary value of
w(x). Stop the algorithm if w(x) = ∞ or there are no temporary
nodes. The node x is now labeled as permanent and as the current
node, meaning parent of x and w(x) will stay fixed.
Step 3 For each node adjacent to x labeled y which are also temporary,
apply the following comparison: if w(x) +W xy < w(y), then w(y)
is updated to w(x)+W xy, where W is the cost of the adjacent node.
Now assign y to have parent x
Step 4 Repeat the process from Step 2, doing as many iterations as required until the shortest path is found.

2.2

Image Contour Dijkstra’s Algorithm

The Image Contour Dijkstra’s algorithm proposed in this work can be
described in the following steps:
Step 1 The user should "pick up" some points (nodes in Dijkstra’s notation) from the original image to establish a "raw path" for the
algorithm to start.
Step 2 Initially assign Node(A) = 0 as the weight of the initial node and
w(x) = ∞ to all other nodes, where x represents the other nodes.
Step 3 Search x node for which it has the smallest temporary value of
w(x). Note that the weight w(x) in this context is the "intensity
of the line" between two nodes. In simple words, for a dark pixel
the intensity is zero and for white pixels is 1 (normalized); the
algorithm finds the shortest distance between nodes penalizing the
sum of the intensities of the pixels, choosing the "darkest path"
among the pixels in the neighborhood of the contour of the fetus
image.
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Step 4 Repeat the process from Step 3, doing as many iterations as required until the shortest path is found.
The global algorithm proposed in this work can be described (simplified version) in the following steps:
Step 1 Pre processing of the original image. See Figure 1.
Step 2 Run Image Contour Dijkstra’s Algorithm from subsection 2.2.
See Figure 2.

Figure 3: Polygon decomposition into triangles

Step 3 Remove points/nodes from path, namely, collinear points.
Step 4 "Connect dots" from previous step to define triangles that will be
used to "overlap" fetus image.
Step 5 There are several ways to check if a point lies inside a triangle;
we used one of them to go through the triangles from previous step
and fill the fetus image like we fill rectangles to get Riemann’s sum
on Calculus 1. See Figure 3.

Figure 4: Binarization of fetus image

Step 5 From the previous step is straightforward to get the fetus image
that lies inside the active contour and extract the image of interest.
See Figure 4.
Step 6 Some post-processing like filtering to enhance image in order to
compute the parameters used in pre natal medical diagnosis. See
Figure 5.

3

Results

Figure 5: Image for medical diagnosis
The following images illustrate some steps of the method proposed, e.g.,
pre-processing of the original image; an output of Image Contour Dijkstra’s Algorithm developed in this work and described in subsection 2.2. 4 Conclusions
The decomposition of the polygon into triangles is also depicted in Figure 3. An binarization of the fetus image is depicted in Figure 4. An The problem to tackle was to extract the fetus image from the original
image enhanced for medical diagnosis is shown in Figure 5.
image with a clear contour and without miss any data. To do the segmentation the clinician/user chooses some key points that define a raw
contour. The proposed algorithm refines the contour "walking" through
the path established by the pixels with less intensity implemented with a
variant of the well known Dijkstra’s Algorithm adapted to this context.
The results are very promising and we intend to extend this kind of tools
to 3D US fetus images and to apply new algorithms as deep learning or
machine learning to address the development of automatic tools to help
the pre natal medical diagnosis.
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Abstract
Cardiovascular disease is the world’s leading cause of death and echocardiography plays a crucial role in clinical cardiology daily practice. However, manual analysis of 2D echocardiography is a time-consuming task.
Numerous methods have been proposed for 2D echocardiography image
analysis but the advent of deep learning architectures has opened new
possibilities for robust cardiac chamber segmentation. In this work, the
impact of generalization/specialization in a deep learning architecture for
left ventricular segmentation is studied. It is shown that task specialization is superior for 2-chamber view left ventricular segmentation, where
image quality is typically more challenging. In conclusion, task specialization can play an important role in cardiac chamber segmentation given
the inherent image/shape characteristics of each view and temporal instance.

1

Introduction

Figure 1: Best and worst (left and right columns) results for 2CH view at
ED (fold 9) for the SPC network (top row) and the GNR network (bottom
Cardiovascular diseases account for more deaths than any other cause and row). Ground truth (GT) contours are shown with the predictions from
are projected to remain the single leading cause of death in the future [1]. both the SPC and GNR networks.
2D echocardiography (2DE) plays a crucial role in clinical cardiology for
patient management, disease diagnosis, risk stratification and therapy selection but the extraction of clinical parameters from 2DE often requires 2 Methods
manual contouring of the chambers/structures of interest. However, this is
The publicly available CAMUS database [3] was used. It consists of 500
a complex and time-consuming task subject to inter-/intra-observer varipatients with 2CH and 4CH views in 2DE, of which 450 patients have exability. This has fueled the need for tools that enable a fast and accurate
pert annotations of the LV, LV myocardium and left atrium at end-diastole
analysis reducing the burden on the clinician.
(ED) and end-systole (ES). The annotated data was divided patient-wise
However, ultrasound image analysis poses several challenges due to into 9 folds, taking into account a balanced division in terms of image
the inherent image speckle, the variability related to the acquisition set- quality and patient ejection fraction. All images were cropped, resized to
tings and low contrast [2]. Nevertheless, there are numerous methods 256×256 pixels and normalized per image to equal intensity range.
proposed for cardiac chamber quantification in echocardiography, in parThe architecture used for segmentation was described in the work of
ticular for the left ventricle (LV), by far the most studied chamber. Geo- Leclerc et al. [3] and is inspired on the U-Net architecture. It is commetrical and shape-free models have been the most used methodologies posed of five successive contracting layers followed by five upsampling
but the recent advent of deep learning architectures has opened new pos- layers with skip connections at each level. Downsampling was performed
sibilities [3, 4, 5]. Smistad et al. [4] showed that the U-Net architec- through 2×2 max-pooling and upsampling through 2×2 nearest-neighbor
ture [6] could be used for LV segmentation, using annotations generated interpolation. A rectified linear unit (ReLu) activation function is used
by a deformable model for training. Zhang et al. [5] proposed an all- after each convolutional layer. This has shown to be a promising architecencompassing deep learning architecture for 2DE analysis of multiple ture for 2DE segmentation, balancing robustness and network compactstructures trained on over 14k datasets. For segmentation, a convolutional ness. Given that only the LV was targeted in this study, a sigmoid activanetwork inspired on the U-Net architecture was used and an intersection tion function was used for the final layer and the network was trained by
over union (IoU) score of 89 for LV segmentation in 2-chamber (2CH) minimizing the IoU loss function.
and 4-chamber (4CH) views was obtained. Leclerc et al. [3] have used
A generalized network (GNR) was trained with all images, i.e. from
a network inspired on the U-Net architecture and were able to achieve a both ED and ES instances and 4CH and 2CH views, and four specialized
Dice score of 0.939 and a mean average distance (MAD) of 1.6mm.
task networks (SPC) were trained separately for each view and temporal
Nevertheless, an in-depth study on the optimal way to achieve a ro- instance combination (2CH ES, 2CH ED, 4CH ED and 4CH ES). 9-fold
bust segmentation taking into account the inherent characteristics of 2DE cross validation was performed and network predictions (after thresholdhas not yet been performed. The use of temporal and shape characteris- ing at 0.5 and selection of the largest connected object) were compared to
tics has been notoriously underexplored. It is known that the heart has expert annotations in terms of MAD, Hausdorff distance (HD) and Dice
a complex 3D shape that changes throughout the heart cycle and mecha- coefficient.
nistic methods for LV segmentation often take advantage of this fact and
of the inherent image characteristics by integrating shape regularization 3 Results
dependent on the view and temporal instance being segmented [7]. As
such, in this work the merits and weaknesses of task specialization versus Figure 1 shows the best and worst cases selected according to the average
generalization in 2DE LV segmentation using a deep learning architecture of the normalized distance metrics for both the SPC and GNR networks
are explored.
on the 2CH view at ED instance (fold 9).
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times more data than any SPC network, the performance of the SPC network is particularly surprising. The use of image augmentation strategies
could thus further strenghten the case for SPC approaches by decreasing
the advantage of a bigger dataset given to the GNR approach in this study.
The use of temporal information, by giving both ED and ES frames
as input for example, could also be an important factor for a more robust performance on the ES instances, which have a lower performance,
especially for 2CH views.

5

Conclusion

In conclusion, this work presents preliminary results on the study of generalization versus specialization in a deep learning architecture for the
purpose of LV segmentation in 2DE. It has been shown that for more
challenging tasks, such as 2CH views, the use of SPC networks can be
beneficial. This contradicts the general view that more data always equals
better results, showing that careful consideration of the inherent image
characteristics is an important factor to consider in the design of deep
learning solutions.
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Figure 2: Distance metrics for the 9-fold cross validation results. Boxplot
limits indicate the 1st to 3rd quartiles and the whiskers the last data point
within 1.5 the interquartile range. Outliers are represented by circles and
the mean is represented by a cross.

Figure 2 shows the average performance of both networks for each of
the folds in terms of MAD, HD and Dice. It can be seen that the 4CH
views are more robustly segmented by either of the networks in comparison to the 2CH view, with the 2CH ES view being the most challenging.
Comparing the two approaches, it can be seen that the GNR network gives
a better result for the 4CH view but is outperformed by the SPC network
for the 2CH view.

4

Discussion

The fact that the 2CH view is more challenging than 4CH is expected,
given that 2CH views typically have a more challenging image quality
and more dropout artifacts. The same could be expected for ES in comparison to ED, as endocardial borders are often less defined at ES, making
endocardial segmentation particularly challenging.
While the GNR network behaves best for the 4CH view, it is outperformed for the 2CH view, which supports the idea that SPC approaches
can be beneficial in deep learning architectures. The SPC network could
be better prepared to deal with the inherent challenges of 2CH by having been trained on this specific set of images. Nevertheless, given that
the GNR network has had access to all 2CH images in training, and four
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Abstract
Ovarian cancer is one of the most commonly occurring cancer in women.
An automatic method to perform the detection and malignancy assessment of the tumours through transvaginal ultrasound is necessary. This
work explores the U-Net’s architecture and investigates the selection of
different hyperparameters for the ovary and the ovarian follicles segmentation. The effect of applying different post-processing methods on beamformed radio-frequency (BRF) data is also investigated. Results show that
models trained only with BRF data have the worst performance. On the
other hand, the combination of B-mode with BRF data performs better for
ovary segmentation. As for the hyperparameter study, results show that
the U-Net with 4 levels is the architecture with worst performance, which
demonstrates the importance of selecting an architecture that takes into
account the spatial context of the regions of interest.

1

Introduction

Figure 1: Example of dataset images. On the left, post-processed linear
B-mode image. On the right, the corresponding linear B-mode image
with the ovary and follicle ground-truth superimposed in green and red,
respectively.

normalizing the obtained intensity to the range [0, 255]. B-mode linear data was obtained by applying quadrature signal demodulation and
filtering with a Hamming window of the original BRF data, followed by
envelope detection and log compression. To produce the post-processed
B-mode images, Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization and
a despeckling filter [7] were applied to the linear B-mode images (see
Fig. 1.a).
The three versions of the data were fed as input to the network either
individually, the three combined into a 3D array, or in combinations of
two different versions. All images were resized to 512×512. The groundtruth (GT) of follicles and ovary were delineated by a medical expert, as
shown in Fig. 1.b. The dataset division was as follows: 92 images were
used for 5-fold cross-validation and 15 for test.

Ovarian cancer is one of the most commonly occurring cancer in women.
Most ovarian cancers result from an abnormal development of ovarian
follicles. Both ovarian cysts and follicles are fluid-filled structures. Typically, the screening for ovarian cancer is done manually, using transvaginal ultrasound B-mode images, which is time-consuming and error-prone.
An automatic method to perform the detection and malignancy assessment of these masses is thus necessary.
The state-of-the-art methods for the automatic segmentation of ovarian follicles are generally focused on gradient and texture analysis integrated in multi-stage algorithms [1, 2], energy minimization techniques
such as active contour [3, 4], graph cut optimization [5], and deep lear- 2.2 Convolutional Neural Network
ning [3, 4, 6]. The type of images used in the state-of-the-art are strictly The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) used is the U-Net [8], only
B-mode US images. However, beam-formed radio-frequency (BRF) is a adding optimal zero-padding to preserve the image spatial size.
raw type of US data.
The U-Net (used as baseline architecture) begins with a contracting
This study assesses the importance of the application of post-processing path composed by four down-sampling steps, whose output is then passed
techniques to US data and of the selection of U-Net’s hyperparameters on to an expanding path composed by four up-sampling steps, resulting in 5
the performance of a method fully based on the U-Net for the segmenta- levels of resolution. The final output consists of a 512×512 image with
tion of the ovary and ovarian follicles.
two classes (follicle/non-follicle or ovary/non-ovary).

2

Method

This section presents the methodology used in this study, including a description of the dataset, the convolutional neural network implemented,
and also the selected loss function and hyperparameters.

2.1

Dataset

The dataset used is based on 107 BRF transvaginal US images of the
ovary, containing single or multiple follicles. The original dimensions of
the acquired BRF images are 192×[2000, 6200] px. Three different types
of images were extracted from the original BRF data, namely, absolute
BRF, B-mode and post-processed B-mode. Absolute BRF (or BRF) is
obtained by computing the absolute value of the original BRF data and

For this study, three variations of the baseline were tested, namely:
• Kernel size of convolutions of 5×5
• Depth of 4 levels of resolution
• Depth of 6 levels of resolution
All models were trained using cross-entropy (CE) as loss function.
The batch size was set to 4 images, except for models with the following
characteristics, in which it was set to 2, due to equipment limitations:
• Baseline architecture (with input of the combination of B-mode
and BRF, the combination of B-mode and post-processed B-mode
and the combination of post-processed B-mode and BRF)
• Architecture with 6 levels of resolution (for all types of input data)
The initial learning rate was set to 0.001, and decreased by a factor
of 4 every time the validation loss improved less than 10−3 . For the optimization of the U-Net’s parameters, the Adaptive Moment Estimation
(Adam) optimizer was used. The early stopping method implemented
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consists in stopping training after 20 epochs without improvement of the of interest. The 5 levels used in the baseline architecture are sufficient to
validation loss, with a maximum number of 100 epochs. The implemen- allow a proper comprehension of the data, given that the use of the U-Net
tation of this study was done in Python 3.6.6 using Pytorch 0.4.1.
with 6 levels did not result in further improvement.
Models trained only with BRF data have the worst performance, both
for the segmentation of follicles and of the ovary. This demonstrates that
3 Results and Discussion
exclusive use of unfiltered data, such as BRF, is not suitable for follicle and ovary segmentation. Besides that, no other input type proved to
For the evaluation of the models’ performance, test results were binarized
be significantly better for follicle segmentation. On the other hand, the
with a threshold of 0.5 and compared against the GT using the Dice Simicombination of B-mode with BRF data performs better for ovary seglarity Coefficient (DSC). The mean DSC was computed across the 5 folds
mentation, which reveals the importance of high-frequency data for the
of cross-validation. A paired two tailed t-test analysis was used to comrecognition of texture information of the ovarian stroma. The use of postpare the performance of the different models, being the null hypothesis
processed B-mode revealed to be ineffective. This could be due to either
that their performance was equal (alpha level = 0.05).
the low performance of the U-Net or an inadequate enhancement of the
characteristics such as texture and edges.

4

Conclusion

This work presents a comprehensive study of the influence of the selection
of the U-Net’s architecture hyperparameters such as depth and kernel size
and of the use of processing techniques on US data, including the conversion from BRF to B-mode, filtering and contrast enhancement techniques,
for the segmentation of follicles and the ovary.
It was concluded that to achieve better performance in the segmentation of these structures, it is important to select an architecture that can
take into account the spatial context of the regions of interest. It is also
possible to conclude that the method used to analyse BRF data should be
designed to avoid the sampling step performed in this work and so take
advantage of the fine-resolution of BRF data.

5
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Abstract

tween the GT and the results, and the Average Distance (AD), measured in
pixels, to evaluate the proximity of the detected structures’ contours [4].

The use of medical imaging to support clinical diagnosis in breast cancer
is well-established. However, the full characterization of a tumor is still
challenging due to the partial information that each image modality provides. Additionally, many patients are reported having poor aesthetical
outcome when it can be improved with better visual communication. To
enhance the lesion characterization and predict surgical outcomes, multimodal registration can produce an unique reference space but requires
anatomical landmarks. This paper presents models for the segmentation,
in breast ultrasound images, of lesions and other torso structures, such as
skin, subcutaneous fat, mammary gland and thoracic region, in order to
obtain registration reference points.

4

1

Introduction

Models

This paper explored 2 pipelines for lesion segmentation and 1 for anatomical structures segmentation, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Regarding lesions, the first pipeline is composed of 3 modules before
computing the metrics. After the pre-processing and segmentation, the
manual selection of the object in question is selected from the ground
truth’s centroid. The second pipeline, however, uses the ground truth’s
centroid as the initial seed for segmentation.
Lastly, the third pipeline is relative to the detection and segmentation
of anatomical structures. This pipeline does not require any input from the
user, apart from the original image. In this pipeline, after pre-processing
and segmentation, the image is then subjected to an algorithm which finds
the shortest paths connecting one margin of the image to the other.

Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer in women worldwide. The
mortality rate has decreased in recent years and even Conservative Treatment (BCCT) has reached Mastectomy prognosis. BCCT provides best
(a) Pipeline #1 - Lesions
aesthetical outcomes but requires visually aided patient-clinician communication to be effectively conveyed and decided upon. For this, 3D visualizations tools that include multiple modalities are key, which in turn can
be produced by landmark based registration.
Ultrasound imaging (US), in addition to be widely used and being invaluable for breast cancer detection and lesion descriptor tasks, it is one
of those key modalities. With this in mind, any development in automated
(b) Pipeline #2 - Lesions
segmentation of US anatomical structures, as well as of lesions, can be of
great use in the maturation of multimodal registration applications, leading to the empowerment of patients on a treatment joint decision process.
(c) Pipeline #3 - other structures
This main goal of this paper is to present two experimental methodologies and two models, one of each for segmentation of lesions and the
Figure 2: Development Pipelines according to segmentation focus
other two for anatomical structures, such as skin, subcutaneous fat, mam4.1 Pre-processing
mary gland and thoracic region.
An US image is composed, by the acquisition window (ROI) and auxiliary
information that improves the physician’s understanding of the image. In
2 Dataset
order to reduce the probability of errors in the segmentation module, it
This study uses an ultrasound dataset (Figure 1), divided in 2 validation is important to remove this information and other noises present in the
and 2 test sets. In the case of testing, one of them is composed of 443 images. Several filtering works have been performed for noise reduction,
ground truth images (GT) of lesions from 18 patients and the other in- namely using morphological filters, variations on Anisotropic Diffusion
cludes 75 GT images of anatomical structures from 10 patients.
methods, Bayesian filtering frameworks and many others.
The validation sets, on the other hand, are composed of 54 images,
Here, we pre-processed the original image using an Anisotropic Dif3 from each patient, in the case of lesions, and 25 images in the case fusion filter guided by Log-Gabor texture descriptors (ADLG [2]) with
of anatomical structures. An experimental methodology is conducted on 500 iterations to smooth the image whilst preserving its edges. After that,
the validation sets and the best models are replicated in the test set. All the resulting image goes through a morphological opening operation to
images were selected and annotated by a radiology expert, from a larger remove small objects placed around the ROI. Finally, a Hough Transform
pool, guaranteeing that each image contained at least one lesion.
is used to detect the linear boundaries of the ROI for cropping. An additional step is performed, in which the original cropped image undergoes
one of two alternate noise removal techniques: an adaptive median filter,
with a 9x9 kernel, or an ADLG filter, tested for 50, 100, 200, 500 and
1000 iterations. The original cropped image, was additionally bypassed
and also used in the segmentation phase.

4.2
(a) Original cropped image

(b) Lesion GT

Segmentation

(c) Anatomical structures GT

Several methods have been used on Lesion detection or generic object
segmentation. Some are thresholding based, as Otsu’s method, others are
aggregation based, as Region Growing, and more resort to Clustering or
3 Evaluation metrics
even Machine learning. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study
The quality of the methods need to be objectively assessed. We use the has approached segmenting skin, subcutaneous fat, mammary gland and
Sørensen-Dice (SD) coefficient ([0, 1]) to estimate the area similarity be- thoracic region altogether.
Figure 1: Ultrasound image and respective ground truths (GT)
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Lesions

Each pipeline has a segmentation module. The tests conducted in the
validation set were used to experiment the combinations of the various
parameters so as to obtain the best outcome for each method.
The first pipeline (Pipe #1) comprises 3 methods: K-means, Meanshift clustering and Watershed segmentation. For K-means, parameters
tested were the pre-processed image given as input, the number of clusters (K) and the H-maxima transform suppression percentage. The parameters varied for the Mean shift method consisted of the pre-processing
input type, and the parameters: bandwidth, and the position vs intensity
weight ratio. Finally, for Watershed, the pre-processing also varied, along
with the H-minima transform suppression percentage.
The second pipeline (Pipe #2) requires the specification of the initial region for segmentation and the methods used with this pipeline were
Active contour model, Region Growing and Polar Minimum Path [1, 3].
Once again, the pre-processing variations of the input image were experimented for all three methods. Concerning the segmentation module, the
parameters analysed for Active Contours were the number of iterations
allowed for the evolution of the segmentation, the degree of smoothness
and the tendency for the boundaries to expand. In Region Growing the
experiments tested variations of the aggregation criterion threshold value.
Lastly, the optimization of Polar Minimum Path parameters was previously based on past experience and, thus, was not part of this study.

fat, Mammary gland and Thoracic region. Therefore, the structures are
automatically assigned labels.
4.2.4

Anatomical Structures Segmentation Results

In the matters of anatomical structures segmentation, the results suggest
that K-means clustering is, on average, better for this type of segmentation then the other methods tested. Additionally, the results show that
this method exceeds both Mean shift clustering and Watershed in the segmentation of the following specific structures: Skin, Mammary gland and
Thoracic region. Watershed, however, has the best results regarding Subcutaneous Fat segmentation, although, K-means presents comparable results for this structure.
As mentioned concerning lesions, Watershed is sensible to noise and,
thus, prone to over-segmentation, which might explain undesired results
and unexpected margin-to-margin paths. On top of that, Mean shift uses
K-means’ cluster centroids as initial seeds, which means that previous errors might influence Mean shift results. This might explain the reason
why K-means outperforms Mean shift for every anatomical structure detection and segmentation.
Thus, the results suggest that K-means clustering overall performance
exceeds that of Mean shift and of Watershed for anatomical structures
segmentation. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results.
Table 2: SD and σ for anatomical structures segmentation (test set)

4.2.2

Lesion Segmentation Results

Table 1 seems to indicate that Pipeline #2 outperforms Pipeline #1. Specifically, the best performing methods comprise contour-based approaches,
Active Contour model and Polar Minimum Path.
These results can be partly explained by the fact that the number of
clusters in K-means is a very binding parameter. Ultrasound images are
characterized for having low resolution, which means that the adequate
K value will often differ for each image. On the other hand, clusteringbased methods are very dependent on the initial seed values. Furthermore, outliers can cause unwanted changes in clusters or an outlier can
get its own cluster instead of being ignored. In the case of Watershed,
this method is known for proneness to over-segmentation due to its sensibility to noise. A solution might lay in the use of markers, and start
flooding from those specific points. The fact that benign lesions have
a homogeneous, anechoic nature (fully enclosed dark) might be one of
the reasons for these Region Growing’s promising results. On the other
hand, the method performed less well for malignant lesions mainly due
to their typical heterogeneous echo pattern, which hinders the region’s
growth. Furthermore, lesions usually have strong edges, which is beneficial to deformable, gradient-focused models such as Active Contour
model. The well defined boundaries of lesions also help the Polar Minimum Path method since this method uses the gradient of the image to find
the shortest path.
Thus, it is expected for results of Pipeline #2 methods to exceed those
of Pipeline #1, with Active Contour model being the top performer. Table 1 summarizes the results.
Table 1: SD, AD and each σ for lesion segmentation (test dataset)
Pipe #1
SD
AD
Pipe #2
SD
AD
4.2.3

K-means
0.57 (0.33)
12.1 (23.6)
Active Contour
0.72 (0.19)
4.3 (6.4)

Mean shift
0.60 (0.23)
6.3 (9.1)
Region Growing
0.60 (0.28)
18.9 (33.8)

Watershed
0.55 (0.19)
7.6 (14.1)
Minimum Path
0.70 (0.26)
6.4 (17.3)

Anatomical Structures

Pipeline #3 is very similar to Pipeline #1 in its structure, differing only on
the application of certain methods to better cater for anatomical structures
segmentation. As a result, the parameter variations tested were the same
as those of Pipeline #1, since the methods used were, too, the same.
Contrary to Pipeline #1, this one did not require posterior manual
object selection, as medical knowledge is employed. After the segmentation module, the resulting image goes through an algorithm that finds
the shortest paths from one margin of the image to the other. The paths
found are associated in order, from top to bottom, to Skin, Subcutaneous

Skin
Subcutaneous fat
Mammary gland
Thoracic region
Average

K-means
0.61 (0.22)
0.49 (0.29)
0.49 (0.32)
0.71 (0.20)
0.57 (0.28)

Mean shift
0.48 (0.27)
0.44 (0.29)
0.44 (0.32)
0.64 (0.22)
0.49 (0.28)

Watershed
0.52 (0.25)
0.51 (0.26)
0.32 (0.29)
0.66 (0.22)
0.50 (0.28)

Table 3: AD and σ for anatomical structures segmentation (test set)
Skin
Subcutaneous fat
Mammary gland
Thoracic region
Average

5

K-means
3.1 (5.5)
17.4 (17.2)
23.2 (24.8)
13.1 (17.0)
13.4 (18.3)

Mean shift
13.8 (24.5)
29.6 (34.2)
38.9 (54.3)
15.0 (13.3)
22.4 (32.0)

Watershed
3.4 (5.1)
17.2 (20.9)
41.4 (37.0)
21.3 (20.3)
20.4 (27.1)

Conclusion

Biomedical imaging plays an important role in breast cancer diagnosis
and treatment. Breast ultrasound images can provide relevant information
and contribute towards a multimodal fusion, leveraging the patient’s continued well-being on their recovery outcome from cancer treatment. By
proposing a model for lesion segmentation and another model for anatomical structures detection and segmentation of the multiple layers in breast
ultrasound images, we hope to contribute to that research.
Acknowledgements: This work is financed by National Funds through
the Portuguese funding agency, FCT - Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia within project: UID/EEA/50014/2019 and through the PhD grant:
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Abstract
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Breast cancer is a concerning public health issue, due to its incidence and
mortality. One of the fronts for attenuating this burden is through the
development of better Computer-Aided-Diagnosis systems, which allow
early diagnosis, and, as a consequence, a better prognosis. In this work,
we propose a new data augmentation scheme for mammography, based
on Generative Adversarial Networks, which can potentially be used to
increase the robustness of data-driven approaches in the field. We also
evaluate the effect of conditioning generative adversarial networks to the
segmentation mask information, obtaining encouraging results.

Generative Adversarial Networks [3] are a framework for training neural
networks in which two models are optimized simultaneously, one generator (G) and one discriminator (D). The objective of G is to generate
realistic fake data, while D’s objective is to distinguish between real data
sampled from the respective domain and fake data generated by G. As
such, this process is a minimax game between two players with conflicting objectives.
In the original formulation G is a mapping between a random variable
and D0 s input image space. However the generator can also be used as an
image-to-image model. This is the case of cycle GANs [9], a variation
of the method used for domain adaptation. The Cycle GAN framework
considers two image domains, X and Y , two generators, GY which maps
X → Y and the other, GX , which maps Y → X, and two discriminators
DX and DY . The objective of the generators is to translate images from
one domain to the other, while the discriminators detect real and fake
in a specific domain. Optimization is done by minimizing two additive
objectives:
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Introduction

Cycle Generative Adversarial Neural Networks

Breast Cancer [5] is the most common type of cancer and also the leading cause of cancer death among females. Due to this, governments in
many countries have implemented population-based screening programs
to diagnose the disease early, at a stage when it can be treated with high
success rates. These are usually based on mammography, an imaging
method known for its high recall rate1 .
• Adversarial Loss, which pushes the model so that generated imImage-based computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) tools have been shown
ages look more realistic:
to increase the sensitivity of the exam, but also its recall rate [7]. Improvements in these tools can lead to more accurate and cost-effective
Ladv (DX , GX ) = Ex [log DX (x)] + Ey [log(1 − DX (GX (y)))] (1)
screening. One of the difficulties when designing these systems is the low
Ladv (DY , GY ) = Ey [log DY (y)] + Ex [log(1 − DY (GY (x)))] (2)
amount of data available to develop data-driven approaches, which are
state-of-the-art in Computer Vision. Causes for this low amount include
• Cycle Consistency Loss: which aims at maintaining semantic inthe required ethical considerations associated with collecting medical imformation after domain translation (i.e. an image translated twice,
ages the specialized work needed for their annotation.
first to the opposite domain and then back to the original one should
One way to attenuate this is through artificial data augmentation, a
be unchanged):
prevalent technique among Deep Learning research. Different transformations, based on image processing methods, have been validated in the
Lcycle (GX , GY ) =Ex kGX (GY (x)) − xk1 +
past. One example of this is the use of elastic deformations [2]. However,
(3)
Ey kGY (GX (y)) − yk1
augmentation can also be based on more sophisticated methodologies.
In this work, we propose the use of Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) as a means of increasing the amount of data available. We do
A diagram representing these two loss functions is shown on Fig. 1.
this by considering malignant and normal images as different domains.
We then use a cycleGAN as a means of injecting or removing malignancy 2.1 Conditional Cycle GANs
from image patches. We also explore the effect of conditioning this model
Images of cancer and healthy tissue are similar in appearance except for
to segmentation information.
some subtle features. As such, translation between domains is not simple,
which makes optimization difficult. One way to address this is to provide
additional information to the algorithm. D and G can be conditioned on
some variable M, which is in some way correlated with the data, X and Y ,
yielding:
Ladv (DX , GX ) =Ex [log DX (x, m)] + Ey [log(1 − DX (GX (y, m), m))] (4)
Ladv (DY , GY ) =Ey [log DY (y, m)] + Ex [log(1 − DY (GY (x, m), m))] (5)
Lcycle (GX , GY ) =Ex kGX (GY (x, m), m) − xk1 +
Ey kGY (GX (y, m), m) − yk1

(6)

Figure 1: Optimization of cycleGANs. Adversarial loss is the binary cross
In this case, D can decide between real and fake, by judging how conentropy function and decreases as the discriminator classifies fake data as sistent is the evaluated image with the provided additional information.
real. The cycle consistency loss introduces the idea of reversibility in the Similarly, when translating the image between domains, G can adapt his
transformations.
strategy based on this information, exploring consistency between the two
1
variables as a way to convince D. If the additional variable is relevant to
proportion of all tested patients with a positive result
the problem, the end result should be generators with better image quality.
We thank NVIDIA for their generous donation of TitanX gpu.
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Experimental Results

In this work, we evaluated cycle GANs in the task of generating mammographic image data and the effect of conditioning this model on lesion
segmentation information. The two domains considered for this were i)
patches of healthy tissue and ii) patches of malignant masses. For this, we
selected the CBIS-DDSM dataset [4], extracting ten patches of healthy
tissue from each image. Also, for each malignant mass in the dataset,
we extracted five patches approximately centered at the lesion. For the
conditional version, we also provide the lesion’s segmentation mask, in
the case of malignant masses, and a random segmentation mask in the
case of healthy tissue. Otherwise, it would be easy for D to distinguish
which images came from each domain, solely based on this mask. This
additional information is fed to all layers as a channel and not just to the
first. For D, a 5-layer Convolutional Neural Network was used. For G,
an image-to-image model was used with three convolutional layers, followed by nine residual blocks and three transposed convolutional layers.
For the conditional version, the segmentation mask was fed as an input
to all layers of the four models. Optimization was done using the Adam
algorithm, and rotation and flipping data augmentation. A pool of fake
images is continuously updated, and the batch for training D is randomly
sampled from it, to avoid mode-collapse. A batch-size of one was used
and the model trained by 60 epochs (around 150k iterations). Figures 2
and 3 depicts the results obtained for healthy tissue and malignant mass
generation, respectively.
original

mask

cycleGAN

cond. cycleGAN

gorical information (malignant or non-malignant). These last two validate
their methods by showing that classifiers can be attacked [1] or improved
[8] by these strategies. Our work contributes to this line of research. We
show that framing the problem as a domain adaptation one is viable when
working on a patch-level. Also, we show that conditioning the model on
the segmentation information increases the quality of the generation.
These results are relevant for different reasons. Models like these
can attenuate the scarcity of data in the field of medical imaging, where
healthy images are often more readily available than data from sick patients. Also, the use of generative models can be an intuitive way to communicate information with specialists during diagnosis. For instance, in
cases where an automatic system disagrees with a specialist, it might be
useful for them to know what changes in the image would make the model
change its decision, as a way of interpreting the system’s opinion. Finally,
notice that the two domains selected were malignant and healthy tissues.
The discriminant models are trained to discard images that do not belong
to that domain and thus, they can, in theory, be used to assert if an individual patch is indicative of malignancy.

5

Conclusion

In this work a new data augmentation strategy is proposed for data augmentation in mammography. The method is based on generative models
for domain translation, namely cycleGANs. We evaluate an extension of
the method which conditions the response of all the networks on segmentation information. This variation was shown to be advantageous in terms
of the quality of the generated samples. Future work should extend this
method for all types of mammographic lesions. We are also interested
in methods which use the discriminator’s parameters for inference rather
than just considering them a byproduct of the method.
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Figure 3: Healthy Tissue to Malignant Mass Generator
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Discussion

There have been some previous works in the field using GANs in mammography imaging data. [6] uses these models to perform segmentation
and shape classification. In the case of [1], a cycleGAN is trained to introduce malignant features in whole mammogram images. Differently, [8]
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Abstract

• Pose transformation: The matching of MRI and 3D scan data is
driven by the surface of the breast. The BM for pose transformation of the breast proposed by Vavourakis et al. [5] was applied to
T1-weighted MRI image sets acquired in prone position, with the
adaptations described in [6]. The surface nodes after this transformation make up the point cloud (PCL) of the surface of the breast
from MRI, in the upright position (MRIup ).

The creation of 3D complete models of the woman breast that aggregate
radiological and surface information is a crucial step for the development
of surgery planning tools in the context of breast cancer. This requires
the registration of interior and surface data of the breast, which has to
recover large breast deformations caused by the different poses of the patient during data acquisition and has to deal with the lack of landmarks
between both modalities, apart from the nipple. In this paper, the registration of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) exams and 3D surface data
TM
reconstructed from Kinect , acquisitions is explored using a biomechanical modelling of breast pose transformations combined with a free form
deformation to finely match the data. The results are promising, with an
average euclidean distance between the matched data of 0.81 ± 0.09 mm.

1

• Rigid Registration: Despite describing breast shape from MRI in
the upright position, MRIup PCLs keep the orientation and spatial
position of the MRI images set (Fig. 3.1). Therefore, MRIup PCLs
are rotated to ensure the same orientation of the surface scan. A
translation step follows to overlap the MRIup PCL with the 3D
scan PCL. This translation is based on the detection of a breast
mound in both surfaces, which is defined as the point with the
largest surface variant (SV) [3] in the anterior plane of the breast.
The performance of FFD algorithms greatly depends on the closeness of the surfaces being registered. Thus, the point-to-plane variance of ICP was further applied to improve the alignment of MRIup
and 3D scan PCLs. SV values and ICP results are affected by the
sampling of the PCLs, so both PCLs were downsampled using a
voxelgrid filter to approximate their resolution. All rigid transformations were then applied to the PCLs in their original resolution.

Introduction

Breast image registration algorithms have been mostly developed to combine intra and inter-modal radiological images. Surface reconstruction of
the breast has also been reasonably researched, but there is little exploration of interior and exterior information matching, necessary to create
a complete model of the breast. The differences in pose between interior
and exterior acquisitions are a major challenge: surface information is obtained with the patient in the upright position while in MRI the patient is
in the prone position (lying horizontally face down) - breasts experience
large deformations. As a consequence, a pose transformation step is often
needed to complete the registration. Other factors influence the shape of
the breast, such as the position of the arms, which are upward during MRI
and at the side of body or on the waist when acquiring surface information. The equipment of the MRI also slightly compresses the breast.
The topic of pose transformation has been researched, in particular,
prone to supine registration, with the objective of using MRI images to
aid in breast surgeries, since they are done with the patient in the supine
position [2]. In [1], Eiben et al. used a biomechanical model (BM) in conjunction with a surface registration algorithm to match prone and supine
MRI images as well as MRI and surface images acquired with the patient
in upright. Salmon et al. [4] also resorted to BMs for pose transformation
to combine MRI and surface imaging information.

2

• Free form deformation: Finally, the FFD is performed to compensate for the remaining differences in shape between the PCLs.
Here, the MRIup PCL after rigid registration is enclosed in an uniform grid of l × m × n control points(CP), P, which are iteratively
displaced to minimize the displacement between the 3D surface
scan and the MRIup PCL. The dimensions and orientation of P
are defined by the principal axis and moments of inertia calculated
from the second order central moments matrix. All points of the
MRIup PCL are converted to local coordinates on this frame, (s,
t and u), and linked to the grid using a deformation matrix B, a
product of trivariate Bernstein polynomials:
j

B = ∑li=0 ∑mj=0 ∑nk=0 CliCmCnk (1 − s)l−i si (1 − t)m− j t j (1 − u)n−k uk
(1)
At each iteration, z, the displacement field, δ X, between the deformed MRIup , Xz , and 3D surface PCLs is calculated and it is
used to determine new positions of CP, Pz+1 :

Methodology

The use of BMs prior to free form deformation (FFD) has been shown
to provide more accurate matches in breast image registration tasks than
either method independently. Non-rigid registration algorithms do not account for physical characteristics which can lead to unrealistic deformations, while BMs preserve physical relationships but might be insufficient
to recover all deformations [1]. Here, an aggregated registration strategy
is followed that combines a BM of breast pose transformation [5] with
a FFD algorithm to register the MRI image set to the 3D scanned surface data. The argument is that breast shape differs greatly between prone
(MRI) and upright (3D scan) positions. The biomechanical modeling of
the deformations caused by the distinct poses approximates the shapes of
the breast, assuring physical plausible transformations. However, it does
not guarantee good alignment between the surface of the breast in MRI
after pose transformation and the corresponding scanned surface. The
application of FFD can then recover the remaining differences to finely
match the surfaces of the breast from both modalities. In this way, both
interior radiological and exterior surface information will be fused in the
upright position, a more natural and relatable shape for the patient, ideal
for showcasing the predicted outcomes of various treatment options.

Pz+1 = min{kBP − Xz + δ Xk2 + kDµ Pk2 }
P

(2)

where kDµ Pk2 is a Tikhonov regularization term added to preserve
the relative position of the CP, Dµ is a matrix representing the discretized derivative of the CP position, and the solution to this minimization problem is found using Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) of B. The new deformed MRIup is then Xz+1 = BPz+1 .

3

Experimental Validation

The methodology was evaluated on a subset of data from PICTURE project1 ,
and implemented on Matlab R R2016b with the Computer Vision System Toolbox, version 7.2. T1-weight MRI image sets from 7 patients
were used, containing approximately 60 axial slices each, with an average voxel resolution of 0.59 × 0.59 × 3mm, (x, y and z axes, respectively).
These resulted in 11 MRIup PCLs of individual breasts - 3 breasts with
1

http://www.vph-picture.eu/
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high coil deformation were discarded from biomechanical simulations.
The corresponding 3D surface data was reconstructed from 2 oblique and
TM
1 frontal Microsoft Kinect scans. SV was calculated for both 3D scan
and MRIup PCLs using 15 neighbors and after a voxel grid filter with a
step of 0.009. The FFD algorithm was tested with 3D grids of 6 or 8 CP,
using both original or downsampled PCLs. Higher numbers of CP were
not thoroughly explored due to the increase in computation time and limitations of the implementation regarding memory management. The FFD
was stopped when the mean euclidean distance between deformed MRIup
PCLs of consecutive iterations fell below 1 × 10−7 mm or a maximum
Figure 2: Performance Evaluation of the proposed methodology on 11
300 of iterations was reached. The influence of using the regularization
breast samples.
term in the objective function of FFD was explored, and the impact of the
breast density on the matching of interior and surface data was tested. The
influence of these factors was statistical assessed using Mann-Whitney
non-parametric statistical tests with a confidence interval of 95%. Two
evaluation metrics were calculated between the matched PCLs in their
original resolutions: mean euclidean and Hausdorff distances. The average distance between each point in a PCL and its closest point on the
other, and the maximum among these distances, respectively. Visual inspection assessed the plausibility of the deformations.
(b) [6 6 6]
(d) [8 8 8]
Figure 3: Effect of the size of the grid of CP on the registration of MRIup
Fig. 1 shows the 3D scan and the MRIup PCLs before and after the rigid (red) and 3D surface (black) data.
registration step. Fig. 1(b) evidences the inability of the BM of pose transformation to recover all deformations between the two modalities. In particular, the top profile of the breast appears more concave on the 3D scan. best results were obtained using the original resolution of PCLs, 3D grids
The rigid registration step overlaps and approximates both PCLs prior to of CP, with a high number of CP. Regularization is necessary to prevent
the FFD, although it can be argued that the infra-mammary contour of neighbour surface points from being apart after deformation. The stratboth surfaces should be more coincident. Yet, at this point there is no egy was tested on 11 samples and performs better than related methods
gold standard (e.g., markers in both surfaces) to specify how both sur- in literature. Future work involves improving the robustness of the rigid
faces should overlap. Fig. 2 shows the euclidean and Hausdorff distances registration step, the use of interior structures of the breast and the exbetween the 3D scan and MRIup PCLs after FFD with 3D grids of 6 and 8 ploitation of other objective functions and regularizations for FFD.
CP, applied to both PCLs in their original resolutions, with a regularized
objective function and after pose transformation with a BM simulating Acknowledgements
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Abstract
For an objective tool to be recognized as the gold standard for the aesthetic
evaluation of breast cancer treatments, we need models that achieve high
predictive performances alongside with great explainability. In this work,
we present an ensemble model capable of achieving both. Our method
is tested on an aesthetic evaluation dataset, leading to better classification
and interpretability results than state-of-the-art methods.

1
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Porto, Portugal

adversarial example. On the other hand, the explanations by similar examples are determined by finding the nearest neighbors (from the same,
and opposite classes) in the learnt semantic space previous to the classification decision. Moreover, using sensitivity analysis and observing the
impact of the different features in the distance of the neighbors in this semantic space, it is possible to explain why they are from the same class,
or why they are from different classes.

3

Introduction

Medical applications, like the aesthetic evaluation of breast cancer treatments, require more than high performing machine learning models. It is
imperative that the models up and running are able to provide an explanation for the decisions being made. Moreover, in the case of the aesthetic
evaluation where there is high variability in the type of surgery (which is
particularly the case nowadays, with several new techniques being proposed), target user (medical doctors, or patients) and example under evaluation we need diversity and complementarity in the explanations being
generated. This, together with the fact that different human beings have
different ways of thinking and learning [3], leads us in a search for a
model capable of providing accurate decisions and explanations, along
with diversity and complementarity.

Interpretable Ensemble Model

To increase even more the diversity in the explanations, we propose an
ensemble model. With this ensemble (Fig. 2), we also want to produce
case-based and rule-based explanations, following the idea of different
types of learners. The ensemble to be used is constituted by three different models: the Deep Neural Network presented in section 2 [5], a Scorecard [4], and a Random Forest [1], in which the DNN produces case-based
explanations and the other two models provide rule-based explanations.
Input
(monotonic and
non-monotonic
features)

DNN

2

Interpretable Deep Neural Network

ŷs
ŷdnn

The first work to address the need for diversity and complementarity for
the explanations of machine learning model decisions used a deep neural
network to produce classification decisions, followed by case-based and
rule-based explanations [5].
Input
(monotonic)

Input
(unconstrained)

DNN (monotonic)

DNN

Concatenate
DNN (monotonic)

Output

Figure 1: DNN architecture [5].

Random
Forest

Scorecard

Ensemble
Model

ŷr f

ŷensemble
Output

Figure 2: Interpretable Ensemble Model [6].
Although it is true that ensembles are typically seen as non-interpretable,
one is able to extract a single explanation for the ensemble decision. To
do this, we base our approach on a previously presented explanation evaluation framework named “the three C’s of interpretability” [5]. This
framework consists of three important properties for an explanation to
have, namely, completeness, correctness, and compactness. Completeness measures the generality of an explanation, correctness the accuracy
of the explanation, and compactness its size. Moreover, it is important to
have in mind that the classification decision of the ensemble is taken by
majority voting. As such, and having into consideration “the three C’s of
interpretability”, the explanation for the ensemble is selected by considering the models (elements of the ensemble) that agree with the decision
of the ensemble and choosing the explanation that leads to the highest
correctness. This is described in eq. (1), where M is the cardinality of
the models that agree with the ensemble, N the cardinality of the models
inside the ensemble, and En is the explanation produced by model n.

The architecture that was proposed (Fig. 1) consists on two different
branches, with one of them processing the known monotonic features and
another that handles the features that are not monotonic. The layers from
the monotonic branch and the final layers (after the concatenation of the
different branches) have a non-negative constraint in their weights. Since
this constraint is applied in the final layers, it is promoting the mapping
Eglobal (x) = argmax(corr(En (x)), n ∈ {1, ..., M} ∧ M ≤ N
(1)
of the original non-monotonic features to a monotonic feature space.
En (x)
With this network, one can extract two types of explanations: explaOne of the elements of the ensemble model proposed is itself an ennations by local contribution (rule-based explanations), and explanations
by similar examples (case-based explanations). The explanations by local semble: the random forest. Thus, the explanation for the random forest
contribution are found by approximating the sample under analysis to the decision is also selected following the process described by Eq. (1).
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Table 1: Prediction (ROC, PR) and explanation (Corr, Compl, Compt) quality.
Predictions
Explanations
Binarization
Model
ROC
PR
Type
Corr Compl
Random Forest 90.06 75.28
Rule
97.68
7.97
Excellent
Scorecard
92.95 78.25
Rule
96.81
26.19
vs.
Similar
87.25
1.46
Good,
DNN
91.03 73.00
Opponent 92.82
67.86
Fair,
Ensemble
93.72 79.58
Best
94.91
14.98
Poor
Random Forest 86.00 82.27
Rule
94.80
4.87
Excellent,
Scorecard
86.72 83.31
Rule
81.57
22.60
Good
Similar
72.52
17.34
vs.
DNN
86.78 82.82
Opponent 81.16
31.28
Fair,
Ensemble
87.28 82.47
Best
86.61
21.43
Poor
Random Forest 83.49 97.32
Rule
97.50
13.95
Excellent,
Scorecard
85.03 97.35
Rule
98.00
10.60
Good,
Similar
85.69
95.20
Fair
DNN
80.61 96.55
Opponent 92.04
46.87
vs.
Ensemble
85.61 97.72
Best
96.27
12.67
Poor
Input image
(Prediction: {Poor, Fair})

Random Forest: Low inter-breast alignment (pBRA) and high color
difference (cX2Lab)
Scorecard: High color difference (cEMDa) and scar visibility
(sX2b)

Similar case
Why?: Similar scar (sEMDL), inter-breast overlap
(pBOD), color (cEMDb), contour difference (pBCD)
and upward nipple retraction (pUNR).

and compactness (Compt). As it is evident by looking at the results,
the ensemble model leads to better predictive performance (it is the best
model in all classification tasks when considering ROC, and it is the best
one in two of the three tasks when considering PR). Moreover, in terms of
explanation performance, it is still able to maintain high correctness despite the increase in the diversity of explanations that it introduces. In Fig.
3, an example of the type of explanations that each element of the ensemble provides is presented. The different models inside the ensemble use
different subsets of features to justify their decision, demonstrating that
the use of the ensemble leads to an increase in the explanation diversity.

5

Why?: Strong difference on the scar visibility
(sX2a), breast overlap (pBOD), upward nipple retraction (pUNR), compliance evaluation (pBCE) and

Conclusions

The recognition of an objective assessment tool as the gold standard for
the aesthetic assessment of breast cancer treatments is obviously dependent on the high accuracy of the system, but also on our understanding
of its decisions. In this work, we present an ensemble model capable of
providing diverse and complementary explanations. The proposed model
was evaluated in a dataset related to the aesthetic evaluation of breast cancer conservative treatment leading to better classification performances
while maintaining high quality in the generated explanations.

6
Opponent case

Compt
33.14
24.68
79.79
157.81
74.36
46.32
24.87
80.36
138.00
87.69
27.12
33.34
124.94
149.68
63.73
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Abstract

by a factor of 32:1 and annotated by 3 expert pathologists, by manual
delineation of invasive regions [2, 3]. The slides used on training and valBreast cancer detection and diagnosis in its early stages is decisive for idation (349 and 40, respectively) come from different cohorts of different
the success of cancer treatment and can be access through radiological institutions/pathology labs in the USA and the slides used for model evaland histopathological image analysis, that enables a better insight of each uation (195) come from the TCGA collection [6].
breast cancer clinical case. Particularly, the assessment of histopathological features on high-resolution whole-slide images can determine the can2.2 WSI pre-processing
cer subtype and grade, information of utmost importance for disease prognosis and treatment decision. Thus, pathomics is a promising image anal- To train the CNN, each WSI of the training and validation datasets were
ysis approach to extract meaningful information from images and charac- regularly divided in squared tile samples of 101 pixels, without overlap.
terize disease appearance and behaviour, towards a better tumor character- From these sets, only tiles corresponding to glandular breast tissue were
ization. The first step of its common pipeline is image segmentation and used: background tiles (which RGB channels average is close to 255,
is the focus of the proposed work: a framework to segment histopatho- meaning white color) and fatty tissue tiles (which standard deviation is
logical images into invasive/non-invasive breast cancer regions.
close to zero, meaning homogeneous color) are considered to be a nontissue tile and, thus, excluded [3].
Since the main idea was to train a CNN classifier, the ground-truth
1 Introduction
masks were converted into labels, accordingly to the proportion of the tile
Breast cancer (BCa) is the most common diagnosed cancer and the lead- area that overlaps with the region manually annotated by pathologists, as
ing cause of cancer-related deaths, among women, worldwide. During the invasive tumor. Thus, if the tile overlaps with, at least, 80% of the invasive
most recent years, despite its incidence trends have increased, the mortal- region, the sample is labelled as positive (i.e. invasive BCa); otherwise it
ity rate has significantly decreased, due to an earlier detection and better is labelled as a negative sample (i.e. non-invasive BCa or no cancer) [3].
treatment strategies [1]. In fact, the success of treatment depends a lot on Before training, each tile is also converted from RGB to YUV color space.
a diagnosis in its early stages, that can be access, not only through radiological imaging, but also, trough the assessment of histopathological char- 2.3 Convolutional Neural Network Classifier
acteristics, that can determine the cancer subtype and grade, information
The CNN architecture consists of a convolutional layer (256 units, squared
of utmost importance for disease prognosis and treatment decision [4].
Beyond its essential role as a diagnostic tool, biomedical imaging has kernel of 8 pixels, ReLu activation) and a pooling layer (256 units, L2evolved as a relevant tool for personalized precision medicine, through pooling function without overlap) followed by a fully-connected layer
promising approaches, such as pathomics. This approach is applied to (256 units, ReLu activation) and a last layer of 2 units as output (invatissue images (e.g. whole slide images – WSI), extracting information to sive vs. non-invasive probability), activated by the softmax function. The
evaluate BCa biomarkers and, e.g., identify cancer molecular subtypes [4]. CNN model is then randomly initialized and trained using a stochastic
The common pathomics pipeline can be summarized in three steps: gradient descent approach (learning rate of 1e-3 and momentum of 1e-7),
(a) image segmentation, (b) feature extraction and (c) classification or in order to minimize a cross entropy loss function, during 25 epochs, with
regression [4]. Since an automatic precise detection of invasive cancer a mini-batch of 32 tiles [2, 3].
regions is a critical step for an accurate diagnosis and grading, in this work
we will focus on the first step of the pipeline: analysis and segmentation 2.4 Adaptive gradient-based QMC sampling
of BCa WSI, based on the framework proposed by Cruz-Roa et al. [3].
The full framework consists of an adaptive gradient-based sampling approach that iteratively refines an initial coarse invasive BCa probability
2 Methodology
map, from CNN inference. Firstly, a set of 100 tiles is sampled using a
Following the methodology described by Cruz-Roa et al. [3], in this work, quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) sampling strategy, with Halton sequence [5],
a framework for invasive BCa automatic detection on H&E breast WSI is that employs a deterministic pseudo-random sequence to choose the points
presented, combining a simple convolutional neural network (CNN) with where to extract the tiles (central point of a tile of 101x101 pixels). With a
low discrepancy, i.e. uniformity of a distribution of finite point sets, QMC
an adaptive sampling method.
sampling enables an efficient sampling strategy and a regular spatial exploration, avoiding the accumulation of samples in a small area [3].
After sampling, tiles are fed to the CNN classifier to determine the
probability of the presence of invasive BCa in each. The computed value
is associated to the central point of the tile and then extended to all pixels
with a cubic interpolation function, resulting in an invasive BCa probability map, at the end of each iteration, showing the directional changes
of the probabilities. Then, the gradient magnitude image is calculated
to identify regions with high or low variations among tissue types in the
probability map: local spatial regions of the probability map with similar
Figure 1: HASHI framework: adaptive gradient-based quasi-Monte Carlo probability values present low magnitude values and vice-versa [3].
Finally, the gradient of the probability map generated at each iteration
sampling - adapted from [3].
enables a more refined spatial sampling of points, directing the sampling
strategy to areas with higher magnitude within the gradient map. Thus,
the searching is focused on regions representing transitional areas from
2.1 Dataset
one tissue type to other. From the second iteration (to the maximum of
The dataset is composed by hematoxylin and eosin-stained (H&E) WSI 20 iterations), 300 points are generated using the QMC-Halton sequence,
from patients diagnosed with estrogen receptor positive BCa, a subtype of ranked according to the magnitude of the gradient and then, the top 100
the disease. All images were scanned at a 40x magnification, downsized samples are returned [3].
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Table 1: Invasive BCa detection performance on test set.
Dice coefficient

PPV

NPV

TPR

TNR

FPR

FNR

original HASHI [3]

0.76 ± 0.20

0.72 ± 0.22

0.97 ± 0.05

0.87 ± 0.16

0.92 ± 0.08

0.08 ± 0.08

0.13 ± 0.16

HASHI*

0.75 ± 0.21

0.68 ± 0.24

0.98 ± 0.03

0.89 ± 0.17

0.90 ± 0.07

0.10 ± 0.07

0.11 ± 0.17

HASHI* test w/out misannotated WSI

0.77 ± 0.20

0.71 ± 0.22

0.99 ± 0.03

0.90 ± 0.17

0.91 ± 0.07

0.09 ± 0.07

0.10 ± 0.17

HASHI* train/test w/out misannotated WSI

0.78 ± 0.20

0.80 ± 0.21

0.95 ± 0.06

0.81 ± 0.21

0.95 ± 0.05

0.05 ± 0.05

0.19 ± 0.21

HASHI* - own implementation of the framework proposed by Cruz-Roa et al. [3]

Figure 2: Invasive BCa segmentation example: (a) original WSI with groundtruth contour in black; (b) original result from [3]; (c) result from
HASHI* and (d) result from HASHI* trained and tested without misannotated WSI.

3

Results

In this work, several experiments were conducted namely: (1) implementation of HASHI framework (HASHI*), (2) mask/label conversion threshold of 60%, (3) different classification thresholds, (4) HASHI* tested
without misannotated WSI, (5) HASHI* trained and tested without misannotated WSI.
In comparison with the results reported in [3] (Table 1 - first line)
we were able to reproduce the original work, with overall similar metrics values (Table 1 - second line). Indeed, regarding the True Positive
Ratio (TPR) and the False Negative Ratio (FNR), the most relevant metrics in clinical applications, we verify a slightly improvement, meaning
an increase of TPR and decrease of FNR. Moreover, regarding the performance variation with the classification threshold, the Dice coefficient
(Figure 3.b) shows the same trend originally reported (Figure 3.a), remaining relatively stable among a large range of classification thresholds.

original probability map provided by Cruz-Roa et al. [3] (b), the result
obtained with HASHI* (c) and with HASHI* trained and tested without
misannotated WSI (d). These visual results verify the abovementioned
metrics, especially demonstrating the similarity between our implementation and the original framework, as well as the improvement achieved
with the removal of misannotated images. It is also worth mentioning
that, comparing with the original probability maps (Figure 2.b), our implementation tends to oversegment invasive regions (Figure 2.c), effect
that is slightly improved on the last experiment (Figure 2.d).

4

Conclusion & Future Work

Here, we implemented the framework proposed by Cruz-Roa et al. [3]
for automatic segmentation of BCa invasive regions on H&E breast WSI.
The proposed approach integrates a CNN classifier with a quasi-Monte
Carlo gradient-based adaptive sampling strategy, that focus the sampling
process on those areas with higher uncertainty. Beside implementing the
original framework, we intended to evaluate some details of the proposed
methodology, namely, the mask/label conversion threshold, the classification threshold and the removal of misannotated WSI. The presented results prove, not only the success of the implementation of original framework, but also the improvement achieved with the applied modifications.
As future work, we intend to test some ideas, towards a more detailed probability map, namely: (1) correction of dataset annotation, to
take advantage of all available data, instead of discarding it; (2) tile size
Figure 3: Performance variation with the classification threshold (test set): reduction, to improve the CNN performance and the final result detail;
(3) implementation of a more complex CNN, to improve the mining of
(a) original results from [3] and (b) results of HASHI*.
image details; (4) direct restriction of points generation with the gradient
Regarding the mask/label conversion threshold, from visual inspec- magnitude map, to take a greater advantage of the gradient information.
tion, we thought that the original threshold of 80% may be too high,
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Abstract

sified. Figure 1 shows the distribution of classes in the dataset, for each
of the high level categories analysed- shape, color and size.

This paper, propose an approach for automatic segmentation and morphologic classification of red blood cells (RBCs) by three high level categories: shape, size and color. Initially, microscopic images obtained in a
hospital’s environment are pre-processed to reduce noise. A region of interest is segmented, in order to isolate the individual cell areas for further
processing. Subsequently, the extracted areas are represented by a set of
color, texture and geometry features. Calculating the distance of Mahalanobis for the features extracted from each segmented cell, the classifier
organizes and classifies the RBCs in by shape, size and color. Partial results, show that it is possible to conduct classification of red blood cells
using the automatic processing of microscopic images. In addition, we
also test several features and provide an analysis of which are best suited
for this particular application.
(a) RBC’s by shape

1

Introduction

Blood is a connective tissue that communicates with all organs and tissues of the body. The blood is composed of two elements, plasma - which
consists of a clear extracellular fluid; and cellular elements - white blood
cells, red blood cells and platelets.[1, 2] Morphological analysis on peripheral blood smears remains one of the cornerstones of hematologic
diagnosis, providing key information for the differential diagnosis of the
patient. [1, 3] The gold standard light microscopy technique has high sensitivity, but is a relativity time-consuming, labor intensive procedure and
remains subject to significant statistical variance. [4]
Several automatic systems have been developed to perform red blood
cell classification, the Cellavision R system is considered to be the most
advanced in this field, however it has a low sensitivity to classify various
morphological abnormalities of RBC, as opposed to white blood cells.
[4]
In this paper, we propose to morphologically classify red blood cells
according to their shape, color and size, using computer-assisted vision
classic techniques. This classifier will, at an early stage support the technicians in their work routine, but in the future, it is intended to assist their
work, making it less repetitive, more challenging and making their decisions safer.

(b) RBC’s by size

(c) RBC’s by color

Figure 1: Distribution of RBC’s

3

Pre-processing and Segmentation

In medical image processing, the most important steps is segmentation
and denoising.
Before the segmentation process can be successfully applied, it is necessary to remove unwanted artefacts, compensate for large variations of
image specs like contrast or luminosity. We apply a 3x3 median filter to
clear some noise.
Image segmentation was performed by two distinct methods, one using a Canny edge detection operator to detect the cell contour an crate the
final region of interest(ROI); other applies the Otsu method to binarize the
image, then clean the edges, fill holes and perform a close operator.
Finally the algorithm selects the best segmentation method for ROI.
Figure
2 demonstrates the results of the pre-processing and segmentation
2 Dataset
phase the segmentation process, where the image of the cell (b) is exThe input dataset consists of 137 images, which feature 3265 normal and tracted from the microscopic image (a) and the isolated erythrocyte (c),
abnormal red blood cells (RBCs). Images of Rouleaux and overlapping are shown.
RBCs where not included. These images were obtained from an original
blood film of a patient from the laboratory of clinical pathology of the 4 Feature Extraction
Centro Hospitalar do Baixo Vouga from Aveiro. A photo imaging microscope equipped with a camera was used to convert blood film to images. The segmentation of the cell defines the ROI in the original images. To
The cataloging of cells was performed by a hematologist, based on proceed to their classification into three high level categories (shape, size
variations in the size, shape, and color of the RBC images, using soft- and color) the ROI is described in a quantitative manner through a set of
ware developed specifically for this purpose. This software captures the extracted features. In this work we use three sets of features.
microscopic image and allow the expert to assign each cell the correct
The first set is extracted from first three moments of the color distribuclassification. To help with the labeling, along with an enlargement of the tion, from each HSV color space, and from Gabor texture descriptors [5].
area under analysis, the application presents a field with an hematology With this set, we hope to classify the cell according to the color in norreference example [1] of cells class to be selected and cataloged. The mal, hypochromic hyperchromic or polychromatic. The second set was
application also allows the display of a ruler to facilitate sorting by size. based on geometric features like Fourier coefficients. With the second
Labelling was performed selecting an area near the center of the cell clas- set of features we intend to classify the cells by shape in 16 categories
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morphologic abnormalities. Journal of Pathology Informatics, 6, 02
2015. doi: 10.4103/2153-3539.151922.
[5] S. Singh and K. Hemachandran. Content-based image retrieval using
color moment and gabor texture feature. International Journal of
Computer Science Issues, 9:299–309, 09 2012.
[6] Wen Zhu, Nancy Zeng, and Ning Wang. Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, associated confidence interval and roc analysis with practical
sas R implementations. NorthEast SAS users group, health care and
life sciences, 01 2010.

(a) Full Image

(b) Cell ROI

(c) Cell Segmented

Figure 2: Segmentation results

(Acantócito, Células Alvo, Dacriócito,Dacrócito, Drepanócito, Eliptócito, Equinócito, Eritroblasto, Esferócito, Esquizócito, Estomatócito, Irregularly contracted, Normal, Ovalócito, Pincer Cell or Queratócito). The
third set was simply the area, and have the objective to classify in microcyte, macrocyte or normal.

5

Classification

To assess the classifier performance, the dataset was randomly divided
in proportion of 75% into train and 25% for test. Considering the manual
classification as the standard of truth, evaluation was performed in the test
set through: sensitivity, that is the ratio between the cells classified correctly in the class (true positive) and the total number of cells classified in
that class (true positive plus false negative); specificity, that corresponds
to the ratio between the number of samples correctly classified as negative for a class (true negative) and the total number of negative samples
for a class (true negative plus false positive); and the accuracy, a global
measure defined as the total number of correctly classified samples (true
positive plus true negative) divided by the total number of samples.[6] The
implemented algorithm measures the mahalanobis distance of the calculated features to the pattern ones in order to classify the tested cell.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we proposed, implemented and tested an automated method
for the segmentation and classification of red blood cells.The method was
developed and tested using an image dataset obtained in a clinical environment. Although we do not have a complete set of quantitative results
yet, preliminary experiments have collected partial results which appear
to be very interesting when compared to the state of the art. Future work
will focus on the collection of complete results in order to assess in detail
the performance of the proposed approach.
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Abstract
This paper describes an approach that successfully classifies five types of white
blood cells based on image processing algorithms and a Support Vector Machine
classifier. The images were taken from peripheral blood of healthy subjects. The
cells, nucleus, and cytoplasm are segmented through thresholding techniques and
mathematical morphology. Then, a set of textural and morphological features are
extracted from the segmented regions. System evaluation is performed using
4-fold stratified cross-validation. An overall accuracy of 90.5 ± 1.6% was
achieved.

1 Introduction

2 Database
The hematological images used in our project were taken from
peripheral blood of eight healthy subjects. A total of four hundred
samples were obtained from one hundred microscope slides, collected
from the Hematology - Oncology and BMT Research Center of Imam
Khomeini hospital in Tehran, Iran. The manual segmentation of WBCs
and labelling, done by an expert, of two hundred and forty-two images
are available for the five types of WBC, distributed as follows:
Neutrophil - 50, Basophil - 53, Eosinophil - 39, Lymphocyte - 52, and
Monocyte - 48. The images of the database can contain a different
number of WBC [5].

A blood smear contains a liquid part called plasma and three basic types
of cellular elements: red blood cells, platelets, and white blood cells
(WBC) [1]. WBC, also called leukocytes, play a vital role in the 3 Methods
immunity system. The identiﬁcation, classification and counting of
WBCs can assist hematologists in diagnosing of many diseases such as The proposed identification system could be divided into five main
infections, inﬂammation, and leukemia. There are five types of WBC: steps: pre-processing, segmentation, feature extraction, and
Neutrophil (NT), Basophil (BS), Eosinophil (EN), Lymphocyte (LF), classification, as shown in Figure 1.
and Monocyte (MN). In Table 1 examples of the five types of WBC and
their relative frequencies in the blood of older children and adults, can
be observed [2].
Table 1: Typical White Blood Cells images.
Relative
WBC Type

Frequencies

Neutrophil

50–70%

Basophil

0–1%

Eosinophil

1–5%

Lymphocyte

20–45%

Monocyte

2–10%

Image

Each WBC type has a specific role and function. They can be
distinguished from each other by their colour, size, the size of the
nucleus relative to the cytoplasm, the presence of granular structures in
the cytoplasm and the number of lobes in the nucleus. Neutrophils,
basophils and eosinophils contain granular structures in the cytoplasm,
they are classified as granulocytes. Cells without granular structures are
called agranulocytes which include lymphocytes and monocytes.
Computer-aided methods for differential blood cells counting can be
based on flow cytometry or image processing technics, that have
advantages over the first ones. Cell segmentation is usually considered
the most challenging and critical step of the process, since it affects the
performance and complexity of the following steps [3][4].

Figure 1: Implemented system.

3.1 Pre-processing and Segmentation
In the pre-processing step, a median ﬁlter of 3x3 is applied for noise
reduction and histogram equalization is performed for contrast
enhancement.
Before feature extraction and classification phases, each WBC must
be isolated from the other blood components, as well as its nucleus and
cytoplasm. Accurate segmentation represents a crucial role in the
implemented system, as it directly affects the subsequent stages. For this
purpose, the RGB enhanced images are first converted to grayscale.
Then, the ground truth binary images are applied in order to segment the
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cell or cells regions. The segmentation of the nucleus and cytoplasm are 3.4 Results
based on multiple thresholding, depending on the type and number of
The obtained values, mean and standard deviation, can be seen in
WBC present in the images, followed by morphological operations to
improve the results. At final, three different binary images are obtained, Table 2. The overall accuracy of the system was 90.5 ± 1.6%. All
basophils cells were correctly classified. The highest percentage of
corresponding to the WBC, the nucleus, and the cytoplasm.
misclassified examples occurred among neutrophils and eosinophils, due
to the great similarity between the two types of WBC, both are
granulocytes and have the nucleus divided in lobes. More features
3.2 Feature Extraction
should be considered to increase their differentiation.
The features must characterize each type of WBC and extract different
aspects of the cells. They aim to gather information about the presence
of granular structures in the cytoplasm, nucleus shape, cell size and ratio Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of class-specific sensitivity,
between nucleus and cytoplasm size. Thus, the feature vector combines specificity, and accuracy obtained in WBC classification.
texture and morphologic features.
WBC Types
NT

3.2.1 Textural Features
The textural features contain information about the spatial distribution of
the gray levels. In our approach, we used texture descriptors based on
the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM), originally proposed by
Haralick [6]. In statistical texture analysis, texture features are computed
from the statistical distribution of observed combinations of intensities
at specified positions relative to each other in the image. The directions
of {0º, 45°, 90º and 135°} and an interpixel distance of one pixel were
considered for the calculation of the co-occurrence matrices. After the
process of normalization of each matrix, four features were calculated:
contrast, correlation, energy, and homogeneity. Texture features were
extracted from segmented cytoplasm regions of the WBCs.

3.2.2 Morphological features
The morphological features extracted include nucleus and cytoplasm
perimeters and areas, the ratio between cytoplasm and nucleus areas,
and the whole cell’s diameter. The shape of the nucleus was represented
by roundness (1) and circularity (2):
(1)

NN

BC

EN

LF

Sensitivity

92.1 (6.3) 89.6 (8.0) 100.0 (0.0) 73.9 (12.2) 92.3(6.3)

Specificity

96.9 (3.6) 96.4 (2.6) 100.0 (0.0)

96.6 (2.9)

98.4 (2.0)

Accuracy

95.9 (2.2) 95.0 (1.3) 100.0 (0.0)

93.0 (2.5)

97.1 (2.1)

4 Conclusions and Future Work
A system for automated identification of the five types of WBC taken
from peripheral blood of healthy subjects was proposed, implemented
and tested. Pre-processing was required to improve the image quality
before the segmentation phase. Based on ground truth masks selected by
experts, segmentation of the cell and subsequent segmentation of
nucleus and cytoplasm were performed. From the segmented regions
textural and morphological features were extracted. Using a SVM
classifier with a Gaussian kernel, an overall accuracy of 90.5 ± 1.6%
were achieved, having been able to correctly classify all the examples of
basophil-type cells. In the near future, we plan to improve the system
performance by performing classifications in two different steps. The
first step is a binary classification considering two scenarios:
granulocytes versus non-granulocytes and WBC with lobular and nonlobular nuclei. Subsequently, perform the multiclass classification inside
the two groups of cells previously defined.

(2)
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Abstract
The advent of deep learning in computer vision has inevitably lead to
an increased performance level in blood vessel segmentation, as occurred
with many other applications, when supervision exists. Nonetheless, stateof-the-art approaches minimize the Binary Cross-Entropy loss, a criterium
that does not account for errors such as disconnected segments. This is
very important in graph-like structures, as is the case of retinal blood vessel trees. In this work, we describe a deep neural network design that is
able to better capture the topology of the structures of interest and, thus,
produce retinal blood vessel masks that are more topologically coherent.

1

Introduction

Blood vessel analysis is essential in several clinical procedures: assessing
atherosclerosis, micro-aneurysms and diabetic retinopathy in retinal fundus images; determining eligibility for liver transplantation using Computed Tomography (CT) scans; and planning brain surgery or Deep Inferior Epigastric Artery Perforator flap for autologous-based breast reconstruction through either Magnetic Resonance Imaging or CT with contrast
injection.
Unfortunately, the analysis of blood vessels is a tedious and timeconsuming process for clinicians. Thus, with the emergence of computer
vision, and also due to its clinical relevance, the task of blood vessel segmentation naturally became the target of many research studies. The evolution of computer vision through the years was reflected in the performance of the proposed systems, recently reaching groundbreaking levels
due to deep learning. Nonetheless, the big data demand associated with
machine learning hindered its use in applications other than the segmentation of retinal vessels in fundus images, as this is the setting where most
databases with available ground truth exist.
Deep learning based algorithms are the state-of-the-art in blood vessel segmentation of retinal fundus images. As is common in segmentation
problems, they minimize the Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) loss, a pixelwise metric that fails to promote many properties in the output masks
and which we are interested in, such as the correct topology of tubular
structures. As an example, the BCE loss does not penalize errors inducing broken segments. In this paper, we present an adaptation of prior
work [1] where we investigate a novel design that is capable of alleviating
this issue. We proposed a model comprising a cascade of a segmentation network and a refinement step, where we model topological errors as
noise affecting the segmentation masks and seek an encoding that does
not model this noise. We show how this refinement step is a particular
instance of a Denoising Variational Auto Encoder (DVAE) [3] and that it
indeed improves the topology coherence of the final retinal vessel masks.
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space encoding the features required for restoring the original information afterwards. These models seem interesting to enforce topological
properties, given that we are able to reduce the amount of information
stored in the latent space, and hopefully not encode the noise responsible
for the existence of small gaps between vessel segments. We will focus
the discussion in the VAE design, given that it allows to regularize the
latent space, and thus, obtain more meaningful encodings.
For now, let us focus on the process of generating ground truth vessel
masks y. We have a prior distribution p(z) which we can sample from,
and then we obtain a mask by sampling from a conditional distribution
p(y|z). Given observations y, we want to infer their respective encodings, that is, p(z|y), which we know, according to Bayes theorem, equals
(p(y|z)p(z))/p(y). However, evaluating p(y) is intractable. Variational
inference approximates p(z|y) with a parametric distribution qφ (z), and
their similarity is assessed via the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence:
 

qφ (z)
DKL (qφ (z)||p(z|y)) = Eqφ (z) log
p(z|y)


= Eqφ (z) log qφ (z) − log p(z, y) + log p(y)

We have to rearrange (1) since p(y) still appears, by noting that the KL
divergence is a nonnegative quantity:


log p(y) = DKL (qφ (z)||p(z|y)) + Eqφ (z) log p(z, y) − log qφ (z)

≥ Eqφ (z) [log p(y|z)] − DKL qφ (z)||p(z)

Methodology

Let x, y and y0 denote, respectively, the original blood vessel image, its
vessel map ground truth, and the output of a segmentation network. If
this network has been previously trained with adequate supervision, we
may assume that it produces globally good segmentation maps. Even
though there will be some pixel-wise errors, most of them are irrelevant.
However, it is very likely that there are some broken segments, due to
local distortion of intensities or loss of signal. In this work, we interpret
y0 as a noisy version of y.
Auto Encoders and their probabilistic variant, Variational Auto Encoders (VAEs), are models that compress information into a rich latent

(2)

The RHS of the inequality in (2) is known as the Evidence Lower BOund
(ELBO), which can be maximized, allowing us to perform approximate
posterior inference. VAEs condition the approximate posterior on the
data, qφ (z|y), which is known as the recognition model, and represent
the likelihood distribution also as a neural network, regarded as the generative model, pθ (y|z). Both networks are trained simultaneously via the
Stochastic Gradient Variational Bayes estimator.
Now, returning to our scenario, where the VAE acts as a segmentation
refiner, the recognition model is conditioned by y0 , and the generative
model produces masks y00 which should resemble more y. As we show
next, this is a particular instance of a DVAE.

2.1

Refinement model as a DVAE

A DVAE [3], unlike a typical VAE, does not try to produce something
similar to the input. Instead, it assumes the input is affected by noise,
such that the recognition model becomes:
Z

qφ (z|y0 )pγ (y0 |y)dy0

q̃φ (z|y) =

2

(1)

In this case, the ELBO comes as:
"
Eq̃φ (z|y) log

pθ (z, y)


E pγ (y0 |y) qφ (z|y0 )

(3)

!#
(4)

but a more practical lower bound was proven to be eligible for optimization [3]:
 

pθ (z, y)
Eq̃φ (z|y) log
(5)
qφ (z|y0 )
which is equivalent to training a regular VAE on corrupted examples. Our
proposed refinement model is a particular instance of a DVAE where the
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y00

qφ (z|y0 )

pθ (y|z)
z

Table 1: Performance in percentage, averaged over 5 runs. AUC, sen,
spe, inf, and cor stand for, respectively, area under the roc curve, sensitivity, specificity, infeasible, and correct paths. BCE and BCEw denote,
respectively, the regular and weighted Binary Cross Entropy.

D

Figure 1: Design of the proposed model for blood vessel segmentation.

DRIVE

noise model is not known but is instead encoded in the observations y0
coming from the segmentation network. Our proposed design is represented in Figure 1.
STARE

3

Experiments and Results

AUC
sen
spe
inf
cor
AUC
sen
spe
inf
cor

unet
97.7
79.2
98.1
47.0
45.5
98.0
80.5
98.5
53.4
40.8

BCE
dunet
97.8
79.6
98.0
45.0
47.3
98.2
82.7
98.4
43.2
51.8

prop
97.8
85.1
96.7
34.1
56.7
98.3
87.3
97.3
27.9
61.9

unet
97.9
87.4
96.2
34.8
56.7
98.1
87.7
97.3
38.9
55.3

BCEw
dunet
97.9
87.8
96.1
31.8
59.2
98.4
89.1
97.2
29.2
64.3

prop
97.9
89.7
95.3
29.1
61.2
98.6
90.1
96.8
23.1
69.2

Given the relevance of the Unet model in the segmentation of biomedical images, we use it as the segmentation network in this work. We
compare the proposed design (prop) with two baselines: i) a single Unet
outputting vessel masks (unet); ii) a cascade of two Unet models, performing segmentation and refinement (dunet). Besides the regular BCE,
we also tested a class-weighted BCE (BCEw) penalizing more false negatives than false positives, where we empirically found that weights of 0.7
and 0.3 were adequate for vessel and non-vessel classes, respectively.

3.1

Datasets, Evaluation, and Implementation

We performed experiments in retinal benchmarks, such as DRIVE [4]
and STARE [2], which contain both healthy and pathological cases. To
assess the performance of the models, we considered both pixelwise (area
under the ROC curve - AUC, sensitivity - sen, and specificity - spe) and
topological (percentage of paths that were taken from the ground truth and
do not exist in the segmentation - inf, and percentage of paths that do exist
and their length differs less than 10% from the real one - cor) metrics.
To tune the models, the training data of DRIVE was split into 15
training and 5 validation images. For the models including a refinement
step, the segmentation loss was modulated by α, while the refinement loss
was modulated by (1 − α). α was set to 1 and decreased 5e-3 each epoch
until 0.3. Training lasted 150 epochs, in each 300 batches of 16 patches of
size 64x64 were used. These were taken from the green channel of images
and augmented via random horizontal and vertical flipping, rotating in the
range [−π/2, π/2], and adding an intensity bias.
The Unet model comprises 4 condensing and expanding levels, however we concluded that 2 were ideal here, regarding AUC. Then, we tuned
the refiners wrt cor. The dunet and prop models ended having around 4M
parameters. The best performing dunet was a cascade of two unet models as found above. Our proposed recognition model was constituted by
4 convolutional layers (3x3 kernels and padding of 1) producing, respectively, 64, 64, 256, and 256 feature maps. Each of the first 3 is followed by
a max pooling layer. Then, convolutional layers (1x1 kernels, no padding)
learning D feature maps, parameterize the diagonal Gaussian over the latent space, with D tuned to 100. Concerning the generative model, it includes 3 transposed convolutional layers (4x4 kernels, padding and stride
of 2) producing, respectively, 256, 256, and 64 feature maps, followed
by 2 convolutional layers (3x3 kernels and padding of 1), where the first
learns 64 kernels and the last outputs the parameters of a Bernoulli distribution. ReLUs were used in the intermediate layers of the proposed
VAE, and a Sigmoid activation function in the last one. The modulating
constant of DKL was tuned to 1e-3.
After the tuning process, the models were trained as before, but using
all the training data. Note that even though we train on small patches of
the images, the design allows to make single-pass predictions later on.

3.2

Results and Discussion

The average performance of the models over 5 different runs is shown
in Table 1. As can be seen, by using BCEw thus giving more weight to
the vessel class, we were able to improve the sensitivity and the overall
topology, which is expected as we are detecting more vessels overall. Regarding the different models, the proposed method was able to decrease
the number of infeasible paths, mainly due to finding the correct topology,

Figure 2: Example results (with BCEw). From left to right: original
images, ground truths, and predictions from unet, dunet, and prop models.

as is demonstrated by the percentage increase of correct paths. Analysing
the AUC values, we can conclude that this was achieved without hurting
pixel-wise metrics. In fact, the AUC has even slightly improved. There
is a compromise between the sensitivity and specificity of the models,
such that using them for direct comparison is not trivial, that is the reason why we believe the AUC metric allows a fairer comparison between
models. Note that it is easy to have models with very large sensitivity
or specificity, but not both simultaneously. By comparing with the dunet
results, which is also a model with more capacity, we conclude that our
proposed design effectively learned better features for ensuring topological coherence. Figure 2 shows examples of segmentations produced by
the different models, when trained with BCEw.

4

Conclusion

We discussed a deep neural network design that alleviates the topological
incoherences that are prone to exist when minimizing the BCE loss, in
the scenario of retinal vessel segmentation. Our experiments shown that
the proposed methodology achieves that goal without hurting the pixelwise metrics. The comparison with a baseline of similar complexity, the
Double Unet model, supports that the improvement comes from the novel
design and not from increased complexity. Regarding future work, we
will investigate whether a reward system based on reinforcement learning
can be used to directly incorporate a topological term in the loss.
Acknowledgments This work is financed by National Funds through the Portuguese funding agency, FCT - Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia within
project UID/EEA/50014/2019 and PhD grant number SFRH/BD/126224/2016.
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Abstract

due to the skip connections. We add batch normalization after each convolutional layer, and replace the pooling layers by convolutions with stride.
We propose UOLO, a novel framework for the simultaneous detection and The soft intersection over union (IoU) is used in the loss:
segmentation of structures of interest in medical images. UOLO consists
∑ It ◦ I p
of an object segmentation module which intermediate abstract represenLU-Net = 1 − IoU = 1 −
,
(1)
(It + I p ) − ∑ It ◦ I p
∑
tations are processed and used as input for object detection. The resulting
system is optimized simultaneously for detecting a class of objects and where It and I p are the ground truth mask and the soft prediction mask,
segmenting an optionally different class of structures. UOLO is trained on respectively, and ◦ is the Hadamard product.
a set of bounding boxes enclosing the objects to detect, as well as pixelwise segmentation information, when available. A new loss function is 2.2 Object detection module
devised, taking into account whether a reference segmentation is accessible for each training image, in order to suitably backpropagate the error. For object detection we take inspiration from YOLOv2 [8], a network
We validate UOLO on the task of simultaneous optic disc (OD) detec- composed of: 1) a DNN for feature extraction (FYOLO ); 2) a feature intertion, fovea detection, and OD segmentation from retinal images, achiev- pretation block that predicts both labels and bounding boxes (BBs) for the
objects of interest (DYOLO ). YOLOv2 assumes that every image’s patch
ing state-of-the-art performance on public datasets.
can contain an object of size similar to one of various template BBs computed a priori from the objects’ shape distribution in the training data.
1 Introduction
The variables to optimize are the center coordinates, width, height, object
presence (confidence) and class of the BBs. For each template BB, the
Detection and segmentation of anatomical structures are central medi- value of each feature map element is responsible for adjusting a property
cal image analysis tasks since they allow to delimit Regions-Of-Interest of the predicted BB. YOLOv2 is trained by optimizing the loss:
(ROI), create landmarks and improve feature collection. For segmentaLYOLO = λ1 Scenters + λ2 Sdimensions + λ3 Sconfidence + λ4 Eclasses
(2)
tion, Deep Fully-Convolutional (FC) Neural Networks (NNs), such as UNet [9] achieve the highest performance on a variety of problems. Simiwhere λi are predefined weighting factors, S is the mean squared error,
larly, Deep NNs (DNNs) such as YOLOv2 [8] have become the technique
and E is the cross-entropy loss.
of choice in many medical imaging detection problems. When a ROI has
been identified, the segmentation of an object contained on it becomes
much easier. Thus, the combination of detection and segmentation mod- 2.3 UOLO for joint object detection and segmentation
els into a single method is being explored, as in the Mask-R CNN [4]. The UOLO framework for object detection and segmentation is depicted
However, these approaches tend to require large amounts of pixel-level in Fig. 1, where the segmentation module itself is used as a feature exannotated data, which is usually scarce in the medical field.
traction module, adopting the role of FYOLO , and serving as input for
We propose UOLO, a novel architecture for simultaneous detection the localization module DYOLO . The intuition behind this design is that
and segmentation of structures in biomedical images. UOLO harvests the the abstract representation learned by the decoding part of U-Net contains
best of its individual detection and segmentation modules to allow robust multi-scale information that can be useful not only to segment objects, but
and efficient predictions even when few training data is available. We also to detect them. In addition, the class of objects that UOLO can detect
validate UOLO on eye fundus images for the joint task of fovea (FV) is not limited to those for which segmentation ground-truth is available.
detection, optic disc (OD) detection, and OD segmentation, where we
Let MU-Net be an U-Net-like network that, given pairs of images and
achieve state-of-the-art performance.
binary masks, can be trained for performing segmentation by minimizing
LU-Net (Eq. 1). MU-Net has a second output corresponding to the concatenation of the downsampled decoding maps with its bottle neck (last
2 UOLO framework
encoder layer). The resulting tensor corresponds to a set of multi-scale
representations of the original image that are supplied to the object de2.1 Object segmentation module
tection block DYOLO , which, by its turn, can be optimized via LYOLO ,
For object segmentation we consider an adapted version of the U-Net net- defined in Eq. 2. DYOLO and MU-Net are then merged by concatenation
work presented in [9]. U-Net is composed of fully-connected (FC) layers into MUOLO , a single model that can be optimized by minimizing the adorganized on an auto-encoder scheme, which allows to obtain an output of dition of the corresponding loss functions:
the same size of the input, thus enabling pixel-wise predictions. Skip conLUOLO = LYOLO + LU-Net
(3)
nections between the encoding and decoding parts avoid the information
loss inherent to encoding. The model’s upsampling path includes a large
Thanks to the straightforward definition of this loss function, MUOLO
number of feature channels with the aim of propagating the multi-scale can be trained with a simple iterative scheme: LU-Net is updated only
context information to higher resolution layers. Ultimately, the segmen- when segmentation information is available. However, a global weight
tation prediction results from the analysis of abstract representations of update is performed at every step based on the prediction error backpropthe images from multiple scales, with the majority of the relevant classifi- agation. This allows for a different number of strong (pixel-wise) and
cation information being available on the decoder portion of the network weak (BBs) annotations, easing its application to medical images.
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Table 2: State-of-the-art for OD segmentation and OD and FV detection.

256×256×3
256×256×32

256×256×8

128×128×32
Ground-truth (train)
1

128×128×256

64×64×64
32×32×96

3

64×64×512
32×32×768

1

16×16×128
2
Label x y h w
OD 50 125 64 64
FV 150 155 32 32

Convolution 2D (3×3)
Batch Normalization
Upsampling 2D
Concatenation

2

3

OD 0.96
FV 0.87

IoU 0.625

D 0.183

D 0.172

Figure 2: UOLO results on Messidor images. Green curve: segmented
OD; boxes: predicted OD and FV locations; black curve: OD segmentation GT; dots: OD and FV GT locations. The detection confidence is next
to boxes. IoU and normalized distance (D̄) are shown.

3

Results and discussion

We evaluate UOLO both inter and intra-dataset-wise. For inter-dataset experiments, UOLO was trained on Messidor and tested in the other datasets
whereas for intra-dataset studies stratified 5-fold cross-validation was used.
We do not extensively optimize the training parameters to verify how robust UOLO is when dealing with segmentation and detection simultaneously. Tab. 1 shows the UOLO results, Tab. 2 compares our performance
with the state-of-the-art and Fig. 2 shows complex cases’ predictions.
UOLO achieves top-performance on both detection and segmentation
tasks (IoU 0.88 ± 0.09 on Messidor) in a single step prediction, and is
robust in inter-dataset scenarios. This suggests that the learned abstract
representations are highly effective for solving the task at hands. Also, the
performance does not alter significantly even when UOLO is trained with
only 15% of the pixel-wise annotated images. This means that UOLO
does not require a significant amount of pixel-wise annotations, easing its
application on the medical field, where these are expensive to obtain.
Table 1: UOLO performance on OD and FV detection (det.) and OD
segmentation (seg.). n: number of training images.
Datasets
Train
Test
Messidor
Messidor
IDRID
Messidor IDRID
Messidor DRIVE

n
seg.
680
100
30
852
852

det.
680
680
280
852
852

OD seg.
IoU Dice
0.88 0.93
0.87 0.93
0.88 0.93
0.84 0.91
0.82 0.89

Task
Dataset
Method
UOLO
YOLOv2
[3]
[5]
[1]

OD detection
Messidor
DRIVE
ED S1R ED S1R
9.40 99.74 8.13 97.5
6.86 100 7.20 97.5
23.17 99.75 15.57 100
99.75 -

FV detection
Messidor
ED
S1R
10.44 99.38
9.01 100
20.17 98.24
34.88 99.40
-

UOLO seems to be capable of using multi-scale information (eg. relative position to the OD or vessel tree) to perform predictions. For instance,
Fig. 2 shows a case where the network is capable of detecting the FV in
a low contrast scenario. On the other hand, the segmentation and detection processes are not completely interdependent, as expected from the
proposed training scheme, since the network segments OD confounders
outside the detected OD region. However, these type of errors can be
corrected by limiting the pixel-wise predictions to the found OD region.
Unlike hand-crafted feature-based methods, UOLO does not require an
extensive parameter tuning and is easily extendable to other applications.
We also evaluate U-Net (MU-Net , Fig. 1) for OD segmentation and
YOLOv2 (with a pretrained Inceptionv3 as feature extractor) for OD and
FV detection (Table 2). The training conditions were set as in UOLO.
Despite UOLO performing similar in segmentation and slightly worse for
detection, there is a trade-off between computational burden and performance, since 60% more parameters need to be optimized when training
U-Net and YOLO comparing to UOLO.

5

Experiments

We test UOLO on 3 public eye fundus datasets with healthy and pathological images: Messidor [2], IDRID [7] and DRIVE [11]. Images are
cropped around the FOV (determined via Otsu’s thresholding) and resized
to 256×256 pixels. The side of the square ground truth (GT) BBs is set
to 32 and 64 for the FV and OD following their relative size in the image.
Online data augmentation, a mini-batch size of 8, and the Adam optimizer
(learning rate of 10−4 ) were used for training, while 25% of the data was
kept for validation. The BB with highest confidence for each class is kept.
The predicted soft segmentations are binarized using a threshold of 0.5.
Segmentation is evaluated with IoU and Sorensen-Dice overlap metrics. Detection is evaluated in terms of: 1) mean euclidean distance (ED)
to the GT; 2) ED relatively to the OD radius, D̄ [3], and 3) detection success, S1R , using the maximum distance criteria of 1 OD radius.

4

DRIVE
IoU Dice
0.82 0.89
0.81 0.88
0.81 0.72 -

16×16×2×7

OD 0.93
IoU 0.941

Messidor
IoU Dice
0.88 0.93
0.88 0.93
0.89 0.94
0.84 0.82 -

16×16×1672

Figure 1: UOLO framework, nesting an U-Net responsible for segmentation and feature extraction for an YOLOv2-based detector.

FV 0.16

Dataset
Method
UOLO
U-Net
[1]
[10]
[6]

OD det.
D̄
S1R
0.111 99.74
0.114 99.74
0.095 99.79
0.138 99.78
0.171 97.50

FV det.
D̄
S1R
0.121 99.38
0.114 97.89
0.288 93.78
0.403 89.06
-

Conclusions

UOLO is a novel framework for joint detection and segmentation of objects in medical images, using the abstract representations learned by UNet. It can detect and segment objects from different classes. State-ofthe-art performance in fovea detection and optic disc detection and segmentation is achieved. UOLO can be trained with relatively few images
with segmentation ground-truth and still maintain a high performance. It
is robust across datasets, having great potential for medical applications.
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Abstract

(20% validation) and test on the 89 scans of subset 0. The test set has
112 nodules, from which 80 have d > 4 mm. The nodule segmentation
is trained, validated and tested on 1400, 300 and 570 axial view 64 × 64
pixels (approx. 51 × 51 mm) patches from LIDC-IDRI [1], respectively.
We tested our screening system on 500 randomly selected scans from
the 1st stage of the Kaggle dataset. The scans are labeled according to
future cancer presence (123 cases) or low cancer risk (377 cases). Experiments were performed on a Intel Core i7-5960X @3.00GHz, 32Gb RAM,
2×GTX1080 desktop using Python 3.5 and Keras 2.0.4. Both YOLOv2
and U-Net were trained with optimizer Adam (learning rate 1e-4) and
we used real time data augmentation by randomly applying translations,
zooms, edge sharpening, blurring and brightness and contrast alterations.

We propose a deep learning-based pipeline that, given a low-dose computed tomography of a patient chest, recommends if a patient should
be submitted to further lung cancer assessment. The algorithm is composed of a nodule detection block that uses the object detection framework YOLOv2, followed by a U-Net based segmentation. The found
structures of interest are then characterized in terms of diameter and texture to produce a final referral recommendation according to the National
Lung Screen Trial (NLST) criteria. Our method is trained using the public
LUNA16 and LIDC-IDRI datasets and tested on an independent dataset
composed of 500 scans from the Kaggle DSB 2017 challenge. The proposed system achieves a patient-wise recall of 89% while providing an
explanation to the referral decision and thus may serve as a second opin2.1 YOLOv2 for lung nodule detection
ion tool to speed-up and improve lung cancer screening.
Our framework uses YOLOv2 [2] to perform nodule detection without
the need for a false-positive (FP) reduction step (refer to Fig. 2). The
1 Introduction
network searches for nodules and nodule confounders in all axial slices
Lung cancer is the deadliest type of cancer worldwide [5] but early diag- of a scan. Let our input image be divided in blocks of size defined
nosis using low-dose chest computed tomography (LDCT) significantly by the network architecture. Each block can have a nodule contained
increases patient survival rate [7]. However, LDCT screening is challeng- on a 35 × 35 mm (51 × 51 pixels) bounding box (or anchor), to fit the
ing because i) of errors due to stress or interobserver variability, and ii) the largest nodules in the dataset. The model works as follows: 1) the Inequipment and personnel costs of these programs inhibit their application ceptionV3 [6] network is used for extracting a M × M × N feature map,
on developing countries, where tobacco consumption is difficult to con- F, where M is the spatial grid size and N is the number of extracted
trol [8]. To help reducing the challenges in lung cancer screening, we features; 2) F is convolved into a M × M × 7 new tensor, Y . Each elepropose a second opinion system (Fig. 1) that indicates, with near human ment mi, j ∈ Y has a direct correspondence with a block from the input
performance, if a patient should be referred for follow-up. The framework image and each of the 7 features corresponds to a variable of the reis composed of an initial nodule detection step, nodule segmentation and spective bounding boxi, j to be optimized: 1) the probability of the box
finally a scan-wise decision based on the NLST criteria [7] for positive belonging to the ’nodule’ class (pi, j (nodule) = σ (mi, j,1 )), 2) how likely
there is an object of interest on that block (confidencei, j = σ (mi, j,3 )),
screens and thus provides an interpretable justification of its decision.
3) the box width/height (ŵi, j = wemi, j,4 ,ĥi, j = hemi, j,5 ), and 4) the box center (x̂i, j = xi, j + σ (mi, j,6 ),ŷi, j = yi, j + σ (mi, j,7 )), where σ is a sigmoid
2 Method
function. The network can be trained end-to-end by minimizing the loss:
Our system follows the NLST referral protocol [7], where radiologists
were instructed to refer a patient for follow-up if any non-calcified nodule
LYOLO = L1 (x, y) + L2 (w, h) + L1 (confidence) + L2 (class) (1)
with diameter d > 4 mm was found. Thus, our system has 3 main steps:
1) detection of nodules d > 4 mm, 2) nodule segmentation and character- where L is the squared error and L is the log loss function. To ac1
2
ization, and 3) scan-wise referral based on the NLST guidelines.
count for 3D information, the network is trained using the concatenation
The nodule detection network is trained on pathological axial slices of 3 neighbor axial slices with an approximate distance of 2mm between
from LUNA16 [4]. For the nodule detection step, we train in subsets 1-9

U-Net

M×M×N

referral decision

NLST rules

NLST rules
This patient is likely
to have lung cancer
(see the found nodule)
and should be further

⌀30 mm

examined

Figure 1: Pipeline of the proposed lung cancer referral system.

each unit of the grid maps to an
element (i,j) of the feature map

Conv2D

segmentation and characterization

Inception v3

YOLO

M×M×7
class prob. 'nodule'
class prob. 'other'
confidence
anchor width
anchor height
anchor center x
anchor center y

variables to be
optimized

lung nodule detection

Figure 2: YOLOv2 for lung nodule detection.
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Figure 3: Examples of predicted detections and segmentations on the NLST dataset (51 × 51 mm). A: nodules that contributed for a correct patient
referral; B:benign and non-relevant lesions; C: false-positive and missed lesions.

them. This allows blood vessels, natural nodules’ confounders in the axial plane, to be better distinguished from nodules without compromising
the model’s speed. Also, the model is trained using a hard sample mining
scheme. First, we train the network using 512 × 512 axial images that
contain d > 3mm nodules and infer on all training scans. A list of 3D
candidates is created my merging the 3D candidates if there is more than
80% area overlap in the 2 adjacent slices. These 3D candidates integrate
a second dataset with 1) all nodules from the training data with d ≥ 4mm
and 2) a set of nodules’ confounders composed of FP predictions with
probability higher than 0.5 and all nodules with d < 4mm. The nodule
detection module is then retrained from scratch to detect these 2 classes.

relevant abnormalities as depicted in Fig. 3 A – B. For comparison purposes, NLST specialists were capable of successfully detecting 93.8% of
the cancer cases using the same radius-based criteria [7].
Despite its high sensitivity, our system is still not robust enough for
unsupervised cancer screening. Namely, detecting FP, as showed in Fig. 3 C,
combined with the simplistic diameter decision which, although diagnostic relevant, is not sufficient to perform cancer prediction since our
specificity is only 23.8%. This is in line with the NLST study, where
96.4% of the cancer cases referred for follow-up were actually FP detections. Instead, our method is to be used as an independent observer
during the screening process since, unlike most end-to-end deep learning
approaches, it has a human understandable reasoning behind the referral
decision, i.e., the clinician can verify the structure that the model consid2.2 Segmentation, characterization and classification
ered to be of interest for the decision process. This means that our FP
The nodules are segmented via an adaptation of U-Net [3]. The model has predictions can be easily checked by the expert during the screening.
5 contracting steps, a 1 × 1 bottle neck and a higher number of features
on the expansive part. Batch Norm is performed after each convolutional
4 Conclusions
layer, and the soft intersection over union (IoU) is used as loss.
The referral decision is done via a decision tree based on the NLST Our computer-aided lung cancer screening system achieves high patient
guidelines. First, scans where no nodule candidates are detected are con- referral sensitivity. Despite its high performance, the decision based on
sidered as negatives. From the remaining, a scan is considered pathologi- the NLST criteria does not allow the system to be robust in terms of cancer
cal if there is at least a nodule candidate with d > 4 mm and less than 50% risk prediction. Future research should thus focus on the development of
of calcified area. The nodule diameter d is the equivalent diameter of our advanced methods for nodule characterization using a single or multiple
segmentation, thus the diameter of a perfect sphere with an equal volume time-points and predict nodule malignancy accordingly.
as the volume of our segmentation. The calcified area is computed by
Ultimately, the high performance and explainability of our approach
calculating the total area of all volumes above a threshold of 70 HU.
makes it an objective tool for clinicians to use during screening and can
contribute to further increase the early detection of lung cancer.

3

Experimental results and discussion

Table 1 compares the nodule detection performance of our system with
the the top-3 methods from LUNA16. A nodule is considered detected if
the distance to the prediction centroid is less than d/2 and hits on other
lesions are not counted as FP. We only assess nodules of d > 4mm because
these are the ones relevant for screening. The nodule detection sensitivity is satisfactory, specially for a single-step nodule detection framework
that requires less model-related parameter tuning and computation power
than other state-of-the-art methods. Also, our nodule detection achieves a
scan-wise recall (i.e., finding at least one of the nodules in a scan) of 0.90,
increasing to 0.95 if only nodules of d > 4 mm are considered.
U-Net achieves an average test IoU of 0.63 ± 0.02 and Dice coefficient of 0.79 ± 0.15, which is line with the state-of-the-art. Also, the estimated diameter error is of 1.89 ± 3.20 mm, with greater errors occurring
at the largest nodules. This means that the system is capable of providing
a robust measurement that does not compromise the screening decision.
Fig. 3 shows examples of nodules and the inferred segmentation on the
independent NLST dataset. As shown in Fig. 3 A - B, the system can
detect and segment nodules of different sizes and challenging textures. In
Fig. 3 B we show examples of calcified structures being correctly detected
due to the field knowledge-based threshold on the soft tissue HU window.
Referral-wise, we evaluate the system in terms of scan sensitivity and
specificity to ease the comparison with the specialists from NLST. Our
screening pipeline achieves a cancer detection sensitivity of 89.4%, which
is in line with the findings of the NLST study. This suggests the system
is successfully locating, measuring and applying the decision criteria to
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Abstract

LIDC dataset, results show concordance with experts and significant performance improvement through histogram analysis. F. Ciompi et. al.
Lung cancer is the most lethal cancer in the world. However, the early de- [2] implemented a multi-stream multi-scale convolutional neural network
tection of lung nodules can allow an appropriate follow-up, timely treat- (CNN), which classified nodule as solid, part-solid, non-solid, calcified,
ment and potentially avoid greater damage to patients. One of the most perifissural and spiculated. The database was obtained from the Danish
important characteristics for the diagnosis is nodule texture. In this way, Lung Cancer Screening Trial. Due to class imbalance and in order to
we developed convolutional neural network architectures to classify the have data augmentation, the 3D volume was submitted to different numtexture of nodules into the non-solid, part-solid and solid classes. The ber of rotations. The input data was processed by four series of convodifferent architectures were tested to determine if the context, the num- lutional and pooling layers merging in a final fully-connect layer before
ber of slices considered as input and the relation between slices influence prediction. The study outperformed the classical methods and is within
on the texture classification performance. The architecture that obtained the inter-observer variability. In the method of C. Jacobs et. al. [6], a
better performance took into account different scales, rotations and the KNN classifier was applied to a nodule descriptor constructed based on
context of the nodule, obtaining an accuracy of 0.833±0.041.
information of volume, mass and intensity of the segmented nodule. The
dataset was from the Dutch-Belgian NELSON lung cancer screening trial.
The pairwise agreement between this system and each of the experts had
1 Introduction
a performance in the same range as the interobserver. P. Cirujeda et. al.
[3] did a method, trained into a private dataset, to classify 3D textured
Cancer is undoubtedly the most feared health problem. Recent studies volumes in CT scans as solid, ground-glass opacity and healthy. The 3D
indicate that cancer deaths have exceeded the deaths from coronary heart descriptor was a covariance-based descriptor with Riesz-wavelet features.
disease and strokes [4]. Among the different types, lung cancer represents The classification was a “Bag of Covariance Descriptors”. The perforapproximately 13% of new occurrences and 26% of deaths. The 5-year mance was computed in terms of sensitivity and specificity with average
survival rate of late-stage cancers is 15% [7]. An early detection allows a values of 82.2% and 86.2% respectively.
timely treatment to help reducing the current high mortality.
We develop different CNN architectures to classify the texture of lung
Computerized Tomography (CT) has been the common imaging modal- nodules from CTs, namely non-solid, part-solid and solid classes. The
ity for monitoring lung cancer. From CT acquisition to the patient’s diag- goal of this study was to infer if the surrounding context of the nodule, the
nosis, the steps performed are detection, segmentation and classification number of slices of the 3D volume considered as input for classification
of nodules. As lung nodule pipeline by radiologists only based on the vi- and the relation between the slices have influence on the classification.
sualization of CT images is a tedious process, computed-Aided Diagnosis
(CAD) systems have been introduce in the clinical practice for helping the
2 Material
decision, speeding up the analysis and contributing as a second opinion.
The texture of lung nodules reflects its internal density and can be The used dataset was the Lung Image Dataset Consortium (LIDC-IDRI)
labelled unitarily within the interval [1-5]. The solid (S) nodules, those [1]. The CTs are composed of parallel axial slices with spacing of 0.542
that completely obscure the entire parenchyma corresponding to struc- to 0.750 mm between pixels and thickness from 0.6 to 5 mm. They were
tures clearer than the dark parenchyma, have scores 4 or 5. The non- analyzed by 4 radiologists, not always the same ones, among the twelve
solid/ground glass opacity (GGO) nodules are masses with non-uniformity who participated in the study. If more than one radiologist rated the same
and intensity similar to parenchyma with scores 1 or 2. Part solid nodules nodule, it is taken the average of the scores. As the procedure did not
(PS) has a score of 3 and consist of a ground-glass with an area of ho- require consensus among radiologists, the database contains only 34.0%
mogeneous soft-tissue attenuation, a solid core [8]. Non-Solid, part-solid nodules marked by four radiologists. The classes are imbalanced.
and solid have respectively 18%, 63% and 7% of being malignant nodSince in the LIDC-IDRI there are different spacings between the acules [5]. Fig. 1 shows the middle slice of the axial view of nodules with quired voxels, the CTs were resized so that there is a spacing of 0.70 mm
different textures with a red contour segmentation of a radiologist.
between pixels, the most common spacing in the database. The 3D volSome studies have been carried out on the automatic classification of umes were centered on the nodule and have size of 64 × 64 × 64 pixels to
lung nodule texture. In X. Tu et. al. [8], the images correspond to re- contain the largest nodule. The intensities were were rescaled to the range
gions of interest (ROI) based on the nodule contours of ground-truth with of interest [-1000 HU, 400 HU].
the expanding offsets of 10 pixels. The images pass through a contourlet
transform and a convolutional network with two convolution, two pooling, one fully connected layer and one softmax activation layers. With 3 Methods

Figure 1: Nodule Textures: (a) GGO, (b) part-solid and (c) solid.

The architectures were designed with the aim of understanding the influence of the context, the number of used slices and the relationship between the slices as CNN input for the texture classification of nodules in
CT scans. Fig. 2 shows these architectures. The number of input slices
can be one (Fig. 2 A-B), three (Fig. 2 C-D) or even nine (Fig. 2 E-F). The
architectures of C, E and D, F have, respectively, the same bottom layers
of A and B. However, the training is processed independently. The three
slices situation correspond to the three middle slices of the cube. In case
of using nine slices, the diagonals of the cube can be used in addition to
the middle slices.
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Figure 2: Different used CNN architectures.
Table 1: Hypotheses verified with CNN architectures.
Hypotheses
Dimension

1
2D

2
2D
Middle +
Diagonal

3
2D

Extracted Slices

Middle

Balancing Strategy

Class Weights

Class Weights

A
B

A
B

Used Architecture

Image Size
(Pixels)

64 × 64
32 × 32

4
2.5D

Middle

Middle

Different Number
of Cube Rotations
A
B

5
2.5D
Middle +
Diagonal

6
2.5D

Different Number
of Cube Rotations
C
D

7
2.5D
Middle (on
three scales)
Different Number
of Cube Rotations
E
7

6
0.772±0.034
0.722±0.031

7
0.833±0.041
7

Middle

Class Weights

Class Weights

C
D

E
F

Table 2: Accuracy obtained for different architectures.
Hypotheses
Image Size
(Pixels)

64 × 64
32 × 32

1
0.712±0.033
0.661±0.021

2
0.722±0.027
0.673±0.018

3
0.719±0.052
0.674±0.035

In what concerns the context importance, CNNs were optimized with
input of nodules with and without surrounding context. In the first case,
the input are slices extracted directly from the 3D volume while in the
second one, the slices of the 3D volume still undergo cropping and resizing so that the borders of the nodule correspond to the limit of the image.
This last case was resize to 32 × 32 pixels since the database has 94.2%
nodules with less than 32 pixels in diameter and the input windows with
small nodules are not strongly interpolated. The nodule boundaries were
defined by the LIDC-IDRI manual markings. The mask consists of the set
of pixels in which there is, at least, 50% of the segmentation agreement.
To deal with data imbalance, two strategies were used. In the first,
the cube was rotated different number of times per class in the training
set (no rotation of solid nodules, 14 rotations of part-solid nodules and
10 rotations of GGO nodules). In validation and testing the number of
rotations is the same with 8 rotations of 11.25◦ for all classes. The second
strategy relies on class weights, that impose a cost in the loss function
dependent on the number of samples per class.
Thirteen tests were performed to take conclusions regarding the proposed goals (Table 1). The 7th hypothesis has, as input, middle slices at
different scales (1/3, 2/3, 1 relative to the original) to infer if the multiscale strategy is able to learn better the features of the small nodules being
thus only tested with inputs of 64 × 64 pixels. A 2.5D approach is called
when CNN receives as input more than one slice and it takes into account
the relationship between different cube views. For 2D, the class was determined by computed the average of the scores from the used slices.
The algorithm was developed with 5-times 8-fold cross-validation in
Keras-TensorFlow. The convergence occurred approximately after 150
epochs. The parameters of the network were optimized using the ADAM
algorithm and the learning rate was 0.001.

4

Results and Conclusion

The performance of the method was evaluated using the accuracy (Table 2). The results are better when the input is not fitted to the nodule
size. As the masks of manual markings were used and they do not fully
agree, important information may be lost when the borders of the nodule
are fully adjusted to the images limits. On the other hand, it may corroborate the idea that nodule surroundings are important to texture classification. The intensity of the nodule is important but the intensity attenuation at the border and the intensity relative to the background can also
be relevant. Probably, 2.5D approaches have better results because the
relationships between different views are better understood by the CNN.
The best performance happened when the middle slices at different scales
were used. The classification probably improved with the use of different

4
0.751±0.035
0.691±0.013

5
0.765±0.037
0.710±0.020

scales because of the details in smaller scales, which have less anatomical
elements. In general a larger number of slices tend to help to improve
nodule classification. This was confirmed by the results of hypothesis 1
and 2. Probably the results have not improved in 3 because it reached a
learning plateau in which the increase of number of slices does not improve the accuracy. For the future, a 3D approach will be developed and
the implemented architectures will be used to solve malignancy classification.
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Abstract
Esophageal cancer is a disease with a high prevalence which can be evaluated by a variety of imaging modalities, including Endoscopy, CT, and
PET. Computer vision techniques could provide a valuable help in the
analysis of these images decreasing the medical workflow time and enhancing diagnostic and staging accuracy.
Current guidelines for esophageal treatment typically include neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy followed by surgery. In some cases, however, it
is known from post-surgery anatomopathologic data, that surgery could be
avoided. Computer vision could present solutions aiming at finding criteria for the clear separation between surgical and non-surgical candidates,
avoiding the loss of quality of life and surgery associated comorbilities.
The development of these techniques on the present application encompasses two main difficulties. One is the multi-modality of the data.
We want to leverage not only on the different types of images previously
mentioned, but also on non-image data such as medical reports and clinical data. The other main difficulty is the existence of small training data.
Data augmentation and transfer learning present some possible solutions
to this problem.

1

– Main advantages: assessing of metabolic function, high sensibility, high reproducibility (when complying with the acquisition standards), and existence of quantitative measurements such as SUV (Standardized Uptake Value).
– Main disadvantages: low spatial resolution when compared
with other imaging techniques, low specificity of 18F-FDGPET, and still a lack of commercial availability of other pharmaceuticals beyond F-18:FDG.
A summary of the different imaging techniques in EC used in clinical
practice for diagnosis, TNM-staging, tumour delineation for Radiotherapy (RT), and treatment response assessment, is given in Table 1.
Table 1: Imaging techniques in esophageal cancer used for diagnosis,
TNM-staging, tumour delineation for RT, and treatment response assessment [1]

Diagnosis
T-Staging
N-Staging
M-Staging
Tumour delineation for RT
Evaluation of response

Introduction

Esophageal Cancer (EC) is, globally, one of the most frequently reported
malignancies [3, 6]. This disease ranks seventh in terms of incidence
(572,000 new cases) and sixth in general mortality (509,000 deaths), the
latter meaning that esophageal cancer will account for an estimated one
in every 20 deaths from cancer in 2018 [2].
As with other diseases of the upper GastroIntestinal (GI) tract, EC
can be evaluated by a variety of imaging modalities [1, 4], including (Figure 1):
• Endoscopy
– Application: endoscopy with biopsy is used to diagnose EC.

Endoscopy
X
X
X

X

CT

PET

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

As observed in [1], there is still a high prevalence of traditional techniques based on hand-crafted features in the field of Computer vision in
esophageal cancer, while deep learning is still in the early stages of adoption. This may due to two main difficulties, the need to incorporate information from different sources (multi-modality) and the unavailability of
large datasets to train the models on. The main goal of this work is thus to
develop methods that can return useful models in this challenging setting.

2

Methodology

– Main advantages: permits direct inspection and biopsy of the
The Planning Roadmap of the present research project is shown in Figesophageal mucosa for histologic diagnosis.
ure 2 and includes the following tasks:
– Main disadvantages: it is an invasive technique and operator
dependent.
• T1: Familiarisation with the problem
• Computed Tomography (CT)
– Application: useful in distinguishing between patients with
early cancer who need further evaluation with Endoscopy
and those were the tumour is already invading other structures; used for tumour delineation during radiotherapy planning.

• T2: Database collection
• T3: Literature review
• T4: Implementation of techniques for identification of patients that
do not need surgery
• T5: Dissemination of the work

– Main advantages: reliable in determining resectability.

In T1, the characteristics of the esophageal cancer will be studied,
– Main disadvantages: CT is unable to distinguish the wall given particular attention to the differences between surgical and nonlayers of the oesophagus to determine the depth of tumour surgical candidates and how these aspects manifest in the different imaging modalities, namely Endoscopy, CT and PET. Background knowledge
infiltration.
on deep learning techniques in the field of computer vision will also be
built. Here, particular attention will be given to methods that incorporate
• Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
different sources of images and that can cope with few labelled data. It is
– Application: Fluorodesoxiglicose (FDG)-PET is a established important to mention that we are interested not only in the setting when
imaging technique for staging EC, being the most important all the image types are present for every example, but also in methods that
role of this modality the detection of distant metastases.
can deal with missing information for one or more modalities in one or
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Figure 1: Esophageal cancer staging (adapted from [5]): (A) Advanced lower esophageal adenocarcinoma diagnosed at endoscopy; (B) Subsequent
CT; (C) PET-CT imaging; (D) Endoscopic ultrasound.

Figure 2: Planning Roadmap.

more instances, since some patients may not have gone through all imaging exams. Medical doctors need to decide if the benefits of performing
an exam outweigh the harms such as the radiation applied to the patient
and also the costs in time and money. Moreover, some exams may not be
possible to perform in some patients. To cope with few labelled data, we
foresee the use of publicity available datasets, the application of transfer
learning techniques, and also the use of semi supervised methods (since
unlabelled data is easier to obtain the medical field).

3

The present work aims at exploring various deep learning techniques in a
biomedical context and thus advancing the state of the art in the field of
computer vision in esophageal cancer. However, we do foresee that some
of the contributions may be also applicable to other fields that also face
the same difficulties, such as multi-modality and few labelled data.

4
The second task, T2, will consist in both the search for publicly available databases, and also the collection of a private database from IPOPorto. A list of publicly available datasets can be found in [1], which
includes MICCAI 2015 “EndoVis”, ISBI 2016 “AIDA-E”, esophageal
IPCL, ISBI 2019 “EAD”, and “GastroAtlas” for Endoscopy; and MICCAI 2015 and TCGA-ESCA for CT. It is clear that endoscopy is the
modality that has raised most interest in the community, followed by CT,
while there are no publicly available databases for PET. This list will be
updated to include more datasets, in case any has been more recently made
available. The private database will be built respecting the privacy of the
patient and thus all personal information will be anonymized.
A literature review on Computer vision in esophageal cancer will be
performed in T3. This will have as basis the paper [1], that will be updated and complement if necessary. Again, special attention will be given
on how multimodality and the existence of few labelled data have been
explored in the context of esophageal cancer.
The main part of this work is concentrated on task T4, where the development is performed. State of the art techniques will be tested and
evaluated with the collected dataset composed of both public and private
images. Whenever possible, implementations made available by the original authors will be used. We do foresee, however, that besides the comparison of existing techniques, new scientific contributions will come from
this work, built upon all the gathered knowledge and applied in this still
under-explored context of the use of deep learning for the management of
esophageal cancer.
Finally, task T5 focus on the dissemination of the work. This conference paper represents a first component of this task. A Master thesis
report and presentation will also result from this project. Moreover, new
scientific contributions will be published in the form of a journal paper.
If the ethics committee of IPO authorises, the collected and anonymous
database will also be made available.

Conclusions
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Abstract
Wireless capsule endoscopy is a technique used for imaging of the
gastrointestinal tract, including the small bowel, a region of difficult access.
Endoscopic capsules record for about 8h, producing around 60,000 images. These
images are analysed by an expert that identifies abnormalities present in the
frames, a process that is very tedious and prone to errors. In this paper, we apply
deep learning models for classification WCE into three classes: normal, vascular
and inflammatory. Lesion detection achieved a precision of 0.94 and a recall of
0.93 by finetuning the pre-trained DenseNet-161 model.

1 Introduction
Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) is a technique that allows painless
endoscopic imaging of the whole gastrointestinal tract (GIT) including
the small bowel, a region of difficult access. It records about 8 hours and
produces around 60,000 images. The manual analysis of the WCE data
by an expert is very time-consuming (40 to 60 minutes) and susceptible
to human error: the quality of images is not always the best; different
types of lesions can be very similar; and the same type of lesion can
present different colouration and shape [1]. Computer-aided diagnosis
(CAD) tools for automatic lesion detection in the GIT in WCE images
provide robust approaches comparable to gastroenterologist
performance. Generally, lesions found in the GIT are divided into four
types: vascular lesions, inflammatory lesions, lymphangiectasias, and
polyps[2]. The inflammatory and vascular lesions may origin of colon
cancer, and when found in an early stage of development, they improve
the probability of survival of the patients [2].
Examples of common vascular lesions found in the GIT are
angiodysplasia and telangiectasias. These lesions are very similar and
can both be characterised by a cherry-red area with small radiating
vessels, sometimes surrounded by a pale halo sign [3]. Most common
inflammatory lesions of the GIT include ulcers and mucosal aphthae and
erythema [4]. In opposition to vascular lesions, these are usually
characterised by a white/light yellowish colouration.
In this paper, we apply deep learning models for classification WCE into
three classes: normal, vascular and inflammatory.

2 Methodology
In this experience, pre-trained models of the ResNet and DenseNet were
used, both trained on ImageNet dataset: ResNet addresses the
degradation problem of deep networks with the introduction of skip
connections into the network architecture, that do not add any extra
parameters or computational complexity to the model. These networks
exhibit considerably lower training error when compared to plain
networks of the same depth [5]. DenseNet is a novel architecture for
convolutional networks, where each layer is connected to every other
layer in a feed-forward fashion. In DenseNet, information flows along
the network are maximised since each layer receives as input the feature
maps of all the preceding layers, and its feature maps will also be used
as inputs of all the following layers [6].
In order to investigate the performance of the networks, two main steps
were performed:
Step 1 – Image preprocessing
The input images were cropped, from 576 x 576 (original size) to 512 x
512 pixels to remove image text border (see Figure 1), normalised and
resized for 224 x 224, sized required for pre-trained models.

Three techniques were used to enhance image-quality:

Adaptive Contrast Diffusion: improves anisotropic diffusion [7]

Homomorphic Filtering, for contrast enhancement of WCE images
based on Discrete Fourier Transform and Discrete Wavelet
Transform [8].

Automated Multi-Scale Retinex with Colour Restoration: aims to
model how the human visual system perceives scenes and enhance
the quality of acquired images by cameras in order to make them
resemble how a person would see it [9].
Step 2 – Image classification
Each pre-trained model is trained using two different approaches: (a)
only the last layer is updated, i.e. the pre-trained model works as a
feature extractor and (b) only the weights of the classification layers are
changed, or the whole model is finetuned.
Setup
Models were trained for 15 and 30 epochs, with a batch size of 8, and
using stochastic gradient descent as the optimiser. Momentum was set to
0.9 and learning rate to 0.001, with decay by a factor of 0.1 every 7
epochs. The loss was computed for every training and validation step of
each epoch, using the cross-entropy loss function that applies a
logarithmic softmax followed by the negative log-likelihood loss. All
implementations were done in a computer with NVIDIA GTX 1080
GPU with 8 GB of RAM.
After the training and validation steps are completed, the model weights
of the epoch with the lowest validation loss were saved for further
evaluation in the test set.
Given the ground truth classification and the output prediction of the
model, a confusion matrix can be obtained. Classification metrics
commonly used for classification problems can then be computed with
resort to the number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP) and false
negatives (FN). The area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve is another evaluation metric commonly used to evaluate
the performance of classifiers, and will also be computed in this work.
Dataset
The dataset used for the lesion detection was the one from GIANA
Endoscopic Vision Challenge. The dataset has a total of 1812 WCE
frames, divided into three classes, regarding the presence or absence of
lesions: 600 normal, 607 inflammatory and 605 vascular. All frames
were captured with the PillCam ® SB3 endoscopic capsule, that
produces JPEG images with 576 x 576 pixels. The dataset was randomly
divided into three balanced sets: 50% for training, 25% for validation
and 25% for test.

3 Results and discussion
Image pre-processing
The result of the employment of the aforementioned image enhancement
techniques to some of the dataset images can be seen in Figure 1. In
order to have a better idea of the outcome in each type of images,
examples of a normal frame and other with a vascular lesion are
presented, each along with the result of each one of the three processing
techniques.
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the best reinforces the benefit of feature propagation and reuse in the
network, along with a deep architecture.
For a deeper analysis of the obtained results, the confusion matrix
obtained by the DenseNet-161 in the original dataset is depicted in
Table 2
Table 2: Confusion matrix obtained by the DenseNet-161 model on the
raw dataset.

Regarding the homomorphic filtering, we can clearly see that the goal of
reducing the effect of the illumination component of the image is well
achieved. The overall image is much more uniform when concerning
light distribution. However, the darkening of the frame can be an
adverse effect of the processing since it can hinder the detection of
potential lesions present in the frame.
On the other hand, the anisotropic diffusion filtering appears to have a
distinct effect of the one produced by the homomorphic technique. In
this case, the regions where the light intensity is major (usually around
the centre of the frame) appear quite pinkish, whereas the surrounding
area seem reasonably uniform concerning light distribution and the
darkening effect is not as severe as in the homomorphic filtering.
The automated multi-scale retinex with colour restoration processing is
the one that most distorts the original colouration of the frame. The so
distinctive colour of the intestine walls becomes much more white, and
pink/red areas are quite enhanced. This leads to a higher contrast
between the background and the lesions, which can be very beneficial,
given that the point of this pre-processing step is to obtain images where
the lesions can be more easily identified.

147
0
3
0
150
0
27
0
123
Inflammatory Normal Vascular
Predicted label
A close analysis of the presented confusion matrix shows that there are
no false positive or false negative predictions when concerning the
normal class. Regarding images with inflammatory lesions, 3 are
classified as vascular by the algorithm, whereas 27 images with vascular
images are miss-classified as inflammatory. These results prove to be
extremely positive, given the intended application. With no missclassifications concerning the normal images, the doctors will be able to
analyse only the images classified as having a lesion, without the risk of
overlooking an important lesion.
True label

Figure 1: Effect of the applied pre-processing techniques on the dataset
images. (top row) Normal frame; (bottom row) Vascular frame;
(columns, from left to right) Frame without pre-processing and with
homomorphic, anisotropic diffusion and automated MSRCR filterings.

Inflammatory
Normal
Vascular

4 Conclusions
The methods implemented for lesion detection proved to be very
successful. The pre-processing techniques that were applied were not
beneficial for the improvement of the results, meaning that unlike what
was expected, the distortion of the image colouration had a negative
impact on the classification task. All in all, the proposed model is able to
correctly distinguish normal frames from images with lesions; however
there is still room for improvement, given that the system is not fully
capable of distinguishing between both types of lesions.
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After the pre-processing stage, the selected models were trained and
evaluated on the previously described dataset, with and without preprocessing.
From all trained models, the ones that achieved best results were the
ones that were trained for 30 epochs and where all weights were updated
(instead of updating only the final layers). These results were quite
predictable since longer training usually takes to better learning of the
neural network. Also, finetuning the whole model is beneficial as it
allows the network to improve the feature extraction step as well.
Precision, recall and AUC were then computed for all networks trained
in these conditions and can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1: Precision, recall and AUC obtained by the trained models on
the test set without pre-processing.
Model
ResNet-18
ResNet-34
ResNet-50
ResNet-101
ResNet-152
DenseNet-121
DenseNet-161
DenseNet-169
DenseNet-201

Precision
0.89
0.90
0.91
0.90
0.93
0.90
0.94
0.93
0.92

Recall
0.88
0.90
0.90
0.89
0.92
0.89
0.93
0.93
0.91

AUC
0.79
0.84
0.80
0.81
0.83
0.78
0.87
0.85
0.82

Only the results for the images without pre-processing are presented,
given that the performance of the models decreased in the dataset where
image enhancement was applied. A careful analysis of Table 1 shows
that for both model families, the architectures with the highest number
of layers do not always achieve the best performance, which may
suggest some overfitting to the data. The model with the best
performance on the raw test set was DenseNet-161, with a precision of
0.94, a recall of 0.93 and a AUC of 0.87. The training of this model took
just over 42 minutes, and the processing of a single frame is done in 48
milliseconds. The fact that the DenseNet was the model that performed
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Abstract
This work, undertaken as a master thesis sponsored by the technology
sector company Glintt, proposes and benchmarks the use of different neural networks to classify multiple kinds of skin lesions. It also study the
performance of an ensemble strategy which uses multiple architectures
and trains them as a single neural network. The proposed classifiers are
trained to work with both images obtained by professionals in a clinical
settings as well as simple RGB images captured by end users of mobile
devices cameras.
An accuracy exceeding 76% is achieved in classifying 4 different classes
of skin lesions over a dataset of both clinical and dermoscopic images
collected from publicly available repositories.

1

Introduction

With the life expectancy increase, and the ageing population of Portugal,
there has been an increase in the frequency of diseases that have been observed and, consequently, more visits to healthcare professionals are now
happening. With this phenomenon, the healthcare services and infrastructure have started to lose the ability to respond to the demands [1].
A possible way to address this issue is via a system capable of screening
skin lesions which are suspected of being skin cancer, such as melanoma
or basal cell carcinoma. This system would provide an indication of
whether a medical professional should be involved. The most relevant
skin lesions are those which are malignant as these are the most concerning for the patient. Early diagnosis in this field would lead to better
treatment options and increase the likelihood of curing the disease which,
if left unchecked, can be fatal [6].
This work explores the core of such systems, by testing multiple neural
networks trained and tested over a selected dataset of skin lesions with a
focus on tumours.
Multiple neural network architectures were tested, as well as an ensemble
system which combined all the previously trained neural networks into
a single classification model capable of separating the skin lesions into
4 classes, with both malignant and benign classifications. We used both
RGB images with no special capture tools (that we call clinical images)
and dermoscopic images (those acquired via the use of a dermoscope),
The different neural networks and ensemble were created using python
along with tensorflow, and contrasted on sensitivity, specificity, accuracy,
and F1-score metrics.

2

Related work

Artificial neural networks are currently the best known algorithm to use
for the classification of skin lesions, as it can be inferred from Masood’s
review [5]. Esteva et al. [2], have also shown very good results in this
area, achieving an accuracy of 72.1 ± 0.9% using convolutional neural networks namely, Inception_v3. Most notably, such performance is
above the classification accuracy achieved by the dermatologists who participated in the work (≈ 66%). This work classified the lesions into
three classes: benign lesions, malignant lesions, and non-neoplastic lesions. However, this work is an outlier as the large majority of the related
works are focused on melanoma vs. non-melanoma classification. In fact,
this particular kind of classification appears to be less challenging than a
multi-class classification task when the discrimination over what kind of
non-melanoma lesion is attempted.

One such example is the work by Haenssle’s [3], which reports binary
classification sensitivity and specificity of 95% and 82.5%, respectively,
with no accuracy reported, using a modified Inception_v4 neural network.
Maron, et al. [4] used the neural network architecture ResNet50 to create
a classification model which separated skin lesions into 5 classes, which
achieved a classification sensitivity and specificity of 56.7% and 98.8%
respectively, and with an overall classification accuracy of 82.2%. However unlike the proposal of this work, this classification performance was
achieved over dermoscopic images only.

3

Methods

The performance of different neural network architectures is tested over
the available clinical and dermoscopic images. This data is divided into
training and testing sets using 5-fold cross-validation. All images were
also preprocessed and augmented before training and testing took place.
Transfer learning was used, using weights obtained from training over the
ImageNet dataset. The training algorithm selected for this work was Stocastic Gradient Descent (SGD), and the data was augmented via a series
of translations, rotations, and mirroring of the image.

3.1

Data

The data was obtained from multiple repositories found online, including
both clinical and dermoscopic images. The considered repositories are:
Isic-Archive, D@nderm website, Hellenic derm atlas, and DermNetNZ.
The labels present for these images are given either by biopsy followed
by histopathology or by clinical concensus over the diagnosis.

Figure 1: Examples from the dataset
Left: dermoscopic image; Right: clinical image;

A first dataset was gathered from the repositories, containing 1200 images
split across 5 classes: Basal cell carcinoma (BCC), Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), Melanoma (MM), Nevus of multiple descriptions (NV), and
Seborrheic keratosis (SK). An iterative search method was used to determine a good set of hyperparameters for all experimented networks.
A second dataset was considered, which was formed as an extention of
the first one from the same sources, containing 4000 images equally split
into 4 classes: Squamous cell carcinoma and Basal cell carcinoma (CAR),
MM, NV, and SK. For both datasets, images were selected attempting to
guarantee high quality in terms of multiple factors, i.e., avoiding watermarked images, balancing clinical and dermoscopic images.
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Network architectures and training

be improved to achieve better results.
Note that, due to the disparity on the data and target classifications it is
The selected networks for this work were as follow: Inception v3, Incepnot possible to establish a direct comparison between the results reported
tion ResNet V2, ResNet50, and VGG16. These were selected for being
here and those from the state of the art, reported in Section 2.
well known, previously used in the body of work in this field, and for the
accessibility to weights trained on the ImageNet dataset which were used
5 Conclusions
for transfer learning.

We also considered an ensemble architecture obtained by using, in parallel, the neural networks previously mentioned. Figure 2 contains a
schematic that illustrates how the ensemble was built. Each of the neural
networks that compose the ensemble is truncated on the last pooling layer
they use.
After, the tensors containing the resulting features from each of the neural
networks is fed to a fully connected classification section exists. This classification section contains two dense layers, the first composed of 5000
nodes and the second of 500 nodes, with a dropout of 20% in between,
and a softmax layer providing the final output.

Whilst the ensemble has a very simple architecture, it shows competing
capabilities with the other networks, with good generalization abilities. In
spite of it not reaching the best performance, the achieved results appear
promising for their further application on this task.
From the results reported in this work, it can be concluded that deep neural networks represent a good approach for the classification of skin lesions. Also, both transfer learning and data augmentation proved to be
techniques which allow to boost the performance of neural networks in
the considered scenario.
Additionally, obtaining more samples with trustworthy labels and good
quality of image, i.e., not watermarked, should improve upon the capability of this system to generalize. Another factor that could prove beneficial
is the utilization of not only the image but also metadata (i.e., age of the
subject, location of the lesion, gender of the subject), as this would allow
for a multi-modal approach.
Furthermore, the creation and testing of different structures for the ensemble classifier could provide better results in the shape of classifiers
capable of better generalizing these diagnosis. A neural network would
first classify the lesion based on their characteristics, then a second neural
network trained for the diagnosis of the particular classification from the
previous network would provide a more detailed diagnosis, i.e., a neural
network would separate the lesion into a rash or a tumour, then another
neural network would classify a potential tumour into the classes used in
this work.

4

6

Figure 2: Ensemble architecture

Results
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obtained in this work. It can be observed in the results reported in TaTest
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B

C

Metric
acc
sen
spe
f1s
acc
sen
spe
f1s
acc
sen
spe
f1s

VGG
39.38
39.17
84.85
38.69
53.45
53.00
88.33
52.90
63.98
63.94
91.02
63.78

Resnet
41.68
41.28
85.41
40.46
66.11
66.04
91.54
65.53
69.65
69.68
92.42
69.36

Incep3
42.92
42.87
85.77
42.49
61.50
61.49
90.38
60.76
65.49
65.76
91.39
65.11

IncRes
44.34
43.59
86.04
40.76
56.37
56.70
89.15
56.01
56.19
56.52
89.07
55.95

Table 1: Results for the first dataset
A - No transfer learning, no data augmentation; B - Transfer learning only;
C - Transfer learning and data augmentation;
Test
A

Metric
acc
sen
spe
f1s

VGG
76.28
73.51
91.18
73.48

Resnet
76.27
76.26
92.09
76.25

Incep3
75.93
76.03
91.98
75.91

IncRes
72.70
72.74
90.90
72.69

Ens
73.275
73.32
91.10
73.20

Table 2: Results for the second dataset
A - Transfer learning and data augmentation;

ble 1 that the introduction of first, transfer learning, and secondly, data
augmentation techniques is beneficial for the classifiers. As such, the results presented in Table 2 use both these techniques to achieve the best
results reported in this work. Data augmentation increases the number
of training samples by a factor of 20. Therefore, for the second dataset,
the number of training samples was 64000 and the number of testing images was 800. The increase in complexity of the ensemble network, when
compared to the other networks, does not appear to bring any great improvements upon the classifiers. However the classifier, which was described above, is rather simplistic and it is believed that this section could
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Abstract
The aim of this study is to evaluate different features, extracted from a
Poincaré plot of gait signals, in their ability to classify the gait of patients
with neurodegenerative diseases: Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Huntington’s disease (HD). Five different features that describe gait variability
were extracted from the Poincaré plots of two gait signals: stride time
and percentage of stride time spent in swing phase. Among the set of extracted features, those that displayed significant differences between the
two groups and were not correlated with each other, were used as input
to the support vector machine classifier. It was found that all extracted
features (with exception of one feature in PD vs healthy group comparison) are significantly different between healthy and pathological subjects
and are suitable to discriminate them (with accuracies greater than 80%).
When comparing PD vs HD, just three features were significantly different, however, a relatively good classification accuracy (around 72%) was
achieved using two of them. The results demonstrate that it is feasible
to apply variability measures extracted from Poincaré plots of gait data
signals in gait classification problems.

along a straight hallway of 77 meters. Stride-to-stride measures of footfall contact times were derived from these original signals. The original
database consists of 15 PD subjects (5 female, age range [44,77] years),
20 HD subjects (14 female, age range [29,71] years), and 16 healthy CO
subjects (14 female, age range [22,74] years). However, one female HD
patient, who was 33 years old, was not included in this study because the
values of the stride intervals for her right foot are constantly a fixed value
higher than the elapsed time between the two consecutive strides. Heights
and weights were not significantly different between the three groups.

2.2

Poincaré Plot and feature extraction

Poincaré plot is a scatterplot of the current gait cycle against the preceding gait cycle [2] (panels C) and D) of Fig.1). For a given time series
x0 , x1 , x2 , ..., xn the Poincaré plot is a plot of points (x0 , x1 ), (x1 , x2 ),...,
(xn−1 , xn ). Variability of data, along the width and length of the short and
long axis of the ellipse, that better fits the data, is represented by short
term (SD1 ) and long term (SD2 ) variability. Measures SD1 and SD2 can
be defined as:
√
2
SD1 =
SD(xn − xn+1 )
(1)
2
1 Introduction
and
r
1
There has been a growing trend towards the analysis of the human gait
SD2 = 2SD(xn )2 − SD(xn − xn+1 )2
(2)
2
signals as a complementary tool to the diagnosis and management of patients with neurodegenerative diseases [1, 3, 7]. Gait stride-to-stride vari- where SD is a standard deviation. Another measure is obtained with the
ability is an important marker to better understand the mechanisms of ratio between SD1 and SD2 , SD1 /SD2 . Comparing the plots in Fig. 1, one
movement disorders. Increased stride variability has been associated with can find that the dispersion of points for the PD patient exhibits greater
an increase of fall risk in older adults in general [6]. One of the major SD1 and SD2 values. Additionally, the lowest of SD1 /SD2 ratio value apobjectives of studying gait patterns is to identify features, from gait time pears on the healthy subject. The variability above and below the identity
series, that show signs of gait disturbances due to aging or neurodegener- (Id ) line are represented by SDUP and SDD , respectively [5]. These two
ative diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Huntington’s disease variability measures are obtained by calculating the distance of each point
(HD). Poincaré plots have been widely used in the cardiovascular area to to the Id line, DUP for points above and DD for those below, according to
measure heart rate variability and their application on gait time series is the equations (3) and (4)
emerging [2, 4]. Poincaré plot is a geometrical visual representation of the
time series that describes the evolution of the series and that allows for the
1 nUP
SD
=
(3)
UP
∑ (DUPi )2
assessment of series time dynamics. Khandokar et al. [4] quantified gait
nUP i=1
dynamics in elderly subjects using Poincaré plot measures of minimum
foot clearance variability and found that, by monitoring these measures,
1 nD
SDD =
(4)
it is possible to improve the gait performance of falls risk. Golińska [2]
∑ (DDi )2
nD i=1
used Poincaré plot’s standard descriptors, namely SD1 , SD2 and SD1 /SD2
ratio, to distinguish healthy subjects from patients with PD and HD, and where nUP and nD are the number of points in each case.
observed that too low or too high SD1 /SD2 ratio values could be conIn this study, two gait characteristics were used: stride time and pernected with disease, however, further research is needed. To go beyond centage of stride time spent in swing phase (swing (% of stride)), both
the standard descriptors, we have used other measures based on PP (such using as reference the right foot. Stride time is the time between consecas SDUP and SDD described below) that represent different aspects of utive heel strikes of the same foot. Each stride has two phases: stance
gait dynamics. In this study, the aim is to evaluate different gait variabil- and swing. The swing phase is the part of the stride during which the
ity measures derived from the Poincaré plot in their ability to classify the reference foot does not contact the ground, which is normally about 40%
gait of patients with neurodegenerative diseases.
of stride time. For each gait characteristic the following features were
calculated: SD1 , SD2 , SD1 /SD2 , SDUP and SDD , having obtained 10
measures/features for each subject.
2 Materials and methods

2.1

Gait data

2.3

Statistical Analysis and Classification

The gait database in this study was provided by Hausdorff et al. [3] Statistical analysis was used to identify measures that are significantly
and it is available at https://physionet.org/physiobank/database/gaitndd/. different between two groups: PD vs. CO, HD vs. CO, and PD vs.
The gait signals were recorded when subjects walked at their normal pace HD. Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare the extracted features
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Feature
SDUP of ST
SD1 /SD2 of ST
SD1 of SW
SD2 of SW
SD1 /SD2 of SW
SDD of SW

CO
0.001 ± 0.001
0.588 ± 0.122
1.266 ± 0.447
1.590 ± 0.581
0.805 ± 0.115
1.828 ± 1.307

PD
0.181 ± 0.650
0.768 ± 0.237
2.494 ± 0.617
3.232 ± 0.897
0.783 ± 0.115
6.466 ± 3.116

HD
0.038 ± 0.064
0.806 ± 0.162
4.305 ± 2.676
4.367 ± 2.235
0.947 ± 0.174
26.07 ± 31.85

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of selected features across groups.

Acc
84%

PD vs. CO
Sn
Sp
90% 80%

HD vs. CO
Acc
Sn
Sp
83% 75% 95%

Acc
74%

PD vs. HD
Sn
Sp
80% 70%

Table 3: Performance measures, Accuracy (Acc), Sensitivity (Sn) and
Specificity (Sp), obtained in each binary classification.
Figure 1: Right-foot gait stride-interval time series of a 64-year-old
Parkinson’s Disease patient and a 61-year-old healthy subject and its cor- ics. In this study, conventional (SD1 , SD2 and SD1 /SD2 ) and new features (SDUP and SDD , [5]) extracted from Poincaré plot of gait time seresponding Poincaré plots.
ries were analyzed in order to identify features which were significantly
different between groups. Furthermore, selected features were used as an
for each two groups. The features with statistical significance (p-values input for the SVM classifier for three different binary gait classifications
< 0.05) were selected. Then, Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was used across three groups: PD, HD, and CO. The results show that by using a
to measure the strength of a linear association between the features, and reduced number of features extracted from a Poincaré plot of gait time
when high correlation (r ≥ 0.7) was found between two features, the fea- series, a relatively high prediction performance can be achieved with an
ture with higher p-value was discarded. For each binary classification, a SVM classifier, when it comes to the classification between a group of
linear kernel support vector machine (SVM) was used. SVM has been patients, PD or HD, with healthy subjects, and also between between PD
shown to be a powerful tool for solving classification problems based and HD patients. This study also confirms that both PD and HD display
on gait with superior classification performance [7]. A 10-fold cross- higher gait variability when compared to healthy subjects, while PD and
validation was carried out to evaluate the performance of the SVM classi- HD may share more common features.
In conclusion, the features extracted from Poincaré plots of gait data
fiers. Each dataset was randomly divided into 10 subsets, such that each
subject’s data was all contained within the same subset. The averages signals could be useful in the classification of patients with neurodegenof the metrics (Accuracy, Specificity, and Sensitivity) are used to eval- erative diseases. The promising results of this research warrant future
uate the classification’s performance. Statistical analysis and classifica- study with the inclusion of other features extracted from Poincaré plot
tions were performed using R statistical and computing software version (e.g. Complex Correlation Measure), with additional gait time series (e.g.,
3.3.2 (http://www.rproject.org, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, double support duration) and with different and larger data sets.
Vienna, Austria).
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Fine Segmentation of Head and Torso Using Label Refinement Networks
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This paper describes the application of an adaptation of the recently proposed Label Refinement Networks (LRN) for fine head and torso segmentation in unconstrained photographs of individuals. The main goal
was to obtain segmentations fine and detailed enough to enable high quality replacement of busy backgrounds with plain white environments. The
model optionally used VGG-16 pretrained weights, and compared with
a U-Net with similar architecture. The results are promising, and successful segmentations are obtained in most cases with LRN-VGG, but
further efforts need to be devoted into expanding the training dataset and
restructuring the network for larger images, to reach the desired fine segmentations.
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Figure 1: Structure of the implemented Label Refinement Network.

1

Introduction

Semantic segmentation is the process of assigning each pixel of an image
a semantic class label. In the case of upper body photograph segmentation, the image pixels are labelled as corresponding to a human or to the
background. Detailed segmentation of the head and torso region on upperbody photographs could be very useful for improved face recognition, automatic verification of passport photographs, or artistic photograph manipulation. Several methods have been proposed for this [1, 5, 8], but
none present the level of contour fitness that would be required for the
target application.
Recently, Islam et al. [3, 4] have proposed a network for fine semantic segmentation called Label Refinement Network (LRN). LRN follows
the encoder-decoder structure of the U-Net [6], but outputs segmentation
results at several resolution levels. This means the model is forced to offer
early coarse segmentations that are gradually improved up to the original
image resolution. Besides offering superior results in fine segmentation,
it is prepared to use VGG-16 [7] weights and has much fewer trainable
parameters than other top-performing segmentation models.
This work proposes an adaptation of the Label Refinement Network
which is applied to semantic segmentation of upper-body segmentation.
The model was trained and evaluated with annotated images from the
Labelled Faces in the Wild dataset [2], and compared with a U-Net model
with similar architecture, to study the performance improvements brought
by the multi-resolution supervision strategy.

2
2.1

concatenated with the previous coarse label output. This will undergo processing over two convolutional layers (identical to those described for the
first refinement unit) and an upsampling operation to return the respective
coarse labellings.
In the original LRN, the feature maps received by the refinement units
are processed by a convolutional layer, with number of filters equal to the
number of output channels, before being concatenated with the coarse
labellings. However, in this case, since we have only one output channel,
this meant the loss of a great amount of information at the start of the
refinement units, and the network was unable to learn properly. Hence, we
propose the elimination of this convolutional layer in the LRN network,
at least when the number of output channels is small.

2.2

Reference: U-Net

A U-Net [6] was used as reference, to adequately assess the performance
benefits in fine segmentation of the multi-resolution supervision strategy
in LRN. The U-Net is very similar, in its architecture, to the LRN. Its encoder half is completely identical. The decoder part receives feature maps
from the corresponding encoder levels through skip connections and performs upsampling and convolution operations over the encoders outputs.
The network outputs a single labelling map, of shape 224 × 224 × 1.

Methodology
Label Refinement Network (LRN)

The Label Refinement Network proposed by Islam et al. [3, 4] follows
an encoder-decoder structure, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This is common in
semantic image segmentation networks such as the U-Net, used in this
work as reference.
The encoder part of the network mimics the VGG-16 network [7], to
allow for easy transfer of weights. It includes thirteen trainable convolutional layers over five levels delimited by pooling layers. The first two
levels include two convolutional layers each, with 64 and 128 filters, respectively. The three last levels include three convolutional layers each,
with 256, 512, and 512 filters, respectively. Every convolutional layer has
filter size of 3×3, padding, and ReLU activation. The max-pooling layers
have size 2 × 2.
The first refinement unit, after the last encoder level, receives the feature maps on a convolutional layer with 64 filters and ReLU activation,
followed by one with 1 filter (number of output channels, in this case, is
one) with sigmoid activation, thus returning the first coarse label output.
The remaining refinement units receive the feature maps from the corresponding encoder levels, through the so-called skip connections, that are

2.3

Training

The LRN and U-Net models were trained in two different settings. In
the first setting, the parameters of the models were initialised using the
Glorot uniform random initialisation method, and trained using the training set prepared for this work. The second setting used VGG-16 pretrained weights. In this case, the encoder half of the networks received
pretrained parameters from the VGG-16 model trained on ImageNet, and
was frozen. The decoder part was trained until convergence and, after this
was achieved, the encoder was unfrozen. Then, training was resumed to
improve performance through small encoder parameter adjustments until
a new convergence loss plateau was reached.
Training was performed using the Adam optimiser, with initial learning rate of 0.0001 for both models, during sufficient epochs to achieve
convergence. The loss used was the binary crossentropy. In the case of
LRN, the binary crossentropy loss is separately computed for each supervision level, and the optimisation loss is the sum of all individual losses.
Horizontal flipping, zooming, and rotation were used for data augmentation.
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Table 1: Jaccard index and Hausdorff distance results on the test set images for the implemented algorithms.
Method
Jaccard index (%) Hausdorff distance
LRN
91.67 ± 5.63
32.84 ± 23.05
LRN-VGG
92.73 ± 5.24
26.28 ± 20.07
UNET
89.25 ± 7.19
35.18 ± 19.63
UNET-VGG
87.98 ± 7.53
44.00 ± 16.75

out patches of the head-torso regions, unlike LRN and LRN-VGG, that
tends towards the false positives.
In the offered examples (Fig. 2), we can notice that in the first two
rows, LRN and LRN-VGG offered great results, but U-Net and U-NetVGG failed often in the suit regions. In the fourth row, the difficulty
of elaborate hairstyles and dark backgrounds is illustrated, as all models
were unsuccessful. In the third and fifth rows, the backgrounds seem
to be too busy for any model to perform correctly. Despite the failures
in pictures with especially busy backgrounds, the LRN-VGG model was
mostly successful in offering fine segmentations of head and torso.

5

Conclusion

In this work, the recently proposed Label Refinement Network was explored for fine segmentation of head-torso in unconstrained images.
Trained with 250 images and tested with 48 images of the Labelled Faces
in the Wild dataset, the LRN model offered promising results, especially
Figure 2: Examples of results offered by the implemented algorithms.
when starting from VGG-16 weights.
In the future, the performance of the model could be improved using a larger training set, and new forms of data augmentation, such as
3 Experimental Settings
dynamic backgrounds in training images. The network should also be reThe models were trained and evaluated with unconstrained people im- structured to receive larger images, and thus allow for finer segmentation
ages from the Labelled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset [2]. These were results. Finally, the introduction of depth map estimation could improve
reshaped to 224 × 224 to match the original VGG-16 input shape, and the segmentation of people from the background.
annotated for semantic head-torso segmentation using the online tool remove.bg1 . The training set contained a total of 250 images, while the test Acknowledgements
set was composed of 48 images.
The results were assessed resorting to the Jaccard index and Haus- This work is financed by National Funds through the Portuguese funddorff distance. The Jaccard index measures the rate of overlap between ing agency, FCT - Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia within project:
the pixel sets of the ground truth L and the prediction P, following the “UID/EEA/50014/2019” and within the PhD grant with reference
expression:
“SFRH/BD/137720/2018”.
L∩P
J(L, P) =
.
(1)
L∪P
References
The Hausdorff distance measures the maximum among the minimum
pairwise distances between the true Lc and predicted Pc contours. It fol- [1] S. Duffner and J.-M. Odobez. Leveraging colour segmentation for
lows the expression:
upper-body detection. Pattern Recognition, 47(6):2222–2230, 2014.
dH (Lc , Pc ) = max{sup inf d(l, p), sup inf d(l, p)}.
l∈Lc pinPc

p∈Pc linLc

(2)

Besides Jaccard index and Hausdorff distance, the results were also
visually analysed to evaluate and compare the performance of the implemented methods for fine semantic segmentation of head and torso.

4

Results and Discussion

The average Jaccard index and Hausdorff distance results for the images
in the test set are presented in Table 1. By either measure, the LRNVGG model presented the best results, followed by the LRN model. The
Jaccard index results are high, but so are the Hausdorff distance results,
which may denote the segmentation is mostly correct but the fine contour
fitness fails often. Furthermore, the high standard deviation of the results
of all methods is worrying, as it shows the segmentation quality is very
dependent on the image, and the models may not be as robust as desired.
Some examples of the results in test images are presented in Fig. 2.
Despite the high Hausdorff distance results discussed before, the visual
analysis reveals the results are, in general, acceptable, especially for the
LRN and LRN-VGG models. These two models present very similar results, although LRN-VGG seems slightly better at finding true contours
and in difficult parts of the photographs. Between U-Net and U-NetVGG, the U-Net model offered better results, but both frequently leave
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Abstract
Convolutional Neural Networks have shown remarkable performance on
tasks like classification. However, these models largely remain blackboxes. With the widespread use of such networks in real-world scenarios
and with the growing demand of the right to explanation, generating accurate predictions is no longer enough. Machine learning models have to be
explainable. We propose an in-model joint CNN architecture, composed
by an explainer and a classifier. The model is trained end-to-end, with
the classifier taking as input not only images from the dataset but also the
explainer’s resulting explanation, thus allowing for the classifier to focus
only on the relevant regions of the image. We also developed a synthetic
dataset generation framework, that allows for automatic annotation and
creation of easy-to-explain images. The results obtained show that this
architecture is able to produce visual explanations without supervision, as
well as decisions, while maintaining classification accuracy. When compared to the state of the art, the proposed joint approach produces better
visual explanations that, in fact, only highlight relevant image regions for
the outputted predictions.

tion, ẑ, of such decision, as can be seen in figure 1. The explainer takes as
input an image and outputs the visual explanation, which is an image with
the same spatial dimensions as the input. The classifier takes as input an
image, as well as the output of the explainer, i.e. it is trained using the explanation. Therefore, the classifier focuses only on the image regions the
explainer deemed relevant and does not take into account regions where
the explanation for that class is not present. This approach aligns with the
intuition that, when explaining a decision, for example, whether or not an
image contains a car, humans tend to first separate what is an object and
what is not, and then proceed to look for patterns in the region where the
object is in order to classify it correctly. Conversely, sometimes humans
cannot tell if an object belongs to some class, but can tell which regions
of the image do not contain said class [4].
+

+
+
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Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have shown remarkable performance on tasks like classification, object detection and segmentation.
However, these models largely remain black-boxes. With the widespread
use of such networks in real-world scenarios and with the growing demand of the right to explanation already included in the new General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) policies, especially in highly-regulated areas, generating accurate predictions is no longer enough. In order to operate within this new legal framework, Machine Learning (ML) models
have to be explainable.
Data is the core ingredient in every DL pipeline. However, it is incredibly difficult to come by labelled datasets or it is highly expensive to
collect and annotate one. Moreover, the explainability of a model is userand domain-dependent. As such, it is imperative that new solutions are
able to generate explanations without needing labelled data.
While most of the literature focuses on post-model methods [3], this
work comprises a novel in-model CNN architecture, composed by an explainer and a classifier. This architecture outputs not only a class label,
but also a visual explanation, without the need for labelled data to train
the explainer. The model is trained end-to-end, with the classifier taking
as input not only images from the dataset but also the explainer’s output, thus allowing for the classifier to focus on the relevant areas of such
explanation.
To test the proposed architecture, a synthetic dataset generation framework was developed, that allows for automatic annotation and creation of
images that do not require the knowledge of an expert to be explained,
thus expediting the evaluation process.
The obtained results show that the proposed architecture is able to
produce visual explanations for the network’s decisions without supervision. Furthermore, this architecture improved on the state of the art
methods, especially when trying to explain negative instances.

3232

Figure 1: Detailed view of the proposed classifier+explainer architecture.
The explainer (top row) is based on an encoder-decoder network and the
classifier (bottom row) is based on VGG-16. The sums correspond to the
simple addition of the outputs of the respective layers. The multiplications
involve concatenating and resizing the explainer’s output before computing the element-wise multiplication with the involved classifier layer.

2.2

Training Process

Training this architecture involves the three phases, as depicted in figure
2. In phase 1, only the classifier is trained, taking a “white image”, i.e.
a 2D array filled with ones, as explanation, while the explainer’s layers
remain frozen. This means that the initial explanation is the whole image
and that the classifier is not taking the explainer’s output into account. It
is imperative that at the end of phase 1 the classifier remains unstable, so
that in phase 3 the classifier can still learn from the explainer’s output.
In phase 2, the process is reversed. The classifier still takes as input a
"white image", so that it outputs the same predictions as it did in phase 1,
2 Proposed Architecture
guaranteeing that both modules are trained independently. If the classifier
had already made use of the explainer’s output, it would be focusing on
2.1 Overview
information provided by an explainer in training. Finally, in phase 3, the
The proposed architecture is composed by an explainer and a classifier, whole architecture is fine-tuned end-to-end, so, in the end, both explainer
and thus outputs not only a class prediction, ŷ, but also a visual explana- and classifier improve, fruit of the dynamic interaction between the two.
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highlighting corners of the image, contrary to the proposed architecture.
Furthermore, when no target polygon is present, the proposed architecture indicates that it is unable to identify said polygon, by highlighting the
whole image as the explanation for why no triangle exists in it; and highlighting negatively the circles, as these polygons for sure do not constitute
triangles. Conversely, the state of the art methods highlight non-relevant
elements when faced with a negative instance.

non-trainable/frozen

Figure 2: Training procedure of the proposed architecture. In the first
stage only the classifier is trained, keeping the explainer frozen. Afterwards, the process is inverted. In the last stage, the whole architecture is
fine tuned end-to-end.

2.3

Loss Function

The training loss constitutes a weighted sum of the influence of both clas- Figure 3: Example of a positive instance (image containing one target
sifier and explainer. The classification loss, Lclass , is the commonly used polygon, a triangle) obtained after hyperparameter tuning with α = 0.99
and β = 0.1 on one of the generated synthetic datasets; the original input
categorical cross-entropy loss.
image is presented (left), as well as the explainer’s outputted explanation
L = αLclass + (1 − α)Lexpl
(1) (centre) and the same explanation after applying a threshold (right).
As it would not be feasible to supervise the explainer’s training, the
explainer is trained with an unsupervised loss. This loss is also a weighted
sum of relevant properties one wants to promote on the resulting explanations. These properties, sparsity and contiguity, are imposed by means
of two regularisation terms: the penalised l1 norm and total variation
(Lsparsity and Lcontiguity respectively) [2].
N

Lexpl = β

N

∑ Lsparsity (ẑi ) + (1 − β ) ∑ Lcontiguity (ẑi )

i=1

Lsparsity (ẑ) =
Lcontiguity (ẑ) =

(2)

i=1

1
|ẑi, j |
m×n ∑
i, j

1
|ẑi+1, j − ẑi, j | + |ẑi, j+1 − ẑi, j |
m×n ∑
i, j

(3) Figure 4: Comparison of the proposed architecture with state of the art
methods [1]. The 1st 2 rows represent results when a negative instance is
(4) given as input, while the last 2 rows correspond to positive instances.

where m and n represent the spatial dimensions of the feature map ẑ. The
penalised l1 norm promotes sparsity, working as an explanation budget,
limiting the % of the input image that can be considered an explanation.
The total variation factor promotes spatial continuity, i.e., encourages
smoothness and spatial localisation of the activations of ẑ.
Hyperparameter tuning, α and β in particular, was done by initially
fixing β at 1.0, to study the influence of the α hyperparameter. Usually
only values of α greater than 0.5 are considered. After α is tuned, only
β is varied. Since the field lacks metrics to evaluate explanations, this
evaluation is performed by human visual inspection.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed an in-model joint approach to produce decisions and explanations using CNNs without the need for supervision of the explanations.
This novel architecture, along with its custom training process, allows for
the classifier to focus on relevant parts of the input image. A custom loss
function is introduced to regularise the produced explanations and promote desired properties such as sparsity and spatial contiguity. To test
the proposed architecture a synthetic data generation tool with automatic
annotation was also developed. The results obtained show that this architecture is able to produce visual explanations, as well as decisions, while
maintaining classification accuracy. When compared to the state of the
3 Synthetic Data Generation Tool
art, the proposed joint approach produces better visual explanations that,
in fact, only highlight relevant image regions for the outputted predictions.
A synthetic dataset generation framework was developed. The use of a
However, research in this area is still in its infancy and future research
synthetic dataset entails numerous advantages, such as: the ability to gendirections include a weakly-supervised approach to train the explainer.
erate as many images as one needs, the possibility of defining the number
of instances per class, automatic annotation for different problems or definition of custom-made characteristics like overlap and occlusion. This References
framework generates images consisting of several polygons, such as triangles and circles, as well as their respective annotation files, with number [1] Maximilian Alber, Sebastian Lapuschkin, Philipp Seegerer, Miriam
Hägele, Kristof T Schütt, Grégoire Montavon, Wojciech Samek,
of target polygons and their respective bounding boxes. The developed
Klaus-Robert Müller, Sven Dähne, and Pieter-Jan Kindermans. incode is available at https://github.com/icrto/xML.
nvestigate neural networks! Journal of Machine Learning Research,
20(93):1–8, 2019.
4 Results and Discussion
[2] Pedro M. Ferreira, Filipe Marques, Jaime S. Cardoso, and Ana Rebelo. Physiological Inspired Deep Neural Networks for Emotion
In this section we show some of the obtained results with this architecture.
Recognition. IEEE Access, 6:53930–53943, 2018.
Figure 3 corresponds to the explanation obtained for a positive instance
[3]
Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Sameer Singh, and Carlos Guestrin. Why
(one where there is a triangle present) with α = 0.99 and β = 0.1. The
should i trust you?: Explaining the predictions of any classifier. In
explanation clearly highlights the triangle as a relevant image region for
Proceedings of the 22nd ACM SIGKDD International Conference on
the decision of classifying said image as belonging to the positive class.
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, pages 1135–1144. ACM,
A comparative analysis of the proposed architecture with the iNNves2016.
tigate toolbox [1] is also shown. The various analysis methods were applied to the trained classifier and their generated visual explanations are [4] Isabel Rio-Torto, Kelwin Fernandes, and Luís F. Teixeira. Towards a
compared to the ones outputted by the explainer trained with α = 0.95.
Joint Approach to Produce Decisions and Explanations Using CNNs.
As can be observed in figure 4, the majority of the methods are unable
In 9th Iberian Conference on Pattern Recognition and Image Analyto produce reasonable explanations for the chosen dataset, for example,
sis, pages 3–15. Springer International Publishing, 2019.
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Abstract
Image sentiment analysis is an important topic nowadays. It is possible
to use it to classify an image at sentiment level, as negative, neutral or
positive. However, to classify an image at this level is a hard challenge
because its semantic meaning can represent many scenarios. In this paper,
we present an analysis of several image classification methods that we
evaluate to improve the state of the art in a large tweet data set.

In another work described in [2], the authors explore four different
architectures of convolutional neural networks to do sentiment analysis in
visual media. This work was based on a labelled set that has the main categories of the description of the scene. With their results, the authors compose their own dataset and train a model that improves the results. With
this knowledge, following section present the method developed in [4].

2.3

1

Introduction

Sentiment analysis is a very studied subject. Currently, the data of social media networks is growing at each second, which makes them a good
place to collect images. These can be analysed and classified for different purposes, such as sentiment analysis. There are methods capable
to handle this job. However, the majority of these methods has a high
text dependency to realise the sentiment classification. A widely used expression is “A picture is worth a thousand words”, that means, that an
image can transmit a large message. Nonetheless, the message is not always clear, and this situation can bring different interpretations, especially
when the interpreters have different cultures. With this work, we propose
an improvement of the method proposed in [4], to do sentiment analysis
using only the images present in tweets. Section 2 presents related work,
including the method from [4], that we partially improve in this paper.
Section 3 describes our work. Section 4 contains the experiments and the
final section has our conclusions.

2
2.1

Related Work

Image Content Analysis

In [4] an image content analysis method was developed. This is a complex
subject because an image might contain many objects. This work tries to
identify automatically the class of the object that an image can represent.
To do this a pre-trained model with the ImageNet [3] was used to classify
the data into its class through the ImageNet classifications (1000 possible object classes). All images on the ImageNet are quality-controlled
and human-annotated. An InceptionResNetV2 trained model was used,
which according to the author [1], has 80.17% of accuracy. This model
comes from a python package that is called pretrainedmodels [1]. In [4]
the image content analysis was used to to build a probability distribution
that made possible to classify an image according to its sentiment polarity,
(negative, neutral or positive). So, with the InceptionResNetV2, a model
was built that is fed with the union of the training and validation sets to
increase the number of the images. The InceptionResNetV2 classified the
contents of each dataset image into one of the ImageNet classes. Each of
these images contains a sentiment classification in the training and validation sets that were used to build a table with the probability distribution
of the image sentiment for each ImageNet class. This was then combined
with text and image sentiment results to obtain the final classification.

Sentiments

According to the psychology area, sentiments are different from emotions. This fact is described by the author of the paper [5]. Sentiments
are the result of subjective experiences that were lived from an emotion.
Emotions are the triggers for actions that can be positive or negative and
are the base of sentiments. These can construct the history of the all feelings that are processed and memorised. This fact is important in sentiment
analysis because through it is possible to reduce the subjectivity according to the culture where the analysed data belongs to. However, often the
data cannot be organised by the culture. It is the case of the data collected
from social media networks. For this reason, artificial intelligence may
help to find the best features for classification. Next, we present some of
the techniques related with the present theme.

3

Proposed Method

The method in [4] fused information from 3 different sources. In this
paper we explore alternative network architectures that can improve the
results obtained from the analysis of sentiment on isolated images.

3.1

Image Classification

The developed method for image analysis is based on a deep learning approach. This is implemented with Pytorch [6], which is a deep learning
framework that supports several features and automatic differentiation.
For this work, we explore three versions of the Resnet, which are, the
ResNet18, the ResNet50, and the ResNet152. We explore too other architectures, the Inception V3 and DenseNet. We use these typologies be2.2 Sentiments and Artificial Intelligence
cause of they are the state-of-the-art methods that can reduce significantly
Nowadays text, images, videos and all multimedia content can be pro- the vanishing gradient problem. To use these models we need to set them
cessed and analysed. To analyse the data, most models represent informa- up and prepare the data. To do that we follow the next steps.
tion using sets of features which in turn represent the classes of the target
objects. This process can be done through many different approaches, but
currently, deep neural networks, such as Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs), have been producing very good results when applied to image 3.2 Data Preprocessing
data.
There have been many proposals of methods for Image Sentiment One of the biggest challenges in deep learning approaches is data quality.
Analysis. The authors of [7] studied the sentiment analysis process. They Any deep learning approach is hungry for data because it is through it
propose a method that is capable of classifying images at sentiment po- that the network extracts and learns the features used for classification.
larity level. The dataset they use is composed of 3 million tweets, which The dataset used has many images with different scales and sizes. This
include text and images, and was constructed by them collecting the in- fact can slow the training process. The pre-processing method used reformation on Twitter. For the classification, they propose a method that sizes each image to 224x224 in the case of the ResNets architectures, and
leverages the text classification and correlates it with the image. They 299x299 in the others.
conclude that text associated with image is often noisy and is weakly corThis work was partially supported by Instituto de Telecomunicações under grant
related with the image content, but it is possible to classify its sentiment UID/EEA/50008/2019 and by project MOVES - Monitoring Virtual Crowds in Smart Cities
using a model that is trained with the images classified with text labels.
(PTDC/EEI-AUT/28918/2017) financed by FCT - Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia.
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Table 1: Table of the experiments on different neural network architectures.
Network Architectures
ResNet 18 ResNet 50 ResNet 152 InceptionV3 DENSENet161
Time(H)
6
17
41
25
78
LOSS
1.0490
0.9909
0.9821
0.9770
0.9730
ACC
0.4474
0.5251
0.5234
0.5156
0.5274

Model Choice and its Adaptation

Table 2: Results comparison between the method by the authors of the
paper [7], of the baseline paper [4] and the proposed method.

Pytorch comes with several built-in models. In this work, we selected
five of these models, the ResNet18, ResNet50, ResNet152, InceptionV3,
and DenseNet. All the models are set up with the same hyper-parameters.
These are, the learning rate that starts with 0.001, the momentum with 0.9
and the gamma parameter with 0.1. We use an optimiser that will hold
the current state and will update the parameters based on the computed
gradients. This is the SGD (Standard Gradient Descendent). We use a
schedule that provides several methods to adjust the learning rate based
on the number of epochs. This will adjust the learning rate in every seven
epochs. We define 30 epochs to train.

Method [4]

51.30%

52.15%

Proposed
Method
52.74%

Table 3: Confusion matrix of some samples tested with our method.
Predicted
Negative

Neutral

Positive

Experiments

In this section, we present the dataset used to evaluate our method, as well
as the results of the experimental evaluation. The results that we present,
were obtained on the test set. Table 3 presents a confusion matrix that
shows some selected samples that can characterise our challenge, which
is the subjectivity implicit on the images. The diagonal images represent
correct predictions. The other cases show different types of error that
the method makes. In these results we can see that the last image in the
first row, which is truly negative was classified as positive by our method.
Also the first image of the second row, in the neutral case is classified
by our method as negative. In positive case, the second image in the last
row, is classified as neutral. These cases occur because the dataset has a
large homogeneity, in fact these situations occur in the real world, and the
correct sentiment is assigned to the images by the context in which they
are inserted.

Actual

4

Method [7]

Negative

Neutral

Positive

5

Conclusions

In this work, we explore the sentiment analysis focusing on images. We
achieve a result on the isolated image method that exceeds the baseline
method for the same approach in the paper [4]. With this is possible to
The authors of [7] built a dataset with three million tweets. These tweets generate a sentiment classification based on the image classification. For
contain text and images. Nonetheless this huge amount of data, it has future work we intend to further improve the method and make more tests
some problems, such as duplicate entries and malformed images. These with other datasets.
situations led the authors to build a subset that is composed by tweets that
have images and text in their corpus, non duplicated and non-malformed
References
images, as well the same number of occurrences on the different classes.
The subset is called B-T4SA, and is divided into three partitions: the train [1] Pretrained Models GitHub pretrained models for pytorch github.
part, the validation part and the test part. Each one of these subsets has
https://github.com/cadene/pretrained-models.
three classes, negative, neutral and positive. Each class has the same numpytorch. Accessed: 2019-06-17.
ber of images as the others.
[2] Wyverson Bonasoli, Leyza Dorini, Rodrigo Minetto, and Thiago
Silva. Sentiment analysis in outdoor images using deep learning.
pages 181–188, 10 2018. doi: 10.1145/3243082.3243093.
4.2 Results
[3] J. Deng, W. Dong, R. Socher, L.-J. Li, K. Li, and L. Fei-Fei. ImWe train the models with a GeForce GTX 1080 TI, using the training set
ageNet: A Large-Scale Hierarchical Image Database. In CVPR09,
to train and the validation set to validate the training phase. ResNet18
2009.
uses 512 features from each image and achieves 44.7%, ResNet50 and [4] A. Gaspar and L.A. Alexandre. A Multimodal Approach to Image
ResNet152 use 2048 features and achieve better results. ResNet50 achieves
Sentiment Analysis. In 20th International Conference on Intellithe best result, 52.5%, and exceeds the result presented in the dataset pagent Data Engineering and Automated Learning (IDEAL), November
per [7] for only the image analysis, which is 51.3%. However our intent is
2019.
to improve this result. With DenseNet we can improve it. The DenseNet
[5] Eduard H Hovy. Language Production, Cognition, and the Lexicon.
uses 2208 features, and the result which we obtained is 52.7% accuracy on
48:13–25, 2015. doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-08043-7. URL http:
the test set. Table 1 shows the experiments of the different used architec//link.springer.com/10.1007/978-3-319-08043-7.
tures. We can conclude that, the use of a Densenet 161 network improves
[6]
Adam Paszke, Sam Gross, Soumith Chintala, Gregory Chanan, Edthe results slightly when compared to the other approaches. However
ward
Yang, Zachary DeVito, Zeming Lin, Alban Desmaison, Luca
when we analyse the time, which each network takes, in the training phase
Antiga,
and Adam Lerer. Automatic differentiation in pytorch. 2017.
the ResNet50 take less time and achieved a closer result to the Densenet
161 that take 4 times more time to get a slightly better result. Despite [7] Lucia Vadicamo, Carrara, and et. al. Cross-media learning for image
sentiment analysis in the wild. In 2017 IEEE International Conferthese difference, Densenet 161 achieves a better result that improves the
ence on Computer Vision Workshops (ICCVW), pages 308–317, Oct
previous baseline results. Nonetheless, the time question has to be con2017. doi: 10.1109/ICCVW.2017.45.
sidered depending on the application.

4.1

The Dataset
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Abstract
In algorithmic information theory, the Kolmogorov complexity of an object is the length of the shortest computer program that produces the object
as output. It is a measure of the computational resources needed to specify
the object. However, Kolmogorov complexity is non-computable as such,
it can only be approximately attainable. One of the most notable approximations are data compressors, since the bitstream produced by a lossless
data compression algorithm allows the reconstruction of the original data
with the appropriate decoder, and therefore can be seen as an upper bound
of the algorithmic complexity of the sequence. In this paper, we evaluate the usage of the Normalized Compression (NC) as the compression
measure for analysing various Virus DNA sequences and evaluate how it
changes when substitutions and permutations are performed on the DNA
sequences. Finally, we draw conclusions regarding the nature of these
sequences.

shared by the objects of interest [10]. On the other hand, algorithmic complexity is only approximately attainable, since the Kolmogorov complexity is non-computable [5]. These approximations are computable variants
of the Kolmogorov complexity and are bounded by time and resources.
The most notable approximations were made by data compressors, as
the bit stream produced by a lossless data compression algorithm allows
the reconstruction of the original data with the appropriate decoder, and
therefore can be seen as an upper bound of the algorithmic complexity of
the sequence [2].
In this paper we make use of Compression based approach to assess
statistical complexity (Martin-Löf randomness) of Virus DNA sequences.
Our methodology consists in applying the Normalized Compression (NC)
computing the selection of the best Markov model that minimizes the
complexity quantity of the DNA Virus sequence through the variation of
the order-depth. We also evaluate how the NC behaves when substitutions
and permutations are performed on the DNA sequences.

1

2

Introduction

Shannon is considered the founder of the information theory field since
he was responsible for the creation of a quantitative model of communication as a statistical process underlying information theory. He defined
the notion of average information (also called Shannon entropy) as the
summation of the product between the probability of each character and
the logarithm of this probability [9].
The notion of algorithmic information was produced by Solomonoff,
Kolmogorov, and Chaitin, who introduced the concept of Kolmogorov
complexity (algorithmic complexity). This notion became widely adopted
and is currently the standard to perform information quantification. It
differs from Shannon’s entropy because it considers that the source creates structures which follow algorithmic schemes [3], rather than perceiving the machine as generating symbols from a probabilistic function. In
essence, Solomonoff, Kolmogorov, and Chaitin, showed that among all
the algorithms that decode strings from their codes, there is an optimal
one. This algorithm, for all strings, allows codes as short as allowed by
any other up to an additive constant that depends on the algorithms, but
not on the strings themselves. Concretely, the algorithmic information
quantifies the amount of information of a string s by determining its complexity K(s) (Equation 1), which is defined by the shortest length l of the
binary program p that computes s on a universal Turing machine U and
halts [4].
K(s) := min{l(p) : U(p) = s}.
p

(1)

Latter Bennett introduced the notion of Logical Depth, which adds
to Kolmogorov complexity the notion of time, and therefore it quantifies
information as the time required by a standard universal TM U to generate
a given string from an input that is algorithmically random [1].
Despite the progress in the field of information theory, quantifying information is still an open questions in computer science, since there is no
computable measure that encapsulates all concepts surrounding information. Thus, one usually chooses between two options in order to quantify
information: Shannon entropy or an approximation of algorithmic complexity.
Shannon entropy poses some problems since it is not invariant to the
description of the object and its probability distribution. Furthermore,
it lacks an invariance theorem, forcing us to decide on a characteristic

2.1

Methods
Normalized Compression and Markov Models

To assess Martin-Löf randomness we evaluated the data compression of
the Virus DNA sequences. The Normalized Compression (NC) was used
as the compression measure (Equation 2) where x is the string, C(x) represents the number of bits needed by the lossless compression program to
represent the string x, |A| is the size of the alphabet (an approximation of
Σ) and |x| is the length of the string x [7]. Furthermore, C(x) is computed
with the probability P of each string symbol xi occurring.
NC(x) =

|x|
C(x)
, where C(x) = ∑ − log2 P(xi ).
|x| × log2 |A|
i=1

(2)

The NC is computed using a Markov model, a finite-context model
that predicts the next outcome of a sequence given a past context k [6].
Specifically, a Markov model reads the input using a given context k and
updates its internal model. This internal model is used to compute the
probability of any character being read at a given point. In this case, the
DNA sequence is provided to the Markov Model with context k. This
model is used to determine the NC by computing the normalized summation of the probability of each character occurring on the tape. For
each DNA sequence, the Markov model with context k = {2, ..., 10} that
minimizes the NC is selected.

2.2

Substitutions and Permutations of the DNA Sequences

For each DNA sequence, the substitution rate probability of the string
was increased from 0% to 100% and simultaneously, randomly permuted
in blocks of increasingly smaller sizes. The substitution was fixed to be
a specific nucleotide in order to continually decrease the complexity of
the sequence. At each point the NC was computed using the best Markov
model (within defined the context range) that minimizes the complexity
quantity of that given string and the obtained results where plotted as a
heat map.

3

Results

For this case study we analised the DNA sequences of the Ebola Virus;
Microplitis Virus; Human parvovirus B19 isolate BX1 and the Torque teno
indri Virus.
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In this paper we evaluate the usage of the Normalized Compression (NC)
as the compression measure for analysing various Virus DNA sequences
and valuate how it changes when substitutions and permutations are performed on the DNA sequences. The results suggest that computation of
the NC in this manner is both a sensitive and tolerant way of dealing
with substitutions and permutations. This methodology is interesting for
evaluating the Martin-Löf randomness of Virus DNA sequences since besides being an ultra-fast method for obtaining information regarding the
DNA, it can cope with the presence of substitutions and permutations
in a string. It is important to note that viral genome sequences studied
seem to be highly statistically complex, however, other DNA sequences
have been previously compressed to a very efficient degree with the usage
of lossless compression algorithms which are hybrids between statistical
and algorithmic schemes (GeCo [8]). Virus could potentially follow algorithmic schemes which make simple statistical compressors unable to
encompass these patterns. As such, compressors which follow algorithmic modeling could potentially provide a better compression of data and
consequentially provide a better data representation.
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Figure 1: Heat Maps of Normalized Compression with an increase in
permutation and edition rate for the Ebola, Microplitis, Human parvovirus
B19 isolate BX1 and Torque teno indri Virus respectively.
As shown in Figure 1, the NC behaves as expected since the NC decreases logarithmically as the substitution rate of the strings increases in
genomic data for all cases.
The same occurs regarding random permutation of the Viral genomic
sequences. Although less noticeable for the Human parvovirus B19 isolate BX1 and Torque teno indri Virus due to being more statistically complex in nature than the Microplitis and Ebola Virus, in all Virus genomic
sequences it can be clearly seen an increase in the NC with an increase
inf the number of blocks permuted.
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Abstract
The optic disc (OD) and the fovea are relevant landmarks in fundus images. Their localization and segmentation can facilitate the detection of
some retinal lesions and the assessment of the importance of those lesions
to the severity and progression of several eye disorders. Distinct methodologies have been developed for detecting these structures, mainly based
on color and vascular information. The methodology herein described
combines the entropy of the vessel directions with the image intensities
for finding the OD center and uses a sliding band filter for segmenting the
OD. The fovea center is selected as the darkest point inside a region defined from the OD position and radius. The results obtained in the context
of the IDRiD grand challenge are very satisfactory and the methods proposed are amongst the top-3 performing solutions for the challenge test
set.

1

Introduction

The retinal vasculature, the optic disc (OD) and the fovea are the major
landmarks of the retina that can be identified and examined through the
analysis of eye fundus images. The segmentation of retinal vessels can be
useful for locating the other two anatomical structures.
The OD is the area where the nervous and blood systems converge in
the retina and it appears as a yellowish oval region in fundus images [7].
A correct localization and segmentation of the OD allows not only to
detect appearance changes (characteristic of some eye diseases, such as
the glaucoma) but also to reduce the number of bright lesions incorrectly
detected in this region due to color similarities. Although some methods developed for OD localization are only based on the OD appearance
(color, shape and size) [1], most of the approaches use the vascular network as the starting point for OD detection [7]. Several methods have also
been proposed for OD segmentation, which can be divided into four categories: template-based, deformable models-based, morphological-based
and pixel classification-based methods [2].
The fovea is a small depression located in the center of the macula,
corresponding to the portion of the retina responsible for the central vision. Since the severity of several eye diseases depends on the distance
between the lesions and the fovea center, a correct localization of this
anatomical structure is crucial for a good diagnosis [5]. Furthermore, the
color characterization of the region around the fovea can be relevant for
the detection of red lesions within the macular region, and consequently
improve the performance of the red lesion detectors.

2

neighborhood of each image pixel [7]. The first estimation of the OD
center corresponds to the pixel of maximum entropy. Although the OD
center corresponds to the point of maximum entropy in most fundus images, there are cases for which this does not verify. For instance, when
the images have poor quality or there are lesions in the OD region, the
vessels may not be well segmented and, consequently, the entropy may
present several local maxima, which may not correspond to the OD center. Since the OD corresponds to a bright region in the image, the intensity information is used for improving the results. Taking into account
that the red and the green channels present a higher contrast between the
OD and the background, they are combined into a new image. In order
to reduce the effect of the vessels on the selection of the OD candidates
from that image, a sequence of morphological operations is performed.
Afterwards, the illumination equalization process described in [7] is applied and an initial set of OD candidates is obtained by thresholding (Fig.
1d). Since the OD is a rounded structure, a shape criterion is also used
for removing the most elongated candidates. Considering that the point of
maximum entropy does not always correspond to the OD center and the
image brightest regions are sometimes bright lesions, a validation step is
included. After locating the maximum value of the entropy (ME) in the
OD candidates and the maximum absolute value of the entropy (MAE)
in the image, three different situations are considered (using parameters
derived from the training set):
1. ME < 0.4×MAE: it is assumed that the ME value is not reliable
and the OD center is established as the location of the MAE.
2. ME > 0.6×MAE: the local entropy maxima in OD candidates are
considered as potential OD centers. If there is just one candidate,
the position of the maximum is defined as the initial OD center.
When several local maxima are available, the entropy is calculated
using the full resolution image and the location of its absolute maximum is selected as OD center.
3. For the other cases, the decision is taken between two candidates:
the largest one and the one with the highest entropy. Although
most of the times these two candidates are the same, when this
condition is not verified, the largest candidate is selected if its intensity is greater and its maximal entropy is still high (> 0.7×ME);
otherwise the candidate with maximum entropy is retained.
The position of the highest entropy in the selected candidate is considered as the initial OD center. Afterwards, this position is refined through
the calculation of the weighted centroid of all candidates that are inside
a circular area around the initial position having a radius identical to the
expected OD radius, and considering as weights the geometric mean of
the intensity and entropy values at each pixel position.

Methods
2.2

2.1

Optic disc localization

The methodology herein proposed for locating the OD in fundus images
is an improved version of the method described in [7]. In the first stage,
an initial estimation of the OD center is obtained by computing the entropy of the vascular directions in a low resolution version of the input
image. For that, the retinal vasculature is segmented using the method
proposed in [6] (Fig. 1b). In order to find the vessels’ direction, the green
component of the RGB image is filtered with twelve directional matched
filters. The direction associated with each vessel pixel corresponds to the
direction of the filter for which a maximum response is obtained at that
point. Finally, the entropy of the vascular directions (Fig. 1c) is computed based on the normalized histogram of the vessel directions in the

Optic disc segmentation

The methodology used for OD segmentation is an extended version of the
method proposed in [2]. It requires as input the original RGB image, the
map of the retinal vasculature and the initial coordinates of the OD center.
The last two are obtained as mentioned in subsection 2.1.
Initially, the original RGB image is down-sampled by a factor of 8
and a grey-scale image is created from its red and green components. In
order to reduce the effect of the vessels on the following steps, the vessel
pixels are replaced in the new image by an estimate of their neighboring
background. The OD boundary is then obtained through the application
of a sliding band filter (SBF) [3]. Since this is a time-consuming task, a
square region of interest (ROI) around the OD center is defined and the
SBF is only applied to that ROI (Fig. 1g). Gaussian filtering is performed
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Figure 1: Illustrative example: (a) input image; (b) map of the vasculature; (c) entropy map of the vessel directions; (d) intensity-based OD candidates;
(e) OD candidates used in the refinement stage multiplied by (c) and an image which combines green and red information; (f) final OD center (green
point); (g) SBF response in a region centered on the OD; (h) OD boundary (green line); (i) mask of the search region for fovea detection multiplied
by the intensity image obtained from (a) after color inversion, histogram equalization and mean filtering; (j) final fovea center (blue point).

before the SBF for noise removal. The SBF output at a specific point (x,y)
is given by Eq. 1 and 2.
SBF(x, y) =

Cmax (i) =

max

1
N

Rmin ≤n≤Rmax

N−1

∑ Cmax (i)

(1)

i=0

!
1 n+d
∑ cos(θi,m )
d m=n

(2)

3

Results and conclusions

In this section, the results obtained in the test set released by the organization of the IDRiD grand challenge are presented. For more information
on the challenge and the dataset please refer to [8].
Table 1 shows the results obtained by the top-5 performing solutions
for each task of subchallenge-3. While the mean Euclidean distance (ED)
between the coordinates of the detected centers and the ground-truth is
used for evaluating the OD and fovea detection performance, the mean
Jaccard index (J) is used for comparing the results of OD segmentation.
Our solution (team CBER) outperfoms most of the teams in the three
different tasks, achieving a top-three position in all of them. All teams
presented worst results in the fovea detection than in the OD detection,
which reveals that the first task is more difficult. Despite this, CBER is
the top performer in fovea detection.

where N is the number of support region lines, Rmin and Rmax are the inner
and outer sliding limits of the band, respectively, θi,m is the angle of the
gradient vector at the point m pixels away from the point (x,y) in direction
i and d corresponds to the width of the band. For the challenge dataset [8],
the parameters used are N = 32, Rmin = 50, Rmax = 90 and d = 11.
After applying the SBF, the point with maximum response is found
and the OD boundary is estimated based on the positions of the sliding Table 1: Results of the 5 top-performing teams for each task of the subband points which contribute to that response. The smoothing algorithm challenge 3 (ED: Mean Euclidean distance; J: Mean Jaccard index).
proposed in [2] is also applied to obtain the final OD shape (Fig. 1h).
Team name

2.3

Fovea localization

Taking into account that there is a relation between the OD-fovea distance
and the OD diameter [4] and the fovea center is located temporal and
slightly below the OD center [9], a search region is defined. This region
corresponds to a circular sector defined by two circumferences centered
on the OD and two radial lines with origin in the OD center (Fig. 1i).
The radii of the two circumferences are chosen based on the mean and
the standard deviation of the ratios between the OD-fovea distances and
the OD diameters computed in [4] (2.65 and 0.30, respectively), whereas
the slope of the lines is selected based on the mean OD-fovea angle presented in [9] (−5.6◦ ). Once the search region is defined, a search for the
fovea center is performed. First, the original RGB image is converted into
a grey-scale image and its complement is obtained. Histogram equalization is applied to the image in order to enhance the contrast. Since the
fovea can be confused with the red lesions due to their color, the pixels
which are potential lesion candidates are identified and their intensity is
set to 0 in the enhanced image. These lesion candidates are obtained after subtracting the result of a morphological closing from the enhanced
image. Afterwards, for each pixel of the search region, the average intensity within a 15 × 15 window centered on that pixel is computed (Fig.
1i). The final fovea candidates correspond to the image regions where
the average intensity is higher than 90% of the highest value found. If
only one candidate is obtained, the fovea center corresponds to the pixel
whose average intensity in its neighborhood is maximum. Otherwise, the
distance between the candidates’ centroid and the centroid of the search
region is computed. If the maximum intensity of the candidate closest
to the centroid of the search region is higher or equal to 95% of the absolute maximum intensity, its centroid is considered the fovea center. If
this does not happen, the centroid of the largest candidate or the centroid
of the candidate with maximum intensity is selected as the fovea center,
depending on the maximum intensity of the largest candidate.

CBER (our team)
DeepDR
IITkgpKLIV
SDNU
VRT
ZJU-Bll-SGEX

Optic disc detection
(ED, in pixels)
29.18
21.07
36.22
33.54
33.88

Fovea detection
(ED, in pixels)
59.75
64.49
85.40
68.47
570.13

Optic disc segmentation
(J)
0.891
0.857
0.789
0.931
0.934
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classification. Each convolutional layer block has a residual connection
between the first and the last layer, followed by dropout and max-pooling.
The output layer has a binary softmax activation function, and every other
layer is equipped with a leaky-ReLu to avoid the vanishing gradient problem.
Our adaptation of the U-Net aims at optimising its architecture for
the task of segmenting the detected lesions. As the input size for this
network follows the input size of the detection network, our U-net was
reduced to three layers in both the encoding and decoding paths (Fig. 1),
each one with a leaky-Relu. Each block of convolutional layers also has
a residual connection between the first and the second layer, followed by
max-pooling.

Early detection of pulmonary cancer is crucial to enhance the survival
chance in this type of cancer. In this work, we propose a novel approach
for the detection and segmentation of lung lesions in CT scans, where the
segmentation task is assisted by first finding a volume of interest (VOI)
around the lesion. We introduce a 2.5D residual deep CNN working in
a sliding-window fashion, for the detection task, and a modified residual
U-Net with a weighted-dice plus cross-entropy loss for the segmentation
task. Experimental results on the LIDC-IDRI dataset and the lung tumour task within the Medical Segmentation Decathlon show competitive
detection performance of the proposed approach (0.902 recall) and superior segmentation capabilities (0.709 dice score). These results confirm
the hight potential of simpler models, with lower hardware requirements, 2.2 Datasets
thus of more general applicability.
The Lung Image Database Consortium - Image Database Resource Initiative (LIDC-IDRI) contains 1018 CT scans [2], from which those with
1 Introduction
slice thickness greater than 3mm, inconsistent slice spacing, or missing
slices, were excluded. Only nodules larger than 6mm were included. The
Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) have shown promising redataset was split into three parts: 80% of the CT scans constitute the trainsults in several medical imaging tasks [4]. Recently, there has been an
ing set and the remaining were split equally into validation and test sets.
increased use of 2.5D models, which are based on multiple slices of the
From each image, a variable number of patches was extracted for training
image data [4], as well as of pure 3D architectures, where the convoluand validation, while patches from the test set were sampled following a
tion operations of the DCNN are performed on the 3D data, which, even
sliding-window approach amounting to 1156 patches per slice.
though with clear advantages, lead to high GPU memory requirements
The lung task from the Decathlon competition contains 64 labelled
[5]. DCNNs with residual connections have also played a significant role
CT scans with non-small nodules [6]. As the segmentation of pulmonary
in improving segmentation performance [4].
lesions is relevant only for larger ones, tumours smaller than 30mm were
Several DCNNs have been applied to lung nodule detection with ex- excluded. The final dataset totalled 32 scans and 5-fold cross-validation
cellent results [1, 3, 7]. Yet, most architectures used were originally de- (CV) was used due to the low ammount of examples, with 3/5 of the set
veloped for object detection on colour images, a task characterized by an used for training, and the rest uniformly split into test and validation sets.
extremely large number of classes. Therefore, those architectures are very
hard to train, requiring very long training times involving huge amounts
of computation. To adapt those architectures to the requirements of med- 2.3 Preprocessing
ical imaging, several works have relied on adding deconvolution layers to One of the main issues in automatic detection of pulmonary nodules is the
[3, 7], and using ensemble methods within a boosting approach [7]. The false positives outside of the lung region. To avoid this obstacle, the lungs
use of deep learning for lesion segmentation has also flourished, specif- were extracted from all images by using the masks provided in the LIDCically using models based on the U-Net[4]. Recent work has used 3D IDRI dataset, and a small dilation was applied to allow the detection of
architectures with input size reduction by using cascaded models [5].
juxta-pleural lesions. In order to tackle the inherent voxel spacing heteroTo move beyond the limitations of prior DCNN models, this paper geneity to CT scan acquisition, re-sampling with b-spline interpolation to
proposes a novel approach, where the task of segmentation is assisted by the median of the dataset voxel size was applied to all the scans. Finally,
first finding a volume of interest (VOI) around the lesion. For that, we de- as CT scans have an absolute intensity scale, the final input images for
velop a 2.5D residual DCNN, applied to the CT scan in a sliding-window both networks were volume-level normalised, by using a histogram-based
fashion, therefore reducing the problem to a patch classification task. We normalisation and clipping to the [1, 99] intensity value percentiles.
also develop a modified 2D residual U-Net for the tumour segmentation,
in addition to a weighted-dice plus cross-entropy loss function adapted to
2.4 Training Procedure
the task at hand. Moreover, we present a full pipeline for pre-processing
the images, as well as data augmentation and example re-sampling, to The 2.5D residual DCNN was trained with a binary cross-entropy loss,
improve the quality of the training data.
using the Adam optimizer with batch size 300 and learning rate 3 × 10−4 ,
whereas the modified U-Net was trained, also using Adam, with batch
size 12 and learning rate 10−5 . The U-Net usually struggles to segment
2 Methods
objects occupying small fractions of the total number of voxels/pixels of
the input image, as is usually the case of nodules or tumours. To overcome
2.1 Model Architecture
this hurdle, the network was trained with a combination of a weighted
Detection follows a sliding-window approach with a step of 15 voxels, dice (w-dice) and cross-entropy (CE) losses: Ltotal = Lw-dice + LCE . The
where three 64x64, transverse, patches are extracted from the CT image weighted dice loss is a weighted version of the dice loss [5], computed as
and given to the network, which classifies the middle slice as having or
∑i∈B oki gki + ε
not a lesion. The added context allows the network to have more anatomLw-dice = − ∑ wk
,
(1)
∑i∈B oki + ∑i∈B gki + ε
ical information, which may help it distinguish lesions from other conk∈{0,1}
founding structures. Fig. 1 depicts the detection network, a 2.5D residual
DCNN, which is comprised of two parts: three convolutional layer blocks where B is the set of voxels in the training batch, oki is the k-th softmax
that extract features from the data; two fully connected layers that perform output for the i-th voxel, and gki is the corresponding one-hot encoding of
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Figure 1: Overview of the detection and segmentation architectures with a sliding-window approach. Three 64x64 patches are extracted with a shift
of 15 voxels in the coronal, and sagital direction, which are used as input for the detection model that classifies the middle patch as having or not a
lesion. The patches positively classified are used as input for the second step of the model that yields a final segmentation.
the ground-truth segmentation; the weights w0 and w1 control the contri- Table 2: Comparison of the dice score with state of the art model in
bution of each class to the loss, with w0 < w1 , which downweights the Decathlon-Lung task for lesion segmentation
Model
Mean dice score
background contribution.
3D Cascade U-Net [5]
0.692
2D modified residual U-Net (proposed)

2.4.1

0.709

Data Augmentation and Weighted-Sampling

Random isotropic scaling, gamma correction, and horizontal mirroring
were applied to images for both tasks. Random rotations and vertical mirroring was only used for segmentation, as orientation may encode relevant
features for detection. The sampling of examples for training the 2.5D
residual DCNN was balanced: equal numbers of patches with/without
nodules were extracted from each image, and 90% of the negative examples were chosen from inside the lungs.

4

Conclusion

This paper introduced a novel region-based model for detection and segmentation of lung lesions on CT scans, which is comprised of a new 2.5D
residual deep CNN and a modified residual U-Net. The good results obtained support the hypothesis that simpler deep CNN architectures are
able to achieve relevant results in medical imaging, through a careful design of the training scheme, powerful data augmentation, and state-ofthe-art architectural modifications. These simpler, but highly accurate,
2.4.2 Regularization
models have lower hardware requirements, thus are potentially of more
widespread applicability. The results herein presented provide evidence
For the detection task, the network was trained for 500 iterations with `1
for the advantages of reducing the problem of segmentation to the VOI
regularization, followed by `2 regularization until convergence (both with
around each detected lesion.
weight 0.1). The modified U-Net was trained with `2 regularization (with
weight 0.001).

References
3

Results and Discussion

The detection model was able to achieve an AUC of 0.87 for the ROC
curve computed on the test set. The analysis of a slice-wise nodule detection can be seen in Table 1, where we compare our results with the state
of the art for pulmonary lesion detection. In comparison to much more
complex architectures and training methodologies, the proposed, much
simpler, 2.5D residual DCNN achieves recall values that are only slightly
lower. Arguably, regularization and data augmentation largely contributed
to the good results herein reported. Also, reducing the problem to the inside of the lungs allowed to benefit from resampling of the training examples, which may have contributed to the ability of the network to learn
more relevant features from within the lungs.
Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art detection models for lesion detection.
Model
2.5D Faster RCNN w/ deconv layer [3]
2D Faster RCNN w/ deconv layer and RPN ensemble[7]
YOLOv2 w/ InceptionV3 backbone [1]
2.5D residual-DCNN (proposed)

Recall
0.946
0.939
0.950
0.902

The modified U-Net achieved 0.709 ± 0.124 dice score (assessed by
5-fold CV) which outperforms the best model so far (Table 2), without
using a 3D approach nor a cascaded network, but still assuming a perfect
detection of lesions. The proposed architecture proves to be viable for the
segmentation task at hand, without an extensive training setup, even for a
dataset with a small number of examples, and fully retaining the ability to
generalize.
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Abstract
In this paper, two main aspects of a Search and Rescue (SAR)
operations system with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are
addressed. Firstly, an architecture that contains modules with specific
tasks, providing to non-expert pilots an easier mission planning of
UAVs over Mixed Reality (MR) interfaces. Secondly, a deep
convolutional network trained through transfer learning techniques and
pictures taken from the air, used to improve human detection in natural
disaster zones.
Results of a subjective testing approach by expert and non-expert
pilots of the mixed reality interface of the system are presented. The
results, based on a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) metric of Quality of
Experience, show that users have a good perception of the video
transmission with human detection.
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The architecture implementation is described in two main phases.
The first one details the real-time data sharing and data persistence,
necessary to configure and control the aircraft flight. The second one
details the modules needed to configure a real time video transmission
service.

2.1 Real Time data sharing and persistence

Real time data sharing implements an energy and battery saving
mechanism located on the communication and the settings modules.
This mechanism specifies the data emission and data reception through
TCP/IP sockets only when sensor data is updated on the applications
(UAV-App and MR-App). Also, when a settings event is activated by
the pilot, the data is transported by a different channel to the Web
Services module and saved in the Storage Module of the
Communication Server.
All the information received by the Communication module of the
1 Introduction
MR-App is passed to the Presentation module. The Presentation module
Through the years, UAVs have been progressively included in SAR contains textures which are updated on the interface. The Control
systems, speeding up explorations. Such devices were mainly adopted in module of MR-App contains functions to control the interface by hand
emergency incidents where search and rescue teams needed to locate gestures.
people during the first 72 hours after a disaster [1]. Nevertheless,
unmanned aerial vehicles have been limited to be controlled by expert
pilots who understand complex ground station interfaces, which could 2.2 Video transmission service
be more immersive at mission planning thanks to gesture interfaces.
Also, automatic multiple human detection over ground station interfaces The data video is transported using TCP/IP Sockets, connecting the
service provider (UAV-App) with the client (MR-App). In a first stage,
remain a challenge since High Definition (HD) cameras need to transmit
video in real time to ground stations, while, at the same time, computer the image captured by the aircraft’s camera is transmitted by radio
frequency to the remote controller. Then, the Codification module
vision techniques must detect human instances correctly.
receives the video in RAW format. Using the FFMPEG library, the
This paper details the user assessment of a solution to the above images are codified in YUV240SP format. Later, the image is
described challenges, which were identified and developed in [2] and downsized and divided in four colour channels (Red, Green, Blue and
[3]. In [4], a mixed reality interface over a Head Mounted Display Alpha) to be analyzed by the Detection module.
(HMD) with an inmersive interface is proposed, allowing non-expert
The Detection module analyses human instances, but the probability
pilots to easily deploy flight missions based in location points. To
of a coincidence is provided by the Knowledge module. If a person is
present the information on a mixed reality interface, a communication
arquitecture was proposed in [2] and developed in [3], and the user detected, a rectangle is drawn around him/her in the image. Then, the
image passes from the Transmission module to the Reception module.
experience test results are detailed in this work. Also, in [3], an object
detection model was fine-tuned using transfer learning techniques to The Knowledge module contains the human detection module which
was fine-tuned in [3].
obtain better human detections.

2 System Architecture
The system architecture illustrated in Figure 1 is composed by three
applications. The first one (UAV-App) uses methods to configure and
control the UAV, while, the second one (MR-App) contains the mixed
reality interface. The third one is a Communication Central Server
(CCS) that acts as an interpreter between the UAV-App and the MRApp.

Figure 1: Communication Architecture System

3 Human Detection
A real time object detection mainly depends on datasets features,
training models, image quality and the processing unit. In [3], we
adopted the object detection model from TensorFlow [4] called
ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco. This model was chosen because it was pretrained using human images from MobileNet [5] and Microsoft
Common Objects in Context MS-COCO [6] datasets. This model detects
multiple object classes where one class object is the person (human)
class, but human detection fails when camera’s aircraft takes different
angles. Nevertheless, object detection accuracy improvement was
demonstrated in [7], where a fine-tuning process of a pre-trained model
based on the COCO dataset obtained better detections.
For the pre-trained model chosen, the main input to fine-tune was an
dataset of images with the object classes to be re-trained. Images with a
size of 600x388 pixels were caught. Next, the pipeline and the source
paths were configured. In our case, we used Google Collaboratory
virtual machines with GPU Telsa K80, 12.72GB in RAM and 358.27GB
for memory.
We used two datasets. The first one, the MPII Human Pose [8]
dataset, composed by 292 images, contains people in water and rescue
activities. The second one is our dataset composed of 763 images taken
on a maximum altitude of 30m. For a hold-out testing method, where the
evaluation data is used in order to evaluate how well the model performs
on unseen data, we obtained 855 images with 5160 human instances for
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the training split and 200 images for the evaluation split. As Figure 2
shows, the training process leaded to a mean Average Precision of 0.89
and an Average Recall of 0.56.

Figure 1: Remote controller prototype in Unity 2017

4 Users evaluation

25th Portuguese Conference on Pattern Recognition
4.2User experience results
For the user’s experience evaluation, we averaged opinions of 20
non-expert pilots and 2 expert pilots. The main objective of the
evaluation was to plan and execute a search and rescue mission, where
the simulator mode was used by non-expert pilots and real flight
missions were executed by expert pilots.
After user training on the mixed reality interface, pilots answered
the questionnaire questions, with the results distributed as shown in
Figure 3. These values were averaged using the MOS metric. The results
for the immersion, video sharpness and usability are at the Good level:
their MOS values are 4.04, 4.07 and 3.91, respectively.
Despite a low MOS value for availability, the 2.67 value indicates a
good availability considering that question 14 is in negative form and a
handful of users may experience discomfort with the HoloLens handset
in the first contact with the system. From the 22 pilots, 6 felt a little
discomfort (5 dizziness and 1 eyestrain). Finally, the rating for
distraction was excellent with a MOS value of 4.55.

Users evaluation is an important phase in software development. In
this phase, developers can assess if the system runs according to
expectations based on users’ feedback. In communication systems,
besides quantitative evaluations, subjective evaluations are an important
tool to verify if the user’s expectations were fulfilled [9].
Experience and perception approaches could evaluate the
technology or Human Computer Interaction (HCI) [10]. We applied
Quality of Service test and Quality of Experience evaluations, but in this
paper we only present QoE test because the main objective is to evaluate
the user interaction with the mixed reality interface.
Figure 3: Users experience distribution

4.1 Questionnaire and evaluation metrics

A questionnaire based in [9] and composed by 16 questions
(Table 1) was used to ask non-expert and expert pilots about their 5 Conclusion and Future works
experience with the mixed reality interface. The available responses for
This paper presents an evaluation of an immersive mixed reality for
the questions are (1=Bad, 2=Poor, 3=Fair, 4=Good and 5=Excellent), a SAR system by users. The results show that our interface does not
except the last question, which refers to health problems. In that case, provide poor, fair or bad experiences in most topics. Nevertheless, this
the available responses are (Headache, Dizziness, Eyestrain and Others). paper does not present results of quantitative evaluations, reason why, in
future works we expect to provide results of QoS tests and automated
tests.
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Abstract
Process monitoring and optimization in an industrial setting is a complex
topic, a large amount of data is captured and its measurements are affected
by many complex interactions. There is, therefore, a growing necessity
for methods to reduce its complexity and dimension in order to be interpreted by humans. In this work we study the extraction of interpretable
rules derived from components of a non-negative matrix factorization using real data.

1

Introduction

An experimental work [4] shows that very simple rules perform well on
the datasets commonly used in machine learning. Several works [2] report strategies to derive rules from tree ensembles (like random forest or
boosted trees), as in general these models are accurate but difficult to understand or to deploy. In this work the rules were extracted to interpret the
results of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) of temperature time
series recorded during a thermal manufacturing process [7]. For this application, NMF is able to extract component temperature profiles which
can be related to thermal processes occurring during the casting process.
However it could be useful to extract simple rules that might help the operator of the machine on his decisions. The goal is to minimize the number
of defects during casting of metal parts in the factory of a car producer.

Ik = |ak | ·

p
sk (1 − sk )

(2)

where sk is the support of the rule in the training data
sk =

1
N

N

∑ rk (xi )

i=1

The rule generation algorithm extracts rules that would output a true
value when applied to features of non-defective processes. These rules
will then serve as supporting guidelines for the process expert to make
decisions on the process. Therefore the ordering of the rules by their
importance give an indication of how to select the most relevant ones.

2.2

Random Forest

The random forest (RF) algorithm is an ensemble of binary decision trees,
each performing a classification, being the final decision taken by majority voting. Decision trees represent machine learning models, which are
interpretable, i.e., it is possible to understand how a prediction is achieved.
However, a random forest consist of hundreds of decision trees that vote
for predictions. In this scenario it is impossible to look into the votes and
the structures of trees, even if small sized, to try to understand how a particular prediction is achieve. Therefore several works have been proposing the generation of rules with these classifiers, thus producing a set of
rules, which provide insight into classification decisions. With the described RuleFit algorithm, a rule is defined in every node in the ensem2 Methods
ble (with the exception of the root nodes). Such a rule is defined by the
This section describes the basic principles of the creation of a set of rules conjunction of every condition used to split the tree from the root to the
after temperature sensor recordings have been analyzed with non-negative respective node.
matrix factorization (NMF), a feature extraction method well-known from
machine learning.
3 Experimental Results

2.1

Rule Extraction

3.1

Data Description

To extract rules, we use the RuleFit algorithm published by Friedman
and Popescu in 2008 [3]. The algorithm first extracts rules from a tree
ensemble, in our case a Random Forest (RF) Classifier, and then uses a
winsorised version [6] of the original NMF features as well as the rules to
define the following linear predictive model

This work deals with the analysis of temperature sensor recordings, collected during gravity casting of automobile parts. Several sensors are
placed inside the mould and record temperature time series during the
duration of a casting process, which lasts for 160 seconds. Each sensor
realizes a measurement every 5 seconds, creating a time series with 33
points for every part that passes through the casting process. Besides that
K
n
each part passes through a quality control check (based on a computer
F(x) = a0 + ∑ ak rk (x) + ∑ b j l j (x j )
(1)
tomography check) and the ones with defect are scraped. However for
j=1
k=1
every cast part the quality check tag (OK or NOK) and its associated time
where rk (.) denotes the logical result of the k − th rule, l j (.) repre- series are given an unique identifier and stored. In this study the data of
sents the winsorised value of the j − th entry of the feature vector x. The one specific temperature sensor of a gravity casting process is analyzed.
training set is used to apply an optimization procedure to create a sparse
linear model:
3.2 Feature Extraction
!!
N
K
n
Organizing the time series of the casting processes, registered in one senmin ∑ L(ỹ, y) + λ ∑ |ak | + ∑ |b j |
.
sor, into the rows of a matrix D a non-negative matrix factorization algoi=1
j=1
k=1
rithm is applied.
Due to the binary classification nature of the problem in these studies
D = WH
our loss function uses a logistic function where y = 1/(1 + exp(−F(x)) .
The LASSO algorithm [5] is applied to estimate the coefficients (ak , b j ) Where the rows of H are considered the component temperature profiles
of the linear model.
(basis vectors) that characterize the process and each k −th row of W repThe paper by Friedman and Popescu [3] also proposes a way to cal- resents the coefficients that linearly combine the temperature profiles to
culate the importance of each rule
obtain an approximation of the k −th observed temperature time series of
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the related casting process. Based on the underlying physics, [7] proposed
the extraction of three temperature profiles with meaningful information.
In this work, the NMF algorithm was applied with initial conditions which
are related to the physical heat conduction processes of the casting process. Figure 1 represents these extracted temperature profiles.
The first profile, i.e., the first extracted NMF component, represents
the baseline temperature time series. The second profile is related to heat
conduction. The higher its coefficients, the faster the heat is propagated
away from the liquid and consequently the faster the liquid cools down
afterwards. The third and last profile is correlated with the initial temperature of the mould. When its coefficient increases, the initial value of the
time series increases as well but at later times has very limited influence.

25th Portuguese Conference on Pattern Recognition
OK false discovery rate (FDR) of the rule is lower than the percentage of
negative processes we should also see a decrease in the defects when the
rule is applied. However, even if the miss rate is 0% the rule can be too
restrictive and therefore not be applicable in the real process. To this end
the OK recall should be maximized, secondary to the minimization of the
OK FDR.
The scores from the four most important (see equation 2) out of the
778 rules extracted by RuleFit from each node in the random forest classifier are seen in table 1, along with the score of OneRule for comparison.
Table 1: Scoring of the rules on the testing set.

One Rule
Rule 1
Rule 2
Rule 3
Rule 4

OK FDR
1.6%
0.0%
0.0%
2.4%
0.0%

OK Recall
100.0%
3.8%
5.9%
9.4%
14.5%

The One Rule algorithm [4] performs badly in this data set, it is unable to classify a NOK class. This suggests that the relation between the
features is important in the distinction between both classes. Only rule 3
performs worse than One Rule, its FDR is higher than the original percentage of 1.6 % of defects. All the other rules have a 0.0 % FDR in
the testing data. Of which the fourth rule has the biggest OK recall and
should, therefore, be the least restrictive rule to apply in the process:
Figure 1: Extracted temperature factors from the NMF decomposition.
xi3 > 230.96 & xi2 ≤ 226.56 & xi1 ≤ 416.30 & xi1 > 397.07
Knowing how to translate each component profile into its physical
meaning, one can observe their coefficients in figure 2 and draw inforThe rule suggests that if these four conditions are true the i − th process
mative conclusions about the process. An interesting discovery during
is OK.
the analysis of the process was the overlap between the drop of the coefficient for the second NMF component profile and the application of a
coating release agent to the inner surface of the casting mould. From the 4 Conclusion
point of view of the physical interpretation of the component profiles this
makes sense: Applying the coating should slow down the transfer of heat. Coupling the rule with the aforementioned physical meaning of each component profile, we can conclude that the coefficient related with baseline
temperature should be within a certain threshold; the coefficient of the
heat conduction component should be lower than a certain threshold; and
then the coefficient of the initial temperature of the mould should be high
enough. From this knowledge a process expert can now define concrete
actions to improve the process. One such example is increasing the frequency of the coat application as it is known to be inversely correlated to
the second NMF coefficient.
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Abstract

3

Organizations nowadays are more dependent than ever on the internet,
becoming necessary to provide better security to their networks.
However, the rise of automated cyber attacks and their complexity is
making this task harder for static approaches and manual examination of
the logs, leading to a necessity of studying automated ways for identifying
these cyber attacks.
In this paper we study and discuss the possibility of using machine
learning approaches to detect cyber attacks using network logs from the
DARPA Challenge.

3.1

Keywords: Intrusion detection, Decision tree.

1

Introduction

Cyber attacks are growing due the appearance of more and more sophisticated toolkits and hacking as a service platforms, which facilitate attacks
and allow people, even with low technical knowledge, to make a lot of
damage.
The majority of the current intrusion detection systems (IDS) focus
in anomaly-based and misuse-based detection techniques, being the last
one favoured in commercial products given its high accuracy, however
anomaly-based is more interesting given its potential to detect new forms
of attacks. This classical IDSs generate a high number of events and many
false positives, making it difficult for humans to determine the actual attack.
In this paper we will try to classify the log entries from DARPA Challenge as attack or normal, for this we will explore and study different types
of machine learning algorithms to detect cyber attacks and explain the entire pipeline built to achieve an 99.97% accuracy classification against the
DARPA Intrusion Detection Evaluation 1999.

2

Proposed approach
Dataset

Choosing the dataset was a difficult task as there are not many labeled
datasets with complete and comprehensive descriptions, and those that
exist are old.
We decided to use the DARPA Intrusion Detection Evaluation 1999,
despite its age and criticism of its data distribution, which can bias comparative experiments, it is a common benchmark for evaluation of intrusion detection techniques.
The DARPA Intrusion Detection Evaluation 1999 dataset was acquired by Lincoln Labs over nine weeks in a local-area network (LAN)
simulating a typical U.S. Air Force LAN. They operated the LAN as if it
were a true Air Force environment, but peppered it with multiple attacks.
The data (available at: https://tinyurl.com/y2l64r8y) has
about five million connection records. A connection is a sequence of TCP
packets starting and ending at some well-defined times, between which
data flows to and from a source IP address to a target IP address under
some well-defined protocol. Each connection is labeled as either normal,
or as an attack, with exactly one specific attack type. Each connection
record consists of about 100 bytes.
The logs come from multiple services (e.g. http, smtp, telnet, etc.)
but the data was merged in only one table with 41 features and a total of
22 attack types.
To create a balanced dataset, we selected about 400.000 records with
50% normal records and 50% attack records. Instead of trying to identify
the specific attack we created a binary classifier model that classifies if a
record is an attack or not.

Related work

There have been many attempts to apply machine learning to intrusion
detection over the years. We revised some of that work, focusing on the
work of those who used data similar to ours. In the following table we
present an overview of the results:
Paper

Dataset / Publicly
Available / Labeled

Features
Type

ML

2001
[3]
2005
[6]
2012
[1]
2013
[9]
2013
[5]

KDD Cup 99 / Yes /
Yes
KDD Cup 99 / Yes /
Yes
Log Files / No / N.A.

Mixed

Single-Linkage
Clustering
C4.5 algorithm

Log Files / No / No

Mixed

KDD Cup 99 / Yes /
Yes

Mixed

2013
[4]

RBS (Radio Base Station) from Ericsson /
No / No
Honeynet Project / Yes
/ No
KDD Cup 99 / Yes /
Yes
KDD Cup 99 / Yes /
Yes
Twitter / Yes / Yes

Mixed

2018
[10]
2018
[8]
2018
[2]
2019
[7]
* N.A.: Not Available.

Mixed
N.A.

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

Methods

Reinforcement
Learning
PCA & K-means

Best Results
Detection
Rate:
65.7%
True Positive: 95%
False Positive: 1%
N.A.
N.A.

SVM, Bayesian
Network
and
C4.5
K-means,
DBSCAN,
SOFM/SOM
Decision Tree

N.A.

Deep Learning
and others
PCA, Decision
Tree
DNN

Accuracy:
(DNN)
N.A.

Figure 1: Data distribution.

F-score:
95%
(SOFM-DBSCAN)
Accuracy: 98.2%

F1-score: 92%

Table 1: Summary of the reviewed papers.

92.9%

3.2

Features Selection

After analysing the data and using RapidMiner to apply two deterministic
greedy feature selection algorithms, “forward selection” and “backward
elimination”, the selected features presented in table 2 were chosen.

3.3

Data Pre-processing

Most of the selected features are continuous values, except for 3 that are
categorical: protocol type, service and flag, which consists in strings
like: tcp, icmp, SF, etc. So, we used one hot encoding for this three
features, resulting in a total of 98 features.
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Feature

Description

protocol_type
service

type of the protocol, e.g. tcp, udp, etc.
network service on the destination, e.g., http, telnet,
etc.
number of data bytes from source to destination
number of data bytes from destination to source
normal or error status of the connection
number of "hot" indicators
number of failed login attempts
1 if successfully logged in; 0 otherwise
1 if the login belongs to the "hot" list; 0 otherwise
number of connections to the same host as the current connections in the past two seconds
% of connections that have "SYN" errors
% of connections to the same service
% of connections to different services
number of connections to the same service as the
current connection in the past two seconds
% of connections that have "SYN" errors
number of connections to the same destination host
as the current connection
number of connections to the same destination service as the current connection
% of connections to the same destination service
% of connections to different destination services
% of connections to the same source port
% of connections to different hosts
% of connections that have "SYN" errors
% of connections that have "SYN" errors

src_bytes
dst_bytes
flag
hot
num_failed_logins
logged_in
is_hot_login
count
serror_rate
same_srv_rate
diff_srv_rate
srv_count
srv_serror_rate
dst_host_count
dst_host_srv_count
dst_host_same_srv_rate
dst_host_diff_srv_rate
dst_host_same_src_port_rate
dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate
dst_host_serror_rate
dst_host_srv_serror_rate

25th Portuguese Conference on Pattern Recognition
Type
categorical
categorical
continuous
continuous
categorical
continuous
continuous
discrete
discrete
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous
continuous

the hidden layer and the same learning rate we achieved an accuracy of
99.63%, since the difference is so little, there is no need for a complex
network of 80 neurons when only 5 achieve almost the same results.

3.6

Results summary

Bellow is a table with the confusion matrix values (True Positive, False,
Positive, True Negative, False Negative) and accuracy for the best parameters found in the tests for each model.
TP
FP
TN
FN Accuracy (%)
DT
39922
17
41809
10
99.97
KNN 39828
39
41848
43
99.90
NN
39835
196
41620 107
99.63
NB
39796 2107 39684 171
97.21
Table 4: Summary of the best results including the confusion matrix values.

Table 2: Neural Network tests results.

4
3.4

Conclusion and future work

Normalization

In this paper, we explored different machine learning methods for idenTo normalize the data we used the square root of the sum of all the squared tifying attacks on a dataset of network traffic logs (KDDCup99). We
achieved 99.97% accuracy using the decision tree algorithm, concluding
values, this creates smoothness and rotational invariance.
that using machine learning in Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) can be
x
xnormalized = q
(1) very useful. We also present the complete pipeline from data processing
2
to the model’s parameters test.
∑N
i=0 Xi
However, the dataset only has 22 types of attacks comparing to the
huge number of existing attacks in the real world. In many attacks nowa3.5 Tests
days the attack vector used is a phishing email, and to detect this phishing
All the code was written in python using the sklearn library (https: emails it’s necessary to make an higher level analysis, content and context
analysis, using for example natural language processing.
//scikit-learn.org) for the machine learning algorithms.
As such, a complete Intrusion Detection System would benefit from
To find the best model and corresponding parameters we tested the
accuracy of them using 408787 records (80% for trainning and 20% for being composed of different models for different tasks, that combined
could be very effective for detecting various forms of attack.
test, randomly chosen), and we achived the following results.
3.5.1

Decision Tree

References

For decision tree model, we tested the maximum depth parameter, the
best result was achieved with maximum depth of 22, with an accuracy of
99.97%.
3.5.2

K-Nearest Neighbours

For the K-nearest neighbours model, we tested the number of neighbours, the best result was achieved with 3 neighbours, with an accuracy
of 99.90%.
3.5.3

Naive Bayes

The scikit-learn library implements the Gaussian Naive Bayes algorithm
for classification. Using this model, with the default parameters of the
library, we got an accuracy of 97.21%.
3.5.4

Neural Network

To test the Neural Network model we build a network with one hidden
layer, and tested the size of it and the learning rate.
Learning Rate
0.001
0.1
0.5
Hidden Layer Size

3
98.97 98.86 98.73
5
99.63 99.45 98.86
10 99.65 99.36 98.87
20 99.62 99.42 98.92
50 99.66 99.34 98.80
80 99.89 99.08 98.70
Table 3: Neural Network tests results.
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Although the best accuracy achieved was 99.89% with a hidden layer
size of 80 neurons and a learning rate of 0.01, using only 5 neurons in
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Abstract
In this work, using the Emergency Medical System simulation model
(EMS), a Gaussian Process is applied as a simulation metamodel along
with an active learning strategy to explore the simulation input space. The
presented approach guides the exploration process in the direction of specific regions of the input space that trigger a pre-defined output search
value of interest.

1

Introduction

Urban environments and their corresponding transportation networks
are often characterized by extreme complexity due to the number of variables, some known others not so much, and interdependence between
them, among other factors. This intrinsic property makes this kind of
system difficult to represent from a mathematical point-of-view. For this
reason, simulation modeling is the de facto approach, usually considered
to the detriment of closed-formula ones. However, simulation models can
become computationally heavy to run [1], therefore compromising the
detailed study of their behavior. On the other hand, simulations metamodels [2], in conjunction with active learning [3] schemes and GP regression [4], can be employed to address such drawbacks.

2

Methodology

The proposed methodology is depicted in Figure 1. The algorithm
starts with the definition of the initial training grid and the search value.
The latter is set by the user and represents the simulation output value
of interest, whereas the former is defined over the simulation input space
under study. After being fitted to this grid of data points, the GP makes
predictions along the search grid, which is comprised of a dense and uniform mesh grid of unlabeled simulation points, i.e., input data points that
do not have any associated simulation result. These predictions, which are
densely scattered along with the simulation input domain of interest, are
then compared with the search value. Then, the Average Absolute Difference (AAD) between the GP approximation, and this value is computed.
Afterward, the algorithm considers the subdivision of the initial training grid for which the GP predictions are most similar to the search value.
The unlabeled points that form these sub-grids are then sent to the simulation model to be labeled. Finally, the simulation results are added to the
training set, and it consequently expands. The process repeats itself until
AAD is relatively stable, i.e., when the addition of new data points does
not alter it significantly. The final result of this active learning scheme is a
sequence finer of sub-grids that are explicitly directed to specific regions
of the simulation input space that minimize the value of AAD.

3

Experiments & Results

Particularly motivated by [5] and following a similar experimental
setting that of [6], we explore the simulation input space in search of
those data points that specifically trigger the recommended guideline for
a maximum emergency response time of 8 minutes (480 seconds), using
the EMS simulator developed by developed in [7]. This simulator is defined in terms of two input variables, namely, traffic error and location
change probability, both varying in the interval [0, 1]. The output variable
naturally assumes any non-negative real value. Figures 2-4 summarize
the results.
Several parameters for the proposed algorithm must be defined a priori. First, sV = 480 is our search value. Next, we fixed sGrid as a mesh

Figure 1: Proposed active learning metamodeling methodology.

grid of 10000 (unlabeled) points scattered uniformly in [0, 1] × [0, 1], as
this is the domain of the simulation input space under study. Lastly, the
initial training grid, trGrid, corresponds to the first nine-point training
unit, as depicted in Figure 2(a), whose vertices match those of the input
domain. The algorithm starts by requesting the simulation model to label
the instances present in sGrid. Then, a GP is fitted to these simulation
points. In Figure 2(b), we can see the first GP approximation, depicted
by a three-dimensional surface defined over the two-dimensional simulation input space [0, 1]2 using the unlabeled observations present in sGrid.
After, the algorithm searches for the best candidate sub-grids within the
initial grid. Such grids contain the GP predictions that are most similar to
the search vale sV . During the first iteration, the algorithm detects that the
most likely simulation input region to trigger sV is contained somewhere
within [0, 1] × [0, 0.5]. Then AAD is then computed, and the algorithm
proceeds.
The GP fitting, as well as the expansion of the training set, continues
sequentially by the continuous sub-division of the previous iteration training grid into smaller replicas of itself. Eventually, the process stops when
the addition of new points does not alter AAD. Figure 4 shows that the
algorithm took 15 iterations to stop. Observe that the input region which
we are looking for is roughly approximated by the proposed grid-based
training structure, which gets narrower as the active learning process advances. In the end, we can observe that the points that are more likely to
trigger sV are concentrated in the input simulation region roughly by the
grid contained within [0, 1] × [0.625, 0.750].
It is worthwhile noticing that we showed little concern regarding the
prediction performance of the final GP approximation. Its main goal,
more than being a reasonably good approximation of the underlying function defined by the simulation model itself, is to guide the active learning towards the most informative data points concerning the given output
search value. As a consequent, the GP-based metamodeling ultimately
leads us to the discovery of relevant input regions within the simulation
space in a somewhat faster and more efficient way.

4

Conclusion & Future Work

This works presented a methodology that combines active learning
and simulation metamodeling to address the challenge of exploring the
input space of any simulation model, particularly those that exhibit significant computational workload. The proposed approach uses active learning to build an increasing grid of training points, comprising a set of se-
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Figure 2: Results for the first iteration: (a) contour plot and training grid, Figure 3: Results for the last iteration: (a) contour plot and training grid,
(b) GP approximation and threshold of 480s (search value).
(b) GP approximation and threshold of 480s (search value).

quential subgrids that are guided towards specific regions of the simulation input space that trigger a specific output search value. This directional scheme used to train the associated GP-based metamodel makes the
exploration process more efficient, as only those input values whose simulation results are more likely to be closer to the search value of interest
are considered to be included in the training set.
The results show that the proposed methodology can simultaneously
identify such important input regions and minimize the computational
cost associated with the entire simulation experimental framework, making the exploration process more efficient.
In the future, we plan to extend this approach to multiple search values or even sets of intervals. On top of this, it would be interesting, as well
as a challenge, to consider multi-output metamodeling, in which multiple
output variables could be considered simultaneously from a regression
point-of-view. The grid-based approach can also be revised in the future in order to extend the current methodology to other more appropriate point arrangements, as well as to incorporate well-known sampling
schemes such as the Latin Hyper-cube.
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Abstract
At the rate that publicly available biomedical literature grows, current
search systems start to struggle to maintain an acceptable performance.
Moved by this limitation, this paper presents an end-to-end information
retrieval system applied to the biomedical domain that returns for a given
natural language question, the most relevant documents and their relevant
snippets. The system was divided into three steps: the first consists of
finding potentially relevant documents to the query; in the second step,
a more powerful deep neural model will rank these documents, in a way
that the query context and meaning is taken into consideration; finally,
the snippets that helped the deep neural model to rank the most relevant
documents are extracted. Additionally, a novel deep neural model that is
used in the final two steps of the system is proposed.
The system results were compared with the results from the BioASQ 7
challenge, achieving the best result in the first batch and third best on the
last batch, while staying near to the top in the remaining batches.

Figure 1: Overview of the principal modules of the proposed system.

2.1

Fast Retrieval

The Fast Retrieval module acts as a filter capable of discarding most
irrelevant documents while keeping those that are potentially relevant for
the query. More precisely this module will select N possible candidates
from the whole document collection, where N is a parameter to be defined
based on the compromise of the recall value and neural ranking inference
time.
For this module we opted to use a search engine with the BM25
1 Introduction
weighting scheme, since it will ensure that all the N retrieval documents
Over the years, we witnessed the continued growth of biomedical liter- will have a strong matching signal with the query, that will be later capature. According to the US National Library of Medicine [1], almost 1 tured and weighted by the neural model.
million biomedical articles are indexed by MEDLINE every year. This
rate of growth poses a challenge to the biomedical experts, that need to 2.2 Neural Ranking
routinely search a wide amount of scientific documents.
Indexing systems or most commonly known as search engines have The Neural Ranking module was designed to rank the N documents
emerged to help with this trend. These systems offer the users the abil- retrieved in the previous step, in a way that the relevant documents are
ity to search the indexed documents, in an effective and efficient way. ranked higher than non-relevant ones. Additionally, we also want to have
For example, PUBMED [2] is the most widely used search engine in the a finer granularity of what information within the document is indeed relbiomedical domain and has indexed over 24 millions of biomedical ar- evant for the query. To accomplish this we adopt a neural ranking model
ticles. However, search engines still evidence some limitations, namely that enables us to infer this finer relevance by looking at its activation, i. e,
that natural language queries are not supported and users must inspect all we retrieve the relevant snippets within the document based on the neural
the retrieved documents until they find the desired information [5]. While model weights that contribute to the final ranking score. For this propose
possible, to some extent, it is difficult to translate complex information we implemented a modified version of the DeepRank [4] model that will
needs to the search engine query syntax. The second problem is also now be briefly described.
Given a query and a document, the Decision network will find relassociated with a more broad problem in the information retrieval field,
since usually only a small portion of a document is relevant to a query. So evant snippets that match each query term and for each match (queryto
instead of retrieving the whole document it is preferable to retrieve short snippet pair) will create a matrix, S, where each entry corresponds
~xi T ·~y j
passages (snippets) from the documents that contain the relevant informa- the cosine similarity between their embeddings, Si j = k~xi k×k~y j k , Si j ∈
tion for the query.
[−1, 1], where xi and y j corresponds to the embedding of the i-th query
Inspired by the previous two problems this paper presents an end- and j-th snippet token, respectively.
The Measurement network uses a 2D convolution followed by a
to-end retrieval system, applied to the biomedical domain, that combines
the efficiency of a traditional retrieval model with the efficacy of a neural global max polling operation, in order to capture the local relevance present
ranking model in order to retrieve the top ten most relevant documents in each matrix S, as described in Equation 1.
with their relevant snippets highlighted.
hki, j =

2

Proposed System

The retrieval system follows the architecture presented in Figure 1 and can
be visualized as a pipeline. The inputs are the user queries (natural language format) and the collection of documents that will be searched. The
output is the top ten most relevant documents with their relevant snippets
highlighted. This pipeline follows the trend commonly applied in retrieval
system to incorporate neural ranking models in their pipeline, since it is
unfeasible to run neural model over a big document collection.
So the adopted pipeline can be reduced to three major tasks filtering, ranking and extracting. Which gives the name to each individual
module, Fast Retrieval, Neural Ranking, and Snippet Extraction.

y−1 v−1

∑ ∑ wks,t × Si+s, j+t + bk

s=0 t=0
k

h

= max(hki, j ),
i, j

(1)

k = 1, ..., K

Here, the vector ~h encodes the local relevance captured by the K
K×1

convolution kernels with the size y-by-v. Additionally, a feature that corresponds to the position where the query-snippet match appears is concatenated to this vector.
Then, a self-attention layer is used to aggregate the query-snippets
pairs that belong to the same query-term (wu ), contrarily to the recurrent
layer proposed by the authors. This modification enable us to easily extract a weight that is directly correlated with the local relevance of each
query-snippet pair and reduce in half the number of trainable parameters.
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!

c~wu =
K×1
pi ∈ P(wu )

∑

~

a pi × h pi
1×1 K×1
!!

wT · tanh
1×A

a pi = so f tmax
pi ∈ P(wu )

(2)

W · ~h pi

A×K K×1

Equation 2 describes the implemented aggregation done by the self
attention layer, where P(wu ) corresponds to the set of query-snippet pairs
that belong to the same query-term wu , a pi is the normalized attention
weight of the i-th query-snippet pair with respect to query-term wu , i.e,
for each query-term a distribution is created that emphasizes the most
important snippets.
Finally, each vector c~wu is now weighted according to the importance
K×1

of each individual query-term (wu ), since in a query different terms carry
different importance. This weighting mechanism is similar to the implemented in the term gating layer of the DRMM [3], that is describe in
Equation 3.
!
awu = so f tmax
wu ∈ Q

w · x~wu
1×E E×1
!

~c =

K×1

∑

wu ∈ Q

awu × c~wu
1×1

K×1


r=γ

The proposed neural model was compared with the original DeepRank and with the BM25, as way of validation. Both version of DeepRank obtained 10% improvement over the BM25 ranking order in terms
of BioASQ MAP@10, which indicates that this simpler version has the
same generalization capability for this domain and dataset. After this, the
proposed system was evaluated with the available tests sets of the BioASQ
7 edition, where it scores first in the first batch and third in the fifth batch.
Complete results can be found here1 .
Finally a web application that exposes this system pipeline and can
be used as a working prototype and proof of concept, was developed.

4

Conclusion and Future work

The overall end-to-end retrieval system shows promising results when applied to the biomedical data and compared with the others systems. The
proposed neural ranking also shows satisfactory results, since it equals
the performance of the original model with half of its trainable variables.
Besides this it also allows us to explore the idea of snippet extraction only
based on the final ranking score of a document. For future work it will be
interesting to modify the Fast Retrieval to take into consideration semantic matching signals, since in this iteration, the BM25, it is only capturing
exact matching signals.

(3)
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Abstract

2.2

We propose a framework to model the distribution of sequential data coming from a set of entities connected in a graph with a known topology. The
method is based on a mixture of shared hidden Markov models (HMMs),
which are jointly trained in order to exploit the knowledge of the graph
structure. Experiments in different application domains demonstrate the
effectiveness and versatility of the method. The material presented here
is based on and adapted from a previous work by the same authors [9].

Given an observed sequence X and its corresponding node y P Y, the inference problem here consists in finding the likelihood ppX “ X |y “ yq (abX |yq) as defined by equations (1) and (2). The marginals
breviated as ppX
X |zq of each HMM in the mixture may be computed efficiently, in
ppX
X |yq is obtained
OpS2 T q time, using the Forward algorithm [10]. Then, ppX
by applying equation (1), so inference in the overall model is done in at
most OpMS2 T q time. As we shall see, however, the mixtures we get after
learning will often be sparse (see Section 2.3), leading to an even smaller
time complexity.

1

Introduction

In many real-life settings one does not have a single data stream but an
arbitrary number of network connected entities that share and interact in
the same medium and generate data streams in real-time. The streams
produced by each of these entities form a set of time series with both intra and inter relations between them. In neuroimaging studies, the brain
can be regarded as a network: a connected system where nodes, or units,
represent different specialized regions and links, or connections, represent
communication pathways. From a functional perspective, communication
is coded by temporal dependence between the activities of different brain
areas [1]. Also team sports intrinsically involve fast, complex and interdependent events among a set of entities (the players), which interact as
a team [11]. Thus, in all these scenarios the behavior of each individual
entity is better understood if its context information (i.e. the behavior of
the neighboring instances) is leveraged.
In general, in networked data streams, the stream observed in each
sensor is often modeled by HMMs but the intercorrelations between sensors are seldom explored. The proper modeling of the intercorrelations
has the potential to improve the learning process, acting as a regularizer
in the learning process. In this work, we aim to tackle this void, by proposing as observation model at each node a sparse mixture of HMMs, where
the dependencies between nodes are used to promote the sharing of HMM
components between similar nodes.

2
2.1

Proposed model
Definition

Assume we have a set of nodes Y “ t1, ..., Ku connected by an undirected
weighted graph G, expressed by a symmetric matrix G P RKˆK . These
nodes thus form a network, in which the weights are assumed to represent
degrees of affinity between each pair of nodes (i.e. the greater the edge
weight, the more the respective nodes like to agree).
The nodes
´
¯ y in the
graph produce D-dimensional sequences X “ xp1q , ..., xpT q , xptq P RD ,
whose conditional distribution we shall model using a mixture of HMMs:
ÿ
ppX|yq “
ppz|yqppX|zq,
(1)
z

where z P t1, ..., Mu is a latent random variable, being M the size of the
mixture. Here, ppX|zq is the marginal distribution of observations of a
standard first-order homogeneous HMM:
ÿ
ź
ppX|zq “
pphp0q |zq
pphptq |hpt´1q , zqppxptq |hptq , zq,
(2)
t

h

´

¯

where h “ hp0q , ..., hpT q , hptq P t1, ..., Su, is the sequence of hidden
states of the HMM, being S the number of hidden states. Note that the
factorization in equation (1) imposes conditional independence between
the sequence X and the node y, given the latent variable z. This is a key
assumption of this model, since this way the distributions for the observations in the nodes in Y share the same dictionary of HMMs, promoting
parameter sharing among the K mixtures.

2.3

Inference

Learning

X i , yi q of sequences of
Given an i.i.d. dataset
consisting
´
¯ of N tuples pX
p1q
pT q
observations X i “ x i , ..., x i i and their respective nodes yi P Y, the
model defined by equations (1) and (2) may be easily trained using the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
ř [2], (locally) maximizing the
X i |yi , θ q. Here, θ repusual log-likelihood objective, Jpθ q “ N
i“1 log ppX
resents all model parameters.
The parameter update rules follow straightforwardly from the EM algorithm. However, the current objective does not take advantage of the
known structure of G. In order to exploit this information, we introduce a
regularization term, maximizing the following objective instead:
Jr pθ q “

N
K
1 ÿ
λ ÿ
X i |yi , θ q`
log ppX
G j,k Ez„ppz|y“ j,θ q rppz|y “ k, θ qs,
N
2
i“1

j,k“1,
k‰ j

(3)
where λ ě 0 controls the relative weight of the two terms in the objective. Note that this regularization term favors nodes connected by edges
with large positive weights to have similar mixture coefficients and thus
share mixture components. Specifically, given two distinct nodes j, k P Y,
if G j,k ą 0, the regularization term for these nodes is maximum when
the mixtures for these two nodes are the same and have one single active
component. On the contrary, if G j,k ă 0, the term is maximized when the
mixtures for the two nodes do not share any active components. In both
cases, we conclude that we are favoring sparse mixtures. We see sparsity as an important feature since it allows the size M of the dictionary of
models to be large and therefore expressive without compromising our rational that the observations in a given node are well modeled by a mixture
of only a few HMMs.
The objective function (3) can still be maximized via EM, but the
procedure must be derived with additional care. The full derivation of the
update formulas and the learning algorithm are presented in [9].

3

Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate four different models in our experiments: a model consisting of a single HMM (denoted as 1-HMM) trained on sequences from
all graph nodes; a model consisting of K HMMs trained independently
(denoted as K-HMM), one for each graph node; a mixture of HMMs (denoted as MHMM) as defined in this work (equations (1) and (2)), trained
to maximize the usual log-likelihood objective; a mixture of HMMs (denoted as SpaMHMM) as the previous one, trained to maximize our regularized objective (3). Models 1-HMM, K-HMM and MHMM are our
baselines. In order to ensure a fair comparison, we trained models with
approximately the same number of state transitions. The emission probabilities ppxptq |hptq , zq are Gaussian in every model. The sizes of the models and the remaining hyperparameters (e.g. λ ) were determined by crossvalidation in the training set. For reproducibility purposes, we make our
source code publicly available1 .
1

https://github.com/dpernes/spamhmm
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1-HMM
K-HMM
MHMM
SpaMHMM
ERD [3]
LSTM-3LR [3]
SRNN [6]
GRU sup. [7]
QuaterNet [8]
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80
0.91
1.29
0.78
0.80
0.93
0.77
0.81
0.28
0.21

Walking
160
320
1.04 1.22
1.33 1.34
0.93 1.13
0.93 1.11
1.18 1.59
1.00 1.29
0.94 1.16
0.49 0.72
0.34 0.56

400
1.31
1.38
1.21
1.18
1.78
1.47
1.30
0.81
0.62

80
1.00
1.16
0.77
0.81
1.27
0.89
0.97
0.23
0.20

Eating
160
320
1.08 1.15
1.22 1.28
0.87 0.98
0.90 0.99
1.45 1.66
1.09 1.35
1.14 1.35
0.39 0.62
0.35 0.58

400
1.21
1.34
1.06
1.06
1.80
1.46
1.46
0.76
0.70

80
1.45
1.70
1.44
1.29
1.66
1.34
1.45
0.33
0.25

Smoking
160
320
1.55 1.70
1.77 1.90
1.53 1.69
1.39 1.61
1.95 2.35
1.65 2.04
1.68 1.94
0.61 1.05
0.47 0.93

400
1.75
1.95
1.77
1.67
2.42
2.16
2.08
1.15
0.90

Discussion
160
320
1.42 1.55
1.61 1.68
1.36 1.52
1.30 1.44
2.47 2.68
2.12 2.25
1.49 1.83
0.68 1.01
0.60 0.85

80
1.19
1.47
1.14
1.09
2.27
1.88
1.22
0.31
0.26

400
1.56
1.63
1.54
1.49
2.76
2.23
1.93
1.09
0.93

Table 2: Mean angle error for short-term motion prediction on Human3.6M for different actions and time horizons. The results for ERD, LSTM-3LR,
SRNN, GRU supervised and QuaterNet were extracted from [8]. Best results among our models are in bold, best overall results are underlined.
Average log-likelihood
Normal data
Anomalous data
´6.36 p˘0.66q ´129.40 p˘22.22q
´22.09 p˘1.12q ´130.36 p˘26.30q
´3.31 p˘0.21q
´10.99 p˘1.10q
´3.26 p˘0.12q
´11.29 p˘1.39q

Sparsity

1-HMM
K-HMM
MHMM
SpaMHMM

AUC
0.806 p˘0.01q
0.776 p˘0.01q
0.830 p˘0.01q
0.829 p˘0.01q

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

MHMM
SpaMHMM

0

0
Wi-Fi

Walking

Eating

Smoking

Discussion

Table 1: AUC and average log-likelihood per sample for each model in Figure 1: Relative sparsity (number of coefficients equal to zero / total
the Wi-Fi dataset averaged over 10 training runs. Standard deviations are number of coefficients) of the obtained MHMM and SpaMHMM models
in brackets. Best results are in bold.
on the Wi-Fi dataset (left) and on the Human3.6M dataset for different
actions (right).

3.1

Anomaly detection in Wi-Fi networks

Our dataset consists of simulation data from a typical Wi-Fi network setup
with 10 APs and 100 users accessing it. The pairwise distances between
APs are known and fixed. Each sequence contains information about the
traffic in a given AP during 10 consecutive hours and is divided in time
slots of 15 minutes without overlap. The training data consists of 150 sequences without anomalies and the test data contains 378 normal and 42
anomalous sequences. In a Wi-Fi network, traffic in adjacent APs may be
expected to be similar, because users move between and connect to neighbor APs. Following this idea, the weights G j,k were set to the inverse
distances between APs j and k and normalized so that max j,k G j,k “ 1.
Models were evaluated by computing the average log-likelihood per sample on normal and anomalous test data, plotting the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves and computing the respective areas under the
curves (AUCs). Results are in Table 1 and the sparsity comparison between SpaMHMM and MHMM is in Figure 1. The obtained AUC and
likelihood values show that MHMM and SpaMHMM clearly outperform
the baselines, as expected. The regularization applied in SpaMHMM does
not have a clear beneficial effect here when compared to MHMM, though.
This may be explained by the fact that this dataset consists of simulated
data where users are static, not moving between neighbor APs.

more complex dynamics than HMMs, due to their intrinsic non-linearity
and continuous state representation.
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Human motion forecasting

Our experiments were conducted on the Human3.6M dataset from [4, 5],
which consists of motion capture data from 7 subjects performing 15 distinct actions (in this experiment, we have considered only 4 of those actions). There, the human skeleton is represented with 32 joints whose position is recorded at 50 Hz. We build our 32x32-dimensional symmetric
matrix G in the following sensible manner: G j,k “ 1, if there is an actual skeleton connection between joints j and k or if they are symmetric;
G j,k “ 0, otherwise. In order to generate predictions for a joint y starting
X pref , yq
from a given prefix sequence X pref , we build the distribution ppX|X
and we sample from that posterior. Each prediction was built by sampling
100 sequences from the posterior and averaging, given a 2 second prefix
sequence. We then computed the average mean angle error for the 8 sequences at different time horizons. Results are in Table 2 and the sparsity
comparison between SpaMHMM and MHMM is in Figure 1. Among our
models, SpaMHMM outperformed the remaining in most actions. This
observation suggests that the skeleton structure information encoded in
G behaves as a useful prior for SpaMHMM, guiding it towards better
solutions than MHMM. Extending the discussion to the state of the art
solutions for this problem, we note that SpaMHMM compares favorably
with ERD, LSTM-3LR and SRNN, which are all RNN-based architectures. Moreover, ERD and LSTM-3LR were designed specifically for this
task, which is not the case for SpaMHMM. This is also true for GRU supervised and QuaterNet, which clearly outperform all remaining models,
including ours. This is unsurprising, since RNNs are capable of modeling

4

Conclusion

In this work we propose a method to model the generative distribution of
sequential data coming from nodes connected in a graph with a known
fixed topology. The method is based on a mixture over a shared dictionary of HMMs where the mixture coefficients are regularized during the
learning process in such a way that affine nodes will tend to have similar coefficients, exploiting the known graph structure. We also prove that
pairwise optimization of the coefficients leads to sparse mixtures. Experimental results suggest that sparsity holds in the general case. We evaluate
the method’s performance in two completely different tasks, showing its
effectiveness and versatility.
Acknowledgments This work is financed by National Funds through the Portuguese funding agency FCT - Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia within
project UID/EEA/50014/2019 and Ph.D. grant SFRH/BD/129600/2017.
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Abstract
Industrial furnaces consume large amounts of energy and their operating
points have a major influence on the quality of the final product. Designing a tool that analyzes the combustion process, fluid mechanics and heat
transfer and assists the energy audit work is then of the most importance.
This work proposes a hybrid composite model for such a tool, having,
as its base, two white-box models, namely a detailed Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) model and a simplified Reduced-Order (RO) model,
plus a black-box model developed using Artificial Neural Networks. The
preliminary results presented in this paper show that this composite model
is able to improve the accuracy of the RO model without having the high
computational load of the CFD model.

1

Introduction

Reduced Order model. Reduced Order models do not consider all the
details and complexity of the physical phenomena involved, but keep an
acceptable accuracy regarding the overall energy and mass balances. They
are based on physical principles and laws and constitute simplified models usually with extremely light computational load when compared with
CFD models. This gives them much faster response times, these models
being, also, more simple to build, at the expense of a decrease in the accuracy. In this work, the developed RO model is based on the division of
the furnace into a relatively small number of zones and on solving energy
and mass balances for each of these zones.

3

Grey-box model

The proposed model gets data from the CFD and RO models and uses a
Machine Learning approach to further increase RO model accuracy, making the new model closer to the CFD one. Thus, the approach can be seen
as a composite model of black-box and white-box models, consisting of
the RO generated output along with an adjustment generated by the ML
model. This grey-box composite model aims at being a trade-off between
the high complexity/more accurate CFD model and the much simpler/less
accurate RO model. Figure 1 presents this grey-box model composed by
the RO and ML models along with the CFD and RO only models.

Industrial furnaces are important heating equipment. They have a major
influence on the quality of the final product and consume large amounts
of energy. The objective of this work is to develop a tool that analyzes
the combustion process, fluid mechanics and heat transfer and assists the
work done by energy auditors in the data analysis and the definition of
measures for improving energy efficiency. This tool should have a high
degree of accuracy without a high computational cost and be able to be
applied to a variety of furnace geometries.
This paper presents a preliminary work carried out under the "Audit Furnace" project and is part of the prototype development of such a
tool. Primarily, two physics based models were built up for a specific billet heating furnace [2]: a detailed Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
model and a simplified Reduced-Order (RO) model. These two whitebox models constitute the base to build a black-box model developed using Machine Learning (ML) techniques. The main goal of such a hybrid
model is to further improve the accuracy of the RO model without the
computational cost of the CDF one. Since the acquisition of sufficient
furnace functioning points was not possible, the data generated by a validated CFD model was used as ground truth to train the ML model.
This work, which uses Artificial Neural Networks as the ML technique, follows the one presented in [4].
Figure 1: CFD, RO and grey-box (composed by the RO and ML) models.

2

White-box models

Large industrial process heating furnaces are complex systems designed
to deliver heat to loads for many distinct processes. They are critical for
the final product quality and should run efficiently so that energy usage
and operation costs are kept the lowest possible.
Computational Fluid Dynamics model. Although using CFD models
to simulate furnaces is the approach that provides the most detailed information, it includes complex tasks, such as constructing a spatial discretization grid, and the computational cost is large. Additionally, due to
the diversity of processes and raw materials processed, the types of furnaces are numerous. Therefore, there is no universal model and the CFD
models must be adapted to each furnace to closely represent the physical
and chemical phenomena that take place.
The CFD model implemented aims at modelling an industrial furnace
that heats metal billets using liquefied propane gas as fuel. Its description
can be found in [2]. The 3-D, steady, differential, ensemble averaged
transport equations of mass, momentum, energy, and mass of chemical
species were numerically solved using the commercial software Fluent
v19.0 [1] and the model was validated against experimental data [3].
Since the CFD simulations of the complete furnace took too much
time (around 300 h each), the model presented in this paper was developed
to simulate only one furnace section.

The training phase of ML approaches should have a large amount of
data and this data must be representative of all relevant situations of the
system. As such, it should include a diversity of operating regimes, as
well as, furnace characteristics. As already mentioned, we propose to
use the data generated by the detailed CFD model for training, aiming
to overcome the difficulty of obtaining real data from industrial furnaces
covering all the relevant situations (operation regimes and furnaces characteristics). We are aware that the number of CFD simulations used could
still not be enough to develop an accurate and sound model.
The ML model. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a ML algorithm
inspired by the human brain. It can be used in classification or regression
problems and can be very memory and CPU intensive because of matrix
multiplications and storage of weights, especially in deep neural networks
where there are more than one hidden layer.
A grid search algorithm was used to find the best combination of the
ANN hyper-parameters. One hidden layer was established to lighten the
computational load and the considered range for the parameters was: neurons={3,5,7,9}, epochs={100,150,200}, batch size={5,10,20} activation
function={"elu","relu"}, and optimizer={"sgd","adam"}.
Using 80% of the dataset and a 10 fold cross-validation procedure,
the optimal combination of hyper-parameters (for both architectures) was
found to be 9 neurons, 200 epochs, batch size=5, "relu" activation function and "adam" optimizer.
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Experiments and Results

Figure 2 presents, for each test example, the RO2NN model data
points: the difference of the TGO predicted value to the actual one (the
Dataset. As previously mentioned, the data used to build the ML model CFD output). For the 20 points (with TGO values varying between around
was generated by the validated CFD model for one section of a specific 750 and 1050 K), 4 have a difference higher than 50, and 12 have a diffurnace used in the metal industry.
ference less than 25.
The exhaust combustion gas temperature downstream, named TGO, is
one of the ten chosen continuous variables generated by the CFD model;
This variable is considered the dependent variable of the ML model (output variable), while the other eight variables behave as input of the model.
These variables are also available to be used by the RO model. Besides
these CFD variables, the ML approach also uses variables generated by
the RO model. Thus, the generated dataset includes thirteen continuous
variables used as input plus one variable to be predicted. Since variables
have different scales, all were normalized to the interval [0, 1]. The input
variables are presented in Table 1.
Name
SurplusAir
T_IN
M1_IN
T_ WG_UP
M1_WG_UP
T_BILL
DTB
M1_WG
FUEL_V
AIR_V
M_BILL
TGI
TBO

Meaning
Excess air
Temperature at burner inlets
Mass flow rate at burner inlets
Flue gas temperature
Flue gas mass flow rate
Billet inlet temperature
Variation of billet temperature
Combustion gas mass flow rate
Flow rate of fuel in the burners
Flow rate of air in the burners
Billet mass flow rate
Combustion gas inlet temperature
Billet output temperature

Source
CFD
CFD
CFD
CFD
CFD
CFD
CFD
CFD
RO
RO
RO
RO
RO

Table 1: Continuous variables used as input for the ML model.
Other variables generated by the CFD and RO models were also considered but discarded after analysing their interdependence.
A total of 100 pairs input-output (that correspond to different furnace
working settings) were generated by the CFD and the input values of the
RO model were adjusted to the CFD inputs in order for both outputs to be
comparable.

Figure 2: RO2NN TGO predicted values vs. actual ones for the test set.
The RO+NN model presents similar results (8 points with a difference
less than 25). Given the similarity, it is difficult to argue which architecture is better able to predict values closer to the real ones. New findings
should emerge with a bigger dataset.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

Although the presented work is still a work in progress and being aware
that the amount of data used to build the model is not enough, these experiments seem to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. The results
show that the proposed ML approach based on ANN is adequate to help
on the mathematical models built for energy audits. It also demonstrates
that physically based RO models complemented with black-box models
can generate a composite model with increased accuracy while keeping a
low computational running load.
We should also note that this strategy with CFD generated data helps
to overcome the difficulty of obtaining rich experimental data from industrial furnaces.
In order to support these conclusions, we intend, as future work, to
test this approach using more CFD simulations and other furnaces. These
will increase and enrich the dataset and enable the development of more
accurate models applicable also to different furnaces. Also, we intend to
apply genetic algorithms to better fine tune the ANN hyper parameters.
Moreover, the proposed model will be incorporated into a computer tool
that will allow a rapid analysis of furnaces in the scope of energy audits.

Experiments. The proposed method was tested according to two different architectures: (a) RO+NN, where the estimated exhaust combustion gas temperature from the RO model is added to the NN output; (b)
RO2NN, where the estimated exhaust combustion gas temperature from
the RO model is used as an input variable to the NN.
In the first proposed architecture, RO+NN, the ANN aims at predicting the difference between the RO model output and the CFD output (the
RO model prediction error). This difference enables the adjustment of
the RO model output to a value closer to the CFD output. In the second
case, RO2NN, the ANN receives as input, the estimated exhaust combustion gas temperature (TGO) from the RO model, besides the remaining Acknowledgements
fourteen attributes, and directly aims at predicting the TGO value given
This study was funded by the Alentejo 2020, Portugal 2020 program
by the CFD model.
(Contract nr: 2017/017980) and by FCT – Fundação para a Ciência e
Tecnologia (project UID/EMS/50022/2013).
Results. To evaluate the ANN prediction power two measures were
used: the root mean square error (RMSE) and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). Table 2 presents the results obtained for both evalua- References
tion measures1 and proposed architectures; the first column presents the
[1] ANSYS. FLUENT software. https://www.ansys.com/
results given by the RO model. As can be seen, when compared to the RO
products/fluids/ansys-fluent, 2019.
model, a grey-box model (for any of the proposed architectures) significantly reduces the error to less than one third in both mesasures. On the [2] S. Cavaleiro Costa, I. Malico, D. Santos, M. Barão, T. Gonçalves,
L. Rato, P. Canhoto, P. Lima, S. Oliveira, P. Fontes, and S. Cravo.
other hand, the errors obtained with both RO+NN and RO2NN architecSimulation of a billet heating furnace. In V Congreso Iberotures are similar.
Americano de Emprendimiento, Energía, Ambiente y Tecnología
(CIEEMAT ’19), volume 1, September 2019.
Measures RO model RO+NN RO2NN
[3]
IPS and UEv. Simulações CFD. Descrição de Resultados. 2019.
RMSE
144.73
41.55
41.23
Deliverable 3.3. Audit Furnace Project.
MAPE (%)
12.24
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[4] D. Santos, L. Rato, T. Gonçalves, M. Barão, S. Costa, I. Malico, and
Table 2: RMSE and MAPE results of the different models.
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1
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Abstract

der. We only used the English component for these experiments. Table 1
shows the users’ age distribution of the dataset under the column "init";
Predicting a person’s traits such as age and gender based on a series of the categories for age classification are 18-24, 25-34, 35-49, 50-64, and
texts is essentially author profiling. We used a multitask approach where 65 and above. The dataset is balanced on gender.
instead of having one classifier per trait, we employed hard parameter
sharing on different deep learning architectures to jointly predict age and
age
init
train
val
test
gender given tweets. We found that using a recurrent neural network was
18-24
28
16
2
10
suitable for our task and that dropout performed best for regularization.
25-34
140
84
14
42
We were able to get a user accuracy of 47% for gender and 42.54% for
35-49
182
108
18
56
age.
50-64
80
48
8
24
65-xx
6
2
2
2
1 Introduction
users
436
258
44
134
tweets 277,792 168,023 31,002 78,767
Author profiling is a form of authorship analysis wherein certain traits of
an author such as age, gender, country of origin, and personality are deterTable 1: English data split into training, validation, and test sets.
mined by analyzing his or her written text or other form of activity. This
is under a premise that a certain group of individuals have some writing
The users are randomly split to training set, validation set, and test
patterns; for instance, a group of males who write in English from age
set. Each split is also balanced on gender and the succeeding columns
20-25 would be most likely to write about games and electronics. These
show how many users fall into the split. After splitting, an example is a
aspects are useful in the age of internet and social media where there is an
specific tweet of a user. The tweets from the training set are then used as
existence of fake or incomplete profiles that can heighten problems such
input to train the network using different embeddings and architectures.
as fake news.
The training and validation losses during the training phase are recorded
The author profiling problem has multiple dimensions. First, it is
to guide the choice of different hyperparametes. After experimenting the
comprised of text, which normally needs the representation transformaarchitecture, word embeddings, and regularization methods, we apply the
tion from text to numbers. Then, there are many languages, genres, as
final model on the test set. An additional step is done to aggregate the
well as approaches. There are also multiple traits that can be explored
results of each tweet of a user and classify the user on each trait. For this
and that one trait could affect others. Finally, there is a possibility of prestep we use a voting scheme, choosing the majority class of the respective
dicting the traits of multiple texts to one author. Profiling is normally done
tweets.
using hand crafted features and one independent model for each trait. Our
work explores the use of word embeddings and deep learning techniques
in the aspect of multi-trait profiling, namely using one model that does Word Embeddings. Two word embeddings were essentially used for
the majority of these experiments. The first is GloVe vectors with word
joint categorization between gender and age groups.
embeddings of 200 dimensions trained from Twitter [6]. The second word
embedding was constructed from the Wikipedia dump dated of February
2 Related Literature
05, 2016. The English wikipedia dump at that time was 11.8Gb compressed with bzip. The text entries in the dump were extracted, turning
One of the more recent advances towards author profiling are the PAN
into lowercase, and appended to a single text file which was used as input
1
editions at CLEF . Basically, a curated dataset from different languages
to the word2vec implementation of gensim [8] to generate our own vecand genres is created in these editions; these are then released to other retors. Regarding word2vec parameters, no lemmatization was done and
searchers in a form of competition. Each edition has a different focus but
the window size was set to 5, skip-grams were used instead of continuous
the methods used in the PAN editions were mostly hand crafted features
bag-of-words and the output dimension was set to 300.
(paired with a classifier) such as part-of-speech features, or stylistic features represented by character n-grams and part-of-speech n-grams. This
has been noted in survey papers such as that of PAN 2016 by Rangel et Architectures. Four architectures were initially evaluated. The first one
al. [7]. Lopez-Monroy et al. [4] provided a framework that works best for was similar to Kim’s architecture [3]. It has multiple Convolutional Neumost tasks in most editions. They used second order representation based ral Network (CNN) layers. It starts with an embedding layer where the
words are changed into their word embedding counterparts; it is then folon relationships between documents and profiles.
Our work uses the dataset from PAN@CLEF 2016 edition [7]. The lowed by a 1-dimensional convolution with 128 filters that have the size
task was for cross genre evaluation but we used it, however, to do multi- of 5. This layer then goes through a 1-dimensional max pooling with a
task learning. One representative work we followed is that of Collobert et 128 filters of size of 5, followed by another 1-dimensional convolution
al. [1] where multiple tasks for natural language processing were learned layer with 128 filters of size 5. Then it goes through a global max pooling
jointly with just one architecture. Our work uses word embeddings such layer followed by a dense layer of 128 units, and then the final layer that
as that of word2vec by Mikolov et al. [5], as well as architectures such as has splits to age and gender categorization. The final layer for age has
convolutional neural networks similar to Kim’s work for classification [3], a softmax with categorical cross entropy while final layer for gender has
recurrent neural networks (RNN) [9] and long short term memory net- binary cross entropy.
The second model is similar to the first, but having one less CNN
works (LSTM) [2].
layer. It starts with the embedding layer, followed by a 1-dimensional
convolution layer with 128 filters, each with a size of 5. This is immedi3 Methodology
ately followed by a global max pooling layer, followed by a dense layer
of 128 units, and then by the output layer. The output layer is the same as
Our setup is mainly described on Figure 1. The dataset is composed of
in the first model wherein there is a part for age and another for gender.
tweets from different languages with profiling elements of age and genThe third model uses a simple RNN. It starts with the embedding
1
layer, followed by the an RNN layer with 64 units, and then a dense layer
https://pan.webis.de/clef19/pan19-web/
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Figure 1: Overview of the setup.

with 32 units. This is followed by the output layer, similar to the previous
models.
Our fourth model still uses the idea of sequences such as RNNs. However, we tried to exploit the architecture of LSTM that can capture longer
sequences. This model is similar to the third model: it starts with an embedding layer, followed by an LSTM layer with 64 units, and then a dense
layer with 32 units and the output layer. The output layer is the same as
the previous models.

4
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Figure 3: Training and validation loss. The baseline is RNN(8)+Dense(8);
m3 is similar but employs normal and recurrent dropouts of 0.5.
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Results and Conclusion

After training and comparing the different models and word embeddings,
we were able to find out that the choice of embeddings did not matter and
that using the recurrent neural network least overfits. This is evident in
the graph shown in Figure 2. The CNN-type models given by m1 and
m2 overfits fast, while m3 (RNN) overfits the least, and m4 (LSTM) just
slightly worse. We then took the RNN model and reduced the RNN units
to 8 (instead of the initial 64 units), as well as Dense units reduced to 8
(instead of the initial 32 units) to see if it reduced overfitting. The training
and validation loss pattern of this reduced RNN architecture is similar to
the original, as seen as baseline-loss and baseline-vloss in Figure 3. We
chose this model architecture out of the rest and tried l1 and l2 regularization as well as dropout.

baseline-loss
baseline-vloss
m3-loss(dpout/rec=0.5)
m3-vloss(dpout/rec=0.5)

2.4

[7]

Figure 2: Training and validation loss for different models.
Figure 3 also shows m3 which is patterned after the reduced RNN
with the addition of normal dropout and recurrent dropout to be both 0.5.
This reduced and regularized model performed better and we used it for
the test set. The gender accuracy for users are at 47% while age accuracy
[8]
is at 42.54%.
To conclude, we were able to evaluate different deep learning architectures to perform author profiling in a multitask fashion. We found that
using RNN architectures was most suitable among all the architectures.
We also found that using dropout for regularization was also suitable. For
further work, we plan to compare these results with a system that uses [9]
word vectors but uses support vector machine as its classifier.
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Abstract

RGB Image

In this paper, we present an alternative architecture to the state-of-the-art
in 6D pose - DenseFusion. We changed the architecture of the method in
the depth feature extraction phase. Instead of using the PointNet, as used
in the original DenseFusion, we used global descriptors from the Point
Cloud Library (PCL) to extract features. We made a comparison in terms
of average accuracy between the Ensemble of Shape Functions (ESF),
Viewpoint Feature Histogram (VHF) and the original PointNet.

1

Object Segmentation

Feature Extraction

Pixel-wise Fusion and
Pose Predictor

Introduction

(R; t)

Object detection and pose estimation is an important problem in the computer vision domain, for which many solutions have been proposed. Object detection and pose estimation of objects is a fundamental task due to
its use in many different areas, ranging from robotics to augmented reality
and many others.

Pose Reﬁnement

Figure 1: Overview of DenseFusion architecture.

6D pose of an object is the representation of its position in space (x,
y, z) and orientation in each one of the axis. This type of object pose is
usually represented by a Rotation matrix, R, and a Translation vector, t.
With this data, we can know the placement and orientation of an object in
the scene or we can place virtual objects in scenes and both these motivations justify the importance of this area in robot grasping and augmented
reality.
In this paper we use DenseFusion [5] which is one of the state-ofthe-art solutions to achieve 6D pose estimation of an object. This method
performs a fusing step of 3D data with 2D appearance features while retaining the geometric structure of the input space. The authors present
results where this method outperforms PoseCNN [7] on the YCB-Video
dataset without the post-processing. DenseFusion in its base is more similar to PointFusion [8], in which geometric and appearance information is
fused in a heterogeneous architecture. DenseFusion is a generic framework for 6D pose estimation of a set of known objects from RGB-D images. It has a heterogeneous architecture that processes two data sources
individually and uses them to extract pixel-wise features, from where the
pose is estimated. The method also contains an iterative pose refinement
procedure that further improves the pose estimation.
DenseFusion architecture can be divided into four phases as shown
in Figure 1. The first one is the step where the method receives the raw
RGB data and applies object segmentation to get the masks that represent
the objects in the scene. The second phase is the feature extraction, where
features are extracted from the RGB and depth images. After the feature
extraction, both the features of the RGB images and the depth are fused
in a pixel-wise manner in the third phase, and immediately after, the pose
predictor estimates the pose of each object in the scene, giving as output
the rotation matrix and the translation vector. Finally, on the last phase,
the pose refinement executes small adjustments on the poses of the objects
and returns the final results. Denote that this last phase - the refinement
phase, is optional.
One of the most important phases of DenseFusion architecture is the
feature extraction phase, where features are extracted from RGB images
and depth. In the original architecture of DenseFusion, the authors use a
fully convolutional neural network (FCNN) to extract features from the
RGB images and use the PointNet [3] method to extract features from the
depth. These extraction procedures and their fusion is shown in Figure 2.
This work was supported by project 026653 (POCI-01-0247-FEDER-026653) INDTECH
4.0 – New technologies for smart manufacturing, cofinanced by the Portugal 2020 Program
(PT 2020), Compete 2020 Program and the European Union through the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF).

Depth Image

Feature Extraction

Depth Image

PointNet
Pixel-wise Fusion and
Pose Predictor

RGB Image

FCNN

Figure 2: DenseFusion feature extraction phase.

2

Proposed Method

What we propose in this paper, is a modification in the architecture of the
DenseFusion, wherein the feature extraction phase instead of using the
PointNet method, uses PCL global descriptors to extract features from
the depth of the objects and then fuses these features with the RGB features. The main reason to choose global descriptors is the fixed size of the
features vector. We tested two global descriptors available in PCL, Ensemble of Shape Functions [6] (ESF) and Viewpoint Feature Histogram
[4] (VFH). We changed the blue block of Figure 2. This change required
us to change the first layer of the neural network where the pixel-wise fusion occurs so it could receive the output from the ESF and VFH because
the size of this output differs from the original size that the DenseFusion
CNN was capable of receiving. This change was require due to the fact
that FCNNs require a fixed-size input length.
Ensemble of Shape Functions (ESF) is a global descriptor that consists of 10 concatenated 64-bin histograms. It outputs a single normalized
histogram with a size of 640 for a point cloud. We choose the ESF descriptor from the PCL to extract the features of the point cloud generated
from the depth data that we also receive from the RGB-D cameras. Our
main reason to choose this descriptor is that it does not need the calculations of the normals and this helps our method in terms of the performance
and it is a global descriptor [1].
The second global descriptor that we have tested is the Viewpoint
Feature Histogram (VFH) that differentiates itself from other descriptors
by using the viewpoint vector direction. It consists of four 45-bin histograms for the angles and distances between each point and one 128-bin
histogram that represents each points Normals. So the output of the descriptor has a single normalized histogram with 308 values for a point
cloud. We choose to test the VFH descriptor from the PCL to extract the
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Average Error (Standard Deviation) [mm]
Epoch

Method
DenseFusion using PointNet [3]
DenseFusion using ESF [6]
DenseFusion using VFH [4]

10

20

30

40

50

12.9 (0.5)
13.4 (0.4)
13.1 (0.3)

12.6 (0.5)
13.0 (0.2)
13.0 (0.3)

12.4 (0.4)
12.9 (0.1)
12.8 (0.4)

12.5 (0.4)
13.1 (0.4)
12.7 (0.3)

12.8 (0.3)
13.2 (0.4)
12.9 (0.3)

Avg. time to train
(Stand. Deviation) [h]
42 (0.4)
34 (1.1)
34 (1.1)

Table 1: Results of our experiments. Average error and standard deviations in millimeters and average time to train in hours.

b) Object Mask

a) Original RGB Image

PointNet

ESF

VFH

14

Average Error [mm]

13.5

13

12.5

c) Pose Estimation
12
10

20

30

40

50

Epochs

Figure 4: Average error in millimeters tested in different epochs.

4
Figure 3: A short representation of the possible visible steps of the DenseFusion method using an image from the LineMOD dataset. Image a is an
input example of a RGB image. Image b is the mask extracted after the
object segmentation phase of a specific object. Image c is the input image
with a box representing the pose prediction of the cat object.

features of the point cloud generated from the depth data because it is also
a global descriptor and has fewer values than the ESF this could help on
the size of the predictor neural network that we use after this phase [1].

3

Experiments

In our experiments, we used the LineMOD [2] dataset as input data to
all of our experiments and this dataset is also used on most of the related
work in 6D pose estimation. It contains 15 household objects. Each object
is associated with a test image showing one annotated object instance with
significant clutter but only mild occlusion. In Figure 3 we can see a visual
representation of an example image from the LineMOD passing through
the DenseFusion pipeline phases. All of our experiments were executed
on a NVIDIA GEFORCE GTX 1080 Ti.
We trained each of the three different methods (PointNet, ESF and
VFH) 50 epochs with tests occurring in epoch 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50. All
the experiments were executed without the pose refinement phase of the
DenseFusion architecture and we used the same standard hyperparameters as in [5] (bash size one, 0.0001 as learning rate value and Adam optimizer). The results obtained are presented in Table 1 and DenseFusion
using PointNet as feature extractor from depth has the best error around
12mm. PointNet is a method based on deep learning which provides a unified architecture for applications ranging from object classification, part
segmentation, to scene semantic parsing, since it is a neural network it
needs to be trained. When we use global descriptors like ESF and VFH
they just process the data and output the unique features of the objects so
we need less time to train all the pipeline of the DenseFusion. Using ESF
and VFH methods instead of PointNet we have errors around 13mm, but
we needed 8 hours less to train the DenseFusion pipeline which represents
a 19% faster approach. In terms of the inference time we achieved 14ms
per image using ESF or VFH, comparing it with 15ms using PointNet.
In Figure 4 we present the error values in millimeters along the number of epochs of training. We can conclude that after 30 epochs the DenseFusion network starts over-fitting and starts to perform worst on the test
part of the dataset. On the experience where we used VFH as depth feature
extraction of the object, the network only started to over-fit after epoch 40.

Conclusion

Our experiments showed that 30 epochs are enough to train the DenseFusion. With these 30 epochs it is possible to achieve good results in terms
of pose estimation and using as less time as possible during the training
phase of the method. Pose refinement should be used after the 30 epochs
of training to obtain a minor decrease in the position errors. Using global
descriptors instead of PointNet can be an advantage due to the 19% less
time needed to train DenseFusion with the cost of less than 1mm of error.
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Abstract
A research on the interference between Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) was conducted. The main objective is to assess its impact and behavior, crucial to self-driving vehicles, since LiDAR is one of the most
promising sensors to augment the autonomy of vehicles, being adopted
both by car manufacturers and research teams. Two conditions were studied: the distance between the LiDARs and the length of the voxel grid
edges used for the statistical analysis. Our findings indicate that a smaller
length of the voxel grid edges increases slightly the magnitude of the interference, for a fixed distance. Regarding the distance, no conclusion is
possible, since other factors appear to be more relevant. In a worst case
scenario, we conclude that one in each thousand points is expected to be
interfered when two LiDARs coexist.

1

Introduction

Backed both by common sense and research, human error is still one of
the causes of most accidents and injuries on the road [2, 10]. Despite increasingly road safety awareness campaigns, laws and heavier fines, annual global road traffic deaths have reached 1.35 million in 2018, being
the leading cause of death for people aged 5-29 years [10].
Several studies have been conducted on self-driving technology and
Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS) [2, 3, 7], which appears
as one of the most promising solutions to mitigate road accidents. Along
with some public datasets that have been made available to enable progress
of self-driving vehicles [4], ADAS is becoming more relevant, mainly due
to the maturation of LiDAR technology [9].
LiDAR sensors map their surroundings thanks to their capability of
precisely measuring depth - with a few centimeters of error, over distances
that can range until 100 meters [1, 9]. Time of Flight (TOF) LiDAR, the
most common type, acquires depth information by measuring the time
elapsed between the emission and reception of a laser pulse reflected from
a surrounding target [9]. To scan a single line, a single pair of laser and
photodetector are assembled on a rotational device, creating a 2D LiDAR.
If multiple pairs are assembled together, on a rotational device, with different polar angles, the LiDAR is said to be a 3D LiDAR.
These maps, commonly represented as point clouds or mesh clouds,
are one of the preferred method for Simultaneous Location and Mapping
(SLAM) algorithms, which allows a vehicle without previous knowledge
of its surroundings to autonomously navigate them - a crucial task for
ADAS on self-driving vehicles.

However, in a society when self-driving vehicles coexist, another scenario is possible: a LiDAR “A” fires a laser pulse that is received, directly
or indirectly, by the photodetector on a LiDAR “B”. Since LiDAR “B”
measures the distance to an obstacle by measuring the time between the
firing and reception of its own laser pulse, the reception of another laser
pulse results in an erroneous measure with an unpredictable behavior. If
this interference is significant, the reliability of the LiDAR, and consequently autonomous vehicles and ADAS, is seriously undermined due to
the incapability to accurately mapping their surroundings.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, despite the relevance of the
topic to a society of self-driving cars, there are only available the studies
conducted by Kim et al. [5, 6], which seek to characterize this interference; and by Retterath and Laumeyer [8], seeking to provide an apparatus
for reducing the mutual interference of LiDAR sensors on the same vehicle.
Kim et al. research is the only study to use two independent 2D LiDARs interfering with each other. Kim et al. results indicate that interference has spatial and temporal locality [5] and in any given time, in Kim’s
setup, a data point has 0.05 % probability of being interfered [5].

1.2

Proposed Work

This research intends to understand the impact of the interference between
3D LiDAR, whose reliability is crucial for self-driving vehicles, consequently expanding Kim’s research. Our proposal consists on assessing
the interference behavior with the relative distance between LiDARs and
the length of the voxel1 grid used to quantify this interference.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the introduction, motivation for this work and briefly summarizes the related work.
The second section explains the experimental setup. Section 3 contains
the method developed for interference analysis. The results and their discussion is presented on Section 4. Section 5 deliberates on the paper’s
conclusions.

2

Experimental Setup

To analize the impact of LiDAR interference, two LiDARs were used.
One acts as the source LiDAR, which acquires data from its surroundings
and the other acts as an interference generator on the data acquired by the
first. The source LiDAR is a Velodyne VLP-16, which contains 16 laser
beams and is fixed on the table. The LiDAR acting as an interference
generator is a Hesai Pandar40, which has 40 lasers, and is fixed on a
tripod. Both LiDARs rotate at 600 Rotations Per Minute (RPM).
To capture, manage and analyze the datasets, software was developed
1.1 LiDAR Interference
in C++, using the Robotic Operative System (ROS) framework and the
TOF LiDARs basic principle implies that when a laser pulse is emitted, Point Cloud Library (PCL). ROS was also used for the interaction with
three different scenarios are possible, being the first one the only one that the sensors and to allow near real-time operation on a standard laptop
produces a valid measurement:
computer.
Figure 1 shows a picture of the described setup on one of the test
1. The laser pulse returns, due to the reflection of an obstacle;
scenarios, a robotic Middle Size League (MSL) soccer field.
2. The laser pulse does not return;
3. The laser pulse returns with intensity below the noise floor.

3

Methodology

Interference and crosstalk between the pairs of lasers and photodetec- Since it is not possible to distinguish an interfered from a valid measure
tors on a LiDAR are mitigated with different firing offsets, or in the case (from a hardware standpoint, both of them are valid measures), we proof mutual interference between LiDAR, it is possible to synchronize their
1
firing time using specialized clock signals [1].
A voxel is an element of a 3D grid that is equally spaced, representing a single point.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup described on section 2, used for the data
presented on this research.

4

3
2

2

pose a method to distinguish which measures result from LiDAR interference.
The proposed method assumes a static scenario and compares the
point clouds with and without interference. First, the LiDARs are positioned and the interference generator LiDAR is off. On these conditions,
several point clouds are recorded and merged to create a ground truth
model. Then, the LiDAR that causes the interference is switched on and
several point clouds are registered.
The first data acquisition is used to generate the ground truth model
of the scenario, free from interference, by stitching together the different
frames using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. A voxel grid
filter is also applied to every frame, to filter out noisy points, reduce the
number of points and ensure more uniform point density.
To quantify the interference, each point cloud containing interference
is compared with the ground truth model. The occurrence of interference
is measured relatively to the total number of voxels and represents the
number of modified voxels (i.e., the number of voxels who were occupied
and were freed and vice-versa) when comparing the ground truth model
with the point cloud containing interference.

4

Results

For a fixed LiDAR height, direction and rotation speed, both LiDARs
optical center were aligned and several point clouds were recorded while
the interference generator LiDAR was active. Using the method described
in Section 3, the quotient of interfered vs total number of voxels was
calculated for a relative distance varying meter by meter from 1 to 12 m
and considering voxel edge lengths ranging from 10 to 50 centimeters,
with steps of 10 cm. The results are presented on figure 2, on the form of
a contour graph.
The smaller the voxel edge length (horizontal axis), the higher the
number of voxels per point cloud. Analyzing figure 2 we can conclude
that the number of voxels affected by interference increases with the decrease of the voxel edge length. If a fixed voxel edge length is considered,
one can noticed that the results are more prone to variations with the distance, being this variation more significant at smaller voxel edge lengths.
These results lead us to believe that despite the variation with the
distance between the LiDAR, there are other factors that drastically influence the interference. Such analysis is yet to be conducted and it is left
for future work.
The experimental results also show that on the worst case scenario,
in every 1000 measurements there is an interfered measure (27 points per
frame that correspond to 270 points per second). The best case scenario is
1 interfered point for every 100000 points, which is less than a point per
second.

5

1
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Voxel grid edge length (m)

Figure 2: Contour graph of the results. On the horizontal axis the voxel
edge length is varied between 0.1 and 0.5 m with steps of 0.1 m. On the
vertical axis, the relative distance (keeping the LiDAR orientation with
zero azimuthal angle) is varied meter by meter between 1 and 12 meters.

vehicles. The extensive adoption and reliance on LiDAR technology for
self-driving vehicles will force the coexistence of these laser sensors on
real world scenarios, which, by our findings, will result on mutual interference between LiDARs, causing errors on the measured data.
On this article, a study of the interference between TOF LiDARs is
conducted. Previous available results have shown that on 2D LiDARs
an error of 1 in 10000 points is expected [5, 6]. Our findings not only
extended this study to 3D LiDARs, more common in self-driving vehicles,
but also discovered that the severity of errors is highly volatile and can be
one order of magnitude higher than previous findings.
Analysis were performed by varying the distance between the LiDARs and by changing the voxel grid edge size. We conclude that the
lower the voxel grid edge length, the higher the effects of the interference. Increasing the distance between the LiDAR resulted on a behaviour
that has no obvious correlation with the distance. Therefore further investigations are required to identify the main factors influencing mutual
interference between LiDARs and to quantify their severity in object detection and recognition.
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Conclusion

Interference between TOF LiDAR is a research topic that is yet to receive
the attention of the academic community, due to its impact on self-driving
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Abstract

be. In this sense, in order to facilitate the colour correction, an x-rite ColorChecker Passport was included during the photographs acquisition. It
has a few targets to use has a reference for colour correction, but, in this
work, only the classic target chart with 24 patches of different colours
arranged in a 6 by 4 grid, with known ground truth values, is used.
A segmentation of the ColorChecker patches and the sample is done,
followed by a colour correction step, before extracting the colour of the
sample. Finally, by comparing this colour value to a set of standard samples with known concentrations, the concentration of the sample is estimated, a method known as calibration curve in analytical chemistry. However, there are multiple colour spaces in which the colour value can be extracted, so a study between the components of the RGB, XYZ, CIELAB
and HSV colour spaces is performed to find which component results in
the best concentration versus colour model.

Overuse of antibiotics is causing the environment to become polluted with
them. This is a major threat to global health, with bacteria developing resistance to antibiotics because of it. To monitor this threat, multiple antibiotic detection methods have been developed; however, they are normally
complex and costly. In this work, an affordable, easy to use alternative
based on digital colourimetry is proposed. Photographs of samples next to
a colour reference target were acquired to build a dataset. The algorithm
proposed detects the reference target, based on binarisation algorithms, in
order to standardise the collected images using a colour correction matrix
converting from RGB to XYZ, providing a necessary colour constancy
between photographs from different devices. Afterwards, the sample is
extracted through edge detection and Hough transform algorithms. Finally, the sulfonamide concentration is estimated resorting to an experimentally designed calibration curve, which correlates the concentration
2.1 Data
and colour information.
For this work, a database was built with photographs of the sample next
to the colour chart (see the first image in Fig. 1). The samples vary in
1 Introduction
sulfonamide concentration, from 0 to 150 µg/L, which provide different
Antibiotic resistance is becoming more common, which is a serious threat colour in a concentration dependent manner.
to the health of everyone in the world. The treatment of infections becomes more difficult when the microorganisms responsible are resistant
to antibiotics, with increases in treatment time, risk of the spread of the
infection and, ultimately, risk of death [7].
Due to the misuse and overuse of antibiotics in animal husbandry,
farming and, of course, treatment of humans, environmental waters are
getting polluted with them. This pollution causes bacteria to be constantly exposed to antibiotics, developing resistance to them, and subsequently disseminating antibiotic resistant genes [6]. To monitor this
pollution, several antibiotic detection methods have been developed, such
as: high performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry
(HPLC-MS/MS), HPLC with other detectors, electrophoresis with different detectors, immunoassays, and colourimetry [3]. These commonly
used methods are expensive and difficult to use on a large scale, which
discourages the deployment of them in monitoring programs. Thanks to
advances made in computer vision-based analytical chemistry and the advent of the smartphone, it is now possible to create affordable and easy to
use solutions for large scale environmental monitoring, based on digital
colourimetry [4].
The objective of this work is to detect the colour of samples of contaminated water in photographs taken with a smartphone and estimate the
concentration of antibiotics, namely sulfonamides. This work is based on
and adapted from [2].

2

Methodology

Colour correction is needed to ensure colour is consistent between photographs under different illuminations or from different devices. Colour
correction can be done without a reference target. Well known examples of these methods are the White Patch, Gray-World, Gray-Edge and
Gamut-Mapping. However, using the colour chart usually achieves better
results, since there is knowledge of what the colours of the patches should

2.2

Segmentation

In order to automatically detect the colours from the reference target and
the sample, a segmentation algorithm is needed to isolate both regions of
interest. First, the region of the chart is detected and cropped from the
initial image. Then, the 24 patches are segmented to extract their colour
values. Finally the disc is detected, followed by the extraction of the
sample colour.
2.2.1

Colour Chart and Patches

The colour chart is detected after converting the image to grayscale, using
a multilevel Otsu thresholding to generate 3 thresholds and using the lowest one to binarise it. The lowest threshold is used because, outside the
patches, the colour chart is black. Afterwards the object with the larger
area is chosen, in case other objects are detected. Finally, knowing the orientation in which the chart is placed, it is split in two and the desired side
is kept (classic target chart with 24 patches of different colours arranged
in a 6 by 4 grid).
After cropping the chart from the grayscale image, it is binarised using an Otsu thresholding, followed by the exclusion of large and small
objects in order to isolate all the 24 patches. Since the patches encompass a large range of colours, it is difficult for a threshold to binarise all
of them. Therefore, the missing patches are estimated by completing the
missing spots in the 6 by 4 grid of patches, using the centroids of the
detected patches. Fig. 1 shows this segmentation process.
2.2.2

Disk and Sample

First, the colour chart is covered, using the previous detection, so that it
does not influence the sample detection. Then, a Canny edge detection is
applied to detect the disk. A dilation is applied to ensure that the edges
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Figure 1: Patch detection.

Figure 2: Sample detection.

of the disk are connected and then a fill is done so that the middle of the
disk is covered. Since this dilation greatly expands the edges, the initial
segmentation is done around the disk.
Using the circular Hough transform, the disk is more precisely detected. In low concentrations of sulfonamides, the sample presents very
little colour, making it hard to distinguish from the rest of the disk. To
differentiate the colour in those cases, the image of the disk is converted
to grayscale and normalised between 0 and 1, followed by a histogram
equalisation. Then, a binarisation is done with the lowest threshold generated from a 3-multilevel Otsu thresholding. The disk and sample segmentation steps are demonstrated in Fig. 2.

2.3

In order to choose which colour space and component is the best to estimate the sulfonamide concentration, an analysis of calibration curves was
performed. The Hue and Green components presented the highest precision, with Hue being more consistent across all concentrations, never
surpassing 3.5% relative standard deviation.
These results are promising, however there is still work to be done.
New data will be acquired and used to validate the calibration curve. The
developed algorithms will be incorporated in a smartphone application, so
that it becomes a readily available alternative for sulfonamide detection.
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though the relative standard deviation for Green becomes worse for higher [4] Lopez-Ruiz et al. Smartphone-based simultaneous ph and nitrite colconcentrations, while Hue maintains its low RSD. Therefore, the concenorimetric determination for paper microfluidic devices. Analytical
tration versus Hue calibration curve achieves the best performance.
chemistry, 86(19):9554–9562, 2014.
[5] Arjan Gijsenij, Theo Gevers, and Joost Van De Weijer. Improving
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color constancy by photometric edge weighting. IEEE Transactions
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This work was done with the aim of developing an algorithm to estimate [6] Belinda Huerta et al. Exploring the links between antibiotic occursulfonamide concentration based on colour, that can be used for monitorrence, antibiotic resistance, and bacterial communities in water suping antibiotic pollution in environmental waters.
ply reservoirs. Science of the Total Environment, 456:161–170, 2013.
The methodology is composed of a segmentation, colour correction
[7] World Health Organization. Antimicrobial Resistance: Global Report
and calibration curve step. The segmentation step is split in two, colour
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patches and sample segmentation. The patches are necessary for the
colour correction step, while the colour of the sample is needed to estimate the concentration of sulfonamides. The colour correction step uses
a colour correction matrix that converts from RGB to XYZ. This colour
correction method presented the best results due to using the colour chart
as a known reference and converting to a device independent colour space.
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Abstract
Lung cancer is the deadliest type of cancer worldwide. Low dose computed tomography has been suggested as an early screening tool but manual screening is costly, time-consuming and prone to variability. This
has fueled the development of automatic methods for the detection, segmentation and characterisation of pulmonary nodules but its application
to the clinical routine is challenging. In this study, an in-house software
platform for the development and testing of pulmonary nodule computeraided strategies is presented: LNDetector. The potential use of this platform is shown through a combination of visual search, gaze characterisation and automatic nodule detection tools for an efficient and collaborative
computer-aided strategy for pulmonary nodule screening.

1

Introduction

Lung cancer is the deadliest type of cancer worldwide [7] and is projected
to remain the deadliest cancer in the future. Low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) has been suggested as an early screening tool but translation
to the clinic has been challenging due to the complexity of the task. Lung
nodules present a large range of characteristics and their identification is
prone to high interobserver variability. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD)
systems can thus facilitate the adoption of screening programs by reducing the burden on the clinician.
Extensive research has been conducted on the development of CAD
systems for lung cancer screening focusing on different tasks and deep
learning methods have recently shown especially promising results - most
of the best-performing methods on the LUNA16 nodule detection challenge incorporate this technique [6]. In spite of promising results, adoption of CAD systems is not straightforward. The fact that CAD systems are not designed as part of the clinical routine makes them difficult to adopt, representing an additional task and increasing the burden on
the clinician. As such, the design of clinician-oriented CAD systems is
particularly interesting and eyetracking technology especially promising.
Recording the radiologist’s gaze during image exploration allows to study
the perceptual/cognitive process, explain why errors occur and understand
differences between readers [4]. Furthermore, collaborative strategies can
be designed, combining the strengths of radiologists with those of CAD
systems.
The motivation for this work was thus the development of a platform
for the study and development of clinician-oriented CAD systems for lung
cancer screening in LDCT, integrating both traditional image exploration
and manual annotation as well as automatic or semi-automatic methods
for nodule screening. Furthermore, eyetracking technology is integrated
to enable gaze characterisation and collaborative CAD strategies.

2

Experiments

One LDCT acquired at Hospital São João, Porto, Portugal was selected according to the criteria of LIDC-IDRI [3] and signed consent was
obtained prior to acquisition. The scan was acquired with a Siemens SOMATOM go.Up with a voxel size of 0.57×0.57×1.0mm (312 slices).
Two radiologists (hereinafter R1 and R2) were asked to analyse the
LDCT image and annotate pulmonary nodules with greatest in-plane dimension smaller than 30mm as well as non-nodules, defined as any lesion
not consistent with a nodule with greatest in-plane dimension greater than
3mm [3]. For each finding, a delineation of the lesion was performed.
Manual annotation was performed using an in-house developed software platform, LNDetector. During the session, radiologists’ gaze was
recorded using a Tobii Eyetracker 4C [1]. The screen coordinates of the
user’s gaze are recorded, as well as the display settings of LNDetector.
This data is streamed at 90Hz and can be used to convert the screen gaze
coordinates to image coordinates, allowing to compute where in the image
the user was looking at. By concatenating the gaze points throughout a
session, a 3D gaze map can be built. Taking into account a visual angle of
5◦ , an attention map can be reconstructed. An example of the gaze coordinates recorded during an annotation task on LIDC-IDRI-1001 is shown
in Figure 1, highlighting the attention devoted to a nodule.
In addition to manual annotation, automatic nodule detection based
on the YOLOv3 architecture [5] was performed. In brief, a pre-trained
model was tuned to detect nodules by minimizing a loss function taking
into account the width, height and centroid of the prediction in relation
to the ground-truth. To account for 3D information, the algorithm uses
the axial slice containing the nodule’s centroid and two equidistant slices
[2]. Predictions are performed by axial slice and candidates are merged if
their bounding boxes overlap.
Finally, to account for a collaborative scenario, the CAD results were
presented to each radiologist and findings that had not been labeled during
manual annotation were classified by each radiologist.

3

Results

The findings of both radiologists, as well as the CAD and collaborative
CAD results, are shown in Table 1. R1 annotated four nodules and R2
annotated two nodules and one non-nodule. The CAD returned eight findings, including the four nodules and non-nodule annotated by the radiologists. Among these candidates, and taking into account the CAD results,
both radiologists agreed independently that findings 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 were
nodules whereas the rest were not.
For each radiologist, gaze characterisation was performed. R1 spent
2min7s in the scan analysis whereas R2 spent 4min53s. The time dedicated per nodule (Table 1) was computed as the time spent in any slice
crossing or adjacent to the nodule within a 5◦ visual angle of the centroid.

4

Discussion

In this study, an experiment combining manual and automatic analysis, The two radiologists spent different amounts of time and reported a different number of nodules. Though R2 spent more time, R2 reported fewer
gaze characterisation and a collaborative scenario was designed.
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Figure 1: Gaze characterisation for axial slice of LIDC-IDRI-1001. Left image shows nodule (red arrow); central image shows raw gaze data (yellow dots); right
image shows resulting attention map (black for little/no attention and yellow for high attention).

R1
R2
CAD
CAD+R1
CAD+R2

Finding 1

Finding 2

Finding 3

Finding 4

Finding 5

Finding 6

Finding 7

Finding 8

N (12.6s)
NR (0s)
N
N
N

NR (0.2s)
NR (0.3s)
N
NN
NN

NR (0s)
NR (4.4s)
N
N
N

NR (0.4s)
NN (2.6s)
N
NN
NN

N (2.9s)
N (7.0s)
N
N
N

N (4.8s)
N (23.2s)
N
N
N

NR (0s)
NR (1.7s)
N
NN
NN

N (5.0s)
NR (0.3s)
N
N
N

Table 1: Findings after manual analysis (R1 and R2), automatic detection (CAD) and collaborative scenario (CAD+R1 and CAD+R2). N and NN
stand for nodule and non-nodule respectively. NR indicates that this finding was not annotated as nodule or non-nodule. Time spent on each nodule
is shown between parentheses. Images show the axial slice crossing the nodule centroid (50×50mm).

nodules, missing findings 1 and 8. The limited time dedicated by R2 to
these findings (0 and 0.3s respectively) indicates that these regions were
likely not thoroughly analysed. This is supported by the fact that these
findings were labeled as nodules by R2 in the collaborative scenario.
Regarding the automatic detection, all four reported nodules and four
additional findings were given. Upon analysis by both radiologists, findings 2, 4 and 7 were considered to be false positives, whereas finding 3
was a nodule that had been missed by both radiologists in spite of the time
devoted to this region by R2 (4.4s).
In a traditional CAD scenario, where nodule detection is a parallel
process to visual search, radiologists review all CAD findings, whether
they have analysed those regions or not. However, a collaborative strategy can be designed, such that gaze characterisation and nodule detection
is performed after visual search and only findings that were not previously
analysed are shown. Such an approach is less time-consuming than traditional CAD and takes advantage of the qualities of radiologists and CAD
systems. CAD systems excel at reviewing images systematically but are
prone to high false positive rates. Radiologists, on the other hand, are
excellent at distinguishing nodules from other lesions but lack the consistency of CAD systems. It is thus expected that a collaborative strategy
presents less false positives when compared to CAD and less missed nodules when compared to the radiologist. Indeed, considering the collaborative scenario as ground truth, R1 and R2 missed, respectively, 1 and 3
nodules, with no false positives, whereas the CAD system did not miss
any nodule but returned four false positives.
While it has been shown that a collaborative CAD system would be a
promising approach, extensive validation in a large database is needed to
confirm these results. A comparison of this strategy to consensus annotations, such as from LIDC-IDRI, would further strengthen the conclusions.
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Abstract
Nowadays, a vast majority of breast cancers are curable, creating conditions to the study of the aesthetic outcomes of the treatment, which has
an impact on the patient’s quality of life. To create a fully automatic
and objective system for the aesthetic assessment of breast cancer conservative treatment outcomes, the correct detection of breast keypoints in
photographs is crucial. This work compares two recently proposed methods, one that only relies on deep learning, and another that combines deep
learning with traditional computer vision techniques. On a breast cancer
surgery treatment image dataset, the second method leads to better results.

1

Introduction

Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in women worldwide
while being the most frequently diagnosed type of cancer. However, if
detected in an early stage and properly treated, a vast majority (estimated
90% of the cases) of breast cancers are curable, leaving, thus, space for
the study of the aesthetic outcomes of the treatment [8], which may positively contribute to the improvement of the patient’s quality of life. Breast
cancer conservative treatment (BCCT) has become the recommended approach for early diagnosed breast cancer because it has similar survival
rates as mastectomy, but better cosmetic results [5]. Objective methods
based on breast symmetry measurements have been proposed [3, 7], but
they have not been selected as the gold standard. Currently, the main goal
is to achieve a fully automatic and objective system, so, the correct detection of breast keypoints (essential for the symmetry measurements) is
fundamental. This work intends to use deep learning techniques to detect
keypoints in photographs of women after being subjected to BCCT.

2

Traditional Computer Vision Methods

the computation of all keypoints at the same time may favour the creation
of an end-to-end algorithm for the aesthetic assessment of breast cancer
surgery outcomes. Based on the works done by Belagiannis et al. [1]
and Cao et al. [2], Silva et al. [10] proposed a novel deep neural network
(DNN) capable of automatically detecting keypoints in photographs of
patients after being subjected to BCCT. The architecture of the proposed
DNN (Fig. 1) contains two principal modules: regression and refinement
of heatmaps, and regression of keypoints. The first module generates an
intermediate representation consisting on a fuzzy localization for the keypoints that are supposed to be detected; this acts as a regularization process of the DNN, and it is done with the help of the segmentation model,
U-Net [9]. The second module has as input the multiplication of the image with the refined output of the previous module; it is composed of three
blocks: VGG16 [11] (without the fully-connected layers, pre-trained with
ImageNet and then fine-tuned in our dataset), Convolutional Layers and
Dense Layers. It is used to perform the regression of 72 coordinates,
corresponding to the keypoints that make up the breast endpoints, breast
contour and nipples. To train such DNN, one needs to have the ground
truth for the keypoints and the ground truth for the heatmaps, with the
latter being created considering a Gaussian centred at each keypoint, with
a pre-defined standard deviation (Fig. 2). The loss function (Eq. 1) is also
composed of two different terms: heatmap regression, which works here
as a regularization term, and keypoints regression, the main goal.
Heatmap Regression and Refinement

Input
(image)

Keypoints Regression

⊗

...

CNN (1)
Out put1(1)
(heatmap)

VGG

⊗

...

Conv Layers
CNN (n)

Traditional computer vision methods consist of modelling images like
graphs and follows a multi-step approach: detection of breast endpoints,
which are then used to find breast contours, and detection of nipples. An
image can be seen as a graph by considering each pixel a vertex and pairs
of neighbouring pixels as being connected by arcs; in this case, we focus
on finding images edges of different features of patient body (trunk, breast
and areola complex), so images are modelled as weighted graphs and arc
weights are assigned based on the gradient magnitude (with small magnitude resulting in higher arc weight). The automatic detection of breast
endpoints is done as proposed by Cardoso et al. [6], which assumes that
photographs contain only the torso of the patient. As such, the highest
point of the trunk contour endpoint in each side is assumed to be an external breast contour endpoint, and the internal endpoint is set as the midpoint between the external ones. After the detection of breast endpoints,
obtaining breast contour can be seen as a shortest path problem. The inner
region of the breast is free of edges, so, the shortest path between the endpoints is usually the breast contour. This was later extended by Sousa et
al., leading to more accurate models [12]. To find the nipples’ position,
the method proposed by Cardoso et al. is followed [4]. In this work, we
used the shortest path algorithm to obtain breast contours (see section 4).

3

Deep Keypoint Detection Algorithm

The methods presented in the previous section have to be performed separately, following, thus, an established pipeline. To improve this, an integrated approach for keypoint detection may be of utmost relevance, since,

Dense Layers
Out put1(n)
(heatmap)
Output2
(coordinates)

Figure 1: Architecture of the Deep Keypoint Detection Model, from [10].

L = Lheatmaps + Lkeypoints

(1)

The loss for the heatmaps refinement process (Eq. 2) is represented as
Nh

L=

∑ λ j Lheatmap ( j)

(2)

j=1

where Nh is the number of steps, j represents a step in the refinement
process, and λ j is the weight given to that step. Regarding the regression
of heatmaps (Eq. 4) and keypoints (Eq. 3), the mean squared error (MSE)
was the loss function selected, as follows:
Lkeypoints =

1
Nk

− x̂k )2
∑(xtarget
k
target

where Nk is the number of coordinates, xk
single coordinate and x̂k is the prediction.
Lheatmap ( j) =

(3)

∀k

1
Np

is the ground-truth for a

− x̂ p )2
∑(xtarget
p

(4)

∀p
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where N p corresponds to the number of pixels in the image, and
the ground-truth and x̂ p is the prediction for the pixel values.

target
xp

is

Figure 2: Examples of ground-truth: keypoints and heatmap.

5

Conclusions and Future Work Recommendations

In this work, we did a comparison between the DNN Model and the Hybrid Model, proposed by Silva et al. [10]. The evaluation was performed
on a dataset with more images and with more variability regarding lighting conditions, background and patient position (Fig. 3). However, the
Hybrid Model surpasses the DNN Model in the breast contour task, as
published in the original work. On the other hand, the DNN Model’s inference time is much faster, representing, thus, an advantage against the
Hybrid Model. Regarding future work, we will focus on integrating the
detection of keypoints (which is of utmost importance for the symmetry measurements) with the aesthetic assessment, to create an end-to-end
architecture for classification of breast cancer conservative treatment aesthetic outcomes.
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Figure 3: Examples of images of the dataset.
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Implementation and Results

The dataset considered (745 images) was divided into train (416 images),
validation (105 images) and test (224 images) sets (Fig. 3). Images and
keypoints were resized to the dimensions of 512×384 and keypoints were
divided by the width of the images to be in the interval of [0, 1]. Regarding the deep learning model, data augmentation was employed, in an
online setting, to images and keypoints, in order to prevent over-fitting.
The model with lower loss on validation set was saved and was used to
perform inference on test set. For the experimental evaluation, two different scenarios were tested: the DNN Model, i.e., where all the keypoints
are the result of a prediction of the deep model and the Hybrid Model,
which receives the predicted endpoints (left, middle-left, middle-right,
right) from the DNN Model and applies the shortest path algorithm described in section 2 to extract the breast contour keypoints. Examples
of keypoints’ predictions for both methods can be seen in Fig. 4 and in
Fig. 5. Table 1 presents the average error distance (measured in pixels)
for endpoints, breast contours and nipples. Note: Mean corresponds to
the mean error, STD stands for standard deviation and Max is the max
error value.
Table 1: Average error distance for endpoints, breast contours and nipples,
measured in pixels. Best results are highlighted in bold.
Model
DNN Model
Hybrid Model

Endpoints
Mean STD Max
12
10
77
12
10
77

Breast Contour
Mean STD MAX
5
2
17
4
5
48

Mean
13
13

Nipples
STD Max
8
47
8
47

Figure 4: Examples of keypoints predictions, obtained with the Deep
Model. Ground-truth is in blue and prediction is in red.

Figure 5: Examples of keypoints predictions, obtained with the Hybrid
Model. Ground-truth is in blue and prediction is in red.
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Abstract
This study presents and applies subject specific phase plane analysis to lower limb
joint angular movement at sagittal plane for pattern recognition of limit cycles on
modified gait associated to human injury and pathology such as stiff knee gait
(SKG) and slow running (SR) in relation to normal gait (NG). Classical analysis of
kinematic, kinetic and electromyographic signals have been used to assess human
movement with the question on which variable truly capture neuromotor control
(NMC) of gait an open issue. Recent progress from dynamic system theory (DST)
contributed for development of useful tools allowing expression of NMC in a lowdimensional term. Proposed method involves direct linear transformation (DLT) to
obtain real world 3D cartesian coordinates from 2D multiple camera images of
selected anatomical points and inverse kinematics to obtain joint angles and
angular velocities. Innovative contribution of this study makes use of joint angles
and angular velocities normalized phase plane analysis for NMC assessment based
on limit cycle pattern recognition and quantitative phase analysis.
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Image recordings of skin markers attached to subject lower extremities,
Figure 1, were acquired with eight camera Qualisys system at 100 Hz and
real world cartesian coordinates obtained from camera images using DLT
method.

1 Introduction
Gesture recognition has been mainly applied to upper limb [1] and face
expression [2]. Nevertheless, gesture recognition can be applied to lower
limb during posture and gait for detection and identification of gait joint
pattern, namely for characterization of modified gait in relation to human
injury and pathology [3]. People walk to move slowly and run to move
faster. Under injury or pathology subjects frequently adopt modified gait
namely stiff knee gait (SKG) for lower velocities and slow running (SR)
for higher velocities as an alternative to normal gait (NG) with the need
for the appropriate tools for detection of NMC subtle differences on at
SKG and SR in relation to NG [4]. Classical analysis of kinematic, kinetic
and electromyographic signals have been used to assess human movement
with the question on which variable truly capture NMC gait an open issue.
Recent progress from dynamic system theory (DST) contributed for
development of useful tools allowing expression of NMC in a lowdimensional term [5]. Proposed method involves DLT to obtain real world
3D cartesian coordinates from 2D multiple camera images of selected
anatomical points and inverse kinematics to obtain joint angles and
angular velocities. Innovative contribution of this study makes use of joint
angles and angular velocities phase plane analysis for NMC assessment
based on limit cycle pattern recognition and quantitative circular phase
analysis.

Figure 1: Lower limb marker protocol used at trial tests, adapted [6]

2.2 Model
Applied Twente Lower Extremity Model (TLEM) [7] is composed by 8
rigid body segments with 21 degrees of freedom (DOF) including HAT
(Head, Arms and Trunk), pelvis, right and left upper leg, lower leg and
feet, with 3 DOF for the trunk orientation, 6 DOF for the 3D position and
orientation of the pelvis, 3 DOF each for the right and left hip modelled
as a ball and socket joint and 1 DOF each for the knee, ankle and subtalar
joints modelled as single hinge joints. Stick-figure model was generated
based on static trial and over-determinate kinematic analysis was
performed over dynamic trial obtaining hip, knee and ankle joint angles,
morphing TLEM to match the size and joint morphology of the stickfigure model, Figure 2.

2 Methods
According to the interest on subject specific analysis and difficulty on trial
subject to represent specific subject, attention was focused on case study
of an adult healthy male subject 70 kg mass and 1.86 m height.
Experiment was performed in accordance with ethical guidelines
approved by the North Denmark Region Committee on Health Research
Ethics (N-20130014) and the volunteer provided full written informed
consent prior to experiment.

2.1 Trial experiment
Adhesive reflective markers were attached using velcro strips to subject
joint palpable skin surface according to Plug-in-Gait Marker Placement
Protocol including right and left anterior and posterior superior iliac
spines, thigh superior, knee medial and lateral, shank superior, ankle
medial, lateral and toes [6]. Trial subject performed multiple stride on NG
at auto-select comfortable velocity, SKG with reduced flexion of right
knee during double support and SR at minimum running velocity.

2.3 Phase plane analysis
Phase planes (𝑞, 𝑞̇ ), Figure 3, were plotted for the hip, knee and ankle
joint flexion-extension angular displacements (𝑞) and velocities (𝑞̇ ) at
sagittal plane with 𝑞 and 𝑞̇ represented by u, normalized by (1) to the unit
circle, with i the data point within the stride cycle at NG, SKG and SR,
𝑢 ←

[
[

( )
( )

( )]⁄
( )]⁄

.

(1)

Joint angular phases 𝜙 were obtained for the hip, knee and the ankle from
corresponding normalized angular displacements (𝑞) and velocities (𝑞̇ )
using (2)
𝜙
̇

= tan (𝑞̇ ⁄𝑞).

(2)

Continuous phase standard deviation (CPsd) was obtained for the hip,
knee and the ankle joint angular phases 𝜙 from angular displacements (𝑞)
and velocities (𝑞̇ ) normalized to the unit circle during a complete stride
on NG, SKG and SR [8].
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Due to the circular nature of the phase angle 𝜙, mean resultant length 𝑟̅ , directional concentration [3] thus differentiating on (𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) phase plane
mean direction 𝜙 and 𝑠 sample circular standard deviation of 𝜙 were behavior of the ankle at NG and SR in relation to SKG and the behavior
calculated as defined by [3] for the hip, knee and the ankle join movement of the knee at SKG in relation to NG and SR.
at sagittal plane during a complete stride on NG, SKG and SR with 𝑟̅ the
main feature selected for further analysis [3]. The estimate 𝑟̅ of the
population mean resultant length  was used as a measure of distribution
concentration with Rayleigh statistic test and Watson’s U2 goodness of fit
test to the von Mises distribution applied using the mean direction and
concentration factor for circular data [3].

Figure 3: Lower limb joint angular phase planes (𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) at the hip, knee
and ankle during one trial on normal gait (NG), stiff knee gait (SKG) and
slow running (SR).

4 Conclusion
Phase plane analysis allowed subject specific lower limb joint angular
Figure 2: Sagittal view of lower limb stick-figures and ground reaction movement pattern recognition of limit cycles at sagittal plane using phase
force vectors at selected time instants during one trial on normal gait as a low-dimensional variable from dynamic systems theory for
(NG), stiff knee gait (SKG) and slow running (SR).
expression of the neuromuscular system organization at the control of
human movement with the ability to discriminate SKG and SR from NG
that could be directly undetected at signal time profiles of joint movement.

3 Results and Discussion
According to imposed restrictions on reduced knee flexion at right limb
during double support on SKG and minimum running velocity on SR,
whole body average progression velocity presented lower value 1.4 m/s
on SKG and higher value 2.5 m/s on SR than NG with 1.8 m/s. SKG
presented lower amplitudes of joint range of motion (ROM) with 0.79 rad
for the hip, 0.65 rad for the knee and 0.36 rad for the ankle when compared
to NG with 0.95 rad, 0.98 rad and 0.50 rad for the hip, knee and ankle
respectively. SR presented lower hip ROM amplitude 0.83 rad when
compared to NG with higher value than SKG as well as higher ROM
amplitudes at the knee 1.36 rad and the ankle 0.72 rad at SR than NG and
SKG. Lower limb joint angular phase planes (𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) conduced to detection
of different limit cycles characteristic at each lower limb joint on NG,
SKG and SR with pattern recognition of limit cycles based on DST
metrics discriminating underlying undetected trend based on direct
assessment of kinematic time series. In what concerns continuous phase
standard deviations (CPsd) the knee presented higher CPsd value at SKG
with 2.351 than NG with 2.184 and SR with 2.161, whereas the hip
presented similar CPsd values with 1.649 at SKG, 1.688 at NG and 1.700
at SR, and the ankle presented higher CPsd at SR with 2.457 than SKG
with 1.817 and NG with 1.068 [8]. Also mean resultant length 𝑟̅ at lower
limb joint angular normalized phase plane (𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) to unit circle presented
for specific subject analysis higher value 0.647 at the ankle for NG and
0.531 for SR, as well as higher value 0.551 at the knee for SKG. Rayleigh
test of uniformity with null hypothesis of zero concentration (= 0) for
the normalized (𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) phase plane pointed towards the acceptance of the
null hypothesis of uniformity at 0.05 significance level for the hip at NG,
rejecting the null hypothesis of uniformity for the knee, ankle at NG and
hip, knee, ankle at SKG, SR. von Misses distribution approximate the
uniform distribution for lower k values at (𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) normalized phase plane
with exception of the ankle at NG and SR as well as the knee at SKG in
agreement with higher mean resultant length 𝑟̅ pointing for higher
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Abstract
A common first step when creating a user interface (UI) is some sort of
handmade sketch on a white board. Having an automatic tool that, during
the design brainstorming, could convert UI sketches into the respective
code for that UI and generate it, would speed up the whole process, increasing the team’s productivity. Our approach to this task was to split it
into two different parts: a state-of-the-art object detection algorithm followed by a code generation algorithm. The best performing model setup
achieves results as high as 87% (mAP). This work is a first step towards
building an architecture that is able to correctly interpret and infer humandrawn sketches.

1

Introduction

Conveying information through drawings is common to a wide variety
of situations, in particular in engineering. However, despite the fact that
there already exist some solutions for some specific cases, currently there
is a gap between generic human drawings and their interpretation by a
computer, which ends up limiting the pace of prototyping. This is the
case in drawings of elements of a user interface (UI).
It is clear that having an automatic tool that, during the design brainstorming phase, could convert sketches into code for that UI, would be
highly beneficial as it would allow the agile experimentation and endvisualisation of several competing designs on the go. This, in turn, would
increase the productivity of the team, by quickly testing different abstract
concept designs, contributing to the rapid application prototyping in a
generic scenario.
Currently, the most common UI design prototyping solutions rely on
digital sketches, rather than handmade ones. However, these solutions do
not really tackles the situation in question: the ability to easily and rapidly
generate the UI code based on a initial hand-made sketch, allowing for fast
prototyping and brainstorming.
The main difficulty lies in the need to make the connection between
the pixel-based abstract hand-drawn sketches and the reasoning behind
the accurate user interface code, which currently is accomplished by a human expert with years of experience. However, this is closer to art-work
than to a scientific and rigorous method, meaning that it is implausible
to use manually encoded information or heuristics to perform such tasks.
This reasoning suggests the use of machine learning techniques to generate UI codes automatically from sketches, in contrast with traditional
heuristic methods.
The ultimate goal is to develop an algorithm to detect and recognise
different UI elements and their relative positions, in a hand-drawn sketch
or mockup, so that from this representation it is possible to generate the
code for the corresponding UI.

2

Figure 1: Architectural approach.

2.1

Dataset and Image Pre-processing

To begin with, it was necessary to define a representation for each object.
This representation had to meet two crucial criteria: it should allow the
model to, as much as possible, be able to distinguish between the elements; the elements should be easily identifiable by humans, so that their
visual representation carries along their meaning and purpose. The final
nomenclature to be considered is presented in Table 1.
Element

Hand-drawn representation

Button
Input Text
Select
Radio
Table 1: UI elements representations.
Having each element’s depiction defined, a labelled dataset was built.
There were two approaches: computer-generated and human-generated
examples. In the former case, a python script was created to randomly
generate and position the UI elements in a webpage and then take a screenshot as well as save the label. Note that there was an effort to make this
generated examples as visually similar to human-drawn examples as possible, since this algorithm would be ultimately tested on human-drawn
images. In the latter, generation sessions with several people were organised (almost 50 participants), where each participant had to draw webpages, with the given elements, and then upload a picture. Afterwards, it
was necessary to label one by one the elements in every single image. A
total of 521 images were gathered and labelled.
These options were combined to gather advantages from each one:
the hand-drawn examples are the most realistic and varied examples as
they capture the intrinsic nature of human drawing, but have the issue of
being very hard to generate as they require significant human labour; on
the other hand, computer-generated examples, despite not being very realistic, are easily generated, with minimum effort, thus allowing to create
a large dataset. An example of each one of the generation approaches is
presented in Figure 2.

Methods

The approach to this problem was to split it into a sequence of steps:
start by detecting each element’s position and class in the image, using
a convolutional neural network (CNN) [1], and then use that information
to generate the code for the respective UI. This pipeline is presented in
Figure 1.
Note that before feeding the images into the object detection algoFigure 2:
Examples of computer-generated(left) and humanrithm, it is necessary to use a pre-processing step, in order to achieve
generated(right) sketches.
better performance. Specifically, we used a binarization algorithm [3]
followed rescaling of every image to 500x500 pixels size.
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Object Detection and Program Generation

augmentation. In other words, even though the network is better able to
generalise, that may not help it if the test set is really similar to the training
The state-of-the-art yolov2 algorithm was used [2]. This algorithm, which
set.
is based on a CNN, receives an image as input and outputs the predictions
for each element, namely its class and the respective bounding box coorThreshold
Test (%)
dinates, along with each prediction’s confidence.
button input_text radio select mAP
In order to understand which setup would lead to better results, sev0.2
97.06
85.61
62.31 89.29 83.56
eral distinct training sets were constructed to train the network. Fur0.5
90.96
79.76
47.02 78.70 74.11
thermore, data augmentation techniques were used on the human-drawn
0.7
72.32
52.99
25.57 35.37 46.56
dataset in order to increase its size. The transformations used were roTable 3: Results for the ♣ dataset, for several thresholds.
tation, scaling, and shearing. The training sets constructed were the following: ♥ 100% human-drawn with no data augmentation (557 images);
From Table 3, it is simple to conclude that the lower the threshold,
♦ 100% human-drawn with data augmentation (5570 images); ♣ 53% the higher the mAP. However, with the reduction of the threshold both
human-drawn with data augmentation + 47% computer-generated (10570 the number of true positives and false positives increases, as expected.
images); ♠ 36% human-drawn with data augmentation + 64% computer- Nonetheless, one could argue that it would be better to have a low threshgenerated (15570 images).
old, meaning more detections, since there are obviously more true posiAfterwards, a python script was used to generate the UI. This script tives, which is good, but even if the number of false positives increases,
would use the class and coordinates of the element to correctly position that may not be so bad since probably there are some cases where the netit in the webpage, using absolute positioning. The platform used for this work considers errors for misclassifying the element, or low IOU (because
was HTML and CSS, mainly due to their simplicity for experimentation. the bounding box is slightly to the side). Note that it is very unlikely that
the network generates an element out of nowhere, since the background
is white (images were binarized during pre-processing), thus if the network detects something, it is highly likely that there is something in that
The algorithm’s performance was evaluated using the mean average pre- area. Overall, it may be concluded that lowering the detection threshold
cision metric (mAP), which is standard for object detection algorithms. is favourable for this specific task.
Note that this metric only considers a detection as correct if it has an inFigure 3 shows the images illustrating the whole process.
tersection over union (IOU) area greater than 50% with the ground truth.
This in particular affects the evaluation metric, since there are some examples where the predicted objects are slightly to the side or upwards
leading to being classified as incorrect detections, even though, after generating the webpage, in most cases this difference would not be noticeable
by the user. The test set used to obtain an unbiased evaluation of the algorithm’s performance was originated from the human-generated dataset:
the images were randomly extrated (20%) from that set without any sort
of data augmentation, so that it would never be seen by the network durFigure 3: Images from each step, from the input to the final UI design.
ing the training phase and thus provide a legitimate evaluation. Table 2
presents the results for the different training sets, with the threshold for
the confidence score of 0.2.

3

Results and Discussion

Train set

Test(%)
button input_text radio select mAP
♥
98.17
91.16
65.89 93.18 87.10
♦
97.28
88.76
59.50 91.78 84.33
♣
97.06
85.61
62.31 89.29 83.56
♠
94.47
90.55
53.74 88.72 81.87
Table 2: Results for the several training sets (threshold = 0.2).
It is clear that the results themselves are not that different between
datasets: on average there is a maximum difference of 5% between their
performances. It can be seen that the computer-generated examples do
not actually help the performance of the network. This may be caused by
ovefitting of the network to the computer-generated examples, which in
turn makes the network less powerful when it is tested on unseen examples, specifically human-drawn examples. This might also mean that the
number of human-generated examples in the training set is enough for the
network to be trained on, and thus, unless the quality of the computergenerated examples is improved (more variety and closer to human drawings), including computer-generated examples does not really help when
testing the network.
It is somewhat surprising that, when comparing the performances on
the datasets with only human-drawn images, the training set with no data
augmentation has, in fact, better performance. This may be justified by
the fact that the images that the network is tested on are more analogous to
the training set with no augmentation. Note that the augmentation process
generates images that are distorted copies of the originals, as intended,
but at the same time those images are considerably further apart from the
test set images than the original ones. It might be true that the network
is better able to detect and classify more random images and elements,
and thus more able to generalise to completely new examples, but in this
case the test set does not include any of those cases, it only has examples
without augmentation and that might be the main reason why the training
set with no augmentation actually outperforms the training set with data

4

Conclusions

With this work it was shown that it is possible to train a neural network
that is able to infer and interpret abstract UI sketches made by humans
by hand. Besides, it was created a script that, with the information from
the neural network output, is able to generate an actual webpage. Furthermore a dataset to train and test the network was created. For the future
it would be interesting to further increase the number of elements used;
the development of an intelligent program generation step, as well as increase the number of possible end UI layouts. If successful, this work
may be a starting point for the creation of a practical prototyping tool that
would allow the agile experimentation and end-visualisation of different
UI designs, thus highly increasing product design teams’ efficiency.
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Abstract
In drug discovery, deep learning algorithms have emerged to be an effective method to generate novel chemical structures. They can speed up this
process and decrease expenditure. We propose a computational model
for molecular de novo drug design that is able to produce new drug compounds. This computational model based on the recurrent neural network
(RNN) can learn the syntax of molecular representation in terms of Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry Specification (SMILES) strings. The
model and its generated SMILES are evaluated using MolVS tool syntactically and biochemically. We analyze the best recurrent network and
the parameters. The network that reaches the best result, 98% of valid
SMILES, was an RNN containing long short term memory(LSTM) cells.

1

Introduction

Creating novel drugs is a remarkably hard and complex problem. Drug
design can be considered as a sampling problem. One of the main challenges in drug design is the cardinality of the search space for novel
molecules. It has been estimated that over 1060 drug-like molecules could
be synthetically accessible [1]. Researchers have to select and analyze
molecules from this vast space to find molecules that are active towards a
biological target. This process is prohibitively expensive. It is desirable
to have computational tools to narrow down the search space.
Searching can be carried out using similarity-based metrics, which
provides a quantifiable statistical indicator of closeness between molecules.
Heuristics and modern virtual screening techniques can help to narrow
the space of possibilities, but the task remains daunting. In contrast, in de
novo drug design, the practitioners try to directly design novel molecules
that are active towards the desired biological target [2].
Machine Learning techniques are lately applied to generate molecule
libraries for drug discovery [3]. Here, we present generative deep learning networks based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for molecular drug design. These models capture the syntax of molecular representation in terms of SMILES string. In particular, we train different
RNNs model architecture in order to obtain the maximum possible valid
SMILES. Moreover, a comprehensive study on the network’s parameters
is done in order to optimize the results.

2

Methods

SMILES Generator
Encoding Data
• Mapping symbols

• Padding
GC1C(F)OC1EAAA

• One-hot encoding

Dataset
481,194 SMILES
from PubChem

Training Models
LSTM (1 & 2 layers)
BLSTM (1 & 2 layers)
GRU (1 & 2 layers)
RNN (1 & 2 layers)
Output Generation
• Predict symbol
by symbol

Validation
Syntactic and
Biochemical validation
MolVS

Figure 1: The General schema of the proposed model

vector τi is a probability distribution over the possible tokens in one hot
encoding. The model aims to maximize the probability assigned to the
correct token for every vector in the array. The methodology used to
generate SMILES divided into three main parts: encoding data, training
model and the output generation.
• Encoding Data
The SMILES generation components consist of three primary steps:
mapping symbols, padding and one-hot encoding. Mapping symbols
rely on a dictionary of all possible characters included in SMILES.
Each SMILES in the dataset is kept in a string format, and each different symbol is tokenized into a char type. The second step is to padding
the SMILES. Character ’G’,” meaning “go is added at the start of each
SMILES, and character ’E’ is added to the end, meaning “end”. Each
SMILES is padded to the length of the longest SMILE string. Padding
denoted by the character ’A’. The third step is one-hot encoding. In
this step, each character in each SMILES is transformed into a one-hot
encoded array. In one-hot encoding, only one bit of a zero vector of the
length of the number of tokens in the dataset is set(HOT).

We explored four different types of Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN)
for the structure of our model. Simple RNN, Long Short-Term Memory • Training Models
(LSTM), Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) and finally, Bidirectional LSTM
We analysed eight different model structure consist of simple RNN,
(BLSTM) are applied with different parameters. Figure 1 describes the
LSTM, GRU and BLSTM. Each of them is considered with 1 and 2
general schema of the proposed model in order to generate valid drugs.
layers. Figure 2 shows the main structure of LSTM model with 2 layers. In this example, there are 2 LSTM layers followed by a dense layer
2.1 Recurrent Neural Networks
and a neuron unit with a softmax activation function. A dense layer is
a linear operation which every input is connected to every output by
RNN models [4] can be used to generate sequences one token at a time, as
weight. The other models are implemented in the same way, with difthese models can output a probability distribution over all possible tokens
ferent numbers of layer, 1 or 2 and different types of neural network.
at each time step. Typically, the RNN generator aims to predict the next
token based on the all the tokens seen so far. In particular, RNNs process
a sequence of data S = s1 s2 . . . s` by taking as input each item si in the • Output Generation
sequence. The RNN passes the input through a series of gates and returns
RNN models can be used to generate sequences one token at a time,
some hidden state hi and an output vector τ = τ1 τ2 . . . τn . The hidden state
as these models can output a probability distribution over all possible
hi is passed from cell to cell and reflects which information the RNN has
tokens at each time step. Typically, the RNN aims to predict the next
seen previously. Additional recurrent connections allow RNNs to learn
token of a given input. It is worth noting that the input can be one or
complex temporal dependencies. The target vector ti is an array of onemore tokens in length; if the input has x tokens, then the model predicts
hot encoded vectors, where each vector represents one token. The output
the x + 1st token.
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Figure 2: Model of LSTM producing SMILES strings symbol by symbol
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Figure 3: Traning epoches and percentage of valid and unique molecules
The SMILES generated by the proposed model are syntactically and biofor Models 3, 4,5 and 6
chemically validated in RDkit (www.rdkit.org).
Model 6 LSTM with 2 layers
Model 4 GRU with 2 layers
For training the RNN models, we compiled a dataset of 481,194
80
80
SMILES strings with annotated nanomolar activities as Kd/i/B , IC/EC50
60
60
40
40
from PubChem (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The dataset was then
20
20
pre-processed to remove duplicates, salts and stereochemical information.
0
0
In addition, pre-processing filtered out nucleic acids and long peptides
which lay outside of the chemical space from which we sought to sample.
Optimizers

3

Experimental Results and Discussion

Description
RNN - 1 Layer
RNN - 2 Layer
LSTM - 1 Layer
LSTM - 2 Layer
GRU - 1 Layer
GRU - 2 Layer
BLSTM - 1 Layer
BLSTM - 2 Layer

Valid(%)
1.55%
2.5%
60.99%
71.03%
60.79%
67.75%
70.97%
1.54%

Unique

Optimizers

Valid

Unique

Figure 4: The percentage of valid and unique SMILES for Models 4 and
6 with different optimizer

The primary purpose of these tests was to evaluate the set of parameters of
the networks that reaches the higher ratio of valid SMILES. Table 1 shows
the preliminary results for the 8 proposed models. It contains the percentage of valid and unique generated SMILES. The “valid” SMILES are the
ones that passed through the validation process (see Section 2.2), and the
“unique” are the ones that are not repeated. After training for twenty-two
epochs, the Model 4 produced the maximum average of 71.03% valid and
71.02% unique SMILES strings. This model consists of two LSTM layers, each with a hidden state vector of size 256, regularized with dropout
0.3. At this stage, we consider the ADAM optimizer and softmax function
with the temperature equal to 1.0.
Model
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
Model 6
Model 7
Model 8

Valid

Unique(%)
1.53%
2.23%
60.98%
71.02%
60.79%
67.74%
0.19%
0.04%

the production runs. After analyzing all the tests, it is possible to conclude
that the best recurrent network to achieve the main goal is an LSTM with
two layers, using Adam optimizer. The best percentage of valid SMILES
obtained was 98.04%, with 97.5% ± 0.31% of valid SMILES. The parameter that influenced more the results is softmax temperature.

4

Conclusions

Deep learning adoption on biomedicine has been slow, and this work intends to contradict this resistance by showing its potential in the field of
drug discovery. Furthermore, big data investments in the pharmaceutical industry will reach 4.7 Billion in 2018, which reinforces the need for
study and development of novel and better approaches for this field. Everything indicates that the future of computer-aided drug discovery will be
promising. The strategy applied in this study gave rise to 97.5% of valid
SMILES, on average. The obtained results prove that this deep model
can be further used to generate new molecules using the SMILES format.
The choice of the dataset and the validation of the model are fundamental
for the triumph of the model. It is necessary to continue exploring these
techniques possibilities and how they could be applied to drug discovery.

Table 1: The percentage of valid and unique SMILES generated with 8 different
models

We analyzed the effect of the different number of epochs. The numbers 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 and 28 are examined for all eight models. Figure
3 shows the models 3,4,5 and 6 and the percentages of valid and unique
molecules generated by considering the different number of epochs. The
1st and 2nd models reached 3.24% and 2.32% of valid SMILES in epoch
eight.
We tested the batch size of 64, 128, 256 and 512 for the models using
LSTM and GRU. It is observed that the best result obtained by using the
model 4, and the 2nd best was model 6 with the size 128. Thus these two
models were selected for the rest of the experiment. The next parameter
to test during this study was the optimizer. Figure 4 shows the results
obtained for different optimizer for models 4 and 6. The two optimizers
that presented similar results, 78.14% and 78.69% of valid SMILES were
Adam and RMSprop, respectively.
Softmax function normalizes, at each iteration, the candidates by establishing that the network’s outputs should all be between one and zero.
Temperature is a variable of this function used to control the randomness
of predictions. We consider the values of temperature as 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1
and 1.5. Using Model 6, at T = 0.5 95.46% of the SMILES were valid.
Based on the results of our experiment, we exclusively relied on LSTM
Model with 2 layers with Adam optimizer, and dropout equals to 0.3 for
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Abstract
With advancement of high-throughput sequencing technologies, a huge
volume of data is produced every day, which has led to an acceleration
of biological and medical research and discovery. We present a novel
method for clustering DNA sequences based on relative compression. The
method does not use any subject-specific feature or background knowledge. Tested on 30 different sequences, we could successfully classify
them into three groups. The results show, evidently, that two groups of
Actinopterygii and Chondrichthyes, that are both fishes, are more similar
to each other, compared to Mammalia group.

1

d(a∪b),c =

da,c + db,c
,
2

(2)

in which d denotes the distance.

Introduction

Ever-increasing growth of high-throughput sequencing technologies has
led to the production of a huge volume of genomic data. Some of this
data are more alike than others. It is essential to have methods for identifying groups with similar patterns. In this paper, we propose a method
for clustering DNA sequences, using a similarity metric based on relative compression. This method does not use any background knowledge
about the data. We employ normalized relative compression (NRC) as the
similarity metric. For the purpose of clustering, we apply a bottom-up
hierarchical clustering approach.
It has been shown in the literature, [1], that clustering by compression
is not restricted to the specific area of genomics, and can have application
in areas of literature, music, virology, languages, handwritten digits and
astronomy.
In the following sections, we describe the proposed method in detail. Then, we demonstrate the results of running the method on a dataset
including 30 DNA sequences. Finally, we draw some conclusions.

2

with the highest probability. Therefore, they do not consider the actual
symbol in the sequence [6].
In the next step, we use weighted pair group method with arithmetic
mean (WPGMA), which is a bottom-up hierarchical clustering method,
to classify the sequences based on NRC values. The WPGMA algorithm
employs a similarity matrix to construct a rooted tree (dendrogram) [2, 8].
At each step, the nearest two clusters a and b are combined into a higherlevel cluster a ∪ b. Then, its distance to another cluster c is the arithmetic
mean of the distance of a, c and b, c:

Methods

In order to classify the sequences, we first find similarity between sequences. For this purpose, we use GeCo [5] to compress all sequences,
considering them as references as well as targets. The compression is an
approximation of Kolmogorov complexity, which is not computable, and
can yield the information (complexity) included in a sequence [4]. For
measuring the similarity, normalized relative compression is used, that
can be calculated as [7]
NRC(x||y) =

C(x||y)
,
|x| log2 |Φ|

(1)

in which C(x||y) is the information in the sequence x and is obtained by
compressing x relatively to the sequence y, |x| is the size of sequence
x, Φ is the alphabet {A,C, G, T } used in DNA sequences and |Φ| is the
cardinality of the alphabet, i.e. size(Φ) = 4. Values of NRC falls within
the range (0, 1] and the more similar two sequences are, the less is this
value. This metric is computationally lightweight, meaning that it only
needs to compress a target sequence (using a reference), and does not
need to compress the reference sequence or pairwise concatenation of any
kind [7].
GeCo works based on a mixture of finite-context models (FCMs) and
extended finit-context models (XFCMs), in which mixture weights are
frequently updated during the compression process, according to the performance of each probabilistic model [5]. FCMs are probabilistic models
that rely on Markov property and consider the k most recent symbols of
an information source to estimate the probability of the next symbol [3].
XFCMs are probabilistic-algorithmic models that consider the occurrence
probabilities stored in memory and assume that the next symbol is the one

3

Results

The proposed method is implemented and publicly available at github.
com/smortezah/Clusico, under GPLv3 license. The machine used
for the tests had an 8-core 3.40 GHz Intel R CoreTM i7-6700 CPU with
32 GB RAM.
For the experiments, we have used 30 mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
sequences from three groups of Actinopterygii (Ray-finned fishes), Chondrichthyes (Cartilaginous fishes) and Mammalia, that can be downloaded
from www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore. Each group contains 10
sequences and their sizes varies from 16,189 to 18,431 bases. These sequences are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Datasets used in the experiments.
Accession
NC_005796
NC_015337
NC_014404
NC_015823
NC_004449
NC_004701
NC_016709
NC_015544
NC_006533
NC_007012
NC_024269
NC_021768
NC_024862
NC_026696
NC_021443
NC_022841
NC_022821
NC_023455
NC_024110
NC_027521
NC_027083
NC_006364
NC_007629
NC_025516
NC_011137
NC_010299
NC_005035
NC_008753
NC_026088
NC_008417

Group
Actinopterygii
Actinopterygii
Actinopterygii
Actinopterygii
Actinopterygii
Actinopterygii
Actinopterygii
Actinopterygii
Actinopterygii
Actinopterygii
Chondrichthyes
Chondrichthyes
Chondrichthyes
Chondrichthyes
Chondrichthyes
Chondrichthyes
Chondrichthyes
Chondrichthyes
Chondrichthyes
Chondrichthyes
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia

Organism
Pterothrissus gissu
Canthigaster valentini
Hapalogenys nigripinnis
Diplomystes nahuelbutaensis
Gadus chalcogrammus
Eigenmannia sp. CBM-ZF-10620
Clupeoides borneensis
Horadandia atukorali
Anguilla australis schmidti
Scleropages formosus
Lamna ditropis
Glyphis glyphis
Carcharhinus macloti
Carcharhinus amboinensis
Alopias superciliosus
Rhinobatos hynnicephalus
Pristis clavata
Rhincodon typus
Pristiophorus japonicus
Dipturus trachyderma
Lynx lynx
Zaglossus bruijni
Lipotes vexillifer
Mustela erminea
Homo sapiens neanderthalensis
Daubentonia madagascariensis
Mogera wogura
Ursus thibetanus mupinensis
Megaladapis edwardsi
Arctocephalus pusillus
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a

b

Figure 1: (a) Similarity between different DNA sequences. The more the NRC value is, the less the similarity of two sequences will be; (b) classification result of the sequences. The sequences in Mammalia, Chondrichthyes and Actinopterygii groups are shown in red, green and blue colors,
respectively.

Figure 1a shows similarity between different sequences (NRC values), obtained by GeCo. As is show, when a sequence is compressed
relatively to itself, the NRC value will be approximately 0. These cases
are shown with red squares.
Figure 1b demonstrates the result of classification of the sequences,
which is obtained by WPGMA algorithm. The sequences in Mammalia,
Chondrichthyes and Actinopterygii groups are shown with red, green and
blue colors, respectively. On top of this figure, the dendrogram is plotted,
which shows similarity of different sequences within each group and also,
similarity between different groups. To have a better view on the dendrogram, we have shown the clusters in Figure 2. As it is shown, the two
groups of Chondrichthyes and Actinopterygii, that are fishes, are more
similar to each other, in comparison to Mammalia.

4

Conclusions

We presented a novel method for clustering DNA sequences, using a similarity metric obtained by relative compression. The method is unsupervised in that it does not use any background knowledge about the DNA sequences. We tested the proposed method on 30 different sequences from
three groups of Actinopterygii, Chondrichthyes and Mammalia, with 10

Mammalia

Chondrichthyes

Actinopterygii

sequences in each group. The results showed that we could successfully
cluster these sequences into each group. Also, the results showed that the
two groups of Actinopterygii and Chondrichthyes, that are both fishes, are
more alike each other, in comparison to Mammalia group.
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Abstract

NSCLC-Radiogenomics dataset, some were discarded due to a large number of not applicable values (e.g. the fibrosis type field in a patient that has
fibrosis absent), thus, a subset of 18 qualitative features was used in this
study. The used set includes nodule and parenchymal features, which describe the nodules geometry, location, internal features and other related
findings. Semantic features were submitted through a process of feature
selection, where the correlation matrix was computed and a correlation
threshold of 0.95 between variables was set. Additionally, the patient’s
gender and smoking status were considered due to its significant association with mutation status prevalence, confirmed in recent studies [9, 11].
From this point forward, gender and smoking status are designated as
clinical features.

Gene mutation status is crucial to guide and provide better treatment in
cancer clinical practice. Tissue biopsies are the current method to access the molecular information of the tumour. Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) and Kristen Rat Sarcoma Viral Oncogene Homolog
(KRAS) are the most frequently mutated genes in lung cancer, being key
pieces in targeted therapy. Due to the relevance and impact on the therapeutic selection, more accurate models to predict the gene mutation status
will generate a positive impact on healthcare, improve therapeutic strategies and decrease the associated costs. In this paper, we propose predictive models for EGFR and KRAS mutation status, using a set of clinical
and radiologist observed qualitative imaging features, taking advantage
of machine learning techniques. The developed radiogenomics model 2.2 Balancing Training Set
showed to be able to predict the mutation status of EGFR from CT scans
In general, machine learning algorithms assume the distribution of classes
(AUC=0.96) in a less invasive procedure than a biopsy.
is similar. In this case, as the negative class is over-represented, our model
would be biased towards this class. However, in this study, the correct
1 Introduction
classification of both classes is equally important, since the classification
of a patient with the wrong mutation status could lead to the administraOnce diagnosed, lung cancer is often in an advanced stage, with 15% or tion of a less suitable treatment and, consequently, to shorter progressionless chance of a 5-year survival [5]. At that stage, tumours are already free survival. To overcome class imbalance, it was conducted a Syncomposed by multiple clonal subpopulations of cancer cells and, conse- thetic Minority Over-sampling Technique for Nominal and Continuous
quently, the treatment must be shaped based on the individual tumour (SMOTE-NC), in which new instances are created based on the 5 nearest
heterogeneity [10]. EGFR and KRAS are significant biomarkers for the neighbours of the feature space that belongs to the minority class. In commanagement of lung cancer [7]. The traditional method of analysing the parison to traditional over-sampling, SMOTE-NC has the advantage of
tumour is by extracting tumour tissue in a biopsy, which is then charac- building a more general decision region of the most unrepresented class.
terised using genomic-based approaches [6]. As a less invasive technique After applying SMOTE-NC, the training set contains the same number of
compared to a biopsy, radiographic medical imaging opens new oppor- mutated and wildtype samples. On the premise of keeping the fed data
tunities for tumour characterisation. These images exhibit phenotypic constant among the two algorithms, SMOTE-NC was applied to all the
differences between them, such as tumour size, presence of emphysema performed experiments.
and/or fibrosis. Those differences normally fail to be recognised by the
naked eye, thus they may have the potential to be valuable predictors for
therapeutic benefit. Moreover, a great advantage of medical imaging is 2.3 Classification
its ability to provide a full state visualisation of the tumour, at a macro- In this work, two classifiers were used: random forest (RF) and multiscopic level. Therefore, radiogenomics, the fusion of medical images and layer perceptrons (MLP). As an algorithm based on ensemble learning,
genomics, offers attractive opportunities for non-invasive treatment plan- RF makes its predictions by taking advantage of a group of models, inning.
stead of a single model. Additionally, it has the ability to recognise the
Due to the relevance and impact of targeted therapies in lung cancer importance of each feature for the final model. MLPs are neural networks
treatment, more accurate models to predict the gene mutation status will with more than a layer of fully connected neurons, being trained with the
generate a positive impact on healthcare and decrease its associated costs. back propagation algorithm [8]. Hyper-parameters were chosen applying
In this paper, which is based on [3], we propose predictive machine learn- grid-search with 5-fold cross-validation to the training data and selecting
ing models for EGFR and KRAS mutation status, using a set of clinical the set of hyper-parameters of the model with the highest F-measure. We
and radiologist observed qualitative imaging features.
splitted the dataset to train (80%) and test (20%), in order to ensure that
both methods were tested with data not seen before.
Three experiments were conducted in order to investigate what is the
2 Materials and Methods
most fitting set of input features to predict EGFR and KRAS mutation
status: clinical, semantic or both in simultaneous, semantic and clinical.

2.1

Dataset

The study included a subset of 158 NSCLC patients tested for EGFR
mutation status and 157 NSCLC patients tested for KRAS mutation status, characterised by qualitative and clinical features. The data was obtained from the open-access NSCLC-Radiogenomics dataset available at
the cancer imaging archive (TCIA) database [1, 2, 4]. The qualitative
features were obtained from an analysis of pre-treatment computed tomography (CT) images. From the 30 qualitative features available in the

3

Results

Clinical features were only used in conjunction with the MLP, since the
RF algorithm is not an ideal model for a set as small as 2 features, due
to the lack of feature combinations. Interestingly, the divergence between
results for EGFR and KRAS was quite big, in a sense that it was possible
to achieve models that reliably predict EGFR mutations, but not KRAS
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Features importance
Nodules in Non-Lesion Lobe Same Lung (>4mm noncalcified)
Nodule Calcification
Gender
Satellite Nodules in Primary Lesion Lobe (>4mm noncalcified)
Nodules in Contralateral Lung (> 4mm)
Secondary Emphysema Pattern
Fibrosis
Centrilobular Nodules
Nodule Attenuation
Axial Location
Primary Emphysema Pattern
Nodule Internal Features
Nodule Periphery
Nodule Shape
Nodule Margins- Secondary Pattern
Smoking Status
Nodule Associated Findings
Nodule Margins- Primary Pattern
Lung Parenchymal Features
Emphysema
0.000

0.025

0.050

0.075 0.100 0.125
Importance Score

0.150

0.175

Figure 1: Features importance scores.
Experiment
Clinical features
MLP
Semantic features
RF
MLP
Semantic + Clinical features
RF
MLP

Recall Precision

F1

AUC

0.67

0.29

0.40

0.54

1.00
1.00

0.80
0.73

0.89
0.84

0.96
0.94

1.00
1.00

0.80
0.80

0.89
0.89

0.96
0.96

Table 1: Results obtained in the different experiments.

mutation presence. From the conducted experiments, the best performing
model for KRAS mutation had an AUC of 0.56, using a RF as the classifier. Therefore, the results in table 1 are exclusively regarding EGFR.
The RF model outputs a score for each feature that describes the average decrease in impurity over trees, summing to one. Since the one-hot
encoding approach was used to convert from categorical data to binary
vectors, there is an importance score associated with each feature value
and not a single score to the feature itself. Therefore, the feature score was
considered to be the sum of the scores of each of its values. For instance,
if having emphysema present had a score of 0.10 and emphysema absent
a score of 0.08, the feature emphysema has a score of 0.18. Fig. 1 shows
the importance scores as a result of this process. Emphysema is plainly
the feature with the highest score (0.18), followed by lung parenchymal
features (0.16).

4

Conclusions

In this work, we report a radiogenomics model that is able to predict the
EGFR mutation status from CT scans with an AUC of 0.96. This allows
for a less invasive genetic characterisation of the tumour when compared
to a biopsy procedure. The results of this study suggest that an image
signature exists that accurately predicts EGFR mutation status, but not
KRAS. Considering the fact that class proportions are similar in EGFR
(26% mutated, 74% wildtype) and KRAS (25% mutated, 75% wildtype),
the most reasonable hypothesis for this result is that KRAS mutations are
not evident through radiographic qualitative features in the same extent
as their counterpart, which appear to have particular patterns. From the
total set of features used in this work, emphysema and lung parenchymal features were the ones that presented a higher correlation with EGFR
mutation status.
The model created in this study for the prediction of EGFR mutation
status opens interesting opportunities for a better treatment planning and
supports oncologists and radiologists with additional information at diag-

nosis. Key issues to be investigated in the future is whether quantitative
features extracted directly from the image have the same predictive ability
or even exceed qualitative features.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the order selection problem for Hidden semi-Markov
models (HSMMs). We propose a novel approach to select the optimal
number of states, as well as the state duration of an HSMM. One of the
main contributions of this paper is a proof of an equivalence of models
which allows us to focus only on the selection of the number of states. We
propose a unique order selection criterion based on that proof. Furthermore, the optimal number of states is found through a sequential pruning
strategy using a mixture minimum description length (MMDL) criterion,
based on Figueiredo et al. [3], for mixture models, and Bicego et al. [2]
for Hidden Markov models (HMMs). We demonstrate the effectiveness
of the approach using synthetic experiments. Source code available at
https://github.com/filiparente/hsmm_mmdl.
Keywords: Hidden semi-Markov models; Order selection problem; Minimum description length; Bayesian inference criterion; State pruning.

1

Introduction

HSMMs are an extension of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) where the
state duration is explicitly modelled. State duration distributions can be
non-parametric (multinomial) or parametric. The duration in a k-state
HMM is implicitly a geometric distribution with parameter Aii , ∀i ∈ [k],
which corresponds to the diagonal entries of the transition probability matrix A ∈ Rk×k . This implicit modeling of state duration is not sufficient
for many real problems. Consequently, for those problems a model such
as HSMMs is more suitable to provide a higher expressiveness to the state
duration modeling. One example include time series segmentation of human motion data into single actions, where the probability distribution
used for the duration is extremely important in order to correctly cluster
the different motion activities [4].

2

Hidden semi-Markov models

A hidden semi-Markov model is a probabilistic model in which a stochastic sequence of observations O = O1:T is generated by an hidden random
sequence S = S1:T , where Ot denotes the observed symbol at time t and St
the state occupied by the system at time t. A k-state HSMM is completely
defined by µ = (s, A, π, B, D):
•A set s = {s1 , ..., sk } of hidden states and a set {o1 , ..., om } of observation symbols;
2
2
•A transition matrix A ∈ Rk ×dmax , whose element Aid 0 , jd represents a
transition from state si with duration d 0 to state s j with duration d,
Aid 0 , jd = P[St+1 = s j , τt+1 = d|St = si , τt = d 0 ],
(1)
where τt represents the residual time in state St and i, j ∈ [k] and d, d 0 ∈
[dmax ]. Here, the explicit duration HMM variant of HSMMs will be considered, which assumes that a state transition is not dependent on the duration of the previous state. Thus, eq. (1) simplifies to
Aid 0 , jd = Ai, jd = Ai j p j (d),
(2)
where Ai j is the transition probability matrix as in HMMs and p j (d) is
the explicit state duration probability;
•An emission matrix B ∈ Rk×m which represents
Bi j = P[Ot = o j |St = si ]
(3)
the probability of observing symbol o j while in state si . Here, we opted
for a parametric Poisson emission distribution. That is,
o
λ j e−λi
P[o j |si ] = i
,
(4)
o j!
where λi is the Poisson parameter associated with state si ;
•An initial state probability π ∈ Rk with elements πi = P[S1 = si ];
•A duration probability matrix D ∈ Rk×dmax where D jd = p j (d) is the
probability of occupying state s j with duration d. Here, we also considered a parametric distribution as a mixture of geometric distributions,
Mj

p j (d) =

∑

m=1

c jm Geom(d|θ jm ),

(5)

where Geom(d|θ jm ) denotes a geometric density with parameter θ jm for
state s j and component m. The durations in state s j are modelled as samples from a geometric mixture with M j components, with c jm being the
mixing weight of the mth component in state s j . One of the main contributions of this paper is a proof that an HSMM where the state duration distribution is a mixture of geometric distributions (for each state) is equivalent
to another HSMM with only one geometric distribution p jm (d) per state
s jm , but more states. That is, the set of states s is augmented to s0 in this
equivalent model.1 Using this result, we will consider only HSMMs with
one geometric duration distribution for each state. That is,
p jm (d) = Geom(d|θ jm ) = (1 − θ jm )d−1 θ jm ,
1 ≤ d ≤ dmax . (6)
•Hyperparameters: the number of states k, and the maximum allowed
duration dmax . dmax is used to truncate the forward-backward pass in the
EM algorithm, and it represents the maximum number of observations
within all states. The number of states is estimated using the sequential
pruning strategy with the MMDL criterion, described in Section 3.

3 Order estimation for HSMMs
The order estimation problem in HSMMs consists of estimating the optimal number of states (k∗ ) and maximum allowed state duration (dmax ∗ ).
Hence, the order estimation procedure is a multivariate optimization problem where we optimize both k and dmax w.r.t. the same criterion. One
greedy approach would be to try every possible combination of k and dmax
and assign the one with the highest model likelihood. Ideally, it would be
better to guarantee that each state is connected to the set of possible durations {1, 2, ..., dmax } in a one-by-one relationship. This result would allow
the problem to be simplified to a univariate optimization problem, where
the focus is only on the selection of k∗ . If we consider a model with high
statistical complexity, e.g., with non-parametric (multinomial) state duration distributions, then this one-by-one relationship is not present, because
each state needs dmax "parameters" to specify its duration. Likewise, one
can consider a model with lower statistical complexity, i.e., with parametric state duration distributions, where, in analogy with the multinomial
case, each state has a mixture of parametric distributions for its duration probability (e.g. a mixture of geometric distributions). Nonetheless,
the problem remains since each state has multiple parameters (as many
as the number of components of the mixture of that state) to specify its
duration. Fortunately, the equivalence of models (proof omitted due to
space constraints) allows us to consider instead an equivalent model with
more states (augmented states) but only one geometric distribution per
state. Consequently, each state has one and only one parameter to specify its duration (the parameter of the geometric distribution), therefore
guaranteeing the one-by-one relationship required. Using this equivalent
model, dmax can be empirically estimated through the parameters of the
geometric distributions. In fact, there is a correspondence between the
parameter θ jm of the geometric distribution (of state s jm ) and the durations d: a lower parameter is associated with higher durations. Therefore,
dmax can be estimated through the following steps: (1) find the lowest
parameter θ jm between all states s0 ; (2) find the duration for which the
cumulative probability (easily derived from the PMF of eq. (6)), with
parameter found in (1), is smaller than ε.2 After determining the hyperparameter dmax , the state duration probability matrix D ∈ Rk×dmax (used
in the EM algorithm) can be filled with values from the geometric PMF
(eq. (6)) evaluated at the corresponding durations d = 1, ..., dmax .
In the following sections, we will discuss the adaptation of two different selection criteria to the HSMM setting: Bayesian inference criterion
(BIC) and mixture minimum description length (MMDL).
1 0
s = {s01 , ..., s0k0 } = {s11 , ..., s1M1 , ..., s jm , ..., sk1 , ..., skMk }, where k0 = ∑kj=1 M j is the (augmented) number of states of the equivalent model.
2
A reasonable value for ε is of the order of 0, 01.
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3.1 Bayesian inference criterion (BIC)

tionary probability distribution for semi-Markov chains p∞ , given by eq.
The BIC criterion for k states is generally defined as
(11), is a measure of the "average" state occupation.
Nk
BIC(k) = log P[O|µ̂k ] −
log(n),
(7)
2
3.4 Sequential pruning strategy
where the first term is the log-likelihood of the observations (O) given
The sequential pruning strategy entails the following steps:
the maximum likelihood estimated parameters by the EM algorithm (µ̂k ),
1. Set the minimum and maximum allowed number of states: kmin
hereinafter referred to as LL. The second term penalizes the model comand kmax , respectively;
plexity through the total number of free parameters Nk weighted by the
2. Initialize the EM algorithm parameters randomly, using k = kmax
total number of observations n. The optimal number of states is the one
as the initial number of states;
that maximizes the criterion in eq. (7), i.e., k̂BIC = arg maxk BIC(k). For
3. While k ≥ kmin : Run the EM algorithm until convergence and obHSMMs, the BIC criterion is the one in eq. (7) with Nk decomposed in
tain the estimated parameters; Compute and store the value of the
terms of the number of free parameters for each variable Nk A + Nk π +
model selection criterion given by eq. (10); Find the least probable
B
D
Nk + Nk . The number of free parameters for the transition matrix is
state (i.e., the smallest element of p∞ ); Prune it by removing the
Nk A = k(k − 2) since: (1) it is a stochastic matrix and (2) the diagonal
corresponding rows/columns from the estimated parameters; Norentries are zero, Aii = 0, because in HSMMs no self-transitions are almalize the estimated parameters that after pruning need normalizalowed due to the explicit specification of state durations. For the initial
tion5 ; Set these as the initial parameters of the EM algorithm and
π
state distribution, Nk = k − 1 and, finally, for the emission and state duset k = k − 1. Repeat, i.e., run EM again with one less state.
ration densities, since both are parametric distributions, the total number
4. The final model is the one which corresponds to the maximum
of free parameters for each is k, one per state. To sum up, the general BIC
stored value for the model selection criterion, with the attached
criterion defined in eq. (7) is extended to
optimal number of states k∗ .
2
k +k
BICHSMM (k) = LL −
log(n),
(8)
2
where we dropped all terms that do not depend on the number of states k. 4 Results with synthetic data
The synthetic data corresponds to 2 sequences of 1000 observations each
sampled from an HSMM with random parameters µ and 5 states. Ac3.2 Mixture minimum description length (MMDL)
This criterion, as the name suggests, is inspired by the Gaussian mix- cording to the results shown in Fig.1, the standard BIC retrieves an exture models (GMMs), where the model complexity penalty term does not pected number of states 4.42 on average over 50 runs, while the pruning
need to consider the whole data (log(n)/2) given that each component MMDL criterion estimates a closer expected number of states 5.16. Furof the mixture is not estimated from all observations but only from those thermore, the pruning MMDL achieves a better performance in about 7
that were in fact generated by that component. Hence, the term log(n)/2 times less EM iterations. Besides the number of iterations, we can also
is replaced by a quantity that measures how much data was generated report the elapsed time of the EM algorithm, which was 25.46 ± 22.56
by a given component. For GMMs, this quantity is easily obtained as seconds for the standard BIC criterion and 3.83 ± 1.91 seconds for the
log(nc )/2, with c being the probability of the jth component of the mix- pruning MMDL criterion, again about 7 times less time consumed.
j

j

ture. For HSMMs, finding this quantity is not so trivial. However, both the
transition matrix and the initial state distribution are estimated from the
whole data, so those are still weighted by the standard log(n)/2 term. On
Method No states
No iter.
the contrary, the emission probability parameters (λ ) and the state duraBIC
4.4 ± 0.7 38.6 ± 34.2
tion probability parameters (θ ) are estimated using only the samples from
MMDL 5.2 ± 0.6
5.8 ± 2.9
the corresponding component. The quantity that specifies the state prob3
abilities is given by the stationary distribution p∞ = [p∞ (1), ..., p∞ (k)] ,
which represents the "average" occupation of each (steady) state after the
semi-Markov chain has reached its equilibrium. Therefore, for an HSMM Figure 1: Left: Histograms of the selected number of states for the standard BIC
and pruning MMDL strategies for a total of 50 runs of the algorithm when the true
with k states, the MMDL criterion is given by
underlying data is generated from 5 states; Right: Expected number of estimated
k
A
π
B
D
N + Nk
N1 + N1
MMDLHSMM (k) = LL− k
log(n)−
log(np∞ (m)), states using a BIC and MMDL criterion respectively.
∑
2
2
m=1
(9)
5 Conclusions and future work
where N1 B and N1 D are the number of free parameters of the emission and
Experiments with synthetic data show that the pruning MMDL method
state duration densities, respectively, of an HSMM with only one state.
for HSMMs provides a higher accuracy in the selection of the optimal
Since we assumed parametric distributions, N1 B = N1 D = 1. Replacing
number of states, when compared with BIC, and simultaneously a less dethe free parameters in eq. (9), yields
manding computational requirement. Future work concerns a more solid
k
k2 − k
MMDLHSMM (k) = LL −
log(n) − ∑ log(np∞ (m)).
(10) comparison with other methods such as the Akaike information criterion
2
(AIC) and the method proposed in Yu [5]. Another important contribution
m=1
would be to demonstrate the effectiveness in a more substantial applica3.3 Stationary probability distribution for HSMMs
tion study, for example by using real data or by simulating synthetic data
The stationary probability distribution for semi-Markov chains is not the with some particularities that affect the learning process (e.g. observe the
same as for regular Markov chains. However, it can be found empirically. difference between parametric and non-parametric distributions, both in
In [1], the authors proposed the following estimator
the state emissions and durations).
vˆi (T )m̂i (T )
Ni (T )
p∞ (i) = k
, vˆi (T ) =
, ∀i ∈ [k],
(11)
N(T )
References
∑i=1 vˆi (T )m̂i (T )
where vˆi (T ) is an estimator for the stationary probability distribution of [1] Vlad Barbu, Jan Bulla, and Antonello Maruotti. Estimation of the stationary distribution
of a semi-markov chain. Journal of Reliability and Statistical Studies, 5:15–26, 2012.
the embedded4 Markov chain. It is obtained from the ratio of the number
[2] Manuele Bicego, Vittorio Murino, and Mário AT Figueiredo. A sequential pruning stratof visits of the embedded Markov chain to state si up to time T (Ni (T ))
egy for the selection of the number of states in hidden markov models. Pattern Recognition
Letters, 24(9-10):1395–1407, 2003.
and number of jumps of the embedded Markov chain in the time interval
(0, T ] (N(T )), both available from the estimated state sequence after run- [3] Mário AT Figueiredo, José MN Leitão, and Anil K Jain. On fitting mixture models. In
International Workshop on Energy Minimization Methods in Computer Vision and Pattern
ning the Viterbi algorithm. In eq. (11), m̂i (T ) is an estimator of the mean
Recognition, pages 54–69. Springer, 1999.
sojourn time in state i, considering all observations up to time T . It is [4] Tomoaki Nakamura, Takayuki Nagai, Daichi Mochihashi, Ichiro Kobayashi, Hideki Asoh,
and Masahide Kaneko. Segmenting continuous motions with hidden semi-markov models
obtained by averaging the EM estimate for the state duration probability
and gaussian processes. Frontiers in neurorobotics, 11:67, 2017.
matrix D̂, weighted by the corresponding durations. As desired, the sta3

For HMMs this quantity is obtained from the left eigenvector of the transition matrix A
associated with eigenvalue 1.
4
The embedded Markov chain of a semi-Markov chain with state sequence Q =
{4, 4, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 3} is Q’ = {4, 1, 2, 3} with the corresponding jump times J’ = {2, 5, 6}.

[5] Shun-Zheng Yu. Hidden Semi-Markov models: theory, algorithms and applications. Morgan Kaufmann, 2015.
5
Set distributions to uniform if normalization is not possible (this problem can arise when
considering a large amount of states).
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Abstract

ing fundamental limits and closed-form algorithms for signal recovery
[2]. Therefore, inspired by recent results on the use of a GMM to perform
In this work, we present a method to separate aortic (A2) and pulmonary signal de-mixing of [2], the proposed method is based on the following
(P2) components from second heart sound (S2) recordings. The proposed steps:
approach captures the different dynamical behavior of A2 and P2 compo1. Collection and alignment of different S2 sounds from a given heart
nents via a joint Gaussian mixture model, which is then used to perform
sound recording.
separation via a closed-form conditional mean estimator.
The proposed approach is tested over synthetic heart sounds and it is
2. Modeling of patches extracted from multiple A2 and P2 sounds via
shown to guarantee a reduction of approximately 25% of the normalized
a joint GMM.
root mean-squared error incurred in signal separation, with respect to a
3. Separation of unseen S2 patches into their components using a
previously presented approach in the literature.
closed-form conditional mean estimator.

1

Introduction

Cardiac auscultation represents arguably the most cost-effective screening
method for a number of heart diseases. Precious diagnostic information,
especially regarding the mechanical activity of heart valves, can be retrieved from the analysis of heart sounds. In addition to diseases signalled
by the presence of extra sounds like murmurs, clicks, etc., it is possible to
extract useful information from the analysis of the waveforms associated
to fundamental heart sounds. In particular, the second heart sound (S2)
is formed by two constituent components: one generated by the closure
of the aortic valve (usually called A2 component) and one generated by
the closure of the pulmonary valve (which is called P2 component). The
analysis of the P2 component has been attracting attention as a possible
method to estimate the pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) in a noninvasive
manner, thus avoiding right heart catheterization [3, 6].
On the other hand, the separation of the A2 and P2 components of S2
sounds represents a very challenging problem, due to their large overlap in
the time and frequency domain and their morphological similarity. Moreover, A2 and P2 components cannot be modeled as independent signals,
due to the interaction of the mechanical processes that originate them.
For these reasons, the application of standard methods for blind source
separation, as independent component analysis (ICA) and morphological
component analysis (MCA), are not suitable to solve this problem.
Therefore, some separation approaches specifically tailored to the
characteristics of S2 signals have appeared in the literature. Some of these
approaches assume that A2 and P2 components can be modeled accurately via a predetermined kind of waveform (e.g., chirp signals [6], windowed sinusoids [5], etc.) whose parameters are then fitted to the recorded
S2 data via different optimization methods. A different approach has recently emerged which refrains from adopting a predetermined waveform
model and instead uses the different dynamical behavior of A2 and P2
components in different S2 sounds to perform separation. In particular,
[4] leverages the fact that A2 components usually occupy the same position in different S2 sounds, whereas P2 components experience a shift according to the different respiration phase corresponding to each S2 sounds
recorded. Therefore, assuming that A2 and P2 components keep approximately the same form (apart from time shifts) in successive S2 sounds, the
A2 components are estimated by averaging over the collected S2 sounds
and the P2 components are obtained by subtraction.
Building on similar modeling assumptions, the proposed approach
aims to capture the details of A2 and P2 components by using a joint
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) prior. In particular, the proposed approach learns the shape of A2 and P2 from training data and uses such
knowledge to separate the constituents of unseen S2 sounds. The choice
of GMM priors is determined by their ability in representing different
kinds of real-world signals, as patches extracted from natural images,
heart sound segments, etc., and their mathematical amenability in deriv-

Then, the potential of the proposed approach is tested over a set of
synthetic signals generated according to the windowed sinusoid model
presented in [5].
The following notation is adopted in the remainder of this paper. The
identity matrix of dimension n × n is denoted by In . The transpose and
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse operators are denoted by (·)T and (·)† , respectively. The multivariate Gaussian distribution at a vector x with mean
µ and covariance matrix Σ is denoted by N (x; µ, Σ) and E[·] denotes the
expectation operator.

2
2.1

Methods
Joint GMM for A2 and P2 components

We assume that heart sounds are recorded, filtered, normalized, and then
segmented in order to determine the position and the boundaries of the
corresponding S2 sounds. The samples associated to the i-th S2 sounds
extracted from a given recording are denoted by si (n) for n = 0, . . . , N − 1
and i = 0, . . . , I − 1, and we assume that
si (n) = ai (n) + pi (n),

(1)

where ai (n) and pi (n) represent the A2 and P2 components, respectively.
The proposed separation method is based on the observation of consecutive S2 sounds from a given heart sound recording. In particular,
sample vectors of interest are obtained by picking Nt samples from Nb
consecutive S2 sounds and by stacking them in a single vector as follows:
h
iT
sm, j = s̄Tm, j , s̄Tm, j+1 , . . . , s̄Tm, j+Nb −1 ,
(2)
where s̄m, j = [s j (m), s j (m + 1), . . . , s j (m + Nt − 1)]T . This means that the
vector sm, j contains Nt samples starting from the index m from Nb consecutive S2 sounds in a heart sound recording, starting from the heartbeat
with index j. A similar construction can be applied to the A2 and P2
components in (1), thus obtaining the vectors am, j and pm, j , respectively,
such that sm, j = am, j + pm, j .
Then, on defining the vector xm, j = [aTm, j , pTm, j ]T , we can also use the
following matrix notation:
sm, j = Φxm, j , where Φ = [INt ·Nb , INt ·Nb ] .

(3)

Irrespective of the indexes m and j, the vectors am, j and pm, j containing sample from A2 and P2 components from different S2 sounds
are modeled via a joint GMM. Therefore, in order to simplify that notation, we can drop the subscripts and assume that vectors x = [aT , pT ]T are
drawn from the multivariate distribution
K

p(x) =

(k)

∑ πk N (x; µ x

(k)

, Σx ),

(4)

k=1
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where K is the number of Gaussian components in the GMM, and the k-th
Gaussian component has mean and covariance matrix
(k)

µx =

2.2

(k)

µa
(k)
µp

#

"
(k)

, Σx =

(k)

Σa
(k)
Σpa

(k)

Σap
(k)
Σp

Tang et al. 2017
proposed

NRMSE

"

0.6

#
.

(5)

Separation algorithm

The proposed separation algorithm is based on modeling portions of A2
and P2 components via a joint GMM and it consists of two phases: training and separation. In the training phase, samples from available A2 and
P2 components are collected to form a training dataset of vectors x. Then,
using such data, the parameters characterizing the joint GMM distribution
(k)
in (4), i.e., the component probabilities πk , the mean vectors µ x and the
(k)
covariance matrices Σx , are estimated using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [1].
Then, the separation phase consists in recovering vectors x from the
observation of the corresponding vectors s = Φx. Such inversion can be
performed via the conditional mean estimator x̂ = E[x|s],
 which can be
shown to minimize the mean-squared error MSE = E |x − x̂]|2 . Most
notably, modeling signals of interest with joint GMMs implies that the
corresponding conditional mean estimator can be expressed in closed form.
Therefore, the adopted separation algorithm can be expressed as [2]:
K

x̂ =

∑ π̃k




(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
µ x + Σx ΦT (ΦΣx ΦT )† (s − Φµ x ) ,

k=1

(k)

(`)

(`)

T
∑K
`=1 π` N (s; Φµ x , ΦΣx Φ )
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Figure 1: NRMSE versus maximum ∆i . SNR = 30 dB.

4

(k)

πk N (s; Φµ x , ΦΣx ΦT )

0.2

In general, using joint GMM priors to model portions of fundamental
heart sound components extracted from successive heartbeats is shown
to have a considerable potential in solving the inverse problem associated to the separation of A2 and P2 components from the observation of
S2 recordings. This is mainly motivated by the ability of GMM priors
in modeling different complex signals and in discriminating efficiently
signals that occupy low-dimensional manifolds formed by the union of
subspaces with little intersection [2].
On the other hand, the main limitation of the proposed approach is
represented by the need of a training dataset containing separated A2 and
P2 components to infer the parameters of the joint GMM prior. This requirement turns out particularly challening when considering the application of the proposed approach to real-world heart sound recordings, due
(6) to the scarcity of available datasets with annotations discriminating the
different components of S2 sounds.

where
π̃k =

0.4

Conclusion

(7)

Once obtained the conditional mean estimate x̂ = [âT , p̂T ]T , the vectors â and p̂ can be used to build estimates of the A2 and P2 components
âi (n) and p̂i (n). In particular, overlapping vectors can be extracted from
the recorded heart sound signals, thus implying that multiple vectors â
and p̂ may contain estimates for a given sample of ai (n) or pi (n). In this
case, sample estimates are obtained by simple averaging.

A novel method to separate A2 and P2 components from S2 recording
has been presented. The method, which is data-driven, models segments
of A2 and P2 components extracted from successive S2 sounds via a joint
GMM. The proposed method is shown to recover A2 and P2 components
more precisely than other algorithms previously presented in the literature. Also the proposed approach shows promising results regarding its
robustness against small A2-P2 splits. Future work encompasses testing
of the proposed algorithm with real heart sound data recordings.

3

Acknowledgements

Numerical results

The performance of the proposed method in separating A2 and P2 components is compared with that provided by the method in [4]. Performance is
evaluated in terms of the normalized root mean-squared error (NRMSE)
achieved in the reconstruction of A2 and P2 components.
Synthetic heart sound signals are generated according to the waveform model described in [5], which assumes that the A2 and P2 components of the i-th S2 sound of a given recording are modeled as windowed
sinusoids, with Gaussian windows. We also assume that A2 and P2 components in a given recording have the same shape, but at each heart cycle
the A2-P2 split, which is denoted by ∆i , is drawn from a uniform distribution.
Vectors of interest are extracted from such signals according to the
procedure described in Section 2.1 by picking Nt = 8 samples from Nb = 8
consecutive S2 sounds. Such vectors are overlapping in the time domain,
as they are extracted from heart sound signals with a stride of 2 samples.
A training dataset is formed by generating 100 heart sound recordings, each containing 16 heartbeats. From this data, a joint GMM with
K = 20 Gaussian components is inferred, which models the vectors x =
[aT , pT ]T containing samples from the A2 and P2 components. Then, the
proposed separation algorithm and the algorithm described in [4] are applied to further 400 heart sounds, each containing 16 heartbeats, which
are generated independently from the training data.
The performance of the considered separation algorithms is tested
against different values of A2-P2 splits. The NRMSE in recovering A2
and P2 components from S2 sounds is reported in Fig. 1, when the split is
distributed uniformly between 10 ms and values ranging from 20 ms to 90
ms. As expected, source separation is less reliable when the split is lower,
due to the increased time-domain overlap between the A2 and P2 components. On the other hand, the proposed approach is shown to outperform
significantly the method described in [4] for all splits considered.
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1

Conditional Probability

In this paper, we use a conditional distribution in order to compute the
confidence of our segmentation. Using the proposed metric noisy samples
are identified and removed from the recording, and as a result, trustful
samples are leaved for a further post-processing. By using the proposed
confidence metric, we were able to identify wrong classification samples
and boost our system (in average) from an ≈ 83% up to ≈ 90% of positive
predictability per sample.
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Figure 1: The conditional distribution Pr generated by the HSMM using
the Poisson distribution.

Introduction

The phonocardiogram (PCG) signal is recorded during an auscultation using an electronic stethoscope. The PCG contains important information
concerning the mechanical activity of the heart valves [4]. Signal processing of a PCG has two main goals: the first one is to split the PCG into
heart cycles. Each heart cycle is mainly composed by the first heart sound
(S1), the systolic period (siSys), the second heart sound (S2), and the diastolic period (siDia). The second goal is the detection of other sounds
such as the third and fourth heart sounds (S3 and S4 respectively), heart
murmurs, snaps, etc. The methods used for heart sound segmentation can
be divided depending on which domain they are applied: the time domain
(Shannon energy [5]), the frequency domain (homomorphic filter [3]), etc.
Recently, HMMs have shown to be very effective in modeling the heart
sound signals: in Gill et al. [2], the signal is pre-processed and a subset
of candidates (peaks) are extracted from the homomorphic envelogram,
and these candidates are classified using a discrete-time HMM, where the
state-distribution is modeled using the time-duration from the preceding
candidate to the current one. Schmidt et al. [8] implemented a hidden semi
Markov model (HSMM) using the homomorphic filtering envelogram as
an observation to the system. This has the advantage (compared to the
traditional HMM) that every state duration is explicitly modeled in the
state transition matrix. Springer et al. [9] expanded Schmidt’s algorithm
mainly on the study of the emission probability distribution.

distribution (π1 ) are initialized with equal starting probabilities. The Γ parameters are fixed because in a normal cardiac system the state sequence
{S1 → siSys → S2 → siDia → S1} is fixed. To initialize B we use the
annotated samples and compute the parameters µs , σs ∀s ∈ S by using the
corresponding maximum likelihood estimators. To compute the initial parameters D, we use the annotated time lapse between the beginning and
the end of the corresponding state sk . The parameters Θ are tuned using
the expectation maximization (EM) method [1].

3
3.1

Methology
Materials and Pre-processing

The DigiScope dataset is composed of samples from 29 different healthy
individuals, ranging in age from six months to 17 years old. The recordings have a minimum, maximum and average duration of ≈ 2, 20 and 8
seconds, respectively. Heart sounds have been collected in Real Hospital
Português (Recife, Brasil) using a Littmann 3200 stethoscope embedded
with the DigiScope Collector [7] technology, recorded at 4000 Hz. The
heart sounds have all been collected from the mitral spot. Following previous literature [2, 3, 6], the system first normalizes and scales the signal to
the [0, 1] range. The scaled signal is filtered using a Butterworth lowpass
filter of order 10 with a cutoff frequency of 100 Hz, since the majority
of the frequency content of the S1 and S2 (for the DigiScope dataset) is
2 Modeling Heart Sounds
contained in the range 30 − 80 Hz. Similar pre-processing methods are
also used in [9]. From the filtered signal, the homomorphic envelogram
2.1 Hidden Markov Models and Hidden Semi Markov
is computed as in [2]. In our previous work [6], we experimented several
Models
different envelograms and confirmed that the homomorphic envelogram
HMMs are probabilistic models, where the observation sequence X = is suitable for pediatric heart sound signals.
x1 , x2 , · · · , xn depends on the hidden state sequence S = s1 , s2 , · · · , sn and
the unobserved Markov process [1]. A homogeneous hidden Markov
model assumes that the state transition probability matrix Γ is constant 3.2 Computing a confidence metric point-by-point
over time. In this work, the emission probability distribution B is as- Not all sample classifications have the same degree of confidence. For
sumed to be a continuous Gaussian function. In a HSMMs, we need example, samples between states are harder to classify, since it is a hard
also to define, D as the sojourn time distribution matrix. The entries task to identify the exact location where one state ends and another beof D are dsk (uk ) which is the probability of spending uk units of time gins. Similarly, high level noise could be easily misinterpreted as heart
in the state sk ∈ S = {S1, siSys, S2, siDia}. We use a subject dependent sounds (S1 or S2) because of its high amplitude in the homomorphic enapproach, meaning that we train and test with mutually exclusive heart velogram. These samples should have inherently low confidence in their
beats of each subject. Parameters are initialized in the training phase, us- classifications. On the other side, samples in the middle of states have
ing annotated samples from a given subject. During the testing phase we very high amplitude and are easier to classify, providing to their classififurther optimize our parameters by using different non-annotated sam- cations a higher confidence. We propose a measure of sample confidence
ples from the subject. We used exhaustive cross-validation from 1 to 7 based on the conditional probability distribution Pr 1 .
training heart beats but we constrained our training sets to those that pro1
duce continuous test set. For both HMMs and HSMMs, the initial states
For the rest of the paper we shorthand P(Xt = xt |X\t = x\t ) as Pr .
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The distribution of Xt conditioned on all observations X\t = (X1 , . . . ,
For a high threshold of Pr ≥ 0 we consider all data to our computation
+
Xt−1 , Xt+1 , · · · , XT ) is given by:
and we computed a Phigh
' 0.83. By setting thresholds we observe that
we increase our positive predictability to almost 90%. From Figure 3 we
  i
Pr = P(Xt = xt |X\t = x\t ) = ∑ ln εti · eζt ,
(1) conclude, that by setting a high threshold in Pr , we can still select the
majority of the sampling points, and at the same time, be more selective
i∈Sk
and confident with respect to set classification.
i
−(αti ×Γ+βti )
i = −ln(p (xt )) and pi (x ) is the associated
where εti = e −(α
,
ζ
t
j
j
T
t
×Γ+β )
ln(pi (x ))
∑ j∈Sk e

t

∑k=1

t

k

probability of observing xt in the state i. The exponentiation of the α,
β and the logarithms of pi (xt ) are used in order to reduce the chance of
underflow and overflow respectively. The Figure 1 shows an example of
the proposed confidence metric function as an overlay over the homomorphic envelogram. One can notice that the conditional distribution exhibits
sudden low peaks around the transitions between different states. Furthermore, we notice that noise has lower probabilities compared to waveforms
corresponding to heart sound segments.

4

Results

5

In this paper, we presented a novel way (based on conditional probability)
to compute a confidence metric for sample classifications. Using such a
metric, suspicious data samples are removed from the recording, leaving
in the process only reliable data. As a result, it is very likely that more robust target features are going to be selected, thus consequently increasing
the robustness of the system, e.g in detecting abnormalities in physiological signals.

6

Motivated by the above observations, we used the samples from all Pois+
son cross-fold iterations in order to compute the Psample
as a discrete function of Pr , the results are presented in Figure 2. Furthermore, one can
notice from the plot that the majority of the samples follow a linear trend.
+
In Figure 2, the circles are centered around Psample
and the color intensity
(from low to high) indicates the number of samples (from few to many,
respectively). Furthermore, using the nonlinear least-squares (NLLS)
Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm with a first degree polynomial, we get
RP+ (xt ) = 0.98 · Pr − 0.10 with a weighted Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (WPCC) of 0.93. The regression line is presented in
Figure 2. For a Pr . 0.50, we do not have enough data to withdraw any
conclusions, although we can safely argue, that in our dataset, the condi+
tional distribution Pr & 0.50 gives a good estimate of our Psample
.
1.00

4.0*105

0.90
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Abstract

maximum was used to make sure that just the most prominent correlation peak in each heart cycle is detected.
• S peak: The S peak was identified as being the first negative minimum wave after the R peak [8].
• Q peak: Contrary to S peak, the Q peak was identified as being the
negative minimum wave right before a R peak [8].
• T peak: For this peak detection all the other previously identified
waves are used as references. The signal between the Q and S
waves was set to zero, as well as all the negative signal amplitudes.
The remaining signal samples were amplified by fifth rooting the
signal. Finally to find T peak, the ECG signal was set to zero
in each cardiac cycle (CC) before the first CC1 S peak is detected
and after CC2 S peak is detected. After it the last 45% of the signal
between CC1 and CC2 was also set to 0 and T wave is estimated
as the maximum of the remaining signal (Figure 1).

This work proposes to analyze the capacity of several ECG features of
Lead I to discriminate 28 pairs of study groups, combining 7 pathological groups and 1 control group, presented in the PTB Diagnostic ECG
Database. For each pair, it was achieved an accuracy between 66.7% and
96.9% using feature selection algorithm and SVM classifiers.

1

Introduction

The electrocardiogram (ECG) is the recording of the rhythmic alterations
of the heart electrical activity and represents the cardiac cycle [2]. A typical ECG is usually recorded by means of a 12-lead system (I, II, III, aVR,
aVL, aVF, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6). The amplitude and direction of the
current flow in the heart are detected by the electrodes, resulting in different ECG signals according to the leads axis. An ECG signal of a healthy
subject is cyclically formed by a P wave, a QRS complex and a T wave.
Any minor change in the normal pattern of an ECG signal can be interpreted as malfunction of the heart [9]. Thus, autonomous and accurate
discrimination of cardiac pathologies through ECG is an important tool
to assist in the diagnosis of these diseases, especially considering that the
detection of cardiac disorder is an exhausting task for cardiologists. During the last years, several works have proposed methods to detect ECG
features (morphological or not) and then to diagnose cardiac pathologies.
The great majority of these methods aimed to discriminate Myocardial Infarction (MI) from healthy controls, which can be explained by the greater
number of ECG records from patients diagnosed with this disease in the
public databases, mainly in the PTB Diagnostic ECG Database. Few
works tried to discriminate Dysrhythmia or Cardiomyopathy from healthy
controls. However, all works have the common goal of discriminating between 2 study groups, one pathological group and one control group, even
when ECG records from patients diagnosed with several pathologies are
available in the databases. This work proposes to analyze the capacity
of several ECG parameters from Lead I to discriminate 28 pairs of study
groups, combining 7 pathological groups and 1 control group.

2
2.1

• P peak: For the P wave detection, the signal was amplified square
rooting it. Thus, all the signal between the Q peak and T peak
was set to -1. The signal between this peaks was not set to zero
because there is a chance of the P peak having a negative value, in
some cases. After it, the 55% of the signal between CC1 and CC2
was also set to -1. The P peak is estimated the maximum of the
resulting signal.

Methods
ECG Database

This work used the PTB Diagnostic ECG Database available in [4, 5]. The
database contains 549 ECG records from 268 subjects, including healthy
subjects (52 subjects) and patients diagnosed with 7 pathologies, namely
Cardiomyopathy(18 subjects), bundle branch block (15 subjects), valvular heart disease (6 subjects), myocarditis (4 subjects), MI (148 subjects),
myocardial hypertrophy (7 subjects) and Dysrhythmia (14 subjects). Each
ECG record contains all the 12-lead system signals with a sampling rate
of 1000 Hz, but only Lead I signals were used on this work due to its
simplicity in acquisition. The ECG signals had their DC levels removed
and their amplitudes were normalized between −1 and 1.

2.2

Figure 1: T peak detection.

Peaks detection

The proposed method detect the R, S, Q, P and T peaks of the ECG signal,
in that order, as follows:
• R peak: A Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) translation analysis, using the wavelet symlet 4, is applied in order to calculate the
cross-correlation between the signal and the DWT. The R peaks are
the maximum of each correlation over the channel. To find all R
peaks in the ECG a 70% signal amplitude threshold of the DWT’s

2.3

ECG Features Analyzed

After detecting the peaks of the P, Q, R, S and T waves, through Wavelet
Transform correlation, which are hereinafter called P, Q, R, S and T peaks,
of each cardiac cycle, several features of each Lead I ECG signal are calculated in order to analyze their discrimination capacities. The analyzed
features are: energy between Q and S peaks, power between Q and S
peaks, energy of Wavelet Transform (WT) between Q and S peaks, detail
(det) and approximation (app) levels using symlet 4 and symlet 8 waves,
time between peaks, peaks amplitude (Amp.) and amplitude difference (a
Amp. diff.) between peaks. The features are summarized in the Table 1.

2.4

Classification

Leave-one-out and 5-fold cross validations were used for training and testing the Support Vector Machines (SVM) models with Gaussian, linear
and polynomial kernel functions plus a cost of 10. The classification were
performed for 28 pairs of the study groups between 7 pathological groups
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Table 1: List of analyzed features and their indexes.
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Feature
Energy Q-S
Power Q-S
WT ‘sym4’ app. level 4 energy
WT ‘sym4’ det. level 1 energy
WT ‘sym4’ det. level 2 energy
WT ‘sym4’ det. level 3 energy
WT ‘sym4’ det. level 4 energy
WT ‘sym8’ app. level 4 energy
WT ‘sym8’ det. level 1 energy
WT ‘sym8’ det. level 2 energy
WT ‘sym8’ det. level 3 energy
WT ‘sym8’ det. level 4 energy
Time P-Q

Index
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Feature
Time P-R
Time P-S
Time P-T
Time Q-R
Time Q-S
Time Q-T
Time R-S
Time R-T
Time S-T
Amp. P
Amp. Q
Amp. R
Amp. S

Index
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Feature
Amp. T
Amp. diff. P-Q
Amp. diff. P-R
Amp. diff. P-S
Amp. diff. P-T
Amp. diff. Q-R
Amp. diff. Q-S
Amp. diff. Q-T
Amp. diff. R-S
Amp. diff. R-T
Amp. diff. S-T

and 1 control group. Finally, a Genetic algorithms with entropy criterion
were applied for feature selection from matrices with 37 features per X
subjects (X is the number of the patients involved in each classification
pair). The 37 features resulted from the mean features values extracted
from each ECG cycle per subject (I lead), as described in Table 1.

3

Results and Discussion

As previously said, in subsection 2.4, the classifications were performed
for 28 pairs of the study groups combining 7 pathological groups and
1 control group. The results shown in Figure 2 are the best accuracies
achieved from the six trained/tested SVM with Leave-one-out and 5-fold
cross validations using gaussian, linear and polynomial functions as kernels and a cost of 10. As can be observed from Figure 2, the maximum
accuracy classification was achieved for the pairs Valvular heart disease
vs. MI and Myocarditis vs. MI with 96.9% and the Myocarditis vs. Myocardial hypertrophy provided the lowest accuracy classification (66.7%).
Moreover, it can be noticed that the best features were capable of discriminating Healthy controls from any other heart disease with an accuracy
higher than 91% for the exception of Bundle branch block and MI where
the reached accuracies were 85.9% and 77.8%, respectively. For the pairs
Healthy controls vs. Cardiomyopathy and Healthy controls vs. Dysrhythmia the classifiers achieved an accuracy of 93.7% and 92.3%. The distinguish accuracies between Healthy controls against MI, Dysrhythmia and
Cardiomyopathy are slightly under the results of those in the state-of-art
(Teble 2) and can be explained by the fact that the methods available in
the literature use multiple leads and, as previously mentioned, not just one
lead as this work.
Table 2: List of works found in the literature.
References

Pathologie

Number
of Leads

Method and Classification

Accuracies
92.5%

[1]

MI

12 leads

ST segment elevation and threshold
classification

[7]

MI

3 lead

Q peak depth and ST segment elevation.
Classification by a simple adaptive threshold

90.56%
93.0%
95.2%

[6]

Dysrhythmia

12 leads

Template construction from CWT features
using a morphological consistency classifier

[3]

Cardiomyopathy

12 leads

PR, RR, QT and QRS intervals analysis.
Classification through BPNN

Therefore, using only Lead I analysis, the SVM classifier was able to
achieve an accuracy between 66.7% and 96.9% for the 28 pairs of study
groups showing Lead I has good capacity for heart pathologies discrimination, however, the low number of records for some pathologies should
be taken in consideration.

4

Conclusion

Autonomous and accurate discrimination of cardiac pathologies through
ECG is an important tool to assist in the diagnosis of heart diseases. The
works found in the literature have the common goal of discriminating between 2 study groups, one pathological and one control, even when ECG
records from patients diagnosed with several pathologies are available in
the databases. This work have analyzed the capacity of several ECG features to discriminate 28 pairs of study groups, combining 7 pathological groups and 1 control group, presented in the PTB Diagnostic ECG
Database. Using only Lead I, the SVM classifier was able to achieve
an accuracy between 66.7% and 96.9% for the 28 pairs of study groups.
These results become even more relevant considering that only 3 of these

Figure 2: Pathologies discrimination accuracies.

pairs are commonly analyzed in the literature: MI, Dysrhythmia and Cardiomyopathy. This study also proves Lead I has good capacity for heart
pathologies discrimination, however the low number of records for some
pathologies should be taken in consideration.
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Abstract
Recent studies have stressed the severity of accuracy decay over time in
electrocardiogram-based biometric recognition. However, none have addressed this problem in end-to-end deep learning approaches, which have
shown increased robustness to noise and variability of ECG signals. In
this work, a convolutional neural network proposed in the literature was
implemented and tested for long-term performance. Model update based
on fine-tuning was applied to the end-to-end network, and first-in-firstout template update was applied to an adaptation of the network using
k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) as a classifier. Results with 24h Holter
recordings from the E-HOL-24h database show the performance decay
is also felt for end-to-end deep networks, although update techniques are
successful in improving overall performance, especially when using the
kNN classifier. Further efforts are needed to make ECG-based biometric
algorithms reliable for long-term recognition.

1

Introduction

The Electrocardiogram (ECG) is a medical signal that has, for the last two
decades, been studied as a trait for biometric recognition [5]. When compared with more common traits like the face or fingerprints, the ECG offers clear advantages for spoofing prevention. Although the literature typically reports high accuracy for ECG-based biometric algorithms, these
results are mostly unrealistic due to inadequate performance evaluation
settings [4].
Among these problems, one of the gravest is the decay of performance over time. This was first studied by Labati et al. [1, 2, 3], who
tested their proposed methodology in the E-HOL-24h dataset (comprised
of long Holter ECG recordings), and reported a noticeable decay in authentication performance just two hours after enrollment.
Recently, Lopes et al. [4] have implemented several ECG-based biometric algorithms to study the general effect of long-term variability in
identification accuracy, using the E-HOL-24h dataset. Aiming for a highly
realistic performance assessment, the authors have found that, although
the performance is relatively high immediately after enrollment, a sharp
decay is felt by all algorithms. Common template update techniques were
able to improve the results, but not enough to make the algorithms reliable
for real applications.
Such performance degradation is likely justified by the intrasubject
variability of the ECG signals. Nevertheless, it poses a great threat to
ECG-based biometrics. The high results reported in the literature cannot
be trusted, and ECG-based recognition systems will likely behave poorly
in real conditions, with few data from each enrolled user, whose signals
will vary widely over relatively short periods (24h).
Some more sophisticated methods, such as the convolutional neural
network (CNN) recently proposed by Pinto et al. [6], have shown increased robustness to noise and variability in off-the-person signals. Such
algorithms could be able to offer better initial performance (after enrollment) and slower performance decay over time, and be useful to overcome
the problem of poor long-term performance in ECG biometrics.
This paper aims to contribute to the mitigation of long-term performance decay in ECG-based identification through the combined study
of deep learning and template update. The experiments of Lopes et al.
are replicated for the deep learning model proposed by Pinto et al., to
evaluate the long-term performance decay and the influence of template
update techniques in the model. The goal is to confirm if deep learning

approaches could bring performance advantages in realistic long-term applications.

2
2.1

Methodology
Identification Model

The identification algorithm receives a biometric trait measurement and
performs the adequate processing in order to enable a correct identity assignment. In this work, the algorithm implemented for biometric identification is drawn from the work of Pinto et al. [6]. It consists of an endto-end unidimensional convolutional neural network that receives fivesecond blindly-segmented z-score normalised ECG segments (see Fig. 1).
The feature extraction part of the model is composed of four convolutional layers (24, 24, 36, and 36 filters) interleaved with three max-pooling
layers. All layers have filter/pooling size 1 × 5, and convolutional layers
include ReLU activation units. The classification part of the network is
composed of a single fully-connected layer, with N neurons (where N is
the number of enrolled identities), and softmax activation units.
Following the findings of Lopes et al. [4] that template update is most
effective with nearest neighbour classifiers, additional experiments were
performed where the features output by the feature extraction part of the
model were fed to a k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) model responsible for
the identity decisions.

2.2

Template or Model Update Techniques

Template or model update techniques are used to adapt the biometric template galleries or the recognition models to the continuous evolution of the
user’s biometric traits. In this work, two techniques were implemented
and applied to the identification model: fine-tuning and first-in-first-out.
Fine-tuning was applied to the end-to-end CNN model, while the FIFO
technique was studied for the kNN using the convolutional network for
feature extraction. In both techniques, test samples are used for update if
the respective scores output by the model meet a set threshold.
In the fine-tuning technique, the CNN model is briefly optimised with
the samples accepted for update, using the predicted labels. The model
retains knowledge of the users’ supervised training samples, as it was
trained using their enrollment samples, but is slightly adapted to the new
personal patterns of the users’ signals.
In the first-in-first-out (FIFO) technique, the system stores a number
Nk of samples from each subject k. Initially, all these samples originate
from the enrollment phase. The oldest samples of the sets are the first to
be replaced by test samples at each update step. This means the system
gradually updates the biometric gallery of each subject to keep up with
their variability.

3

Experimental Settings

The experiments used data from the E-HOL-24h database, available at the
Telemetric and Holter ECG Warehouse of the University of Rochester1 .
The provided database includes Holter signals of 201 subjects, with up
to 24h of continuous three-lead ECG chest ECG recordings at 200 Hz.
Data from thirteen subjects were discarded due to inadequate leads or
unacceptable signal quality. Only one lead was used for each user, the
one that most closely resembled Lead I signals.
1
THEW, E-HOL-03-0202-003 database. Available on: http://thew-project.
org/Database/E-HOL-03-0202-003.html.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the neural network used in this work, proposed by Pinto et al. [6].

Likely, the network will need more data with more variability during
the first training phase. Increasing the training data to thirty or even a few
hours per subject would enable the network to better learn the common
variability patterns of the ECG. This should not only increase the initial
performance, immediately after enrollment, but also reduce the performance decay over time.

5

Conclusion

This work studied the effect of ECG long-term variability in biometric
identification performance of an end-to-end convolutional neural network.
Although the deep learning algorithm is better than traditional methods
Figure 2: Performance results over time for the implemented end-to-end
immediately after enrollment, it offers slightly worse performance as time
model with fine-tuning-based model update.
progresses.
Template update was able to offer performance improvements, especially when the fully-connected layer of the CNN was replaced by a kNN
classifier. However, the obtained results in these more realistic settings
show that the performances reported in the literature would likely not be
verified upon real application. Hence, much work is still needed on template update techniques and deep learning methodologies to offer good
and consistent performance in ECG biometrics.
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thentication. In 2013 IEEE International Workshop on InformaFrom the remainder of the signals, 15 minute segments were used as test
tion Forensics and Security (WIFS), pages 31–36, Nov 2013. doi:
points over the 24h period (at 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 24 hours). Each
10.1109/WIFS.2013.6707790.
test point was divided into several five-second segments.
[2] R. D. Labati, V. Piuri, R. Sassi, F. Scotti, and G. Sforza. Adaptive
ECG biometric recognition: a study on re-enrollment methods for
QRS signals. In 2014 IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelli4 Results and Discussion
gence in Biometrics and Identity Management (CIBIM), pages 30–37,
Dec 2014. doi: 10.1109/CIBIM.2014.7015440.
The results for the implemented end-to-end convolutional neural network
[3]
R. D. Labati, E. Muñoz, V. Piuri, R. Sassi, and F. Scotti. Deep-ECG:
are presented in Fig. 2. Model update offered a small improvement in
Convolutional Neural Networks for ECG biometric recognition. Patperformance in the first test point (91.48% versus 91.15 without update).
tern Recognition Letters, 2018. doi: 10.1016/j.patrec.2018.03.028.
However, the model experiences sharp performance decay and, after the
(in press).
fifth hour, the model update is unable to improve identification accuracy.
In fact, model update caused a decrease in identification rate, which is [4] G. Lopes, J. R. Pinto, and J. S. Cardoso. Don’t You Forget About
coherent with the findings regarding update with multilayer perceptron
Me: A Study on Long-Term Performance in ECG Biometrics. In
classifiers reported by Lopes et al. [4].
Proceedings of Iberian Conference on Pattern Recognition and Image
Different results were obtained when the fully-connected layer of the
Analysis (IbPRIA), July 2019. doi: 10.1007/978-3-030-31321-0_4.
network was replaced by a kNN classifier (see Fig. 3). Although the re- [5] J. R. Pinto, J. S. Cardoso, and A. Lourenço. Evolution, current chalsults with kNN are slightly worse than those of the end-to-end network
lenges, and future possibilities in ecg biometrics. IEEE Access, 6:
(90.89% vs. 91.15% for the first test point), the template update tech34746–34776, 2018. doi: 10.1109/ACCESS.2018.2849870.
nique is more successful and is able to offer performance improvements
[6] J. R. Pinto, J. S. Cardoso, and A. Lourenço. Deep Neural Networks
for almost all test points.
For Biometric Identification Based On Non-Intrusive ECG AcquiWhen compared with the results reported by Lopes et al., the CNN
sitions. In K. V. Arya and R. S. Bhadoria, editors, The Biometric
(either end-to-end or with kNN classification) offers the best performance
Computing: Recognition and Registration. CRC Press, 2019. ISBN
in the first test points after enrollment. However, it gradually loses that
978-0-8153-9364-1. (in press).
advantage as the time passes, even with template update.
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Abstract

State-of-the-art driving studies, such as ADAS&ME and UDRIVE,
implement real-traffic multimodal data collection systems, aggregating
and analysing driver behaviour and physiological state. ADAS&ME has
developed an adaptive driving assistance system to monitor the driver
and trigger automated driving control in high-risk or emergency contexts [8], while UDRIVE is an European-scale project for the continuous non-intrusive data collection of driving behaviour [5]. Both stand as
clear references for this project and have made specific efforts in terms
of system architecture, as the ever-growing sensor data and the algorithmic complexity of its analysis demand efficient middleware solutions.
While ADAS&ME system architecture is a vehicle automation solution
and therefore exclusively integrated on its vehicles [6], UDRIVE data collection does involve remote monitoring and processing systems.

Real-time processing of multimodal data is an increasingly relevant challenge, which often requires flexible and innovative integration platforms,
able to sustain simultaneous high-throughput and low-latency streams
with adjustable sampling rates for each source. Apache Kafka R distributed streaming platform is adopted in this project, as its core simplicity
favors performance and allows for massive scalability. This platform will
support a drowsiness detection system using several streams of real-time
driving monitoring, namely, physiological signals from the driver (ECG /
EEG), facial analysis using RGB-Depth cameras, performance telemetry
in urban and highway driving environments (speed control, lane following, acceleration and braking inputs) and advanced collision-avoidance
alerts. We propose a proof of concept demo that integrates a Unity-based
driving simulator, CardioWheel ECG monitoring and Mobileye advanced
collision-avoidance system as input streams on Kafka middleware. In 2 Middleware
further work, it shall include real-time multimodal data classification for
A streaming middleware platform is, by definition, neutral to the nature
drowsiness detection.
of its source and end nodes. In Kafka, each module is designed either
as a producer or as a consumer, thereby seamlessly integrating heteroge1 Introduction
neous multimodal data, regardless of the nature of the streaming data and
sampling rates/response times required. This is distinct from in-vehicle
Drowsiness ranks close to speeding and alcohol as common factor in custom ADAS solutions where data processing occurs on the edge detraffic accidents and stands as a baseline risk condition for any high re- vice, and overall represents a relevant upgrade over distributed systems
sponsibility tasks. For driving assistance systems full reliability, objec- with message queuing protocols. Being specifically designed for handling
tively defining and detecting drowsiness (or mental fatigue) remains a multiple real-time intensive data streams, Kafka offers significant better
key challenge that requires integrating and analyzing several biometric performance than message protocols such as MQTT or AMQP. On the
and telemetry inputs.
other hand, apllying Kafka platform for driving monitoring offers robustThe drivers’ electrocardiographic signals (ECG) are acquired from ness and stability for any acquisition system, allowing for edge computing
the users hands through sensors embedded in the steering wheel. This but guaranteeing functionality with more devices and/or vehicles (recent
data acquisition system has been tested in real-world scenarios for ECG use cases, for example, are found in health monitoring critical systems [2],
in-depth analysis (CardioWheel [7]) and has shown known patterns of among many others).
heart rate signal and inter-beat variability under stress conditions. Other
The core simplicity of the Kafka system favors performance and alstudies also confirm [9] that heart rate variability and sample entropy is lows for massive scalability: a server (zookeeper) receives data from
significantly reduced when the brain is fatigued - monotonous patterns on several producers and enables it to be consumed from a transaction log
the ECG signal depict less adaptability to external change. In parallel, the distributed in multiple nodes (brokers). Typical use cases are precisely
electroencephalographic (EEG) spectral analysis is profusely referenced streaming services or telemetry analytics. In terms of performance, the
in sleep studies to describe the individuals’ mental activity [1]. Mental batch queue size allows to fine-tune a proficient ratio between transmisfatigue objectively induces deficits in cognitive functions: responses be- sion latency and overall throughput, as higher throughput also implies
come sluggish, more erratic and error prone [3]. Measuring the brains’ higher latency between production and consumption due to batch bufferelectrical activity can thus correlate to a measure of overall physical ex- ing (see Table 1). Reducing latency to 20 milliseconds, the platform still
haustion and to possible behavioural patterns of drowsiness or attention manages rates of approximately 5000 messages per second, i.e. sample
loss in the driver. Finally, face monitoring defines the primary method rates of 5kHz in simultaneous parallel streams directly feeding the rento detect the drivers’ alertness level, through eyelid-closure percentage dering simulation. If larger messages are transmitted, both the average
(PERCLOS). This project aims to set a continuous monitoring of the latency and throughput drop significantly (see Table 2), though the averdrivers’ gaze with RGB-Depth cameras on high frequency rate (with mil- age bit rate rises up to 1Gbit/s depending on batch queue size.
lisecond interval) to enable PERCLOS decrease detection over time and
Benchmark results1 confirm that this platform can process several
serve as indicator alert for micro-sleep events.
thousand messages per second at millisecond transmission latency. OverThese biometric inputs provide real-time indication of the drivers’ all, these results are significantly faster and fulfill the requirements of a
capacity and as such enable a time-series analysis of overall drowsiness
1
In order to exclude remote connectivity concerns, all tests were performed on localhost.
levels. Simultaneously, the driving environment may provide driving perTwo different sample messages were used (1kB and 1MB), respectively depicted in Table 1 and
formance telemetry, namely: control of speed limits, lane following angle, Table 2. For each batch queue size setting, 3000 identical messages were sent to Kafka brokers.
acceleration/braking inputs, obstacles and collision events or traffic vio- Timestamps were registered at production and consumption for each message, then averaged
lations. However, managing these multiple high-throughput low-latency at test completion for average latency. Elapsed times for each test offers average throughput (in
message per second). Average bit rate converts average throughput from messages per second
data sources with precise sampling rates requires a performance-focused to bits per second. Linger time is set at 1 ms. Technical specifications are i7-8565U CPU with
architecture.
16GB DDR4 SDRAM and 256GB PCI NVM SSD.
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Batch
Queue
(messages)

Average
Latency
(s)

Average
Throughput
(message/s)

Average
Bitrate
(Mbit/s)

1
10
100
1000

0.011
0.021
1.965
2.544

1157
5114
12851
19991

9.256
40.912
102.808
159.928

• in-Unity vehicle telemetry (control of speed limits, lane following
angle, acceleration/braking inputs, obstacles and collision events)
and biometric driver data consumption.

Table 1: Kafka metrics for 1 kB sample messages.

Batch
Queue
(messages)

Average
Latency
(s)

Average
Throughput
(message/s)

Average
Bitrate
(Mbit/s)

1
10
100
1000

9.239
9.724
11.836
22.629

78
84
95
145

624
672
760
1160

Table 2: Kafka metrics for 1 MB sample messages.

Figure 2: Driving setup.

5

Conclusion

Detecting mental fatigue patterns in real-time is a multimodal challenge.
Performance is key, to allow for time-series analysis and classification
of high-throughput streaming sources, while keeping response times on
a millisecond scale, for driving assistance effectiveness. Thus, a fast
and flexible middleware integration platform is required. State-of-the-art
projects point towards data streaming solutions, of which Kafka opensource platform stands as an obvious choice. Setting a robust but loosely
coupled architecture, this platform is capable of integrating heterogeneous
producing and consuming modules, including adapting to a real driving
environment (which can replace this simulator with no further changes
required). Our test environment currently integrates Unity driving simulation with CardioWheel ECG monitoring and Mobileye collision-avoidance
system. In further work we will use this platform in real-time multimodal
classification of drowsiness detection.

driving environment handling live analysis of multiple sources with variable sample intervals (as reference, DriveSafety R RS150 offers complete
urban traffic environment and in-depth telemetry analysis over 60Hz [4]).
Kafka’s low latency is a critical factor for a real-time streaming platform,
specifically on biometric inputs or obstacle detection alerts, both of which
depend on millisecond response times for effectiveness. Redundancy is
also a relevant issue for data intensive systems: failure of one node in
the network should not terminate streaming. In Kafka, each written message is replicated for every broker and registered in transaction log. In
case of failure, consumption is resumed from the next available broker. Acknowledgements
In this project, two Kafka brokers are used to maintain overall platform
This work was financed by National Funds through the Portuguese fundrobustness and for metrics benchmarking.
ing agency, FCT – Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, within project
POCI-01-0145-FEDER-030707.

3

Simulation

In this first phase, the middleware platform will integrate a Unity-based References
simulation as driving environment: the simulator acts as producer of telemetry and also serves as a visual interface for biometric data consumption. [1] I. Campbell. EEG recording and analysis for sleep research. Current
Protocols in Neuroscience, 49:10.2.1—10.2.19, 2009.
The current simulated driving environment (endless highway with random
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of general-purpose log management and streams processing software
eration engine based off from MicroGSD RoadArchitect.
stacks for first-responders monitoring. Institute of Electronics and
Informatics Engineering of Aveiro, 2019.
[3] S. Cheng and H. Hsu. Mental fatigue measurement using EEG. Risk
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Figure 1: Simulation camera.
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Abstract
The development of presentation attack detection (PAD) methods has become a high level concern in biometric security. As in other pattern recognition tasks, the use of deep learning is increasingly common. However, it
is still doubtful if handcrafted features should be discarded. This work focused on the comparison of using handcrafted features and deep learning
techniques at the feature extraction level in a face PAD method. Handcrafted features were based on Local Binary Patterns, while a Convolutional Neural Network based on VGG-16 was used for deep feature extraction. A Support Vector Machine was used for binary classification
after dimensionality reduction using Principal Component Analysis. The
methods were tested using the NUAA database, and the results show that
handcrafted feature extraction still offer better results, with 3.1% APCER
and 25.2% BPCER.

1

Introduction

Biometric systems are currently used in several different application scenarios. Border control, military facilities, and the mobile access to personal accounts or banking operations are some of the applications that
require high reliability and robustness levels. Face biometric recognition
is currently one of the most common traits for several applications due to
its advantages over other biometric traits.
As face biometric recognition is increasingly used for access control
and authentication, guarding sensitive information and valuable goods,
the motivation to attack such systems is growing. Face recognition systems can be attacked using printed photographs, masks, or video displays
[1, 4, 8, 9]. Presentation attack detection (PAD) methods have been proposed to tackle this problem in face recognition systems. These feature
extraction methods are classified in previous studies into two categories
of non-training-based and training-based.
Among non-training-based methodologies, Tan et al. [9] used a sparse
low-rank bilinear discriminative model on image features extracted by a
difference of Gaussian (DoG) and/or logarithmic total variation (LTV)
methods to discriminate the bona fide and presentation attack images. Using the NUAA database [9], they showed that the bona fide and presentation attack images can be discriminated using their proposed method.
With the NUAA database, Määtta et al. [4] used three feature extraction methods (Gabor filter, local phase quantization, and local binary
patterns LBP) to extract the image features and classify the bona fide and
presentation attack images using support vector machines (SVMs). The
classification error was significantly reduced compared to those obtained
by Tan et al. et al. [9]. Benlamoudi et al. [1] also used the LBP method
for addressing the PAD problem for a face recognition system. They used
the Fisher score to reduce the dimensionality of the extracted features.
Parveen et al. [8] proposed a method that uses a dynamic local ternary
pattern (DLTP) for detecting presentation attack face images. They used
the DLTP method to extract image features and the SVM method for
classification. However, the detection accuracy when using the NUAA
database was slightly worse than those obtained by Määtta et al. [4] and
Benlamoudi et al. [1]. These results show that the handcrafted features
are suitable for presentation attack detection. However, as verified in
these studies, the detection accuracy varies significantly among different
databases, indicating some of the handicaps of handcrafted features.

Recently, deep learning frameworks have frequently overcame conventional methods in tasks like image classification, object detection, or
face-based age estimation. Considering this, training-based feature extraction methods have been studied by Menotti et al. [3]. The results indicate the sufficiency of the deep learning method for detecting presentation
attack images in biometric recognition systems. However, the method
was unable to outperform the handcrafted feature extraction method in all
cases.
In a study by Nanni et al. [5], the deep learning framework was applied for general image classification problem as an image feature extractor. In detail, they used several CNN models which were trained for several different problems to extract image features of the current problem.
Based on the extracted image features, they used several SVM models to
classify the input images into desired classes.
In another study [6], the authors additionally used several kinds of
handcrafted feature extraction methods such as LBP or local ternary patterns (LTP) alongside deep networks. The results show that the handcrafted and deep image features can extract different information from
input images. Based on this result, they showed that the combination of
handcrafted and deep features is sufficient to lead to an enhancement of
classification accuracy.
Nguyen et al. [7] proposed a new PAD method based on hybrid features that combines information from both handcrafted and deep learning
features. This is the first approach to PAD for face recognition systems
using a combination of deep and handcrafted image features. By combining the deep and handcrafted image features, they enhanced the detection
accuracy compared to conventional state-of-the-art detection methods and
reduce the variation in detection accuracy caused by the variation in face
images.
This work seeks to compare handcrafted and deep feature extraction,
and their impact in presentation attack detection performance. It aims to
lay the foundations for future work in the application of deep learning for
biometric presentation attack prevention.

2

Proposed Methodology

Pipelines of the studied methods are depicted in Fig. 1. A face image
is received and processed to produce a binary decision of bona fide or
presentation attack. The first step of the method is to extract the image
features using handcrafted algorithm local binary pattern (LBP) or convolutional neural network (CNN) or hybrid (LBP + CNN).
The second step is to apply principal component analysis (PCA) for
dimensionality reduction. The models are tested with and without PCA
to test which present better performance. At last, SVM is used to classify images as bona fide or as presentation attacks. Below, the feature
extraction and classification processes are described in detail.
Feature extraction: The LBP feature extraction method has been used
to extract image features for many computer vision tasks, including face
recognition, with advantages in illumination and rotation invariance [2].
The LBP method computes a p-bit binary descriptor for each pixel in a
given image using its surrounding pixels. For this study, the LBP used
number of points p = 8 and radius r = 1. For the CNN, the VGG-16
architecture was used, with VGG-Face pretrained weights. As the dense
layers were discarded, the outputs of the last pooling layer of the net-
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Using features extracted using the VGG-Face network, with PCA for
reduction, we obtain the smallest APCER with Polynomial SVM kernel,
20.38%. However, both errors are much higher than those attained using
LBP features. The hybrid solution (LBP + CNN) improved the results of
the experiments using only CNN extracted features. However, the sole use
of LBP features offered better results than the hybrid version. Considering
this, the VGG-Face architecture and weights are likely not adequate for
the task of detecting presentation attacks. Moreover, the use of SVM
limits the potential of deep learning methodologies. Hence, the use of an
end-to-end CNN should be further explored.

5
Figure 1: Schema of the proposed method.
Feature Extraction
LBP
CNN
LBPw/PCA
CNNw/PCA
(LBP+CNN)w/PCA

SVM Kernel
Sigmoid
RBF
Linear
Poly
Poly

APCER
11.005%
37.121%
3.093%
20.375%
19.393%

BPCER
20.205%
34.022%
25.221%
32.390%
32.408%

Conclusions and future work

This work consisted on the study of different methods to detect presentation attack images for a face recognition system. The results indicate that
LBP-based handcrafted features are more suitable to detect presentation
attacks than VGG-Face features. Additionally, PCA enhanced the performance of the method. Nevertheless, further efforts should be devoted to
the study of end-to-end deep networks for PAD, to improve performance
and overcome the limitations of current handcrafted solutions.
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Table 1: Summary of the main results of the implemented methodologies.
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Abstract
Sentiment analysis in images is the discovery of the emotion that an image
passes to a person when looking at it. Nowadays social media is used by
millions of people and most of the available platforms use images as one
of their main communication features. In this work, we use Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) to determine the sentiment and to improve the
user experience when posting an image to social media, specifically to
Instagram. Different CNN are proposed and evaluated to perform this
task. A mobile app was developed to interact with the user and provide a
simple service to predict the sentiment of an image before the user posts
it to Instagram.

1

Figure 1: General approach

1. Mobile Application: The mobile application is going to work as an
interface to interact with the CNNs that are hosted on the server.
The main functionality of this application is to send an image, that
is selected by the user, to the server and receive a list of emotions
that have an associated value that represents the confidence of how
much of that emotion is identified in the image. With this information the user can decide to publish the image or not to their social
media.

Introduction

In the last decade with the emergence of mobile devices and social media,
the amount of information shared online has increased in immeasurable
proportions. One of the most relevant formats in which all this information is being created is images, specially due to integrated cameras in
mobile devices which allows users to take a photo of anything, anywhere.
Photos are an easy way to represent reality since they can be easily interpreted by humans, delivering messages in a seamless way and creating
thoughts and feelings in the person who is looking at them.
During the last decade, deep structural learning, commonly referred
to as deep learning, has appeared as a new branch of machine learning [1].
This technique looks for ways to mimic how humans perceive different
types of information in their environment, for example how shapes are
detected and understood in an image.
In this work, we propose the use of CNN in a public dataset to determine the sentiment and to improve the user experience when posting an
image to social media, specifically to Instagram.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
background related works and Section 3 describes the proposed approach.
Section 4 details the experimental setup, including dataset and learning
models. Section 5 presents the experimental results and analysis and,
finally, Section 6 concludes and delineates future research lines.

2

2. Server: The server has two main functionalities: the first is to give
the image to the CNN or the group of CNNs, so it can be analyzed,
and the second is to gather the outputs of the networks and calculate what the top-3 emotions are depending on these outputs. After
doing this, the server will return the result to the application that
send the request.
3. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs):This will be the main part
of our project, the CNNs will have the task to identify what emotions are in the image they receive from the server. This could be
done in two different ways:
• One CNN specifically trained to identify a group of distinct
emotions within an image, that returns the confidence level
of which ones of these emotions are in the image.
• A group of CNNs that are trained in different ways, some
of these training methods could be: a CNN that is able to
identify whether an emotion is present or not in an image,
a CNN that is able to identify is the emotion in the image
is positive or negative, or a CNN that is able to return the
confidence level of what emotions are in an image. All the
outputs of these networks will then be given to the server for
it to calculate the result as described before.

Background

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are multilayer neural networks
designed to recognize visual patterns directly from image pixels. The
work by LeCun et al[2, 3] has been pioneer for the current CNN that
are researched today. As a consequence, CNN have been catapulted to
the center of object recognition research. The rekindled interest in CNN
is largely attributed to [4] CNN model, that showed significantly higher
image classification accuracy on the 2012 ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC). Their success resulted from a model
inspired by LeCun’s previous work and a few twists that enabled training
with 1.2 million labeled images (e.g. GPU programming, max(x,0) rectifying non-linearities and dropout regularization). Likewise, the emergence of the giant processing power from parallel programming models
developed by large HPC (High Performance Computing) teams working
in the industry also contributed by a large amount to their success.

4
4.1

Experimental setup
Dataset

To evaluate and validate our strategy, we have used the Image Emotion
Dataset [2]. This dataset was created to fulfil the need for a dataset that
relates images with sentiments, in order to help the development of machine learning strategies able to relate both. There are 8 classes in this
dataset, that represent amusement, anger, awe, contentment, disgust, excitement, fear and sadness. Figure 2 shows example images of the classes
in the dataset.
3 Proposed approach
The data set is composed by 90,000 of which almost 24,000 are clasThe proposed approach, depicted in Figure 1 includes three principal sified with a strong confidence level, and the images were collected from
components:
different social media platforms, like Flicker and Instagram. Amazon
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calculate the value of these metrics, in addition to other important data,
such as the recall and the precision of each class.

5

Experimental results and analysis

The results obtained from the various previously trained models were
combined with the aim of improving the percentage of success with respect to the classification of the images in the 8 classes of the data set.
This process was carried out in the following manner:
• To obtain the Top-1 class and its accuracy, for each of the images
of the test dataset, the confidence percentages obtained, for each
class, of the three trained networks were considered. Subsequently,
the class with the highest confidence percentage among all the results of the three networks was selected. Finally, this class was
compared with the real class of the image and thus the metrics
mentioned above could be determined.

Figure 2: Example images of 8 classes from the Image Emotion Dataset

Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers were used to classify the images in the
given sentiments.
The dataset was then split into two disjoint sets: training and test. The
data from the training set is used to select learning models, and the data
from the testing set to evaluate performance.

4.2

• A similar process was performed for the Top-3 classes, with the
difference that, instead of selecting the class with the highest confidence percentage, the first 3 classes with the highest confidence
percentage were selected for each image and each network. Finally, the same process was repeated but with the Top-3 classes of
each network.

Learning models

VGG16 and VGG19 Nets
These widely known convolution neural networks were created by Simonyan and Zisserman [6] and they both have a very similar architecture.
The main difference between them is the number of convolutional layers:
VGG16 has a group of 16 convolutional layers and VGG19 a group of 19
layers. During the training phase these networks receive as input a fixed
sized image of 224 x 224 RGB pixels. A 3 x 3 filter with a small receptive
field is used, which is the smallest that captures the notion of left or right,
up or down, and center. Spatial pooling is done by five max-pooling layers, which are placed after some convolutional layers and max-pooling is
done in a 2 x 2 pixel window, with a stride 2.
In the original architecture created by the aforementioned authors,
following the group of convolutional layers, there are three fully-connected
layers: the first two have 4096 channels each and the third have 1000
channels. The final layer is a soft-max layer.
We have done some variations in this part of the structure, by having three fully-connected layers, following the convolutional layers. A
global-average-pooling layer is then used, followed by two dense fullyconnected layers: the first with 1024 channels and the second with 8
channels because the dataset we use to train these networks consists of
8 classes. Like the original networks, this last layer is also a soft-max
layer.

• For One Versus All, the results of the 8 classes were combined and
subsequently with other networks, that is, first the results of the 8
VGG16 models were taken and combined, creating a single model,
we repeated the same process for the 8 models of the VGG19. In
the end, both models were compared to obtain Top-1 and Top-3
results.
Model Combination
Top-1
{VGG16, VGG19, MobileNet}
37.0%
{One V. All VGG16, One V. All VGG19}
30.9%
Table 1: Model Combination Results

Top-3
56.9%
49.83%

These results show the potential of the approach and allowed for the
initial testing of an Android app to improve the user experience when
posting an image to social media, specifically to Instagram.

6

Conclusions and future work

In this work, we propose the use of CNN in a public dataset to determine
the sentiment and to improve the user experience when posting an image
to social media, specifically to Instagram.
MobileNets
Future work is foreseen on proposing and testing other learning approaches in different more suitable datasets and also on further testing and
This network is built mainly of depthwise separable convolutions lay- making available the mobile app.
ers, except for its first layer which is a full convolution. The depthwise
convolutions are standard convolutions that were factored into a depthwise convolution and a 1 x 1 convolution called pointwise convolution. References
The depthwise convolution applies a single filter for each input channel
[1] Y. Bengio. Learning deep architectures for AI. in Foundations and
of the network, then the pointwise convolution applies a 1 x 1 convoluTrends in Machine Learning, 2009.
tion that combines the outputs resulting from the depthwise convolution.
[2] LeCun, Y., Boser, B., Denker, J.S., Henderson, D., Hubbard, R.E.H.W.,
A standard convolution both filters and combines inputs into a new set of
Jackel, L.D. Backpropagation Applied to Handwritten Zip Code Recogoutputs in one step. The depthwise separable convolution splits this into
nition. Neural Computation, vol. 1, no. 4, pp. 541-551, 1989.
two layers, a separate layer for filtering and a separate layer for combin[3] LeCun, Y., Bottou, L., Bengio, Y., Haffner, P.. Gradient-based learning. This factorization has the effect of drastically reducing computation
ing applied to document recognition. Proceedings of the IEEE, vol. 86,
and model size [6].
no. 11, pp. 2278-2324, Nov. 1998.
[4] Krizhevsky, A., Sutskever, I., Hinton, G.E. Imagenet classification
4.3 Evaluation
with deep convolutional neural networks. Advances in neural information
The evaluation of the performance of the neural networks that we used processing systems. pp. 1097-1105, 2012.
during this project was made using mainly top-1 accuracy for all the [5] Q. You, J. Luo, H. Jin, and J. Yang. Building a Large Scale Dataset
trained networks. Subsequently, it was also decided to use top-3 accu- for Image Emotion Recognition: The Fine Print and The Benchmark. In
racy for the non-binary Mobile Nets that classified the 8 classes of the Proceedings of the Thirtieth AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
dataset. The precision of each model was also considered to determine AAAI’16, pp. 308-314, 2016.
the percentage of images classified in a class, which really belonged to [6] Howard, Andrew G., et al. Mobilenets: Efficient convolutional neural
that class. For this we perform different analyzes to the results obtained networks for mobile vision applications, 2017.
from the network test stage, with which we build confusion matrices to
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Abstract
This paper presents an initial concept for an integrated framework for human
attribute classification, which describes people in a non-intrusive way, forgetting
the person as soon as he/she ends the interaction so as not to compromise their
privacy. With this initial stage of the framework, it is possible to predict a
person’s age, gender, height and facially expressed emotions, as well as recognize
objects in their possession, e.g., “dog”, wheelchair, cane and suitcase, which can
help to characterize the person and their needs. Practical results are presented.
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we use the short-range images for the facial recognition process for
more accurate results as the images are better quality at close-range.
In terms of recognized objects, at the moment we have: Dogs,
wheelchairs, canes and suitcases (for the sake of simplicity we are
referring to dogs as objects), see Fig. 1 object recognition block. These
objects will help us to characterize the user, e.g., the presence of a dog
and a cane can be indications of a user’s blindness, the presence of a
wheelchair indicates a probable motor function disability, and the

1 Introduction
The present system relies on a single static camera placed at
approximately 1.5m from the ground. This approximation was made so
that the camera can detect people of various sizes including people in
wheelchairs that will be lower down. This framework could be applied
to many applications, all the way from robotics to mobile phones or
adaptive user interfaces [1].
Before being able to classify its users, the software must first detect
some specific things, such as faces so that the classification methods can
be applied to certain regions of interest (RoI), significantly increasing
efficiency. In the presented solution, for face detection the OpenCV
library was used with the Haar Cascade method [2], allowing us to
detect facial RoIs. For facial recognition, within the facial RoI, we again
use OpenCV with the Local Binary Pattern Histogram method [3].
CVlib [4] will be used for the detection of suitcases and dogs. For other
objects like wheelchairs and white canes we used TensorFlow [5]. For
age and gender Keras [6] was used with Wide Residual Networks [7].
For facial expressions we used Keras again and Convolutional Neural
Networks [8]. Finally, for height estimation, we developed an adaptation
of the method presented in [9], this method requires prior knowledge of
the camera’s height, and the vanishing point of its view.
For the state of the art about this subject see [1]. The main
contribution of this paper is the integration of all the above systems in a
single framework.

2 Describing People
Error! Reference source not found. shows the architecture of the
framework using a block diagram. In short, for the system to start
describing a person, it must first detect a face. Then the system starts
searching for objects that can later be associated with the person in
question. As the person moves closer to the camera the system will stop
looking for objects (while “remembering” what it found before) and
start classifying the person’s main attributes (height, gender and age)
while simultaneously saving temporary RoIs of the person’s face to later
be used for facial recognition (not identification). After a certain number
of frames, the system will use the gathered information to calculate
estimates for the mentioned parameters. Then, it will proceed to learn
the person’s face, assign them an ID number and associate all the
calculated parameters with that ID. Now, when the same person
present’s themselves in front of the camera, the system will be able to
recognize them and present all their attributes without the need to make
any new calculations.
To ensure that only one person is being classified at a time, our
method focuses only on the largest detected face (RoI), we find this to
be a simple and effective way of singling out the nearest person.
Upon successfully finding a face, the system verifies if the size of
the head is smaller than K% of the frame´s height, (we used K=10%),
and if so, then it starts the object recognition module, otherwise it moves
on to the facial recognition module. We use this as a fast and simple way
of differentiating close-range from long-range without the need for
precise distance calculating methods.
We use the long-range images to detect objects that are typically
found on the ground next to the person and are only visible to the
camera when the person is further away (Figure 2, top left and right) and

presence of a suitcase could indicate the need for additional space on
public transport. Other objects will be integrated in the future to
contribute towards a better user characterization.
Figure 1: Global system block diagram

Figure 2: Images showing different steps of the system. (see text)
For the dog and suitcase objects we used a pre-trained Intel model
[4] (CVLib), because it has extremely high success rates with a very low
impact on the system’s speed. And for wheelchairs and canes we used
Tensor Flow [5] to train our own model.
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For each detected object there is an associated counter, Dc, WCc, Cc
and Sc, for Dogs, Wheelchairs, Canes and Suitcases (see Fig. 3)
respectively that is verified when the final attributes are assigned to a
person. Using a counter instead of a “flag” helps to eliminate false
positives by only considering that the person is in possession of an
object when it is detected in a certain number of frames.
As soon as the face reaches close-range, we start to analyse its facial
expressions, focusing on the six fundamental emotions, namely, e =
{Anger, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, Surprise, Neutral}. Taking into
consideration that human emotions (expressions) are not typically of a
static nature, we decided that this attribute should have stored (“array”)
values, as well as real-time values (updated in each frame). Using a pretrained Keras model [8] and some simple mathematical operations, we
are able to have three outputs: (a) the person’s current emotions (facial
expression), fei; (b) the most predominant emotion when interacting with
the system fep; (c) the emotional variation during the interaction fept with Figure 3: Multiple examples of the system in action
t being a time unit used to represent a time interval (Δt).
This block is independent from the facial recognition section, this
means that during the facial recognition process, the system is also 3 Conclusions
separately predicting the user’s facial expressions. It is important to
The paper presents the incorporation of several human attribute
stress that in the present system when a user first appears in front of the classifications in a single framework. The results in real tests were very
camera they will not be recognized, so the system has to acquire enough promising, with occasional errors, mostly in the age and gender
information to create a temporary identification label for them.
categories.
Facial recognition is used by the system to enable it to assign an
Future research will also focus on human behaviour by analysing
identification number (ID) to a person (Fig. 2, bottom right), so that it body language as well as facial expressions to better estimate emotional
can then assign the computed attributes to that specific person.
states and use this to improve human-machine cooperation (HMC). We
Our first step in the facial recognition section is: (a) dealing with find the interpretation of small behaviour signals to be fundamental for
false negatives (to avoid the creation of multiple ID’s for the same the development of systems capable of interacting with humans in a way
person). We have to be sure that the system only begins learning a new that replicates human-human interactions.
face (and respective parameters) after the person has not been
The establishment of HMC where machines/computers are capable
recognized for a consecutive number of frames, without this, a person of providing humans with the “right” information at the “right” time in
that has already been classified would be given a new ID the moment the “right” way will be of great significance to the entire technological
that he/she was not recognized (for instance due to temporary partial industry.
occlusion of the face). (b) The second step consists in storing a number
(Ntc) of RoI images of the candidate’s face (we used Ntc=10, higher
values will improve accuracy but take up more time). The method used Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the Portuguese
Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT), project LARSyS
relies on OpenCV’s LBPH Face Recognizer [3].
(UID/EEA/50009/2019).
The framework is implemented in such a way that it forgets its users
after a short while (to provide the users with privacy - data protection).
For that, there is a queue with a predefined size (NID), where the system
only stores NID people (in our case 6). If a new ID is computed then the References
oldest one in the queue is discarded in FIFO order (First-In, First-Out).
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Abstract
There are worlds hidden at plain sight. With the power of Augmented Reality we are able to explore them, and even interact with them. This technology allows us not only to augment, but also to enrich our surroundings,
to revive long forgotten artworks, our even to immerse us into controlled
unknowns. One of the most prospective areas for AR are the museums,
where art is already loved and cherish. With Augmented Reality we can
enhance the visitors experience, offer them additional information or simple details that pass unnoticed to the common eyes. This paper presents a
framework aiming to superimpose content over the environment in order
to change and improve the way a visitor experiences any rich environment, enabling a new way of cultural discovery. Our presented approach
integrates the scanning of an environment for posterior detection of the
camera’s position, followed by our approximations to the real-world location and finally the superimposition of content over the walls.

1

Introduction

The way as we interact with the surrounding world has already considerably changed through out the last years due to the growing development
of different Augmented Reality (AR) frameworks [2]. With the increasing power of our mobile devices, either by hardware with better cameras,
or by software with the consolidation of new algorithms, AR has already
changed the way we perceive and interact with what surrounds us. It is
not uncommon to feel the urge to be pulled inside this virtual world, either by QR codes [1], or promotional images with visual features [5], or
by any novel technique, when a chance is presented. With AR we are able
to enhance and enrich the world around us with a "hidden" world waiting
to be uncovered.
Consider, per example, typical museum hallways, full of artwork that
captures our senses and curiosity, driving our need for a cultural discovery. These environments are filled with visual information, but it is a
static experience, it does not allows us to interact or explore any further
than with what is presented before us. Using AR, we are able to augment the user’s experience in a museum or any feature rich environment,
offering a new layer, and a "different" life, to the eternal arts.
Our main focus is on a specific task of the AR universe, which is the
superimposition of content over vertical planar surfaces - walls - after an
initial localization. This is followed with a progressive track to minimize
the performance cost and achieve a visual stability. All of these processes
are made using only a monocular camera, without access to depth information. Our current work is being developed mainly considering museums, but it could also be applied to other environments.
This paper is structured as the framework: with the initial bundle
creation in Sec. 2, followed by the recognition and detection at Sec. 3,
with the tracking being presented in Sec. 4, and finally concluding with a
final discussion and future work, Sec. 5.

2

Bundle Creation

Following our previous work [10, 11, 14, 15] on the detection of vertical planar surfaces, we presented two different approaches that eventually
merge into a singular framework. This allows us to triangulate an initial
position of the user’s camera, the specific characteristics of a different
monocular camera, and also the user’s general location for a suitable content selection.
Previous to the use of real-time recognition, it is necessary to create bundles gathering all the features present on the walls in a specific
environment. For this we first photograph the entire room with the complete height of the planar surface being framed within the images. These
photos are then processed into templates by cropping them to the wall’s

Figure 1: Example of a template’s matching to the camera’s frame and its
computed refined homography.

height and also removing any over-matching features, such as the painting’s frames. These visual features are unique landmarks with which we
can describe within an image, but its uniqueness is limited and therefore
we match them within a level of certainty, being some group of features
more relevant than others.
These visual features of this template images are then annexed in two
different bundles: a FLANN Index (FI) [8] bundle, and a Brute Forced
(BF) Matcher Index. Our chosen detector and descriptor for the visual
features is BRISK, due to the previous observation of better performance
at scaling [11]. This way we achieve a hybrid method for recognition,
which allows us to have a larger dataset of templates without increasing
the performance linearly.

3

Detection of the Environment

Using only the monocular camera of a mobile device, the retrieved frame
is compared using the FI to search for a matching template. During this
matching process, the detected visual features from the frame’s image
are matched using approximate nearest neighbours, which returns us a
certainty of a corresponding index. If this template’s index is obtained
through enough close frames within the top five, then the obtained features from the frame are compared directly using BF to the ones stored
for that template’s index. All of the corresponding matches are subjected
to Lowe’s ratio test.
When we obtain at least 10 good matches, we can proceed to calculate
the homography. Usually, only 4 points are necessary to calculate the
homography between two images, but due to the necessity of obtaining a
good match at different angles, we found to be more viable to guarantee at
least 10 matches. The homography allows us to estimate the position of a
specific image within another environment, either by scale, as by rotation
and perspective. We then apply our homography refinement, as presented
in previous publications, and correlate the strongest features with their
preceding frames, sorting them by their response parameter.
With the template’s height being corresponding to the walls, we achieve
a good approximation to where the vertical plane should be. With the homography calculation obtaining average to good results, we then proceed
to find the real limit of the vertical plane, as can be seen on Fig. 1.
Most of human-created environments are planes, with rooms being
usually rectangular polygons, filled with numerous parallel lines and orthogonal edges [7, 12]. Within these environments we can find straight
lines across all the planes’ edges and also in-between them. All this lines
flow to a unique point in their perspective, the vanishing point. After we
obtain our refined homography, we apply a Gaussian blur and a dynamic
Canny edge detector, using the Otsu’s threshold [9] to replace the high
Canny’s threshold [4], shown on the top left of Fig. 2. With this we obtain a binary image of all the salient edges in our frame that is adjustable
automatically to the environment’s lightning.
We then apply the Probabilistic Hough Transform [6] to retrieve the
present lines of this image, as can be seen on the top right of Fig. 2. Using
the position of our calculated homography, we separate the vertical from
the horizontal lines and discard all the rest. We then find all the intersec-
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Figure 2: Examples of the Environment Detection. Left to right, top to
bottom: Canny edge detection, Probabilistic Hough Transform, content
superimposed.

tions between the horizontal lines following Cramer’s rule and add this
intersecting points to a k-means clustering, from where we retrieve the
densest cluster and consider its centroid as the vanishing point. From this
vanishing point, we adjust the calculated homography to its real-world
position. From there we retrieve some of the camera characteristics and
proceed to triangulate the camera’s position.

4

Tracking and Superimposition of AR Content

Regarding the tracking, after we obtain the real-world position of our template in the camera’s frame, we are also able to calculate a geometric
reconstruction of the environment by setting the angle relations between
each wall previously. This allows for a superimposition of content over all
the visible environment within the frame without the need for additional
and complex - far distances - recognition.
The tracking is divided in two steps that complement each other. In
one part we continuously recalculate all previous steps with a distance of
variable frames to increase the guaranty of a good planar detection, with
the tracker’s performance being directly correlated to the amount of time
in-between recalculations. We apply Kalman Filters [16] to the points obtained to this calculations in order to minimize its outlier variance, being
these points the homography’s vertices, the vanishing point, and the camera’s axis, from which we obtain the camera’s movement across the room
through time.
The other stage of tracking uses the mask obtained by the refined homography, and retrieves the good features to track, using the Shi-Tomasi
method [13]. Afterwards, we calculate the optical flow of the captured
features using the iterative Lucas-Kanade method with pyramids [3]. With
the geometric reconstruction of the room through the dimensions of the
templates, we then apply the corresponding mask of all the known planar surfaces to this tracker. Using this method we achieve a smoother
and more fluid results than our previous method with less computational
power required. Another advantage of using this method is the possibility of keep tracking after the final homography calculation, even if there
are different light conditions or if the smartphone’s camera has another
specifications.
Finally, we are able to superimpose AR content over the vertical
planes, as is shown in the bottom Fig. 2, while being able to use the templates to keep the relevant objects, i.e., artwork, in the superimpostion.
This allows the visitor to have an enhanced visit where an "additional"
world or information can be hiding at a simple smartphone’s distance.

5

Conclusions

This paper presents a framework to superimpose content over a known environment using only a monocular camera, providing a fluid and smooth
experience while achieving acute angles between the camera’s position
and the superimposed walls.
For future work there is a need to develop a simpler scan of the environment and bundle creation, preferentially in real-time. It is also necessary to integrate hybrid 2D-3D layouts of the scanned rooms and also
integrate the 3D objects’ superimposition.
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Abstract

Parkinson’s disease).

Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy is a form of angiopathy with inflammatory
characteristics, a consequence of Amyloid-Beta deposition in the walls of
small to medium blood vessels of the cerebral cortex and leptomeninges.
A primary cause of spontaneous intracranial haemorrhagic events, Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy predominates in the elderly population, occurring in about 80% of Alzheimer’s disease patients, thus playing a key role
in the pathogenicity of this dementia.
This paper introduces methods to apply artificial intelligence tools to
aid in cerebral amyloid angiopathy diagnostic, providing data to help in
the early prediction and diagnostic of the disease, thus enabling the patient
to have access to appropriate and early medical intervention.

2

1

Introduction

Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy (CAA) is one of the main causes of intracranial haemorrhagic events. This disease comes up by the deposition
of Amyloid-Beta (Aβ), peptides of 36-43 amino acids, in the small and
medium calibre vasculature of the cerebral cortex. The accumulation of
these amyloid deposits occurs mostly in the posterior cortical arterial microvasculature and larger vessels such as cerebral veins and venules [11].
CAA is a common cause of lobar haemorrhage, and in most cases is sporadic. Its clinical course is slow and often silent, manifesting predominantly in the elderly population with haemorrhagic events [12]. CAA
predominates in an elderly population, and co-exists in about 80% of
Alzheimer’s patients. It also relates to intracerebral and infarct haemorrhages [11]. The symptoms of CAA include changes in the nervous
system, which may suddenly manifest, leading to delirium, confusion,
weakness, paralysis or joint problems [2].
It would be expected that with the progress of medicine and technological applications, complementary imaging, both imaging and biochemical, would provide a spectrum of accessible and effective data on
the study of amyloid deposits and consequent changes in the cerebral vasculature. However, currently tests for cerebral amyloid angiopathy are
still at an early stage, and the diagnosis is therefore only post-mortem
tissue analysis. Given the inaccessibility of brain tissue in life, diagnostic approaches will have to undergo indirect methods such as Magnetic
Ressonance Imaging (MRI) analysis [2]. The Boston criteria comprises a
combination of clinical, imaging and pathological parameters that allow
a probable, possible and absolute diagnosis to be made in living and deceased patients, either with brain tissue, MRI, or clinical data. Diagnosis
by MRI provides the most accurate level of diagnosis without the use of
neuronal tissues. It allows the evaluation and counting of microhemorrhages in the cortical and lobar grooves and intracerebral hemorrhages.
Finally, probable CAA may also be supported by pathological evidence
from biopsies [2].
Positron Emission Tomography - Pittsburgh Compound and Magnetic
Resonance stand out in the line of complementary diagnostic directed examinations, although they do not yet offer objective and effective results
in its diagnosis. Making accurate and life-time diagnoses becomes increasingly mandatory. Early diagnosis is crucial for the patient to be
followed in life. To this end, the present study is proposed to identify
clinical markers based on brain atrophy assessment metrics (proposed by
Harper et al.) [3], quantification of hypertensive lesions in the white matter [13], evaluation, enlargement of perivascular spaces in the basal ganglia, quantification of microhemorrhages, evaluation of relative density of
perivascular spaces, and finally, identification of new imaging biomarkers using emerging artificial intelligence techniques. These metrics will
be compared using as control groups other neurodegenerative diseases
(probably diagnosed as Alzheimer’s disease, frontotemporal dementia or

Background

2.1

Cerebral amyloid angiopathies

CAA is the term used to define a cerebral Small Vessel Disease featured
by the presence of amyloid-β[10] protein within blood vessel walls of
small and medium-sized cortical and leptomeningeal arteries, arterioles,
capillaries, and veins [9].
CAA is a pathological hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease, being present
in almost 90% of Alzheimer’s disease cases [10]. This type 2 small vessel disease also occurs in rare hereditary diseases and in other disorders
such as Down’s syndrome [5]. This angiopathy is frequently found in the
general elder population, with its incidence increasing with age [5, 9].
It occurs as sporadic or familiar forms with several amyloid proteins
involved, being firmly associated with cerebral haemorrhages. As mentioned before, amyloid proteins are cleaved by a precursor before they
are deposited [8]. In hereditary disease forms, mutations lead to amino
acid substitutions or elongation of the precursor proteins, resulting in the
mutation of amyloid proteins with different aggregation properties or the
increase in proteolytic cleavage of the amyloid protein from its precursor,
increasing amyloid-βproduction [6].

2.2

Technologies and concepts

Deep Learning is a sub-field of machine learning concerned with algorithms inspired by the human capabilities of learning and recognizing objects, based on the analysis of multiple examples called artificial neural
networks. Scientific evolution comes in hand with bigger data to interpret
and analyse complex problems, meaning more variables [1].
Deep Learning neural networks are inspired by the functioning of our
brains - the human brain connections and learning processes. However,
unlike a real brain where any neuron can connect to another one within
a large physical distance, these have discrete layers, connections, and directions of data propagation [4, 7].
Convolution neural networks (CNN) are a type of deep learning neural algorithm, most commonly applied to analyzing imaging. CNN aims
at preserving spatial relationships in the data, with very few connections
between the layers. A CNN has multiple layers of convolutions and activations.

3

Methods

The study is deeply associated either with the academic universe, as with
the clinical and decision making environments. Therefore, the execution
of the project’s pipeline comprises two distinct phases: the collection of a
dataset and the analysis and processing of the data.

3.1

Materials

In association with an hospital from the north region of Portugal, several
MRI images were analysed and classified. Some patients files collected
had multiple studies. In this work, the authors only proceeded with the
acquisition of the most recent study for each patient.
The acquisition workflow of the dataset acquistion started with the
query for MRI studies of the brain and retrieval of the respective Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) images from
the Sectra IDS71 picture archiving and communications system. Moreover, each patient MRI data was analysed and classified based on atro1

Sectra IDS7: https://eudemo.sectra.com/ids7/
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phy and haemorrhage evaluation metrics. The resulting dataset was afThe solution combines MRI with metadata information to reach more
ter anonymised and relevant features (as patient sex and acquisition vari- accurate results. By assisting the physician diagnosis with artificial inables) were kept for further analysis.
telligence based tools in an early phase, the patient can have access to
appropriate and early medical intervention, which will lead to a better
treatment.
3.2 Dataset cleansing
Despite of the results and small improvements, this work in progress
needs
further developments and investigations. The improvement of the
This study started with the acquisition of the patient’s data from the hospital’s database. The studies were anonymized to hide the patients iden- current model and approach is important to improve the healthcare qualtities with the creation an alias patient identifier and removal of the age ity. Also the dataset needs to be enlarged in order to feed the artificial
of birth. Deprecated data and patients with difficult to analyse T2* MRI intelligence models.
were removed from the study, resulting in 111 individuals, 1379 series
and 51678 images. For each entry of the collected dataset, clinical diagnosis was performed by a specialised physician based on cerebral atrophy
and micro haemorrhage count.
The process of data cleansing was performed to the resulting dataset
after the merge between medical imaging data and medical diagnosis data.
From the original dataset, the patients that had not been classified were
removed. The patients without relevant attribute features filled, as patient
sex and cerebral atrophy index, due to massive haemorrhages, were also
removed.
The resulting final dataset after data cleansing comprises 85 unique
patients with a total of 85 studies (one of each patient), 1050 series and
38224 instances or images. Among the inspected patients, 52 of them are
male and 33 are female, corresponding to 61,1% and 38,8% respectively.

3.3

Artificial intelligence approach

The study will follow two main steps: extraction of MRI features and it’s
combination with relevant non-image data. Once the dataset is enriched,
it is split into train, validation, and test subsets.
Regarding the automated learning process using artificial intelligence,
the model to use has three inputs: the pixel data, the metadata contained
in the DICOM file about the pixel data and generated features to complete the data that feeds the model. With respect to the metadata contained in the DICOM file, the gathered attributes were the ones considered relevant, as: URI, PatientID, PatientSex, StudyInstanceUID, SeriesInstanceUID, SOPInstanceUID, PixelSpacing, ImageOrientationPatient, PatientPosition, Rows, Columns, ImagePosition and ImagePositionPatient. The reason for the existence of the feature generator is due to the
limited quantity of data to support the model.
After the data is all set, an artificial intelligence model is created. The
train set, accounting for the majority of the data, is fed into the model to
start the training process. Its architecture was based on already known
and successful models. The model was then compiled using a predefined
loss function and an optimizer. The validation set is used to adjust hyperparameters and optimize the model. To evaluate the model, the test set
was used to assess the model’s accuracy on predicting the correct label,
and to build a confusion matrix for quality of classification visualization.

85 Patients
38224 Instances

Model
Pre-processing unit
Metadata feature
extracting

Feature generator

Input

Model
Classiﬁcation

Confusion
Matrix

Accuracy

features

generated
features

Classiﬁcation

Output

Result Metric

Model Evaluation

Figure 1: General workflow schema.

4

Conclusion and future work

In this work, the main goal was to propose a solution to aid the clinical decision making and diagnosis of alive patients with cerebral amyloid
angiopathy. For this task, two major steps were taken to develop the approach: the clinical knowledge and dataset gathering, and the technical
analysis and computational classification.
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